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Preface 

This Thesis about admixtures for concrete and their interactions with cement hydration was 
started after I had been employed since approximately three years at the BAM Federal Institute 
for Materials Research and Testing. In parallel I was involved in many other projects related to 
cementitious systems, from no slump concrete to self-compacting concrete, and from low 
strength to high strength. The topic of this Thesis was chosen freely based on my experiences 
and identified research needs.  

It is rather common to address the first words of thanks to a mentor, an antecessor, having 
already pioneered the direction of a thesis. However, this work is not founded on a long lasting 
tradition at BAM in rheology of construction materials or on admixtures use. Therefore, my 
mentors, those people, who inspired me can be found in the international scientific community. 
Hence, I would like to acknowledge those who had the strongest influence on this Thesis for 
their brilliant scientific publications which became my regular companions during the last 
couple of years: Prof. Robert Flatt, Dr. Kazuo Yamada, Prof. Johann Plank, Dr. Barbara 
Lothenbach, Prof. Karen Scrivener, Prof. Ólafur Wallevik, Prof. Nicolas Roussel, Prof. Geert de 
Schutter, Prof. Kamal Khayat, Dr. Frank Winnefeld. During the work on my Thesis, I had the 
great honour and pleasure to meet all of these excellent researchers in different places all over 
the world. 

In this context, I would like to thank first of all Prof. and Dir’in Dr. rer. nat. Birgit Meng, 
who is also co-promoter of this Thesis. As of the beginning of my work at BAM, first as a 
project co-worker without any ambitions for a doctorate, she supported my international 
activities and those actions that went far beyond my actual duties. Also after I had started 
working on my thesis, she continued valuing my many scientific activities beyond this Thesis. I 
would also acknowledge my further superiors Dr.-Ing. Andreas Rogge, and Dr.-Ing. Hans-
Carsten Kühne for giving me the required employment stability and the opportunity to present 
my entire works on conferences, and not to push too hard a finalisation of this Thesis to the 
benefit of many other projects. Thanks for letting me independently operate in so many different 
projects and with the many degrees of freedom. I hope that the wide range of experiences I made 
is truly reflected in this Thesis.  

I would like to thank in particular my promoter prof.dr.ir. Jos Brouwers for all his support. It 
was such a lucky coincidence that our ways crossed during a fib PhD-symposium in Stuttgart in 
2008. I had just started with some conceptual investigations for this Thesis but not yet a 
supervisor. We had a good talk in which prof.dr.ir. Jos Brouwers also informed me about the 
peculiarities of Dutch PhD defences. I was very much interested in the topics his group was 
dealing with and since it was always my intention to write my thesis in English language a 
Dutch PhD appeared to be very attractive to me. A few days later he sent me a photograph of 
such a ceremony and asked me if this could be of interest for me. I happily agreed and this was 
surely the best decision of the past years. Without any doubt, no other person accounts more 
responsible for the quality of this Thesis than prof.dr.ir. Jos Brouwers. Thank you Jos for your 
patience. I know that I was not an easy candidate, since my daily business did not always allow 
a stringent time-line. Thank you Jos for your flexibility and for always being available for me 
without complaining.  

I would like to thank the further members of the Promotion Committee, prof.ir. Elphi 
Nelissen, prof.dr.ir. Joost Walraven, prof.dr.ir. Geert de Schutter, prof.dr. Alex van Herk, 
prof.dr.ir. Theo Salet, Dr. Mohamed Sonebi for their thorough reviews and highly valuable 
contributions and strong support. 
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Introduction  1 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Brief historical overview of SCC 

Today’s self-compacting concretes (SCCs) are sophisticated systems with a wide range of 
properties. The ancestor SCC was defined as concrete that consolidates only under the forces of 
the gravitation without segregation upon flow and without blocking at passing obstacles. The 
basic idea behind the principle of flowable concrete was controlling the flow properties by 
increasing the paste volume, which can be adjusted to the required properties by adjustment of 
the volumetric ratio of water and powder, and supplementary superplasticisers (SPs).  

The first prototype of such concrete was completed in Japan in 1988 based on the need for 
compensation of the observed loss of skill of construction workers in Japan [1]. It was originally 
entitled high performance concrete [2]. As of 1983, it was observed in Japan that with 
decreasing skill level of the construction workers, the construction quality reduced correlatively 
[3]. Hence, SCC was the suggested method to ensure durable concrete constructions which was 
largely independent of the qualification of the casting staff. The invention of SCC in Japan came 
not by surprise, since traditionally the majority of all concretes recently applied in Japan 
incorporate some kind of chemical admixtures [4].  

When SCC was invented, super flowable concrete was not new in Japan. Flowable 
consistencies were already achieved using anti-washout admixtures that increase the adhesion 
and viscosity of the suspension since 1980 based on earlier experiences in Germany [4-6]. Also 
Collepardi reports about the application of so called rheoplastic consistencies as of about 1970 
in Italy and Hong Kong [7]. In a plenary closing lecture of the Fifth North American Conference 
on Self-Consolidating Concrete in Chicago, USA, De Schutter gave a historical survey about 
self-compacting concrete [8], in which he entitled underwater concrete and highly flowable 
concrete as the “Parents” of SCC. In the same context he referred to the so-called System ‘Non 
Plus’ as the “Great great grandfather” of SCC. The system ‘Non Plus’ was a concreting system 
first developed in 1906 in Germany and applied in Germany, Netherlands, and Belgium in the 
1910’s and 1920’s. It allowed on-site concrete casting of large housing elements including 
window and door openings. De Schutter also refers to Thomas Alva Edison, who was granted a 
patent in 1908 for his idea of a multi storey concrete house cast in a single casting step including 
concrete bath tubs and shingles [8]. This early precursor of modern SCC was put into practice 
without significant success in 1917, and some of these houses are still standing.  

However, the invention of what is called SCC today is owed to the invention of modern 
superplasticisers based on polycarboxylates, which were more efficient and more versatile than 
the products available on the market before. A more detailed overview of the history of 
superplasticisers will be given later in Section 3.2. 

Without doubt, the technology of self-compacting concrete is eternally linked to the name of 
Okamura, who, took the “stimulating leadership” during the first developments in the early 
1990s, as Walraven recently formulated in a keynote paper for the 6th International RILEM 
Symposium on Self-Compacting Concrete in Montreal [9]. The development was further 
accompanied by research activities by Ouchi [3, 10], Ozawa [2, 11], and Takada [12, 13]. After 
some international presentations of the new technology, as of 1994, SCC technology gained 
interest internationally, and was adopted by researchers from Europe, Northern America, and 
Asia [1, 5, 9], followed by lively and ongoing research activities at the end of the 20th century, 
which marks a corner stone for the acceptance of SCC. The pioneering of SCC in Europe is 
closely linked to Walraven, and Bartos, the introduction to Northern America to Aïtcin and 
Khayat.  



2 Chapter 1 

At the same time, the invention of SCC can be linked to the invention of new admixtures, in 
particular SPs but also stabilising agents (STAs), which allow controlling the rheological 
properties of a cementitious paste regardless of the water to cement ratio. The plasticising effect 
of polycarboxylate based SPs was observed for the first time in the 1980s. The first generation 
of polycarboxylate based SPs for concrete was introduced in 1986. Using a methacrylic 
backbone instead of an acrylic one made the polymer resistant against the high alkaline 
conditions, which can be found in cementitious systems [14]. During the following 15 years, 
significant steps towards improved SPs and particularly the understanding of their modes of 
operation were made. Until the turn of the millennium, significant research was conducted by 
Uchikawa, Hanehara, and Yamada [15-18], by Ohta et al. [19], Rivera-Villarreal et al. [20], 
Jolicoeur et Simard [21], and by Houst et al. [22] in the field of SPs. Comprehensive studies 
about stabilising admixtures were published before 2000 by Yammamuro et al. [23], Rols et al. 
[24] and Khayat [25]. In the year 2000, the major mechanisms of polycarboxylic SPs were 
largely understood and the use of stabilising admixtures was identified as a reasonable option to 
develop new mixture composition concepts for SCC.  

Since then until today, significant research activities have taken place. A first conference on 
SCC was organised by JSCE in Kochi in 1998. A first international RILEM conference on self-
compacting concrete in 1999 in Stockholm was the start of a series of SCC conferences with 
high international impact. The first technical committee of the Japanese Society of Civil 
Engineers (JSCE) was already founded in 1994, which published a state of the art report in 
1996. On international level, the first RILEM committee on self-compacting concrete (TC 174-
SCC) was founded in 1997. Later committees were focusing on the casting (TC 188-CSC), the 
durability (TC 205-DSC), flow simulation (TC 222-SHC), and the mechanical properties (TC 
228-MPS). 

In Europe a multi-national research project was initiated entitled “Rational Production and 
Improved Working Environment through Using Self-Compacting Concrete” [26], followed by 
another project entitled “Testing SCC”, which helped spreading the benefits of SCC to a wide 
range of appliers [27]. This project was also the basis of a widely accepted European guideline 
on Self compacted concrete published by the European industry association bibm, 
CEMBUREAU, EFCA, EFNARC, ERMCO [28], which again builds the basis of the European 
standards for the testing of SCC (EN 12350, Parts 8 to 12) as well as for the actual 
modernisation of the European concrete standard EN 206-1. 

1.2 Mixture composition approaches 

According to the Japanese recommendations for self-compacting concrete, which are based on 
the works of the subcommittee of the JSCE on self-compacting concrete, the major types of 
SCC can be distinguished [11], the powder type, the combination type, and the stabilising agent 
type. Table 1.1 provides some characteristics of these types according to Nagataki [29]. 

Table 1.1: Powder contents and water to powder ratios for different mixture composition types 
of SCC according to Nagataki [29]. 

Classified types Unit content of powder [kg/m³] Water powder ratio (%) 
Powder type 500-575 30-40 

Combination type 500-575 30-40 
Viscosity agent-type 400-500 45-55 
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The powder type can be considered as the ancestor SCC. The mix concept, entitled general 
purpose approach, goes back to Okamura and Ozawa and the frequently cited publication “Mix 
design for self-compacting concrete”, which was published in the Concrete Library of the JSCE 
in June 1995. The idea behind this concept is fixing the volumes of aggregates, sand, and paste, 
while the paste shall be modified by adjusting the water to powder ratio as well as the SP 
content to specified flow properties. Relevant boundary parameters suggested by Okamura et al. 
[1, 3] are a coarse aggregate volume of 50% of the solid volume and a sand volume, which shall 
be 40% of the mortar volume [2, 3, 12, 13]. The adjustment of the flow properties can be 
achieved by using the so-called βp-method, where the relative mortar flow spread area Γm is 
determined at varied volumetric water to powder ratios. Γm is the mean spread area divided by 
the lower spread cone opening area as shown in Figure 1.1 according to: 

 

Γ� = ���∙��	�
��
�
�  (1.1) 

 
where Γm = relative flow spread; d1 = diameter 1, d2 = diameter perpendicular to d1, d0 = 
diameter of the lower cone opening. 

Their values Γm,i at varied volumetric water to powder ratios are plotted into a graph with the 
water to powder ratio in the ordinate and the relative slump flow on the abscissa, as shown in 
Figure 1.2. By determining calculatory the intersection of the correlation line between the 
measurement spots and the ordinate, a βp-value can be identified, which marks the water 
demand or the water content at which no flow occurs [12]. The slope of the curve EP is called 
deformation factor [12] and can be considered as value describing the water retention properties 
of the paste mix [30]. After identifying the βp-value the paste can then be modified with SP to 
achieve flowability. In order to simplify the time intensive determination of βP, in later 
publications it was suggested by Okamura that the βp-value shall be in the range of 0.9 and 1.0, 
depending on the properties of the powder. Further to the flowability a certain viscosity is 
required to avoid dynamic segregation of the aggregates in the paste. Therefore, viscosity tests 
shall be conducted by help of a mortar V-funnel, e.g. as shown in Figure 1.1. According to the 
general purpose approach by Okamura, the paste at water powder ratio βP shall be amended by a 
sand volume, which makes out 40% of the total sand volume. By adding superplasticiser Γm 
shall be close to 5 and Rm shall be close to 1. Upon reaching this combination of values, the 
mortar is considered to be able to provide self-compacting properties, when it is amended by 
coarse aggregate [12, 13]. The rheology of the final SCC mixture composition can then be 
validated by different test methods as listed in Table 1.2.  

It is interesting to know that in Europe the definition of the spread area Γm differs slightly 
from the Japanese Equation (1.1). In Europe most authors and guidelines, e.g. [5, 12, 13, 31, 32], 
use the following equation: 

 

Γ� = ������� ��	�
��
�
� =  � �������
 �

�
− 1 (1.2) 

 
where Γm = relative flow spread; d1 = diameter 1, d2 = diameter perpendicular to d1, d0 = 
diameter of the lower cone opening. 
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Figure 1.1: Spread flow and efflux test for paste and mortar for the determination of Γm and Rm. 

 

Figure 1.2: Example for the water demand determination according to the Okamura method. 

The Equations (1.1) and (1.2) differ in their first term in the denominator, where in Equation 
(1.1) the final flow shape is calculated as an oval area, while in Equation (1.2) the final flow 
shape is considered as a circle with the average of the diameters d1 and d2. Hence, in case d1 = d2 
both equations yield identical results. In case of d1 ≠ d2 Equation (1.1) generates slightly lower 
values than Equation (1.2). However, practically this small difference will not be of relevance. 

The most common methods to determine the flow properties are the slump flow (SF) using 
an Abrams cone and the V-funnel efflux time (tV) for concrete, which provide largely unbiased 
information about yield stress and plastic viscosity, respectively (Figure 1.3). Yield stress can be 
considered as a value, which determines the flowability and the static segregation resistance, 
while the plastic viscosity determines the filling speed and the dynamic segregation resistance. 
Most other methods given in Table 1.2 provide more or less subjective visual or qualitative 
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results like passing ability or visual filling ability, which cannot be directly linked to rheological 
properties. A more distinguished discussion about the methods and the rheologic interpretation 
will be provided in Section 4.3.  

 

Figure 1.3: Determination of the slump flow (SF) according to EN 12350-8:2010 and geometry 
of the V-funnel for concrete according to EN 12350-9:2010. 

Table 1.2: Different fresh SCC test methods based on [28, 31, 33-38]. 

Method Measured value Rheological property 
Slump flow Spread diameter Yield stress 

t500 Flow time for diameter of 500 mm Viscosity 
V-funnel Efflux time Viscosity 

Efflux cone Efflux time and flow diameter Viscosity/yield stress  
Marsh cone Efflux time Viscosity/Mixed information 
LCPC box Flow distance Yield stress 

Orimet Efflux time Viscosity 
L-Box Passing ratio Mixed information 
U-Box Height difference Mixed information 
J-Ring Step height, spread diameter Mixed information 

Kajima Box Visual passing ability Mixed information 
Penetration Penetration depth Mixed information 

Sieve segregation Percentage of passing laitance Mixed information 
Settlement column Segregation ratio Mixed information 

 

According to the Japanese recommendations, the combination type and the viscosity agent 
type distinguish only in the presence of viscosity agent, which is added in order to improve the 
robustness of an SCC against water deflections [11, 29, 39, 40]. However, the use of strong 
rheology modifying admixtures such as polysaccharides or ultra-fine powders allows higher 
flexibility in the powders used and economisation by reduced powder contents. The 
implementation of rheology modifying admixtures, thus, led to the development of mixture 
approaches with significantly lower powder contents than would be required according to the 
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general purpose approach, and finally to the establishment of SCCs that can be defined as 
viscosity agent type. The combination type SCC is therefore often considered as SCC in 
between a powder type and a viscosity type.  

In most countries, the use of fine powders is typically accompanied with higher production 
costs. Furthermore, systems with high powder contents exhibit high viscosities, which may be a 
problem for the casting process and they may be prone to higher shrinkage deformations. 
Therefore, for many applications, efforts were made to reduce the powder content of SCC to a 
minimum. The increased understanding of influences of the finest particles and admixtures on 
the rheology of SCC led to mixture concepts that work properly with powder contents that are 
similarly low as in vibrated concrete. Examples of such mixtures are reported by Collepardi and 
Valente [41], Su and Miao [42], or Mueller and Wallevik [43]. 

1.3 SCC definitions all over the world 

The technical application may suggest different mixture composition approaches. Based on the 
research of Walraven and co-workers that were also reported in the final report of the “Testing 
SCC” project, the European guidelines for SCC [28] recommend different suggestions for the 
slump flow value and the V-funnel efflux time, depending on the constructional element, as 
shown in Figure 1.4. The European guidelines for SCC can be considered as an outstanding 
document, since they represent the state of the technology in a wide area all over Europe and 
thus comprise the whole range of what is considered as SCC all over the world. Luckily the 
fathers of this document, the participants of the “Testing SCC”-project [27], freed SCC from the 
narrow frame in which it was bound until the turn of the millennium. They left the doors wide 
open for a wonderful variety of numerous approaches to SCC that have been developed and 
established until today (Figure 1.5).  

Domone provides an analysis of 68 SCC publications world-wide between 1993 and 2003 
and concluded that a majority of all investigated SCCs ranged in their slump flow values 
between 600 and 750 mm and showed higher strengths than 40 MPa. Limestone was the most 
common used addition and approximately 50% contained stabilising admixtures and were 
categorised as combination type SCC [44]. The median powder content was 500 kg/m³ with 
water to powder ratios (w/p) of 0.35 by mass. 

Though, using the average of all values might generate a well functioning SCC, it is clear 
that there is an enormously wide range of possibilities to generate SCC. All over the world 
different mixture composition approaches were established during the last decade, which can 
vary from the ancestor SCC slightly or significantly. As a result, the definition of what type of 
concrete can be called self-compacting varies greatly from country to country. For example, an 
SCC that might be typical for Scandinavian countries would be considered as an F6-concrete in 
Germany, according to the definition of EN 206 for a very flowable concrete with a spread flow 
value larger than 630 mm.  

An interesting overview of different rheological adjustments established in various countries 
for SCC all over the world is given in Figure 1.5 by Wallevik and Wallevik [45]. Although the 
individual situation in each of the countries might be much more diversified today, it provides a 
good picture of different SCC philosophies, and in which wide ranges SCC can be operated. 
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Figure 1.4: Recommendations for slump flow and V-funnel efflux times for different 
construction elements after Walraven [9] and ranges for these values, covered by the European 

guidelines for SCC. 

1.4 Ready-mixed SCC 

1.4.1 Market share of SCC in practice 

Okamura stated in 1990 “When self-compacting concrete becomes so widely used that it will be 
seen as the “standard concrete” rather than as a “special concrete,” [sic] we will have succeeded 
in creating durable and reliable concrete structures requiring very little maintenance work.” 

Today, more than twenty years later, it can be stated that SCC has become an important, 
though not yet standard, technology for the pre-cast industry, as it helps accelerating the casting 
process, allows for worker friendly conditions, and can be well used for fair-face elements. In 
general, the use of high powder contents had always been practice in most pre-cast applications, 
and the better defined environment in the plant helps producing on a relatively similar level. 
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Figure 1.5: Variety of rheological SCC adjustments, which are typical for different countries 
after Wallevik and Wallevik [45]. 

With regard to the field of ready-mixed concrete, the idea of Okamura is far away from 
practice. Figure 1.6 shows the production data of SCC and concrete of the consistency class F6 
for different countries in 2010. Denmark, where more than 30% of the total ready-mixed 
concrete volume is SCC or F6 concrete, emerges most prominently. Significant production data 
for F6 and SCC are only reported from Sweden, France, and Norway, though much lower than 
Denmark. Also in other continents, particularly not in Japan, where SCC was invented, 
noteworthy amounts of SCC are produced in the ready-mixed field.  

 

Figure 1.6: Production of ready-mixed SCC related to the total volume of ready-mix concrete 
for particular countries (selected data from [46]). 
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The concerns of the ready-mix industry are related to the higher costs of SCC compared to 
normal concrete as well as to the lack of robustness against the numerous influences that can 
occur between mixer and scaffold, which are practically hardly controllable.  

However, very cost efficient SCC mixture composition were suggested and brought to 
practice by numerous researchers, e.g. by Collepardi and Valente [41], Brouwers and Radix 
[47], or Mueller and Wallevik [43]. Methods to improve the robustness of SCC were also 
suggested by numerous authors, e.g. Nunes et al. [48], Vogel [49], or Lowke [50]. It is thus hard 
to believe that SCC cannot be brought to the construction site on a cost efficient and robust 
level. The major limiting factor is the high level of expertise that is required and which needs to 
combine the knowledge of numerous fields of research. In the past ten years, the gap between 
state of the art and state of applied technology has widened to a crucial extend. 

1.4.2 The complexity of different SCC definitions  

The different design concepts have been causing confusion during the last decades, since despite 
different mixture design approaches, research on SCC is typically considered as relevant for all 
types of SCC. Only slowly the awareness is generated in the scientific community that more 
emphasis has to be put on the mixture composition approach to better understand SCC, and that 
in some cases it is necessary to clearly distinguish between the mixture composition approaches. 
For example in investigation on different mixture composition approaches it was shown by 
Kühne and Schmidt that the sieve screening test according to EN 12350-11 generates reasonable 
results for SCC developed as a combination type or stabilising agent type but only gives poor 
accuracy for highly viscous powder type SCC [51].  

 

Figure 1.7: Comparison of the sieve segregation resistance vs. slump flow values of various 
combination type SCCs and powder type SCCs [51]. 

Figure 1.7 shows that between 600 and 750 mm of slump flow, the sieve screening test 
cannot provide a good selectivity for the powder type (only 5% range), while the lower viscous 
combination type shows a range between 10% and 20%. As a result of this, the screening test, 
according to EN 12350-11, which was invented in France was not well accepted in Germany, 
where traditionally highly viscous low yield stress SCCs were subject of research. Therefore, 
researchers in France, who typically apply SCC with lower viscosity for which the method 
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functions well, could not understand the confusion of their German colleagues. Another example 
for fields of research, which requires more detailed consideration of the mixture design 
approach, is the research of the fire behaviour, which is largely determined by the volumetric 
paste to aggregate ratio. The same is most likely valid for any observation of the transport 
properties of SCC, which may also be strongly influenced by the paste volume. Figure 1.8 
shows a normal concrete compared to different SCC types, which show wide ranges in their 
constituents’ volumes, though all showing good self-compacting properties. Considering these 
wide ranges, it is getting clear that different SCCs must not be lumped together but have to be 
observed in a distinguished way.  

 

Figure 1.8: Different SCC mixture compositions based on data provided by Collepardi and 
Valente, [41], Okamura and Ouchi [3], and Müller and Wallevik [43]. 

1.4.3 Influences of evolving and new constituents 

Another important aspect today is that the binder technology is rapidly changing. New fillers are 
invented, and particularly new cement systems are brought to the market [52]. The traditional 
ordinary Portland cement is increasingly replaced by binary and ternary systems. This aspect 
needs to be considered in the interpretation of SCC data. 

This applies similarly for the component, which makes SCC work properly, the 
superplasticiser (SP). It is generally agreed upon that self-compacting concrete shall be best 
produced with polycarboxylate ether (PCE) superplasticisers. These are recent state of 
technology, but there is little awareness today, how their peculiarities affect flowable concrete 
systems. Figure 1.9 shows the parameters that can be varied during the synthesis of these 
polymers independently. These are the length of the backbone, expressed by the number of 
repeated segments n and the number of monomers in the segment N, and the number of graft 
chain monomers P (in literature also often abbreviated by nEO). For the entire polymer often also 
the number of graft chains per polymer nPEO is given as characteristic value, which however also 
derives from N and n. Figure 1.10 shows examples of different appearances that result from 
variations of N, P, and n. Depending on these parameter variations, the solution and adsorption 
figures of PCE as well as its adsorption behaviour varies greatly. Nevertheless most of the 
available literature only refers to PCE as a relatively uniform agent, which does not reflect 
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reality. The influence of the molecular geometry of PCE and the significant influence of the 
charge density will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.4. 

 

Figure 1.9: Parameters that can be varied within a PCE macromolecule, the example shows a 
polymer with n=2, N=5, P=3, and nPEO=2. 

 

 

Figure 1.10: Samples of possible PCE modifications, depending on the parameters. 
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1.4.4 The view on SCC from different fields of technology 

Cement chemistry has traditionally been a field of research and many aspects are extremely well 
understood. One has, however, to be aware that even after more than 150 years of research in 
cement chemistry and despite sophisticated investigation methods, some aspects are not fully 
understood today. The invention of more sustainable but in return more sophisticated binder 
systems does not contribute to reducing the complexity. 

Concrete technology is very well established since several decades, and has been steadily 
updated. Sophisticated mixture design and calculation methods were established, so that today, 
concrete can be developed according to numerous individual specifications. Nevertheless, it can 
be observed, that practice is more conservative than research and runs behind the rapid 
innovations that can be observed during the last two decades. In order to be fair, it also has to be 
mentioned that it is typically the concrete producing company that has to come up for the risk, in 
case an innovation fails to function properly.  

The construction chemical industry first entered the concrete market in the 1980s with 
rapidly increasing influence of the technology. After adding significant positive values to the 
mortar and grout technology, the construction chemistry contributed to many improvements in 
the field of mass concrete. Technological innovations of the last 20 years, and not at last SCC, 
were only made possible due to innovations developed by the chemical industry.  

There is mutual fertilisation within research from cement and concrete research. Examples of 
outstanding works that combine the research area of the binder materials with concrete 
technological aspects for SCC were given by De Larrard and Sedran [53], Toutou and Roussel 
[54] and Hunger and Brouwers [5, 32], who developed improved SCC by considering the whole 
particle size range, including finest fillers. Other examples focusing on the specific cement 
influences can be given by Khayat et al. [55] or Kubens and Wallevik [56, 57].  

Significant successes have also been made in the past due to good cooperation between the 
fields of research in the chemistry of cement and the construction chemistry. Today, the good 
communication led to significant improvements in the mortar and grout technology. Outstanding 
works that contributed to the understanding of cement admixture interactions were published by 
Uchikawa et al. [15, 16], Hanehara and Yamada [17], Mollah [58], Yamada et al. [59, 60], Flatt 
[61, 62], Plank and Sachsenhauser [63], Lothenbach et al. [64], Winnefeld et al. [65], Schober 
and Flatt [66, 67]. 

There is also literature that combines concrete technological aspects with construction 
chemical aspects. However, publications that show examples of concrete with different PCE 
modifications, typically do not investigate, why one PCE works well, and another one does not. 
Most publications, deal with influences of PCEs and the amount, mostly from a concrete 
technological approach. It is often found that certain additions, cement types of grading 
optimisations can help saving PCE. It is, however, seldom considered that a simple change of 
the SP might have caused the same or a similar effect. Unfortunately, the innovations coming 
from the field of construction chemistry are not very well understood today, and unfortunately, 
the chemical industry was not willing or did not succeed, communicating their technology to a 
broad area of technologists. There is also a lack of publications from the field of construction 
chemistry that deals with concrete instead of cement only. On the other hand, concrete 
technologists are seldom willing to engage in organic chemistry. As a result, there is hardly 
good cooperation between these fields, which would significantly improve SCC technology.  
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Figure 1.11 tries to portray this situation. Good SCC technology would require the expertise 
from all fields addressed to before. However, there is only little effort to date, trying to bring 
together all three partners. Based on the literature review conducted by the author of this work, 
there are only two independent outstanding scientific publications, made by Schober and Flatt 
[66, 67], and by Yamada [68, 69], who bring together the understanding of all areas of expertise 
addressed to in Figure 1.11.  

 

 

Figure 1.11: Fields of expertise required for SCC technology and communication paths between 
the relevant industries. 

While promising that the remaining part of this work will be more seriously formulated, it 
must be allowed to change to a more allegoric style to conclude the above passages. In the very 
first chapter of his PhD Thesis, Hunger entitles SCC as a new type of concrete with “teething 
troubles” [5]. In the meantime, SCC has become older and can be considered probably as a 
teenager. In continuation of the picture about teething troubles, and considering that there is a 
world-wide different understanding of what is SCC, the lack of acceptance might rather be 
caused by a serious identity crisis of the teenage SCC, whose parents, construction chemistry 
and concrete technology, avoid self-discovery since they do not communicate appropriately. 
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1.5 Robustness of SCC for the construction site 

1.5.1 Definition of robustness 

In addition to cost, one major obstacle to the extensive usage of self-consolidating concrete 
(SCC) within the ready-mix industry is the high complexity of its constituents working together. 
Therefore often SCC is considered to be less robust than vibrated concrete. Hence, in order to 
use SCC as construction site material, the mixture needs to provide a high robustness against 
influences from the environmental boundary conditions.  

Robustness is typically understood as stability against variations in quality and quantity of 
the constituents or as the capability to absorb human or process-technological uncertainties [28, 
48, 56, 70, 71]. According to the glossary of the state of the art report of the RILEM Technical 
Committee 228 (Mechanical properties of self-compacting concrete), robustness is defined as 
“The characteristic of a mixture that encompasses its tolerance to variations in constituent 
characteristics and quantities, variations during concrete mixing, transport, and placement, as 
well as environmental conditions”. The latter definition also contains variations of the 
environmental conditions.  

Most problems of SCC can be overcome by a good quality control system and improved 
logistics and process technologies, since they are related to influences that can be directly 
controlled by the staff. However, the environmental conditions during the whole concreting 
process can only be predicted by weather forecast, but moderate to rapid temperature changes at 
the construction site can cause trouble during SCC casting. During the casting on the 
construction site, temperatures may vary throughout one day as well as when seasons change. 
The robustness of ready-mixed concrete with respect to such environmental temperatures can 
thus be considered as a major key to improving the acceptance of SCC technology for ready-
mixed applications. 

1.5.2 Importance of consideration of the ambient temperature 

SCC technology is predominantly applied as pre-cast concrete. As reported by Brameshuber and 
Übachs [72] already slight changes of the temperature might already cause serious problems for 
the workability or the durability of SCC. From that point of view temperature dependent 
performance changes are generally critical for pre-cast, and ready-mixed or construction site 
concreting. However, the range of temperatures that are likely to occur during casting is much 
wider in the field of the ready-mixed concrete. 

Table 1.3: Overview about temperature ranges in different geographical areas. 

Country City Annual temperature 
range [ °C] 

Specification 

Czech 
Republic 

Prague approx. -3 to 25 Deduced from Kossobokov et al. [73] 

Italy Bologna approx. -1 to 30 Deduced from Kossobokov et al. [73] 
Belgium Uccle approx. -1 to 23 Deduced from Kossobokov, et al. [73] 
Canada Montreal approx. -25 to 40 Deduced from Khayat et al. [74] 
USA Coopers 

town 
approx. -12 to 25 Deduced from Robinson et al. [75] 

Argentina n/a 10.05 to 22.51 Winter and summer, Seo [76] 
China Laoshan -16 to 21 According to Saigusa et al. [77] 
Japan Kiryu Exp.  2 to 29 According to Saigusa et al. [77] 
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Table 1.3 provides examples of different annual temperature ranges collected from literature. 
The annual temperature differences are of importance in case of casting the same concrete 
mixture composition at different periods of the year. However, temperatures can also strongly 
vary throughout a single day, which is even more critically for concreting. For example, the 
compendium “Digitaler Umweltatlas Berlin, 2001” [78] provides data from July 8, 1991, where 
daily temperatures measured at a height of 2 m above the ground varied between 10.2 °C and 
17.5 °C within 24 hours, depending upon the location. Khayat et al. report about SCC that was 
cast in Montreal during at a day, when ambient temperatures varied between 10 °C in the night 
and 30 °C during the day [74]. 

The annual as well as the daily temperature changes are a serious threat to SCC, since the 
handling of performance loss is much more delicate than it is for normal concrete. While for 
vibrated concrete stiff consistencies can be partly compensated by higher or longer vibration 
than usually applied, vibrating SCC can cause segregation, which would likely deteriorate the 
structure even more than inadequate filling. 

1.6 Temperature dependent differences between SCC and normal concrete 

1.6.1 Influence of temperature on the workability of normal concrete 

As reported by several authors [79-83], upon addition of water, metal ions, calcium ions (Ca2+), 
sulphate ions (SO4

2-) hydroxide ions (OH-) and smaller amounts of aluminates and silicates are 
precipitated into the solution. Within short time, a gel like layer, which is rich of alumina and 
silica, forms around the surfaces of the cement grain and within approximately 10 minutes 
ettringite (AFt) forms stubby rods on the surfaces of the grain and in the solution. The latter are 
generated from sulphate and aluminate reaction. Depending upon the sulphate and aluminate 
contents, besides AFt also monosulphate or gypsum can occur. After this initial reaction, an 
induction period occurs for several hours at which no significant amounts of new reaction 
products are building. The induction period is often also entitled “dormant period”, which may 
lead to misinterpretation, since indeed reactions yielding morphological changes on the surfaces 
take place. According to Locher [80], the AFt phase undergoes re-crystallisation during the 
induction period although no new reaction products are built or chemical reactions take place, 
which is brought in context with loss of workability. According to Yamada et al. [18] the 
specific surface area (SSA) of cement paste increases steadily throughout the first 120 minutes 
after water addition. The latter changes took place quicker at high temperature and slower at low 
temperature. SSA is the surface related to the mass and a higher value thus indicates more 
hydration reactions. Hence, temperature acts as accelerator or retarder of reactions, typically 
generating a quick loss of workability at high temperature and extended workability time at 
lower temperatures.  

1.6.2 Influence of temperature on the workability of SCC 

The formerly mentioned effects of temperature on the workability basically taking place in the 
binder paste are generally valid for SCC and normal concrete. The major difference between 
SCC and normal concrete is the high amount of SP that is used in SCC. As reported by many 
authors, SPs adsorb on the surfaces of cement and mineral particles [22, 61, 66, 84-86]. As all 
common types of SPs provide a negatively charged backbone as adsorbing unit, they are 
typically attracted by positively charged surfaces or upon flow by areas providing a positively 
charged zeta potential (ζ). According to Plank and Hirsch [87], adsorption of SPs mainly takes 
place on the surfaces of the clinker phases tricalcium aluminate (C3A) and tetracalcium alumina 
ferrite (C4AF) (see Table 2.1) as well as on the hydration reaction phases monosulphate and AFt 
(see Table 2.2), of which AFt provides the highest ζ. If in case of SCC, high amounts of SP are 
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added to the mixture, certain amounts of PCE might not adsorb immediately but with time shift 
upon formation of ettringite. This means that the AFt phase, which reduces the workability of a 
cementitious system without SP, virtually provides flowability in a system including SP.  

Finally two opposing effects act in parallel in SCC, which are determined by the 
temperature. While increasing temperature negatively affects the workability by accelerating the 
hydration, the accelerated growth of ettringite quickly provides large adsorption sites for SPs, 
which again positively affects the flowability. Decreasing temperatures positively affect the 
workability retention but as a result of slow hydration might not generate sufficient adsorption 
sites for SPs, so that they remain ineffectively in the solution.  

Hence, as presented in Figure 1.12, the temperature dependent behaviour of concrete without 
or with only small amounts of SP is always controlled by effects of the temperature on the 
hydration velocity. For concrete containing high amounts of SP varying concrete temperatures 
affect the hydration velocity and supplementary also the adsorption of SP, while both effects 
oppose each other. 

 

 

Figure 1.12: Difference between normal concrete and SCC at exposure to varying temperature. 
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1.7 Outline of this Thesis 

On international level, SCC today covers an incredible variety of different types of flowable 
concrete. It is therefore the aim of this work to observe largely free from any normative 
boundary conditions, and to interpret largely free from any performance limits.  

It was concluded that the major factors limiting the use of SCC as ready-mixed concrete are 
lack of knowledge that helps improving the robustness. A major problem field for SCC in 
practice are scattering environmental temperatures. The aim of this work is the understanding 
the influences that affect the performance of SCC at varied temperature. It was further 
introduced that there is a major lack of knowledge that approaches SCC from all relevant fields 
of research, the construction chemistry, the cement chemistry, and the concrete technology. This 
work therefore tries to combine the knowledge existing in all these fields in order to develop a 
concept that helps improving the robustness of SCC as ready-mixed concrete against influences 
resulting from the environmental temperature. 

This requires detailed understanding of the influencing factors. It was shown in the passage 
before that the major factor that distinguishes SCC from normal concrete with regard to the 
temperature performance is the interaction between the high amount of PCE and the cement 
hydration. It is thus unavoidable to provide deeper understanding of the cement hydration 
processes in general and the interactions between PCE and cement hydration. Therefore, 
following this introducing Chapter 1, the Chapter 2 provides a brief overview about the 
processes during the early hydration up to the decelerating period. Based on this chapter, in 
conjunction with a fundamental rheology background the functioning of SPs and particular 
PCEs is introduced in Chapter 3. While the Chapters 2 and 3 provide the relevant theoretical 
background, prior to the experimental part Chapter 4 explains in detail the background of the 
applied test methods and the setup of the parameter variations that are necessary for the 
experimental Chapters 5 to 9. 

Based on Chapter 3, a simple experimental setup is developed in Chapters 5, which helps 
qualitatively estimating the performance of different PCEs for the application in different fields. 
This experiment will be of importance for the recommendations given in Chapter 10. 

Chapters 6 and 7 focus on temperature related effects on the rheology of SCC. Chapter 6 
first gives a critical review of the research on the temperature behaviour to date and concludes 
that PCE influences were neglected so far. The experimental part therefore focuses on influences 
resulting from the major influencing factor for the temperature related performance, the PCE 
modification.  

However, it will be shown that the temperature related performance cannot be freed from the 
mixture composition, particularly the water to powder ratio. This finally yields the conclusion 
that combined effects from the mixture composition and the PCE modification need to be taken 
into account. Chapter 7 focuses on influences of differently modified stabilising agents (STAs) 
on the rheology at varied temperatures. It first gives a brief theoretical background of 
polysaccharides, which is amended by some practical paste tests with and without SPs. Based on 
these observations the effects of STAs in combination with differently modified PCEs are 
discussed on rheological experiments on concrete scale. 
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Figure 1.13: Flow chart of the structure of this Thesis. 

Chapters 8 and 9 put the focus on observations during the early hydration period. This is an 
important matter since SPs and STAs are typically added to mixtures in order to modify the 
rheology. Upon addition they cannot be taken out of the mixture again as soon as the concrete is 
placed. Hence, rheological optimisations are always accompanied by effects on the early 
hydration, such as effects on setting, heat evolution, and early deformations. Chapter 7 focuses 
on the influence of the charge density of a PCE and their particular influence on effects during 
the early hydration. In Chapter 8, the interactions of STAs with cement hydration are observed 
under consideration of interactions with differently modified PCEs. The major observations of 
both chapters are made on paste scale, but conclusions supported by experimental methods 
transfer the findings of the paste level to the concrete level. 

Chapter 10 incorporates the results of the Chapters 6 to 9 and amends them with the rapid 
PCE performance test suggested in Chapter 5, in order to develop concepts for SCCs for 
particular climatic conditions or for high robustness against temperature variations. Chapter 10 
finally concludes the work by discussion about the range of the findings and suggesting future 
research focal areas that further help improving the understanding of SCC at variable 
temperatures and admixture types and dosages. 
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1.8 Definitions and abbreviations 

Before issues of SCC are discussed in more technical detail, a brief overview of the most 
important definitions and abbreviations shall be given. The definitions listed in Table 1.4 largely 
follow the glossary that is being used in the RILEM Technical Committee 228-Mechanical 
properties of Self-Compacting Concrete. 

Table 1.4: Definitions and abbreviations used in this Thesis. 

 Abbr. Description 
Admixtures  Chemical admixtures that modify fresh or hardened 

concrete properties 
Alite C3S Tricalcium silicate 
Belite C2S Dicalcium silicate 

Aluminate C3A Tricalcium aluminate 
Ferrite C4AF Tetracalcium alumina ferrite 

Ordinary Portland cement OPC Cement consisting of ordinary Portland cement 
clinker 

Cement c Ordinary Portland cement and blended cement 
Supplementary 

cementitious materials 
SCM Inert and reactive materials for the blending of 

ordinary Portland cement 
Fillers  Inert materials finer than 125 µm 

Cementitious materials cm Reactive materials finer than 125 µm including 
cement 

Additions  Fillers and cementitious materials 
Powders p Cement, additions, and if specified sand and 

aggregate components < 0.125 µm 
Limestone filler LSF Filler consisting mainly of calcium carbonate 

Fly ash FA Mostly pozzolanic residue of the coal firing 
Ground granulated blast 

furnace slag 
GGBS Glassy, granular, largely latent hydraulic by-product 

from steel production 
Quartz filler QF Mostly quartzitic filler 

Sand  Fractions between 0.125 µm and 4 µm, if not 
differently specified  

Coarse aggregates  Fractions between 4 mm and 16 mm, if not 
differently specified 

Aggregates  Sand and coarse aggregates 
Binder b Water, cementitious materials, air content, and 

admixtures  
Paste p Water, powders, air content, and admixtures  

Mortar  Paste and sand 
Concrete  Mortar and aggregate 

Self-compacting concrete SCC Concrete that levels without need for significant 
vibration or agitation 

Powder type SCC POW SCC with high powder content 
Combination type SCC COM SCC with moderate and low powder content that 

contains stabilising admixtures 
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2 The early hydration of cementitious materials 

2.1 The early hydration of ordinary Portland cement 

2.1.1 Introduction 

Ordinary Portland cement is an inorganic finely ground material, which reacts with water to 
form a solid structure. The major component is the cement clinker, which is typically produced 
by in a rotational kiln at about 1450 °C during which the solid impure tricalcium silicate phases 
and the impure dicalcium silicate phases are sintered into the interstitial aluminate and ferrite 
phases. The clinker together with gypsum, which acts as set retarder, is later ground to give a 
particle range between few and about 100 µm. Table 2.1 provides an overview of the four major 
reactive phases of ordinary Portland cement and different gypsum conformation, which are 
added or yielded during the grinding process. 

Table 2.1: Clinker phases and OPC constituents and abbreviations. 

Component Cement 
terminology 

Chemical formula Cement 
notation 

Typical 
ranges [88] 

Tricalcium silicate Alite 3CaO·SiO2 C3S 45-80% 
Dicalcium silicate Belite 2CaO·SiO2 C2S 0-32% 

Tricalcium aluminate Aluminate 3CaO·Al2O3 C3A 4-14% 
Tetracalcium alumino 

ferrite 
Ferrite 2CaO·(Al2O3, Fe2O3) C4AF 7-15% 

Gypsum 
Calcium 
sulphates 

CaSO4·2H2O 

S� 1-5% 
Calcium sulphate hemi 

hydrate 
2CaSO4·H2O 

Anhydrite CaSO4 

Upon addition of water cement immediately starts reacting. The hydration of cement is a 
complex subject, since several clinker components strongly interact. An overview of some 
relevant reaction phases, the respective reaction partners and the reaction are given in Table 2.2. 
During the first hours of hydration, the main reacting clinker phases are C3A and C3S as well as 
calcium sulphates from the set retarder and alkali sulphates, which quickly dissolute from the 
clinker upon water addition. The major reaction products occurring during the early hydration 
are Ca(OH)2, C-S-H, AFm and AFt phases.  

This chapter focuses on the effect of SPs in different modifications on early effects such as 
setting and deformations, which can be strongly related to the early hydration of cement. In 
order to better understand these influences the critical steps in the early hydration are discussed. 
The major reacting phases, responsible for the early hydration effects are C3A and C3S, hence, 
their hydration characteristics are discussed separately at first before the cement hydration and 
interactions with SPs are introduced. 

2.1.2 Early hydration of alite 

Today, the reaction pattern of the alite hydration is well investigated, though investigations of 
pure C3S and alite may exhibit differences due to their different degrees of purity. Typically, the 
hydration process is illustrated by heat flow curves, as shown in Figure 2.1. According to 
Scrivener and Nonat [89], the hydration can be separated into five phases. 
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Table 2.2: Reaction phases and abbreviations. 
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Figure 2.1: Heat evolution rate during the hydration of alite separated into five stages after 
Scrivener and Nonat [89]. 

In phase 1, which typically lasts for only a couple of minutes, rapid reactions can be 
observed between water and C3S, yielding a high exothermic signal in the heat flow curves. 
Phase 2 is characterised by a sudden slow down of the reaction. This period, which can last for 
about an hour [90] in case no chemical admixtures retard the hydration, is typically called 
induction period or dormant period. Phase 3 is the acceleration period in which a rapid 
formation of C-S-H can be observed, which after reaching a maximum slows down in phase 4. 
Scrivener and Nonat furthermore separately observe the hydration beyond 24 h, here phase 5, 
where the hydration continues to go on slowly [89]. The latter phase is often not distinguished 
separately or not paid attention for in research studies or the first three phases are combined to a 
single phase [79, 80]. 

To date, it is controversially discussed, which mechanisms lead to the induction period and 
the onset of the C3S hydration. According to a recent review by Bullard et al. [91], the existing 
theories can be distinguished between a “metastable barrier theory” and a “slow dissolution step 
hypothesis”. The eldest and widely accepted theory is the first mentioned, based on the 
assumption that a protective layer consisting of an intermediate reaction phase forms around the 
grain surfaces, thus hindering the further reaction process by either restricting the access of 
water or limiting the diffusion of ions or only certain ions away from the surfaces [80, 82, 92-
97]. More recently, a new explanation model based on pure dissolution and precipitation driven 
hydration has been developed that is based on the research of Garrault and Nonat [98]. They 
state that the level of undersaturation determines the dissolution, so that hydration occurs 
quickly at high levels of undersaturation but largely comes to a rest above a certain threshold 
level. The mechanism is explained comprehensively in a review by Scrivener and Nonat [89]. 
Anhydrous particles dissolve to produce hydrated particles in the solution. The undersaturation 
caused by the precipitation of one phase gives drive to another phase to dissolve. The dissolution 
takes place in the order of solubility of the phase in a particular composition of the pore solution. 
While the dissolving particle decreases, the hydrating particle increases in size.  

This theory has been recently linked to the formation of pits related to dissolution processes 
by Juilland et al. [99]. With increasing level of undersaturation, the opening mechanisms vary 
from step retreat, etch pit opening from dislocations, or impurity defects or vacancy islands from 
nucleation, respectively. In the same order, the dissolution rate increases. The morphological 
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studies were conducted with water to cement ratios in the range of 1000. In experiments with 
alite, they have shown that a high number of etch pits could be observed in case de-ionised 
water was used, while this was not the case in a lime saturated solution. This theory has been 
subject of intensive discussion. Gartner criticises that the solubility of alite assumed for 
Juilland’s research was not based on actual data [100]. According to Juilland’s response [101], 
the assumption of a solubility of moderately soluble salts would not yield different results. 
Further criticism by Gartner is related to the high water cement ratio that was used in Juilland’s 
investigations and the large number of assumptions required for the calculation of the results. 
The high water to cement ratio was also criticised by Makar et al. [102]. They refer to own 
results and report that etch pits do typically not appear before the onset of the main hydration 
reactions in realistic water to cement ratios [103]. Etch pits only appear earlier in the exceptional 
case of extremely high reactive surfaces or excessive water, as used in Juilland’s study. Juilland 
responds that the water to cement ratio mainly affects the size of the pits [104]. 

Scrivener and Nonat provide an overview of the mechanisms driving the early hydration of 
cement based on the dissolution theory including the occurrence of etch pits upon water addition 
[89]. They doubt the existence of a protective layer for the two reasons: despite sophisticated 
observation techniques that are available today a protective layer has not yet been observed 
directly, and the atomic structure of C-S-H would make it unlikely to build an impermeable 
layer. According to their review, which combines the approach of Garrault and Nonat [98], and 
Juilland et al. [99], the hydration is driven by the extra energy provided by over- and 
undersaturated states of the pore solution. Upon water addition, the undersaturation is high, 
yielding dissolution and providing extra energy for etch pits on surfaces. After a certain 
threshold level, the dissolution rate slows down, and further dissolution can only take place 
through step retreat from existing defects. 

Bellmann et al. give new evidence again to the existence of a passivation layer by showing 
that the free unconstrained dissolution of C3S is much higher than the calculated dissolved 
fraction, obtained from calorimetric investigations. This difference can only occur, if the free 
dissolution is disturbed. A hydrate layer directly on the surface of dissolved particles would 
explain this difference [95, 96].  

Despite the fact, that discussions about the hydration of C-S-H continue on a high scientific 
level, two opinions about the induction period still exist, which do not fully harmonise. The 
dissolution-precipitation model, which explains the hydration initiation by the geochemical 
approach of differently shaped pitting etches that allow dissolution depending on the saturation 
level in the solution, is strong. It is supported by considerable names in the scientific 
community, such as Bullard, Jennings et al. [91] or Scrivener and Nonat [89] and the basic 
mechanisms are generally agreed upon; e.g. Bellmann [96] does not doubt the basic mechanism, 
but he points out that the dissolution precipitation process cannot be the only effect.  

Bullard and Flatt [90] discuss existing theories and perform simulations under varied 
boundary conditions. They separate existing research data into two groups, according to either a 
passivation layer hypothesis or a site de-activation hypothesis, similar to the review of Bullard et 
al. [91]. They conclude that both hypotheses yield reasonable results in the presence of 
Portlandite (Ca(OH)2). A hypothetical investigation in which Ca(OH)2 was not allowed to 
precipitate, yielded different results depending upon the hypothesis. This hypothetic case is yet 
not practicably imitable in experiments, since no additive is known that would adsorb on 
Ca(OH)2 without affecting C3S or C-S-H.  

The focus of the Bullard and Flatt’s study is not placed on the induction period but on the 
onset of the accelerated hydration, the transition from phase 2 to 3. This particular step in time is 
also not yet fully understood. In this phase, two mechanisms take place in parallel, Ca(OH)2 
precipitates, while in parallel C-S-H grows rapidly. According to Scrivener and Nonat [89], the 
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reason for the onset of the acceleration period follows the same principle responsible for the 
induction period, a dissolution-precipitation process. Portlandite precipitates, causing reduced 
Ca(OH)2 concentration in the pore solution. This undersaturates the solution with respect to C3S, 
which dissolves until supersaturation with respect to C-S-H, which then precipitates.  

2.1.3 The early hydration of aluminate phases 

During the very first stage, rapidly ettringite and AFm are built. Chatterji and Jeffery [105] 
could not find significant amounts of ettringite during the first hours of hydration with different 
cement types observed, while Schwiete [106] concludes that ettringite is the main initial reaction 
product. Schwiete assigns Chatterji and Jeffery’s observation to the fact that laboratory cements 
were used. According to the comprehensive works by Locher [80, 107-109], the formation of 
ettringite or monosulphate, depends upon the solubility of the C3A, the set retarder as well as 
numerous factors related to the cement production and clinker composition. According to Taylor 
[82] the first reaction products to occur are AFt rods. In recent experiments with synchrotron 
XRD by Schlegel et al. [110, 111], it was shown that besides monosulphate significant amounts 
of ettringite are formed immediately upon the addition of water and that after approximately six 
minutes the reaction levels off (Figure 2.2). In these experiments, cement particles were 
levitated in an ultrasound trap and water was sprayed onto the particle in parallel to the 
measurement. By this setup, the very first seconds could be monitored.  

 

Figure 2.2: Very early ettringite formation (t = 0-6 min) [110]. 

All these observations, though related to the C3A hydration, were made with cements. There 
is not much literature available, which focuses on the hydration of C3A only. Minard et al. [112] 
found ettringite on the surfaces of C3A grains as well as AFm phases after 3 minutes, the latter 
predominating, for C3A only. They divide the C3A hydration into two periods, of which the first 
can be subdivided again into three stages, as marked with (a), (b), and (c) in Figure 2.3.  

During the first period, the consumption of sulphates and calcium is higher than the 
dissolution rate of gypsum, which can be caused by the formation of AFm and AFt as well as 
adsorption on C3A. From experiments with lime saturated solution with and without gypsum 
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mechanism yields setting still during the induction period. Today the setting is rather attributed 
to the formation of C-S-H [82, 88]. However, with regard to the workability loss, the bridging 
effect of ettringite, described by Locher may be the major driving force. This is particularly 
valid, when high amounts of SP are present [123, 124], since they are mainly adsorbed and 
consumed by the aluminate phase as described in more detail in Chapters 3 and 6.  

2.2.2 Setting 

The setting of a cementitious system is the build up of a solid structure. As mentioned before, 
the setting today is rather attributed to the formation of C-S-H. This is mainly due to the fact that 
setting differing from Locher’s observations takes place during the acceleration period which 
corresponds to a rapid formation of C-S-H and Ca(OH)2 [82]. Ettringite does not significantly 
change its morphology at this point in time, and can thus not be the driving force for the setting 
[82, 88].  

The classical test method is the Vicat needle penetration tests. The initial setting (tini) is 
defined as the time at which a defined needle does no longer drop to the bottom of a specimen, 
which means, the viscosity of the system has exceeded a certain threshold so that the needle is 
stopped by friction. The system at this moment in time is still in a plastic state. The final set time 
is the point in time, at which a specimen does no longer allow the needle to intrude significantly, 
which is equal to the point in time, where the specimen has merged from a plastic state into a 
solid, elastic state. Due to its importance for this Thesis, the method will be discussed in more 
detail in Subsection 4.4.1. 

According to Wadsö [115], tini can be estimated to occur close to the onset of the accelerated 
period, while the final set takes place in the first half of the upward curve [115]. According to 
Winnefeld et al. [65], the onset of the accelerated period corresponds to the tini according to 
Vicat. Chen associates the whole acceleration period with the final set [125]. 

For normal concrete, the setting is assumed to take place approximately during the first 3 to 
6 hours (e.g. [30, 79, 81, 82, 88, 126]). The setting is significantly affected by the water to 
cement ratio, by SPs as well as by the environmental temperature. Higher water contents slow 
down the setting [127], increasing temperatures accelerate the setting [128-130], and increasing 
SP contents retard the setting [131], although it has been reported that at low dosages, the 
improved dispersion generated by SPs can also yield set acceleration [21]. 

2.2.3 Shrinkage 

According to Powers, shrinkage is “manifestly a complex function of the change in relative 
humidity in the pores of the paste” [132]. It can thus be defined as the material inherent 
deformation of a cementitious system by changes of the water supply and without application of 
an external load. Typically, different types of shrinkage are distinguished according to their 
origin. Shrinkage can be distinguished between chemical shrinkage, plastic shrinkage, drying 
shrinkage, and carbonation shrinkage [133]. 

Chemical shrinkage, according to the definition of Lura comprises all volume changes 
associated with the hydration reactions in a cementitious material [134]. These volume changes 
can occur due to a size reduction of the hydrate phases compared to the clinker and water as well 
as due to self-desiccation caused by the incorporation of water into hydration products. Plastic 
and drying shrinkage refer to deformations that are caused by evaporation of water from the 
surface in either a fresh, still plastic state or after setting, in the hardened state. Carbonation 
shrinkage takes place due to the carbonation of the concrete surfaces.  

The different shrinkage mechanisms overlap. Hence, it is difficult to distinguish between the 
different types of shrinkage in detail. According to Sant et al. [135], the strain caused by 
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Figure 2.8: Autogenous deformations after the initial set and linear dependency of the chemical 
shrinkage of the degree of hydration after Zhangg [140]. 

Shrinkage is mainly a critical phenomenon, when the deformations of the system are 
restrained, since this generates cracks. Shrinkage typically occurs in the paste, hence, in 
concrete, the aggregates are a major restraint causing local cracks, further obvious restraints are 
induced by the structure and by the reinforcement. 

As the hydration is strongly affected by the temperature, it can be assumed that temperature 
shows a similarly strong effect on the shrinkage deformations. Zhang observed the influence of 
the temperature on the deformations of cementitious systems with w/c = 0.35 and found out that 
increasing temperatures accelerate tini and increase the total deformations [140], as shown in 
Figure 2.8. 

2.3 Conclusions 

The major early hydration reactions of ordinary Portland cement were given in this chapter. This 
Thesis focuses on the influence of admixtures in cementitious systems during the early 
hydration. These admixtures strongly mutually interact with the hydrates that are formed during 
this period. It is therefore of utmost importance to have a good understanding of the early 
hydration processes in general, in order to understand how the performance of admixtures can 
be affected. The most important hydrates during the early hydration are C-S-H, Portlandite, 
AFm and AFt. Their interactions determine the formation of a microstructure and hence the 
transition from a fluent towards a plastic and later elastic system, which can be monitored e.g. 
by setting experiments or shrinkage observations.  
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3 Effects of superplasticisers on the rheology 

3.1 The rheology of concrete and cementitious systems 

3.1.1 Parameters defining rheological properties 

The description of the flow properties of cementitious systems is complicated. In order to better 
understand the influences of the mixture composition of a cementitious system and particularly 
how the rheology is affected by superplasticisers (SPs), it is important to keep in mind how 
different types of fluids behave.  

 

Figure 3.1: Plate model for fluids and laminar deformations 

The most common model to describe the flow properties of a fluid is the so called plate 
model as shown in Figure 3.1, in which laminar flow is assumed and the shear stress between 
two shear planes is determined according to: 

 

τ = �
� (3.1) 

 
where: � = shear stress [Pa]; F = force [N]; A = shear plane area [m²]. 

The force will deform the respective shear plane at a specific velocity relative to the 
neighbouring shear plane. The derivative of the deformation velocity over the deformation 
height is the shear rate γ̇, which is defined according to: 

 

γ� = � 
�! (3.2) 

 
where: γ�  = shear rate [1/s]; v = deformation velocity [m/s]; h = deformation height [m]. 
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Each material has a different resistance against an applied deformation. The material 
parameter providing information about the fluid’s resistance is the viscosity, which is defined by  

 

η = #
$�  (3.3) 

 
where: η = viscosity [Pa·s], τ = shear stress [Pa]; γ̇ = shear rate [1/s]. 

The fluids that can be described in the simplest way are Newtonian fluids. They exhibit a 
linear relation between the shear stresses and the strain rate, the shear rate γ̇. The viscosity η, 
which is equal to the slope of the flow curve is a constant value. The flow curve is described by 
Equation (3.4). Typical examples for Newtonian fluids are water, and many oils and gases. 
Newtonian fluids immediately start to flow upon application of a load.  

 

τ = η · γ�   (3.4) 

 
where: τ = shear stress [Pa]; τ0 = yield stress [Pa]; η = viscosity [Pa·s]; γ̇ = shear rate [1/s].  

Cementitious systems are systems with two phases (solid, fluid) that both exhibit different 
influences on the rheology. These systems typically do not show Newtonian behaviour. They 
remain their shape at low shear rates and only after having increased a threshold shear stress, the 
system starts flowing (see Figure 3.2). The threshold value is called the yield stress τ0. Yield 
stress is typically a phenomenon, which occurs when particles in a fluid interact with each other 
in any kind. Yield stress, however, is a most critically discussed value, since the tendency of a 
fluid or a solid structure to deform strongly depends upon the duration a force is brought up. It is 
known that even solid like structures creep over long periods of time, giving rise to the idea that 
according to the formulation of Heraclitus “panta rhei”, everything flows. A critical and very 
comprehensive discussion about the existence of a yield stress is given by Barnes [141]. 
Nevertheless, the concept of a yield stress has proven to be a useful concept for scientific and 
engineering applications. This is particular valid for systems that after relatively short period of 
time with respect to its lifespan change its material properties from fluid towards elastic 
behaviour, where different material laws (e.g. Hooke’s law) are valid, and the resistance against 
deformations are described by the Young’s modulus E, the Poisson’s ratio & and the shear 
modulus G.  

For many fluids, after exceeding a specific or temporary yield stress, the shear stresses and 
shear rates are proportional like in Newtonian fluids. Fluids that show this kind of behaviour are 
called Bingham fluids after E. C. Bingham, who coined the definition of plastic flow behaviour 
with initial minimum shear force to initiate the flow. This concept clearly distinguished from the 
popular opinion at that time that plastic flow is equal to incomplete elasticity [142-144]. 
Examples for Bingham-fluids are cementitious systems or dispersion colours. Bingham 
behaviour is expressed by: 

  

τ = τ' + η · γ�  (3.5) 

 
where: τ = shear stress [Pa]; τ0 = yield stress [Pa]; η = pl. viscosity [Pa·s]; γ̇ = shear rate [1/s].  
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However, many fluids do not show constant viscosity. For these fluids the Ostwald-de 
Waele relation applies [145, 146] according to:  

 

τ = κ · γ� * (3.6) 

 
where: τ = shear stress [Pa]; γ̇ = shear rate [1/s]; κ = flow consistency index [Pa·sn]; n = flow 
behaviour index [-]. 

Here a flow consistency factor is introduced as a multiplier to the shear rate and a flow 
behaviour index in the exponent of the shear rate, which describes, how far the flow behaviour 
deviates from Newtonian flow. 

Fluids with yield stress that do not show constant viscosity are typically described by the 
Herschel-Bulkley law [147], which is described by  

 

τ = τ' + κ · γ� * (3.7) 

 
where: τ = shear stress [Pa]; τ0 = yield stress [Pa]; γ̇ = shear rate [1/s]; κ = flow consistency 
index [[Pa·sn]; n = flow behaviour index [-]. 

This law is equal to the Ostwald-de Waele relation but supplementary includes the yield 
stress. Depending upon the characteristic curve, the viscosity can decrease or increase with 
increasing shear rate. The first behaviour is called shear-thinning or pseudo-plastic behaviour, 
the latter behaviour is entitled shear-thickening or dilatant. Shear thinning behaviour typically 
occurs, when components of the fluid, e.g. polymers or air bubbles, align into the flow direction. 

 

Figure 3.2: Qualitative flow curves following the aforementioned flow laws,  
see Equations (3.4), (3.5), and (3.7). 
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Typical examples of shear-thinning fluids are Ketchup or blood. Shear thickening occurs, if 
one phase, e.g. the solid phase quickly compacts upon load, thus blocking the motion of another 
phase, which would not be hindered at slower load application. Starch pulp or water filled beach 
sand show typical shear-thickening behaviour. 

The most relevant flow laws are described in the Equations (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) are 
illustrated in Figure 3.2. It has to be noted that many fluids may not show uniform flow 
behaviour if a wide range of shear rates is observed. They may follow different flow laws in 
different shear rate ranges. For example, gypsum or cement suspensions with admixtures often 
show shear thinning at low shear rates due to an initial arrangement of some constituents into 
flow direction, while at higher shear rates rather Bingham behaviour and at very high shear rates 
shear-thickening can be observed. 

3.1.2 Mixture composition influences on the rheology 

The aforementioned flow laws are only approximations. Despite the rather philosophical 
discussion about the yield stress as a real threshold for flow initiation versus a point at which 
flow can be firstly measured [141], in terms of concrete, the yield stress, it is a reasonably good 
tool to describe the rheological behaviour of fluids. In general, cementitious systems are 
preferably approximated with the Bingham law, as it is considered to be sufficiently precise to 
describe the behaviour, and the two major parameters plastic viscosity and yield stress are easily 
graspable. Unless several influencing factors overlap, normally any influence affecting the yield 
stress will to a certain degree also affect the plastic viscosity. Nevertheless, measures conducted 
in order to modify concrete mixtures may have significantly stronger impact on only one of the 
two relevant parameters. A comprehensive qualitative overview about the effects was provided 
by Wallevik [148] and is shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3: Influence of different mixture compositions of the flow properties of cementitious 
systems after Wallevik [148]. 
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3.1.3 Grading curve 

Viscosity is mainly driven by interactions between particles upon motion. The more the particles 
build a lattice between each other, the higher the viscosity, since particles block the motion of 
other particles. In that context typically sand-rich grading curves often produce higher 
viscosities and yield stresses caused by the lattice effect [43, 149, 150]. Then again, packing 
density optimised systems may show higher viscosities and yield stresses. As soon as the 
particle optimisation continues for the fines, these systems are very densely packed, which 
hinders internal particle motion. The influence of the particle grading thus is difficult to clearly 
identify without consideration of further aspects such as the water to powder ratio or the 
aggregate to paste ratio. Unpublished research on the influence of the aggregate grading curves 
corresponding to the standardised grading curves according to DIN 1045-2 at identical aggregate 
to powder volumetric ratios showed particularly very strong influences on both yield stress and 
viscosity (Figure 3.4). These grading curves approximate a curve following the Equation (3.8). 
Their detailed specifications are listed in Table 3.1. Steady curves outside these standardised 
curves are notated by the curves that surround them (AB16 and BC16). The U-curve follows a 
gap graded curve. 

 

P(�) =  .''
.	( 
.��0

�123)4 ∙ 5( �
�123)6 − ('..�7

�123)68  (3.8) 

 
where: P(d) = cumulative finer fraction [%]; d = particle diameter; dmax = maximum grain size;  
q = distribution parameter. 

In Figure 3.4 the grading A16 with the densest particle packing exhibits the highest viscosity 
at relatively low yield stress, while the oppositional grading, the sand rich C16 shows low 
viscosity at high yield stress. The curves in between (AB16, B16, BC16) as well as the gap 
grading U16 do not show a clear trend.  

Besides the influence of the grading of the coarse aggregates, another important influencing 
factor can be related to the grading of the finest particles. The higher the packing density, the 
less water is required to fill the voids. Rickert found a linear correlation between the water 
demand determined according to the needle penetration method described in EN 196-3 and the 
torque measured at not further specified constant rotational speed for differently blended 
cements (Figure 3.5) [151]. This means that particularly SCCs with high paste volume can be 
well optimised by sensible adjustment of the grading of the fines.  

Table 3.1: Grading curve specifications of standard grading curves according to DIN 1045-2 and 
classification of the fractions. 

 

Powder Sand Coarse aggregate 

Mesh size [mm] 
Sieve opening (square) 

[mm] 
0.125 0.25 0.5 1 2 4 8 16 

A16 
Not 

specified 

3 8 12 21 36 60 100 
B16 8 20 32 42 56 76 100 
C16 18 34 49 62 74 88 100 
U16 3 8 12 30 30 30 100 
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Figure 3.4: Influence of different grading curves at identical paste to aggregate ratios on slump 
flow and V-funnel efflux time; grading curves according to DIN 1045-2 after [152]. 

 

Figure 3.5: Linear correlation between shear resistance and water demand of a cement after 
Rickert et al. [151]. 

3.1.4 Aggregate to powder ratio 

Of course, the degree at which the grading affects the overall flow properties is strongly 
depending on the paste to aggregate ratio [153]. For flowable systems, Ramge and Lohaus 
distinguish between systems, where the coarse aggregates or the fine particles are dominant, or 
both are co-dominant, as shown in Figure 3.6. It is thus clear that depending on the mixture 
composition of an SCC as either high- or low-powder concrete different laws apply. High 
powder content SCC, e.g. according to the approach suggested by Okamura [1, 3] is typically 
driven by the performance of the paste, which exhibits low yield stress and high viscosity due to 
the dense powder packing. Low powder content SCC typically exhibits a high yield stress due to 
the lattice effect and a low viscosity due to typically higher water to powder ratios. 
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Figure 3.6: Effects induced by different paste to aggregate volumetric ratios after Ramge [154]. 

 

Figure 3.7: Correlation between SSA and EP for two fly ashes [5]. 

3.1.5 Aggregate and particle shape 

Another important factor determining the rheology of cementitious systems is the constituents’ 
shapes. Shapes that significantly deviate from regular shapes can adjust into flow direction upon 
shearing, thus introducing shear thinning effects. Furthermore, the ability of particles to move 
against each other is strongly determined by the shape. Angular shapes typically reduce the 
deformability, while in parallel increasing the stability. Furthermore the surface properties of the 
particles play a major role for the rheology of self-compacting concrete. Their major influence 
are the packing density and the specific surface area (SSA), which define the water required to 
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adsorb on particles’ surfaces and to fill the voids to achieve good flow properties [32].  
Figure 3.7, which is derived from Hunger [5], shows the dependency between deformation 
coefficient EP, which defines the slope of the linear correlation curve of the water demand 
determination test according to Okamura [1, 3] (see also Figure 1.2). This coefficient, which can 
be linked to the viscosity increases in a linear way with increasing surface area. 

3.1.6 Water-powder ratio 

The water to powder ratio is a major parameter determining the viscosity of flowable systems. 
The higher the water volume compared to the fines volume, the better particles can move 
between other particles as soon as shear force is applied. Hence, as long as a flowable system 
remains stable from segregation, varying water content affects the viscosity greatly. In case SP 
is also part of the system, the yield stress is mainly influenced by the performance of SP and not 
by the water to powder ratio, which allows controlling the paste viscosity within certain limits 
largely independent of the yield stress by simply changing the water content. This effect can be 
easily observed, when the slump flow and the V-funnel efflux times of SCC, which can be 
related to τ0 and η, respectively. As long as the superplasticiser addition remains constant, 
changing water contents will modify the V-funnel times, while the slump flow remains stable. 

3.1.7 Stabilising agents 

Stabilising agents (STAs) can be either mineral components or polymeric admixtures, which are 
also often entitled viscosity modifying agents (VMA) or viscosity enhancing agents (VEA). 
Mineral STAs are part of the overall particle size distribution (PSD) and affect the rheology by 
adding large specific surface areas to fix water and increase the packing density. They can also 
be considered as additions to the mixture composition of SCC according to the definitions in 
Table 1.4. Polymeric STAs such as cellulose, microbial gum, or starch are more versatile, and 
their effect on rheological properties is driven by the type of polymer, the integral mixture 
composition as well as the amount of agent added since they are large molecules that interact 
with water but also between particles [25]. They can thus introduce diverse effects into a 
cementitious flowable system.  

3.1.8 Plasticisers and superplasticisers 

Plasticisers and SPs adsorb on the surfaces of certain cement clinker and hydration phases thus 
repelling particles by either electrostatic or steric mechanisms, or a combination of both. This 
stabilisation of particles mainly affects the attraction forces between the particles but does not 
strongly influence how particles move against each other upon flow. This means, that SPs unless 
they do not affect the stability of a system do only affect the viscosity generally by increasing 
the paste’s cohesion but the amount of SP has only minor influence on the viscosity, while the 
yield stress is greatly decreased with increasing SP contents. This effect can also be observed 
easily upon testing SCC at constant water content. Varying SP contents will have strong 
influence on the spread flow diameter, which is related to τ0, while the V-funnel, which can be 
related to η times remain stable. Certainly SPs introduce additional water with certain influence 
on the viscosity. Unstable systems with high water contents tend to segregate upon increasing 
SP addition, so that V-funnel times can be affected also by SP additions in certain cases. 
However, it is evident that PCE addition mainly affects the yield stress of a flowable system. 

Superplasticisers are most efficient rheology modifying admixtures. Their specifications 
strongly affect the flow properties and the temperature related behaviour of SCC as illustrated in 
Figure 1.12. Understanding the mode of operation of superplasticisers helps improving mixture 
compositions for SCC. Therefore, the following section will introduce the required background 
about superplasticisers and in particular those based on polycarboxylates.  
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3.2 Mode of operation of superplasticisers 

3.2.1 Introduction 

Superplasticisers are chemical products that allow the control of the flow properties largely 
independent of the water demand. These chemical admixtures, which are also entitled high-
range water reducing admixture (HRWRA) can be considered as the driving agent for modern 
concrete technology, since they provide the opportunity either to improve the flow properties at 
a fixed w/c or to reduce the w/c significantly without losses in the flow properties. These 
specifications opened the doors for concrete innovations such as self-compacting concrete or 
ultra-high performance concrete. Spiratos et al. [155] classify SPs into three general groups, 
which are sulphonated polymers, carboxylated polymers, and synthetic polymers with mixed 
functionality. The latter group are modified synthetic copolymers, either sulphonated or 
carboxylated polymers that incorporate supplementary functional groups. Sulphonated polymers 
only offer a limited range of possibilities to amend functionality, while the range of possibilities 
for polycarboxylates is wide.  

3.2.2 Brief history of superplasticisers 

The first group of SPs used in concrete were Lignosulphonates (LS). They are the residue of the 
sulphitation process for cellulose [14]. The effectiveness of lignosulphonates compared to other 
sulphonates is limited [156, 157]. A significant step forward was made through the invention of 
synthetic polycondensates in the early 1960s. These were poly-naphthalene sulphonates (PNS) 
and poly-melamine sulphonates (PMS). These groups were the major chemical admixtures used 
until approximately the millennium change [155, 158]. In the 1980s linear vinyl copolymers 
were brought to the market [157]. However, also in the 1980s the first polycarboxylate SPs were 
introduced [14]. These mark the significant breakthrough in concrete technology and 
performance development with regards to self-compacting and high-performance concrete. 
According to the honorific speech given by Prof. Plank for the Hans Kühl award, which was 
awarded during the 1st International Conference on the Chemistry of Construction Materials in 
2013, the invention of the first polycarboxylate ether superplasticiser with polyethylene side 
chain goes back to only a single person, the laureate Dr. Tsuyoshi Hirata. Dr. Hirata invented the 
PCE superplasticiser for concrete right after finishing his Master thesis and received a high 
number of patents on new PCE technologies since then. 

Most polycarboxylic SPs consist of a methacrylic backbone and polyethylene oxide graft 
chains. The first generation of polycarboxylates exhibited an ester link between the backbone 
and the graft chains. In order to improve the stability of the polymers, the ester links were 
replaced by ether links in the late 1990s. Further developments allowed an individual polymer 
design by individual grafting with Amid- and Imid bonds, or zwitterionic bonds [14]. Recent 
developments involve the attachment of hydrolysable groups, so called slump loss controlling 
agents, to the COO- groups in the backbone, which release anionic charges over the course of 
time due to hydrolysis in the highly alkaline pore solution [159, 160]. Such type of SP is 
particularly useful for cement types with low soluble sulphate content or at high temperature. 

Plank provided an overview of the consumption of the SP types without reference to the 
country or the year of the survey [156]. This data is shown in Table 3.2, pointing out that 
lignosulphonate is still an important type of admixture used, which according to Plank is mainly 
related to its cost competitiveness. During the last decade the importance of polycarboxylate 
ether SP has significantly increased.  

These days phosphonate based superplasticisers have become more popular. The latter types are 
also comb-type polymers, which mainly differ from PCE in the chemical composition of the 
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backbone, which is phosphonate based instead of methacrylic. As a result, the masses of these 
polymers are lower, which gives them a 
a good cohesiveness
systems 

Table 

3.2.3

A basic similarity of all aforementioned types of 
considered to adsorb on the surfaces of clinker phases and cement hydration products. This has 
been reported by numerous authors, some relevant publicati
references 
in the interstitial phases between alite and belite and onto early hydration phases such as 
ettringite and monosulphate 

characteristics of that isotherm is largely linear at low concentrations and approximates the 
maximum surface covering in an asymptotic way at higher dosages, which accords to a full 
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Figure 3.11: Difference between electrostatic repulsion (left) and steric repulsion (right). 

3.3 Cement hydration and PCE performance 

3.3.1 Introduction 

Incompatibilities between cement and PCE are reported by several authors [17, 56, 57, 85, 165, 
175]. The major effect, inducing these incompatibilities, is brought by scatter in the cement 
composition, the importance of which were not known from concrete practice without SPs, such 
as the sulphate and alkali solubility, which strongly affect the adsorption of SPs. Figure 3.12 
shows the different ranges of scatter for different production dates of one cement with and 
without PCE [57]. They used a CONTEC-Rheometer-4SCC, which – based on the electric 
current at different rotational speed steps - provides the qualitative data G-Yield in [mA] and H-
viscosity [mA s], which can be linked to τ0 and η, respectively. Since this device was also used 
for investigations in this Thesis, a more detailed description will be given later in Subsection 
4.3.7.  

 

Figure 3.12: Scatter of G-Yield and H-viscosity for identical mixtures tested with different 
delivery charges of the same cement with and without SP, after Kubens [57]. G-Yield and  

H-Viscosity changes qualitatively correspond to changes in τ0 and ηpl, respectively. 
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The G-yield of the mixture without PCE ranges between 300 mA and approximately 400 mA, 
which can be controlled during casting. The mixture incorporating PCE varies between 100 and 
650 mA, which in practice would cause delicate problems with both, stagnation and segregation. 
The scatter in H-viscosity and particularly the difference between mixtures with and without 
PCE is significantly smaller, which indicates that indeed an interaction between cement and SP 
is the relevant factor for the performance changes. While traditional SPs typically exhibit higher 
charge densities than PCE, which means, they adsorb quicker and directly onto the cement 
surfaces, problems with scattering cement production are of less importance than for PCE. 
However, with PCE, significant effects can occur.  

3.3.2 Zeta potential of clinker and hydration phases in pore solution 

The zeta potential (ζ) describes the potential difference in the transition zone between two 
phases. Due to the anionic nature of the backbone, it is clear that PCE polymers adsorb on areas 
that show positive surface charges or positive ζs in suspension. Cement clinker is characterised 
by alite and belite phases sintered into aluminate and ferrite phases. Hence, the surfaces of 
clinker grains consist of mosaic-like structures of different clinker phases. Therefore, the entire ζ 
of the particle is not important for the adsorption of PCEs but the ζ of the surface exposed 
clinker phases. Uchikawa opined that adsorptive polymers preferably adsorb on the interstitial 
areas between alite and belite [15]. This is confirmed by studies of Yoshioka et al. [176]. 
Nachbaur et al. show that the ζ of C-S-H and C3S is negative at low CaO concentration but can 
be positive at higher CaO concentrations [177]. The latter observations are confirmed for C-S-H 
by Viallis et al. [178]. It is therefore unlikely that high adsorption of PCE takes place on these 
phases. Plank investigated the ζs of ettringite, monosulphate, syngenite, portlandite and gypsum. 
While portlandite showed a high negative ζ, gypsum showed a negative value close to zero and 
syngenite exhibited only a negligible positive value. The only phases exhibiting significant 
positive ζ were monosulphate and ettringite of which ettringite provides the highest positive ζ 
[87]. This leads to the conclusion that PCEs initially adsorb only locally on the aluminate and 
ferrite phases, later on AFm and AFt, as shown in Figure 3.13. At a later stage of hydration, they 
can also be coupled with Ca2+ on the surfaces of C-S-H [179]. 

 

Figure 3.13: Local adsorption of PCE on AFm and AFt phases on the cement grain surface after 
Plank and Hirsch [87]. 
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3.3.3 Specific surface area  

Even though the induction period marks a period at which the hydration takes place at low level, 
continuous hydration can be observed. The particles’ surface growth can be considered as a 
major effect influencing the time dependent flow properties. Yamada reports that the specific 
surface area and its growth have strong influence on the amount of required PCE to maintain the 
flow properties [18, 68]. This is supported by Sakai et al. [179]. Considering the different ζs of 
the clinker phases, the specific surface growth solely cannot give information about the demand 
of SPs, since the surface growth can be linked to C-S-H, AFm and AFt formation, of which a 
major contribution to adsorption can be allocated to the hydration of the aluminate and ferrite 
phases and not inevitably to the growth of all hydrating phases. Since, however, C-S-H and 
aluminate phases grow in parallel, it is very reasonable to assume that there is an excellent 
correlation between the specific surface area of one type of cement and the PCE demand. 

3.3.4 Counter ions, anions, and competitive adsorption 

Due to their anionic backbone, PCEs attract counter ions. They build complexes with cations, 
such as Ca2+. This reduces or neutralises their anionic charge [58, 166], having a strong 
influence on their adsorption characteristics. The presence and the amount of cations that can be 
found in the pore solution therefore can be assumed to have a very strong influence on the 
adsorption of PCE. An increasing amount of cations in the pore solution would therefore block 
negative charges resulting in reduced adsorption or adsorption velocity. 

Figure 3.14: Influence of the content of NaCl and Na2SO4 on the flow of a superplasticised 
system, and demonstration of the effect of repeated Na2SO4 neutralisation with CaCl2 [60]. 

PCEs adsorbing on surfaces compete with anions in the pore solution [60, 165, 180]. 
Increasing contents of anions in the pore solution reduce the adsorption of PCEs, which causes a 
loss of flowability. Yamada et al. [60] showed that the addition of NaCl and Na2SO4 to a PCE 
containing flowable system caused reduced flowability, which can be linked to desorption of 
PCE in favour of the chloride and sulphate ions (Figure 3.14, left). This process is reversible. By 
repeated and alternating addition of NaSO4 and CaCl2, which is considered to neutralise the 
gypsum, the flow properties varied depending on the content of sulphate ions in the solution 
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(Figure 3.14, right). Due to the quick solubility and the high contents added to cement as set 
retarder, the content of soluble sulphates plays a major role.  

3.3.5 Growth of hydration phases 

It is assumed that PCEs can modify the modification of the crystal growth. Roessler reports that 
mainly the C3A and the bassanite (hemi-hydrate) hydration are affected [181, 182]. With regard 
to the AFm phase, Roessler and Sowoidnich [182] showed that at high C3A contents AFm foils 
posses a spheroid shape. Ettringite is formed in long prismatic shapes, when PCE is present. 
This was not the case without SP or in the presence of PNS [183]. The different crystal 
modifications can be seen in Figure 3.15.  

Roessler et al. also report about changes in the crystal modification of C-S-H [184]. Without 
superplasticiser and in the presence of PNS, the voids between particles in cement pastes were 
largely filled with the long acerous C-S-H (Outer product), while the presence of PCE 
superplasticiser caused bridges with densely grown inner C-S-H (Inner product).  

3.3.6 Intercalations 

It is reported in numerous studies that superplasticisers can form organo-mineral phases with the 
aluminate phase [61, 157, 168-170, 185]. These are considered as very stable phases [168, 186]. 

These were reported from PNS superplasticisers as an interaction with the AFm phase, while 
it is considered to be unlikely that AFt can bind polymers into its structure [61]. Due to 
intercalation of SPs into organo-mineral phases, the measurement of the TOC in the solution 
after SP addition is considered as not suitable for the determination of the amount of adsorbed 
polymers. An example was already given in Figure 3.9.  

 

 

Figure 3.15: ESEM-FEG wet mode image of ettringite on the left side without PCE and on the 
right side with PCE [181]. 
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Figure 3.16: Influence of the “chemical sink” effect induced by different times of addition of 
SPs, after Flatt [61]. 

Flatt and Houst figuratively define the layer of organo mineral phases as chemical sink [61], 
which is fostered by circumstances that preferably form AFm instead of AFt. The formation of 
organo-mineral phases is responsible for the different effectiveness of SPs at immediate and 
delayed addition (Figure 3.16) 

PCE superplasticisers are assumed to avoid intercalations due to the steric effect of the graft 
chains. Plank et al. have shown that in C-A-H phases obtained from C3A hydration in absence of 
sulphate, intercalations can occur up to side chain lengths nPEO of 45 Polyethylene units (see 
Figure 1.9), which makes it theoretically thinkable that intercalates can occur in the presence of 
sulphate as well. In more recent it was shown by Plank et al. that theoretically intercalations can 
also occur with Portland cement in case of an undersulphated system and for PCE with low 
charge density [185]. Ng and Plank presented that the formation of organo-mineral phases takes 
place also with PCEs [170].  

3.3.7 Interactions with SCMs 

Today’s cements are often containing supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) such as 
limestone filler (LSF), ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS), fly ash (FA) or other 
components. Herrmann and Rickert investigated the influence of LSF and GGBS on the ζ of 
cement blended with different amounts of limestone and GGBS, showing a shift of the initially 
negative value towards positive values at higher dosage with one LSF and two types of GGBS, 
while another LSF further brought the values into negative direction (Figure 3.17).  

Plank et al. report that the influence of SCMs is strongly related to the ionic composition of 
the pore solution [187, 188]. As shown in Figure 3.17, the content of Ca2+ ions in the solution 
strongly affects the ζ of GGBS due to adsorption on the surfaces of GGBS. Hence SCMs can 
also interact with SPs, since they modify the ionic composition of the pore solution and offer 
supplementary adsorption sites, which can attract PCE in competition with cement. 
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Figure 3.17: Changes of the ζ depending on type and amount of different LSFs and ground 
granulated blast furnace slags [189], and influence of the Ca2+ content on the changes of the ζ 

depending on the water to GGBS ratio [188]. 

3.3.8 Cement production factors 

Flatt and Houst report about commonly used grinding aids based on triethanol amine acetate 
[61], which enhance the dissolution of C4AF. This increase of aluminates may foster the 
formation of organo-mineral phases, thus yielding to a reduced performance of SPs. The milling 
conditions may also influence the performance of PCE. Yamada emphasises the importance of 
the milling temperature as well the milling process to avoid excessive hemi-hydrate or reactive 
anhydrite [68], which would interfere with the PCE performance. The author further emphasizes 
that solely the processing after milling, during the transportation or storage, can have strong 
influence on the flow properties in the presence of PCE. Strong effects resulting from the 
storage conditions of cement on the flow properties of systems incorporating PCE were also 
reported by Schmidt et al. [123]. These are further discussed in Subsection 4.5.1. 

3.4 Influences of PCE modification 

3.4.1 Versatility of the molecular structure of PCEs 

Today, the chemical industry is capable to generate individual polymeric structures of PCEs. 
This means, the length of the backbone, the grafting degree, as well as the graft length can be 
individually modified. Also polymers with mixed graft chain lengths are possible, which offers a 
high number of possibilities to develop individual polymers for individual applications. 
However, the modifications affect the physico-chemical properties of the polymers, since 
solution structures, adsorbed conformations and anionic charge densities are affected.  

Due to their versatility, PCEs cannot be easily described. In order to get a grip on the 
appearance of polymers in solution, often the Stokes radius, or hydrodynamic radius RH as well 
as the radius of gyration are used. The hydrodynamic radius describes the radius of a 
hypothetical sphere with identical diffusion properties in a fluid. It is defined by the Stokes-
Einstein Equation: 
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R: = ;<∙=
>?∙@∙A (3.10) 

 
where: RH = hydrodynamic radius [m]; kb = Boltzmann constant [J/K]; T = temperature [K],  
η = viscosity [Pa·s]; D = diffusion coefficient [m²/s].  

The radius of gyration, is a measure of the spatial dimensions of a macromolecule, which is 
defined by the sum of the distances of elements, e.g. monomers, from the mass centre:  

 

RB� =  C (DE	D1F2G)�H
EI� J  (3.11) 

 
where: RG = radius of gyration [m]; N = number of similar elements (e.g. monomers);  
(ri - rmean) = distance between elements and mass centre of the macromolecule [m].  

Both values express different properties, and particularly for polymers, their interrelation 
may vary in certain range. Kok and Rudin [190] reviewed the relation factors between RH and 
RG according to: 

 

X = LM
LN  (3.12) 

 
where: RH = hydrodynamic radius [m]; RG = radius of gyration [m]. 

This factor according to the authors shall be independent of the molar mass or the solvent. 
For different polymer types they found values in the range of 0.425 to 0.891. Weiner states that 
values X close to 1.3 suggest spheres, while values close to 0.65 suggest random coil polymers 
[191]. None of the given values, hence, can provide a clear figure of the polymeric geometry in 
solution. This is particularly valid for complex polymers like PCE. They can have very different 
structures (see. Figure 1.10) with differing ratios of RH and RG. Hence, the meaning of these 
values should not be over-interpreted in terms of the assessment of how they interact with 
surfaces of particles and hydrates in cementitious systems. Nevertheless, it is important to 
recognise that for PCE both values occur in the order of magnitude of nano metres. Hence, the 
polymers are typically several hundred or thousand times smaller than the particles they affect. 

According to Winter [14], who refers to a paper presented by Uchikawa [192], their 
hydrodynamic radii range between 30 and 150 nm (this information was not found explicitly in 
the respective paper). Giraudeau et al. report about radii of gyration of 5 ± 2 for some 
investigated PCEs with short side chains [157]. The PCE molecules observed by the authors 
showed RH and RG in similar order of magnitude. Winter [14] interprets the data provided for 
different PCEs by Yamada et al. [60] and concludes that the range of unified atomic masses of 
PCEs vary between 10,000 and 200,000 Da. The latter unit, Dalton (Da, also u) is the unit for 
the unified atomic mass. It is the twelfth part of the mass of the carbon isotope 12C. Therefore it 
is numerically identical to the molar mass in g/mol. The complex interrelations between graft 
chain lengths, main chain length, number of ethylene oxide units on the backbone, and 
hydrodynamic radius is shown in Figure 3.18. The figure, taken from a publication by Keller 
and Plank [193], shows that an arbitrary number of PCEs is thinkable with likewise arbitrary 
effects on the solution structure and possible effects on rheology.  
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The lower the charge density, the slower the adsorption, the higher the amount of required 
polymers, and the more adsorption takes place at later moments in time. Hence, low charge 
density polymers are used for ready-mixed applications, where particularly the flow retention 
can be a crucial aspect. 

Due to the competitive adsorption between PCE and sulphate ions, the charge density of 
PCEs is also the main influencing factor for incompatibilities between cement hydration and SPs 
[85]. Low charge polymers can be desorbed by sulphate ions or they do not adsorb directly. 
Delayed adsorption may generate uncontrollable time delayed increase of the flowability, which 
might cause segregation problems. High charge density polymers can be adsorbed rapidly upon 
addition but they are consumed quickly by emerging hydration products, thus the retention of 
the flow properties is poor. 

3.5 PCE in practice 

3.5.1 Blends of PCE 

The SP market world-wide consists of producers and blenders, of which the blenders dominate 
most markets, at least regarding their number. Companies that blend admixtures typically make 
use of the possibility to mix different PCE molecular structures for individual performance 
adjustment. E.g. it is reasonable to blend a high charge density PCE with a low charge density 
PCE in order to achieve high initial flowability and good retention. Many companies that blend 
admixtures can develop individual compounds for their customers. 

3.5.2 Blends of different superplasticisers 

It has become practice not only to mix different polycarboxylic SPs, but also to make use of 
blends between different types of SPs. For example, it is reasonable to make use of the good 
initial flow improvement by using lignosulphonate instead of a high charge density PCE, which 
also helps to reduce the market price (or at least the production costs), and to retain the 
performance with a low charge density PCE.  

3.5.3 Blends with different admixture types 

Furthermore, it has also become practice to blend SPs with different functional admixtures, e.g. 
the market provides many shrinkage reducing SPs or SPs that help increasing the viscosity in 
order to avoid segregation. These properties are often achieved by simply adding certain 
amounts of viscosity modifying agents or shrinkage reducing agents. It is not unrealistic to 
assume that many superplasticising products based on PCE contain up to 15 different 
components, some of which might only be pigmentation. 

3.5.4 Practical problems to assess the PCE performance 

The aforementioned possibilities to develop individual products can be a great support 
particularly for the pre-cast industry, where often problems occur, which can be linked to 
individual production boundary conditions. An individual blend can help to increase the 
robustness of the production process, however, if the boundary conditions change, exactly the 
opposite can be the case. The number of different influencing factors is high. It is impossible to 
link effects which may occur due to varied temperatures, varied raw materials or any other 
change, to responsible admixture components.  

For ready-mixed concrete the boundary conditions vary greatly throughout a daily 
production and throughout a long term production. It can therefore be considered to be 
impossible to use an individual blend which was developed for defined boundary conditions. 
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The best way to adjust the right composition of admixtures should be given into the hands of the 
concrete mixing company, since they can individually adjust the blend to a very particular 
boundary condition.  

Unfortunately, users of admixtures often do not know at all about the ingredients of the 
applied admixture. The chemical industry avoids giving more information to the user necessary. 
According to the experiences of the author, also the customer service of construction chemical 
companies is typically not equipped with all relevant information about the products. 
Furthermore the producers of concrete exhibit a significant lack of understanding of the complex 
interactions between cement hydration and admixtures. A tool that helps users to easily 
distinguish their admixtures qualitatively would support a better and more reasonable use of 
PCEs in practice. Following the subsequent chapter, which introduces the experimental 
examinations, such a tool – a simple test method to qualitatively distinguish between PCEs - will 
be presented in Chapter 5. 
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4 Materials and Methods 

4.1 Background of the used concrete mixtures 

4.1.1 Introduction 

As already referred to in Subsection 1.3, all over the world, the understanding of what is SCC 
varies greatly. One of the major objectives of this Thesis is to develop knowledge about 
interactions of admixtures and cementitious materials with relevance for SCC in general, 
without limited relevance for a certain area of standards and philosophies. If such a general 
relevance is difficult to achieve, the aim is to understand which mixture composition parameters 
define different behaviours. Therefore, different mixture compositions were subject of the 
observations. A powder type SCC “POW” and a combination type SCC “COM” were designed, 
which consist of the same raw materials basis. Both mixture compositions have been applied 
since that time by various researchers at the BAM Federal Institute for Materials Research and 
Testing for different research focus areas [123, 195-197]. At first the raw materials’ properties 
will be given and the historical background of the employed mixture compositions will be 
explained, before the final mixtures COM and POW will be introduced. 

4.1.2 Powder properties 

The cement used for the tests was an ordinary Portland cement according to EN 196 from the 
CEMEX cement plant in Rüdersdorf, Germany. The specification is CEM I 42.5 R. The bulk 
density of the material was determined by He-pycnometry as 3123 kg/m³. The Blaine value was 
determined according to EN 196-6:1990 as 4110 cm²/g. The water demand to meet the standard 
stiffness was determined according to EN 196-3:1995. A summary of the materials properties is 
given in Tables 4.1 to 4.3. The chemical composition of the cement was determined according to 
EN 196-2:2005 and is given in Table 4.1. The resulting clinker composition calculation 
according to Bogue, e.g. [82], and the modified Bogue calculation according to Taylor [198] is 
given in Table 4.2. The physical properties are given in Table 4.3. Furthermore, Figure 4.1 
shows a SEM micrograph to provide information about the surface geometry of the used 
CEM I 42.5 R in comparison to the used LSF.  

Table 4.1: Oxide composition of the used CEM I 42.5 R. 

CaO: 62.80% Na2O: 0.28% 

SiO2: 20.56% K2O: 0.95% 

Al2O3: 4.36% TiO2: 0.20% 

Fe2O3: 2.27% P2O5: 0.00% 

MgO: 2.14% SO3: 3.45% 

Mn2O3: 0.03% Insoluble 
residue 

0.56% 

Loss on ignition 2.40% 

 
Of which CO2 1.96% 

SUM: 99.44% 
Na2O-eq: 0.91% 
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The LSF is from a quarry in Medenbach, Germany. The bulk density of the LSF was 
1735 kg/m³ (He-pycnometry), the Blaine value was 5130 cm²/g (EN 196-6:1990). The chemical 
composition of the LSF was measured by X-ray fluorescence method (µ-XRF) as given in Table 
4.4. The particle size distributions of the cement and the LSF, measured by laser granulometry 
are given in Figure 4.2. 

 

Table 4.2: Clinker phase composition according to Bogue calculation, e.g. [82], and modified 
Bogue calculation according to Taylor [198]. 

Clinker phase Standard Bogue calculation Modified Bogue calculation 
C3S 49.7% 61.8% 
C2S 28.4% 20.5% 
C3A 8.6% 6.2% 

C4AF 7.7% 7.7% 
SUM: 94.5% 96.1% 

 

Table 4.3: Physical properties and strength of the CEM I 42.5 used for the tests according to the 
producer. 

Fineness (Blaine) [cm²/g] 4110 
Density [kg/m³] 3123 

Water demand [%] 28.5 
Compressive strength, 1 day [MPa] 23 
Compressive strength, 2 days [MPa] 37 
Compressive strength, 7 days [MPa] 50 

Compressive strength, 28 days [MPa] 61 

 

Table 4.4: Total oxide composition of the limestone filler from XRF measurement. 

Oxide Percentage by mass 
Na2O 3.27% 
MgO 0.61% 
Al2O3 0.46% 
SiO2 1.47% 
P2O5 2.19% 
SO3 0.34% 
K2O 0.54% 
CaO 90.68% 
TiO2 0.05% 
Fe2O3 0.4% 
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Figure 4.1: SEM micrographs of the LSF (left) and the cement (right)  
that were used for all tests. 

 

Figure 4.2: Grading curve of CEM I 42.5 R and LSF used for the investigations in this Thesis. 

 

Figure 4.3: Grading curves of the sand and aggregate fractions. 
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Table 4.5: Specifications of the polycarboxylic superplasticisers. 

Abbreviation LC MC HC 
Backbone Polycarboxylate ether (PCE), identical for all modifications 

Graft chains Polyethylene oxide (PEO) 
Trade name Glenium Sky 591 Glenium Sky 593 Glenium Sky 595 

Specific application 
Use for cements with 

low alkali/alkali 
sulphate content 

High robustness 
Use for cements with 

high alkali/alkali 
sulphate content 

Recommended dosage 0.2 - 3.0% by mass of cement (bmoc) 
Min. dosage not specified 0.8% bwoc 
Max. dosage not specified 

Density at 20 °C 1.07 ± 0.02 g/cm² 1.05 ± 0.02 g/cm² 1.05 ± 0.02 g/cm² 
Solid content 30% 23% 20% 
pH at 20 °C 6.5 ± 1.0 6.5 ± 1.0 6.5 ± 1.5 

Max. chloride content 0.10% by mass 
Max. alkali content 1.5 M.-% (Na2O-eq.) 1.2 M.-% (Na2O-eq.) 1.3 M.-% (Na2O-eq.) 
Graft chain length 

(Figure 3.23) 
medium + low medium + low medium 

Grafting degree  
(Figure 3.23) 

high medium low 

Backbone charge density 
(Figure 3.23) 

low medium high 

4.1.3 Sand and gravel 

The sand and gravel components used for the tests origin from a quarry in Ottendorf-Okrilla, 
Germany. Sand and aggregates are delivered fractionated and washed. At delivery they are fully 
dried and they are always stored indoors. As a result of the washing the powder contents of the 
sand and aggregates are negligibly small. The grading curves of the single fractions are given in 
Figure 4.3. 

The material is regularly used and re-charged at the BAM. For each charge, the bulk 
densities are measured according to EN 1097-6. They only vary slightly between 2600 kg/m³ ± 
50 kg/m³. For all mixture calculations, hence, the value of 2600 kg/m³ was used.  

4.1.4 Superplasticisers 

Since one of the major influencing factors for the performance of SPs is the charge density of 
the polymer [66, 67], the polymer variations were aimed to vary as little as possible but to 
clearly distinguish by different charge densities. Since the polymers are commercially available 
products, details about the chemical composition of the modifications were not provided by the 
producer, but qualitative information was made available about the geometry defining 
parameters as shown in Figure 1.9.  

All polymers contain identical polycarboxylic backbones in chemistry and length. The graft 
chains consist of polyethylene oxide, which may vary in length between the polymers. Blends of 
different graft chain lengths are possible, which have minor influence on the polymers’ charge 
densities. The major effect determining the charge density, however, is the number of grafts in 
the backbone (Figure 3.23). The grafting degree is high for the low charge density polymer and 
low for the high charge density polymer. The medium charge polymer has a grafting degree in 
between. Details about the PCEs are given in Table 4.5. As introduced in Section 3.4, high 
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charge polymers are adsorbed quicker and thus are assumed to reduce yield stress more 
effectively than polymers with lower charges. 

4.1.5 Stabilising agents 

The STAs that are used in this Thesis differ in origin and performance. Both are commercially 
available polysaccharides. Stabilising agent ST1 is based on modified starch. The commercial 
name of this product is Foxcrete produced by the company Avebe and has been subject of 
research in the field of SCC in the past years [70, 199, 200]. According to information of the 
producer, the STAs should be added in typical amounts ranging between 250 and 400 g/m³. The 
second stabilising agent used for the investigations, abbreviated ST2, is a polysaccharide called 
diutan gum. It is produced by CP Kelco and has also been subject of research in the field of 
cement and concrete technology [140, 201-203]. The commercial name is Kelcocrete DG-F. 
According to the product data sheet of the producer, it should be added in amounts between 0.01 
and 0.15% by mass of the water.  

ST1 does not generate a significant yield stress in water, only when added to water-solid 
systems. ST2 increases yield stress and viscosity of a fluid system [131, 204]. Thus, particle 
immobilisation (ST1) and fluid-phase stabilisation (ST2) can be distinguished. It is therefore a 
reasonable approach to relate the dosage of the starch ether to the powder and the dosage of the 
diutan gum to the water. In order to avoid confusion, however, and since the water to powder or 
water to cement ratios were not varied in the observed mixtures, in this work, the STA will 
always be related to the cement content. 

The major difference between the different stabilising mechanisms is how each STA affects 
fluids and dispersions. The Figures 4.4 and 4.5 shows results of rheological measurement with a 
cylinder cell. Water was mixed with different amounts of both STAs and a dispersion of a 
volumetric w/c of 2.0 mixed with different amounts of STA. Since both stabilising admixtures 
affected the yield stress in significantly different magnitude, a related observation was required 
to generate rheograms for different STA amounts. 

At an addition of 20 g/l of ST1 and 1.0 g/l of ST2 on water, the viscosities of the water STA 
mixtures were identically 8.02 mPa·s and 8.04 mPa·s, respectively, based on the Bingham 
Equation (3.5). Figure 4.4 shows the respective yield stress in the fluid system with water only 
(τ0,Water = 0; ηWater = 1.002 at 20 °C) and yield stress and viscosity at identical STA amounts in 
the dispersion. It can be observed that at identical influence on viscosity, yield stresses are 
affected in different ways. While ST1 increases yield stress in a negligible way, ST2 generates a 
pronounced yield stress. For the operator of the test, the mixture with ST1 looks and like foggy 
water, while the mixture with ST2 rather looks like glue. If these mixtures are amended by 
cement, it can be observed that viscosities increase but at the same time significant yield stresses 
can be observed for both mixtures, pointing out that the effect of ST1 on yield stress is mainly 
generated by the presence of solid particles. 

For the evaluation in rheograms (Figure 4.5), the identical viscosities and the respective 
yield stresses were defined as reference values ηref and τ0, ref. Yield stress and viscosity of any 
other STA addition were then divided by these reference values. It can be observed that with 
water only, ST1 only affects the viscosity, while yield stress is not affected. The measurements 
of the yield stress yielded results that scattered closely around zero. Yield stress was thus for the 
graphic evaluation set as zero. In case of ST2, it can be observed that mainly the viscosity is 
affected by increasing STA additions. At higher dosages, the yield stress is affected stronger, 
while viscosity increases less pronounced. 
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Figure 4.4: The influence of ST1 and ST2 on τ0 and ηpl when mixed with water (left) and when 
mixed with a water-powder suspension (right). 

 

Figure 4.5: Changes of τ0 and ηpl due to varied dosage of ST1 and ST2 in water and water-
cement suspension. 

In case of the dispersion, similar viscosities were measured at an addition of 12.4 g/l of ST1 
and 2.0 g/l of ST2. Similar characteristics as for the fluid system can be observed for the 
dispersion with the only difference that in the system containing solid particles, ST1 generates 
increasing yield stresses with increasing dosages. However, the curve still appears quite steep, 
hence, it can be concluded that also in the dispersed system ST1 mainly affects viscosity much 
more than yield stress, while ST2 affects viscosity stronger than yield stress at low dosages and 
behaves vice versa at higher dosages.  

The observations in the Figures 4.4 and 4.5 were made with a maximum volumetric part of 
cement of 33%. At this solid to fluid ratio, it appears as if ST1 mainly affects viscosity. 
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However, much more than with ST2, the performance depends on the powder content in the 
dispersion. A detailed discussion about the strong influence of the solid content, which plays a 
major role for the performance of starch ethers in comparison to diutan gum, will be discussed 
later in detail in Subsection 7.2.3. 

4.1.6 Background of the powder type SCC (POW) 

The powder type mixture (POW) used in the investigations is a modification of an SCC, 
originally developed strictly according to the approach of Okamura [205]. The prototype of this 
mixture composition was generated with a CEM I 42.5 and a LSF to amend the powder content 
(Table 4.6). The LSF used in the original SCC was identical to the LSF used for the 
experimental part of this Thesis, and it was introduced in Subsection 4.1.2. There are several 
authors stating that the water demand determined according to the approach of Okamura is too 
high and that for practical reasons optimisation is required, which can be achieved by reducing 
the water volume to 70% to 90% of the βp-value [30, 40, 206, 207] (see Figure 1.2). In a former 
study about the robustness of the used SCC mixture composition and numerous differing 
compositions, proposed and supervised by the author, the effect of the reduction of the βp-value 
was observed [208]. The water volume yielding from the intercept of the ordinate was reduced 
between 75%, 80%, and 85%, and the workability properties were observed with different SP 
contents. The mixture with 80% of the βp-value appeared to work most robustly. Figure 4.6 
shows the resulting average slump flow values for water additions of 75%, 80%, and 85% of the 
βp-value at different SP contents. Slump flow (SF) values between 550 mm and 800 mm were 
considered as reasonably stable mixtures. At 85% of βp the SP additions that generated good 
flow properties ranged between 0.75% and 0.90% of the cement content, at 75% of βp the 
additions ranged between approximately 0.90% and 1.05%. The widest range of SP additions 
was possible at a reduction of the water content to 80% of βp. Here the range of SP additions 
was 0.30% between 0.80% and 1.10% of the cement content. The mixture at this water content 
was thus chosen as the development basis for the final mixture that was used for the conducted 
investigations. The mixture composition of this original powder type SCC is given in Table 4.6 
compared to the final mixture composition according to the modifications in Subsection 4.1.7. 

 

Figure 4.6: Slump flow vs. V-funnel efflux times of SCCs with varying water volumes and PCE 
contents. 
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Table 4.6: Mixture proportioning of the original mixture of the powder type SCC compared to 
the modified mixture proportioning (POW). 

Constituents Original Mixture POW 

 
Bulk 

density 
Mass 

proportioning 
Volume 
fraction 

Mass 
proportioning 

Volume 
fraction 

[kg/m³] [kg/m³] [l] [kg/m³] [l] 
CEM I 42.5 R 3123 296 95 

390 

310 99 

385 

Limestone filler, 
Medenbach,  

Table 4.4 
2735 296 108 250 91 

Water 1000 168 167 175 175 
Air -  20  20 

Superplasticiser - Glenium 51 - - 
Glenium Sky 
591/593/595 

- - 

Stabilising agent - - - - 
Foxcrete/ 

Kelkocrete 
- - 

Sand 0.0/0.5 2600 317 122 

610 

320 123 

615 

Sand 0.5/1.0 2600 182 70 184 71 
Sand 1.0/2.0 2600 182 70 184 71 
Sand 2.0/4.0 2600 119 46 120 46 
Sand 4.0/8.0 2600 119 46 120 46 

Sand 8.0/16.0 2600 666 256 671 258 
 2344 1000  2334 1000  

4.1.7 Required modifications to obtain the SCC mixture “POW” 

One of the objectives of this Thesis was to better understand the effect of the environmental 
temperature on the performance of admixtures in SCC. In general, a powder type SCC that is 
developed according to the general purpose approach developed by Okamura and Ozawa [205] 
works properly without stabilising agents (STAs). With the aim to obtain higher robustness 
against production process scatter, in practical applications, often STAs are added in addition. 
Therefore it is of importance to find out how the ambient temperature affects stabilising 
admixtures also in SCC mixtures with high powder contents. In order to better identify potential 
effects of temperature dependence caused by STAs, the powder content of the original mixture 
from Subsection 4.1.6 was reduced from 296 kg/m³ to 250 kg/m³. The missing filler was 
compensated by STA. By this modification, yielding a water-powder ratio of 0.31 and a total 
powder content of still 560 kg/m³, the basic characteristics of a powder type SCC remain largely 
untouched, while the role of STA for the functioning of the SCC is increased.  

As the total paste volume (Table 1.4) should remain similar to the original mixture, the 
cement content and the water content were increased, while the volumetric ratio of water and 
cement remained untouched. In order to fully achieve an identical powder volume at identical 
volumetric water to cement ratio, content of the cement needs to be increased to 314 kg/m³, 
while the water content needs to be increased to 178 kg/m³. The final mixture that was used 
yielded a water content that is identical to the water content of the COM mixture, which will be 
introduced in the subsequent Subsections (see Table 4.7). As a result the binder to aggregate 
ration differs slightly from the original mixture but the difference is minor, so that the 
characteristics remain similar.  

The final mixture shows a higher powder content than specified for a powder type SCC 
according to Table 1.1 and furthermore STA was added. Since the amount of STA is negligibly 
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small and the major mechanism of providing the required flow properties, the mixture is 
henceforth considered as powder type SCC and therefore abbreviated POW. 

4.1.8 Background of the combination type SCC (COM) 

Also the combination type SCC that was used for the present investigations is based on an SCC 
mixture composition that had already been established for several years. The mixture is the 
result of a comprehensive study about the influence of micro-fillers on the performance of 
various cementitious applications among which one was an SCC [150, 209]. Within the study of 
SCC an optimised mixture composition was developed by incorporation of small amounts of 
micronized LSF (d50: 1.7 µm; density: 2710 kg/m³; Blaine: 17200 cm²/g), a FA (d50: 5.0 µm; 
density: 2530 kg/m³; Blaine: 6200 cm²/g). The main powder components were sulphate resistant 
cement (d50: 10.0 µm; density: 3200 kg/m³; Blaine: 4050 cm²/g), and coarse LSF (d50: 30 µm; 
density: 2850 kg/m³; Blaine: 3300 cm²/g). The mixture composition can be found in Table 4.7. 
All binder components of the original combination type SCC are different materials than those 
of the POW concrete. Their properties can be taken from the analysis report edited by Kuosa et 
al. [210]. The FA was used to replace cement in different mass fractions and the fresh and 
hardened concrete properties were observed. Besides a control mixture without FA, mixtures 
with 30 kg/m³, 40 kg/m³, and 50 kg/m³ cement replacement by mass were generated. Since due 
to the FA replacement, the total binder volumes varied only between 306 l for the control mix 
and 310 l for the mix with 50 kg/m³ FA, the replacement by mass instead of volume can be 
considered to have no influence on the mixture components. 

 

Figure 4.7: Influence of the amount of jet milled FA on slump flow and compressive strength 
development of SCC [209]. 

The influence of the general cement replacement on the fresh concrete properties was very 
pronounced, since the slump flow values at otherwise identical conditions reduced significantly, 
while the performance retention during the first 30 minutes after casting remained similarly as 
the control mixture (Figure 4.7). In general, the stability and segregation resistance were 
improved due to the cement replacement. Figure 4.7 also shows that the strength development 
was slower with FA. However, all mixtures containing FA had comparably high strengths after 
28 days as the control mix and overmatched the control mix after 91 days. The highest strength 
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values were achieved at a replacement of 40 kg/m³ cement by FA. Due to that reason, this 
mixture was selected for a newly developed pre-mixed dry binder compound that can be used 
with a wide range of aggregate types and particle size distributions to perform robustly as SCC. 
The possible aggregate grading curves ranged between the curves given in Figure 4.8. This 
figure furthermore contains the grading curve that was determined to yield optimum 
performance in terms of rheology and hardened concrete properties. The applicability was 
proven for the whole range of aggregate grading curves given in Figure 4.8 and the compound 
was also used on a construction project in Campione D´Italia [150]. However, taking into 
account economic considerations, the mixture with a replacement of only 30 kg/m³ pointed out 
to be most reasonable. Therefore, this mixture was selected as the original concrete mixture for 
the final combination type SCC used for the investigations in this Thesis. 

 

Figure 4.8: Grading thresholds for the functioning of the SCC pre-mix compound and grading 
for optimum performance. 

4.1.9 Required modifications to obtain the SCC mixture “COM” 

The original mixture that was used to draft the combination type mixture was quite 
sophisticated, as it contained two differently graded LSF types and a jet milled FA (see 
Subsection 4.1.8 and Table 4.7). The use of this mixture for the observation of the influence of 
the environmental temperature on the performance of SCC would generate too many influencing 
parameters, thus weakening the interpretability of observations. Furthermore, the original 
mixture was developed with another cement and limestone filler as used for the POW mixture. 
In order to reduce the influencing factors to a minimum, the mineral constituents of both 
mixtures, POW and COM should be identical and the binder composition should be as simple as 
possible.  

As a result, the cement used in the original mixture was replaced by the cement that was also 
used for the POW mixture and likewise the LSF for the POW mixture was used to replace the 
original coarse LSF as well as the FA (see Tables 4.6 and 4.7). The micronized LSF was 
completely eliminated from the mixture composition, while in parallel the water content was 
slightly increased by 5 l/m³ in order to give more importance to the STAs.  
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Table 4.7: Mixture proportioning of the original mixture of the combination type SCC compared 
to the modified combination type mixture proportioning (COM). 

Constituents Original Mixture COM 

 
Bulk 

density 
Mass 

proportioning 
Volume 
fraction 

Mass 
proportioning 

Volume 
fraction 

[kg/m³] [kg/m³] [l] [kg/m³] [l] 
CEM I 42.5 R 3123 - - 

347 

350 112 

355 

CEM I 42.5 N ferrico 3206 350 109 - - 
Limestone filler, 

Medenbach,  
Table 4.4 

2735 - - 130 48 

Limestone filler,  
d50 = 30 µm, [210] 

2705 100 35 - - 

Fly ash,  
d50 = 5.0 µm, [210] 

2533 30 12 - - 

Micronized LSF,  
d50 = 1.7 µm, [210] 

2863 5 2 - - 

Water 1000 170 170 175 175 
Air - - 20  20 

Superplasticiser - 
Tecnos 100 

Azur 
- - 

Glenium Sky 
591/593/595 

- - 

Stabilising agent - 
Cellulose 

ether 
- - 

Foxcrete/ 
Kelkocrete 

- - 

Quartz fines 2650 54 20 

653 

- - 

645 

Sand 0.0/0.5 2600 306 118 336 129 
Sand 0.5/1.0 2600 226 87 193 74 
Sand 1.0/2.0 2600 152 58 193 74 
Sand 2.0/4.0 2600 87 33 126 48 
Sand 4.0/8.0 2600 245 94 126 48 

Sand 8.0/16.0 2600 633 244 705 271 
 2358 1000  2334 1000  

 

This mixture, entitled COM, is a combined approach between powder and admixture 
stabilisation. The powder content is higher than in ordinary concrete but significantly smaller 
than in the POW mixture. Due to the missing powder, high contents of STA are required to 
achieve segregation stability and self-compacting flow properties. According to Table 1.1, the 
final mixture composition is neither a combination type since the total powder content is lower 
than 500 kg/m³, nor a Viscosity agent type SCC, since the w/p is lower than 0.45. However, as 
the powder content with 480 kg/m³ is close to the specified 500 kg/m³ and the w/p fits in with 
the specification and furthermore a significant amount of STA was added, the mixture will 
further on be considered as combination type SCC with the abbreviation COM. 

4.2 Final SCC composition 

4.2.1 Adjustment of mixture compositions to performance criteria 

The modified mixture compositions in Tables 4.6 and 4.7, discussed in Subsections 4.1.7 and 
4.1.9, respectively, needed to be adjusted to obtain similar flow properties by the admixture 
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adjustment. Three types of SPs and two types of STA were varied, yielding six different 
admixture combinations for each concrete type. Hence, each mixture composition type needed 
to be adjusted with each admixture setup generated from a combination of SP and STA 
according to specified performance criteria. None of the used admixtures was used before with 
these mixtures, therefore, the amount of required PCE needed to be found out completely from 
the start. Therefore, a mixing routine was developed as formulated in Table 4.8 that allowed an 
early estimation whether the PCE addition that was chosen in step 4 was able to provide good 
flowability. In step 7, a first mix control was conducted by slump flow measurement. In case the 
flowability appeared too poor, supplementary PCE was added.  

Table 4.8: Final concrete mixing procedure. 

Step Time span Duration Operation 
1 0 – 0.5 min 30 s Dry mixing 
2 0.5 – 1.0 min 30 s Addition of 2/3 of the total water 
3 1.0 – 1.5 min 30 s Mixing 
4 1.5 – 2.0 min 30 s Addition of remaining part of water + PCE 
5 2.0 – 4.0 min 120 s Mixing 
6 4.0 – 8.0 min 480 s Resting phase 
7 In parallel  Mix control by slump flow measurement 
8 8.0 – 10.0 min 120 s Mixing 
9 10.0 – 18.0 min 960 s Resting phase 

10 18.0 – 20.0 min 120 s Mixing 

 

In order to generate appropriate mixture compositions for ready-mixed applications, where 
effects of the ambient conditions are significantly more critical than in the field of pre-cast 
concrete the relevant point in time, at which all mixture compositions and admixture setups 
should have similar performance was set at 30 minutes after mixing. Powder type SCC is 
typically characterised by low yield stress combined with a high viscosity. SCC with low 
powder content, in turn, typically shows higher yield stress with lower viscosity. Hence, the 
definition of a uniform performance criterion is delicate. Therefore, a slump flow (SF) value 
between 650 and 700 mm was fixed as performance adjustment after 30 minutes. The STA 
contents for the COM concrete were fixed according to practical experiences with PCE LC and 
not varied with the different PCE modifications as specified in Table 4.5. For the POW 
mixtures, reasonable STA additions were detected experimentally. In a first step the slump flow 
value of the POW mixture was determined without any STA and then again with different STA 
amounts. Below a threshold addition, the slump flow values were identical to the values without 
STA. The amounts at the threshold were fixed. These STA amounts also remained unchanged, 
when the PCEs were varied.  

Then slump flow tests were conducted with varying PCEs (Table 4.5) in increasing amounts 
until a slump flow value between 650 and 700 mm was reached in each particular admixture 
combination. No specific consideration was made regarding the V-funnel time, since the focus is 
laid on PCE performance, and PCE mainly affects yield stress. Consequently, the slump flow 
performance was fixed and the resulting efflux times, which are affected by the water content 
rather than by the PCE content, taken accepted. For the adjustment tests, a high number of 
slump flow measurements needed to be conducted within short time. Therefore no V-funnel 
testing was performed. The adjustment tests took place between 20 and 40 minutes after the end 
of mixing. In general, it was not possible to achieve the target value immediately. After 40 
minutes, the test was interrupted and a repetition was made with modified start value until a 
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slump flow between 650 and 700 mm was reached. It was, however, not always possible, to 
achieve the specified slump flow values without segregation at earlier times. The PCEs LC and 
MC show similar adsorption behaviour (This will be confirmed later in this Thesis in Subsection 
5.2.5, Figure 5.4). At a PCE addition of PCE MC that would generate a slump flow of 650 mm 
after 30 minutes, the higher charge density of PCE MC compared to PCE LC caused a better 
dispersion at early stages. This caused segregation tendencies of the SCC with PCE MC, while 
this could not be observed with PCE LC at similar performance after 30 minutes. Segregation 
stability throughout the whole observation time was considered as another important criterion 
that outweighs the specification to achieve a minimum slump flow after 30 minutes. Due to the 
obvious contradictoriness between early segregation stability and flow performance after 
30 minutes in case of the use of PCE MC, the specified minimum slump flow after 30 minutes 
was reduced to 600 mm. This trial and error approach is not further documented, since a final 
performance test with the identified admixture setup variation was conducted, which is 
described in the next Subsection. 

4.2.2 Composition and properties of the final concrete compositions 

Regardless whether the mixture composition was POW or COM, the grading of the aggregates, 
which is shown in Figure 4.9 was kept identical according to the specifications as suggested in 
the recommendations for self-compacting concrete published by the German Committee for 
Reinforced Concrete [31]. This curve is characterised by adapting to the standard grading curves 
of DIN 1045-2:2008 as formulated in Equation 3.8. The coarse aggregates’ grading followed the 
A 16 curve and the grading of the sand fractions followed the B 16 curve (see Table 3.1). The 
curve is relatively close to the optimised grading of the ancestor COM mixture as shown in 
Figure 4.8.  
The integral grading curves of POW and COM, including the powder components are given in 
Figure 4.10. Despite the unsteadiness in the coarse aggregate grading (Figure 4.9), this entire 
curve can be approximated by a steady function. The packing fraction P(d) for each particle 
diameter for the POW and COM mixture can be calculated by to the so-called modified 
Andreasen and Andersen curve according to Funk and Dinger [211]: 

 

P(d) = �4	�1EG4
�1234	�1EG4 (4.1) 

 

where: P(d) = cumulative finer fraction [%]; q = distribution parameter [-]; d = particle diameter 
[µm]; dmin = minimum particle diameter [µm]; dmax = maximum particle diameter [µm]. 

This steady function is a modification of a curve recommended by Andreasen and Andersen 
[212], which is similar to Equation (4.1) but does not contain the substrahend dmin in the 
numerator and denominator. According to Funk and Dinger, the densest packing of spheres can 
be achieved by using a distribution parameter q of 0.37. This function has been employed and 
discussed by numerous researchers recently [5, 32, 47, 213, 214]. For mixtures without 
requirement for higher powder volumes to provide good flowability, q = 0.44 would compare to 
an optimised grading curve yielded by a linear packing density model without taking into 
account particle interactions, as was shown by Fennis [213]. Hüsken [214] found that optimised 
packing density for no-slump concrete can be achieved with q = 0.35. According to Brouwers 
and Radix [47], Hunger [5], and Hunger and Brouwers [32] distribution parameters q between 
0.22 and 0.25 yield good flow properties and dense particle packing for powder type SCC.  

Here the best curve fit for the POW mixture was achieved with q = 0.26, which is in the 
order of magnitude of the distribution parameters in the formerly cited studies. The best fit for 
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the COM mixture, which contains significantly lower powder volumes, was achieved with 
q = 0.29. The distribution parameter of the COM mix is significantly lower than the values by 
Hüsken [214] and Fennis [213], but also significantly lower than the optimum distribution 
parameter for SCC as recommended in [5, 32, 47]. This difference underlines the strong 
differences between the POW and the COM mixture. 

 

Figure 4.9: Aggregate grading curve of COM and POW in comparison to the grading curves 
A 16, B 16, and C 16 provided by DIN 1045-2:2008 (see also Table 3.1). 

 

Figure 4.10: Integral grading curves of the COM and POW mixtures in comparison to the steady 
modified Andreasen and Andersen functions after Funk and Dinger [211] with q = 0.26 for the 

POW approximation and q = 0.29 for the COM approximation. 
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In conjunction with the modifications defined in Subsections 4.1.8 and 4.1.9, the final 
mixtures that provide the specified grading curves can be calculated. The final mineral 
compositions that were used as basis for all conducted tests can be seen in Table 4.9. The 
respective admixture setup yielding the specified slump flow values according to Subsection 
4.2.1 are listed in Table 4.10. A representative air content of 20 l/m³ was chosen for the mixture 
compositions. Based on relation between the measured fresh concrete density and a theoretical 
density calculated by the volumetric composition of all SCC ingredients without any air content, 
the air content can be estimated. These results, which are presented in Table 4.11, indicate that 
the air contents scatter between 0.8% and 3.7% with a mean value of 1.59%. This confirms that 
20 l air volume is a good estimation. A closer look at the air contents also shows that at each 
temperature, the POW mixture seems to contain slightly higher air volumes and that obviously 
all SCCs showed a trend to increasing air volumes with decreasing temperatures. 

Table 4.9: Final mixture compositions of the mineral components. 

  POW COM 

 Density 
Mass  
per m³ 

Volume 
per m³ 

Mass  
per m³ 

Volume 
per m³ 

 [kg/m³] [kg/m³] [l/m³] [kg/m³] [l/m³] 
Ordinary Portland Cement  

CEM I 42.5 R 
3125 310 99 350 112 

Limestone Filler 2735 250 91 130 47 
Water 1000 175 175 175 175 

Estimated air -  20  20 
Sand (0.1-0.5 mm) 2600 320 123 336 129 
Sand (0.5-1.0 mm) 2600 184 71 193 74 
Sand (1.0-2.0 mm) 2600 184 71 193 74 
Sand (2.0-4.0 mm) 2600 120 46 126 48 

Aggregate (4.0-8.0 mm) 2600 120 46 126 48 
Aggregate (8.0-16.0 mm) 2600 671 258 705 271 

Fresh concrete density  2334  2334  

Table 4.10: Final mixture composition of the admixtures to achieve specified fresh performance 
properties. 

Stabi- 
lising 
agent 

Super- 
plasti- 
ciser 

Ionic 
backbone 
strength 

POW COM 
PCE 
bulk 

PCE solids STA 
PCE 
bulk 

PCE 
solids 

STA 

% by mass of 
cement 

% by mass 
of cement 

% by mass of 
cement 

% by mass 
of cement 

ST1 
(Starch 
ether) 

PCE LC low 2.05 0.62 0.018 2.25 0.68 0.120 

PCE MC medium 2.40 0.55 0.018 2.64 0.61 0.120 

PCE HC high 1.90 0.38 0.018 2.20 0.44 0.120 

ST2 
(diutan 
Gum) 

PCE LC low 1.90 0.57 0.001 2.20 0.66 0.010 

PCE MC medium 2.40 0.55 0.001 2.64 0.61 0.010 

PCE HC high 1.80 0.36 0.001 2.10 0.42 0.010 
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Table 4.11: Calculated air contents of the investigated SCC mixture compositions based on the 
measured fresh concrete densities (average of three values). 

 
5 °C 20 °C 30 °C 

COM POW COM POW COM POW 

PCE LC 
ST1 2.90% 1.80% - 0.80% 1.50% 1.20% 
ST2 2.90% 3.70% 0.80% 2.70% 1.40% 1.90% 

PCE MC 
ST1 2.10% 1.80% 1.00% 2.10% 1.20% 1.10% 
ST2 2.40% 2.90% 1.70% 1.50% 1.10% 1.00% 

PCE HC 
ST1 1.40% 1.80% 1.30% 1.60% 0.90% 2.30% 
ST2 2.00% 1.50% 1.40% 2.40% 1.10% 2.00% 

Mean 
value 

per mixture 
composition 

and 
temperature 

2.28% 2.25% 1.24% 1.85% 1.20% 1.58% 
Standard 
deviation 0.58% 0.86% 0.35% 0.69% 0.22% 0.55% 

Mean 
value 

per 
temperature 

2.27% 1.57% 1.39% 
Standard 
deviation 0.70% 0.62% 0.45% 

Mean 
value 

entirely 

1.59% 
Standard 
deviation 0.70% 

4.2.3 Fresh concrete performance of the adjusted control mixtures 

The fresh concrete adjustment tests yielded mixtures according Tables 4.9 and 4.10. In order to 
specify the properties of each of these setups, performance tests were conducted under identical 
laboratory conditions at 20 °C using the mixing routine of Table 4.8. The results are presented 
for the POW mixtures in Figure 4.11 and for the COM mixtures in Figure 4.12. All SCCs fulfil 
the specifications to provide a slump flow value higher that 600 mm after 30 minutes according 
to the modifications described in Subsection 4.2.1.  

Both mixtures including PCE HC and ST1 show higher slump flow values than 700 mm. In 
the final performance test that are shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 the total amount of PCE was 
added to the mixes during the mixing process. In the trial and error adjustment tests, described in 
Subsection 4.2.1, the PCE amount was step by step until a certain slump flow diameter was 
reached. The different ways of adding the admixture, however, can have strong influence on the 
flow performance, particularly in case of PCE with high charge density. High charge PCE will 
quickly adsorb on particles. In case of direct addition of the total amount, the system will 
quickly be well dispersed, generating a very low yield stress, as can be seen for example in 
Figure 4.11 for POW-HC-ST1. In case of stepwise addition, the system will not disperse well in 
the beginning. Particles will agglomerate, causing a higher yield stress. At a later additional 
dosing, the new PCE molecules will maintain the flow performance by adsorbing on existing 
surfaces but not additionally disperse the system to increase the flow value significantly. Hence, 
it is expectable that PCE HC yields higher flow value when added directly than after stepwise 
addition. Since, however within the next 40 minutes, the slump flow diameters of the concerned 
mixtures reduced to values close to the specified 700 mm, no further adjustment was conducted. 
The final thresholds of the measured slump flow values over the time for all mixtures in given in 
Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.11: Fresh concrete performance of the POW mixtures with varied charge density of the 
PCE and different STAs. 

 

Figure 4.12: Fresh concrete performance of the COM mixtures with varied charge density of the 
PCE and different STAs. 
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Figure 4.13: Range of measured slump flow values for all mixtures versus time. 

4.2.4 Calculation of paste from the concrete mixture components 

For the testing that relate to the early hydration, several tests were conducted on paste basis. For 
these tests, the concrete mixtures were modified by removing the volumetric fractions of sand 
and aggregates from the compositions given in Table 4.9 and recalculating the mixtures. Since 
dense aggregates were used, the air content of the concrete was allocated to the paste volume 
and hence relatively increased accordingly.  

The powder content of the sand and the water absorption by sand and aggregates were not 
taken into account, since the withdrawal of water would yield differing water to powder ratios in 
the paste and the concrete. Furthermore, due to different paste to aggregate volumes in the POW 
and the COM mixture, the factor would vary for both mixture compositions. Therefore the 
volumetric ratios of all binder components of concrete and paste were left identically. This is 
considered as legitimate, since dried and washed, rounded river sand was used for the concrete. 
As can be seen in Figure 4.3, the smallest sand only had a negligible content of components 
smaller than 0.125 mm. None of the sands contained powder components. The specific surfaces 
of the sands and aggregates were small. A calculation with consideration of the water absorption 
of sand and aggregate yielded mixture compositions that did not differ distinctively from the 
mixtures as seen in Table 4.12.  

Table 4.12: Final mixture composition of the pastes. 

  POW COM 
 Density Mass  

per m³ 
Volume 
per m³ 

Mass  
per m³ 

Volume 
per m³ 

 [kg/m³] [kg/m³] [l/m³] [kg/m³] [l/m³] 
Normal Portland Cement  

CEM I 42.5 R 
3125  804 257 987 316 

Limestone Filler 2735 649 237 367 134 
Water 1000  454 454 494 494 

Air -  52  56 
Total fresh paste  1907 1000 1848 1000 
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4.3 Rheometric test specifications 

4.3.1 Paste flow tests 

Paste flow tests were performed by using a Haegermann cone with a height of 60 mm, and upper 
diameter of 70 mm and a lower diameter of 100 mm, the wider diameter pointing down  
(Figure 4.14). The geometry conforms to EN 13395-1:2002 and EN 1015-3:2007. The cone was 
placed and fixed by hand on a plastic plate, which was moist but not wet, and filled with paste. 
Paste without flowable consistency, was compacted by soft tamping. Then the cone was lifted 
and the paste was left to flow without agitation until it stopped. The largest diameter (d1) was 
measured as well as the perpendicular diameter (d2). The average value dSF was defined as the 
flow spread diameter that calculates according to: 

 

dP� =  ��Q��
�  (4.2) 

 
where: dSF = slump flow value [mm]; d1 = largest flow spread diameter [mm]; d2 = flow spread 
at 90° to d1 [mm], see also Figure 1.1. 

4.3.2 Slump flow 

The concrete slump flow test was conducted according to EN 12350-8:2010. In this test, a cone 
with a height of 300 mm, an upper diameter of 100 mm and a lower diameter of 200 mm 
(Abrams cone), which is placed on a moist but not wet plate, is filled with concrete, the wider 
diameter pointing down (Figure 1.3). In order to avoid uncontrolled lifting of the cone due to the 
fresh concrete pressure, a collar was placed around the cone, as to be seen in Figure 4.15. Upon 
lifting the cone, the concrete is allowed to flow freely until rest. The largest diameter (d1) and 
the perpendicular diameter (d2) are measured. The slump flow diameter SF is calculated 
according to: 

 

SF =  ��Q��
�  (4.3) 

 
where: SF = slump flow value [mm]; d1 = largest flow spread diameter [mm];  
d2 = flow spread at 90° to d1 [mm], see also Figure 1.3. 

The slump flow test is an easy method to obtain qualitative information about the yield stress 
of a concrete. Increasing diameters correlate with reduced yield stresses. The test is relatively 
independent of the viscosity of the tested SCC. Roussel et al. developed an easy equation that 
allows the transformation of the slump flow values into fundamental units [215]. As this 
approach is based on the evaluation of the final shape geometry this approach is only valid for 
flowable concrete: The yield stress can be calculated according to: 

 

τ' =  ��7∙S∙T∙U²
.�W∙?²∙L²  (4.4) 

 

where: ρ = fresh concrete density [kg/m³]; g = apparent gravity [m/s²]; V = cone volume [m³];  
R = slump flow radius [m]. 
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Figure 4.14: Determination of the spread flow diameter dSF. 

 

Figure 4.15: Slump flow test, V-funnel test and sieve segregation resistance test. 

4.3.3 V-funnel test 

The V-funnel test is a simple method to obtain information about the viscosity of a self-
compacting concrete by measuring the time a specified concrete volume needs to pass a 
specified nozzle. The test was conducted according to EN 12350-9:2010. After a short time of 
approximately 10 seconds after filling, the trapdoor is opened and instantly the time is measured 
until one can see vertically through the funnel (Figure 4.15). The efflux time is abbreviated tV. 
The funnel geometry details are given in Figure 1.3. 

4.3.4 Sieve segregation resistance test 

The sieve segregation resistance SR was determined according to EN 12350-11:2010. The test is 
not based on empirical data and is based on the assumption that the segregation resistance of an 
SCC can be assessed by the volume of paste that passes through a 5 mm square aperture sieve, 
when concrete is placed upon it (Figure 4.15). The segregation resistance is calculated as the 
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ratio of paste mass that passes the sieve divided by the initial concrete mass. For the test, 
initially, a concrete sample of 10 ± 0.5 l is left to rest in a bucket for 15± 0.5 minutes. After the 
resting period, 4.8 ± 0.2 kg of concrete is poured onto the sieve. After a waiting time of 120 ± 
5 seconds, the sieve is removed and the passage is recorded. The sieve segregation resistance is 
calculated according to: 

 

SR = ��XY	�X�∙.''
�Z   (4.5) 

 
where: SR = sieve segregation resistance [-]; mps = mass of sieve receiver plus passed material 
[g]; mp = mass of the sieve receiver [g]; mc = initial mass of concrete placed onto the sieve [g]. 

According to intensive research by Kühne and Schmidt, the test has pointed out to provide 
good results for lower viscous SCC but it does not inevitably allow a good segregation 
resistance assessment for highly viscous SCCs [51] (see also Figure 1.7). 

4.3.5 The LCPC-box test 

Based on considerations about the shape at rest after flow of a fixed volume, Roussel and co-
workers developed a method to determine the yield stress of flowable concrete [35, 216] based 
on the shape factors of the concrete at rest. The relation between yield stress and the flow length 
is defined according to the equation: 

 

�' = [∙\∙]

�∙^  ∙ �ℎ' +  ]


�  ∙  `a � ]

]
Q�b
�� (4.6) 

 

where: L = flow length; h0 = height of the concrete at the beginning of the box [m]; l0 = box 
width [m]; τ0 = yield stress [Pa]; ρ = mass density of the fresh concrete [kg/m³];  
g = gravitational acceleration [m/s²]. 

For the test 6 l of concrete need to be poured into a flow box of a height of 150 mm, a width 
of 200 mm, and a length of 1200 mm. The pouring shall take 30 s in order to avoid any effects 
of inertia. Since the formula, which depends on the varying shapes of the concrete at rest, the 
calculation of τ0 is time intensive without support of a calculation software, the authors offer an 
easy to handle graphical evaluation method according to Figure 4.16, where only the flow length 
needs to be marked in order to read the yield stress related to the specific gravity ρspec [35].  
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Figure 4.16: LCPC-Box test (left) and correlation between flow length in the LCPC-box and the 
yield stress to specific gravity ratio (right) according to Roussel et al. [35]. 

4.3.6 Rotational rheometry 

Rheometric devices support the identification of the rheological properties of flowable systems. 
From a point of view of the range of constituent sizes, from nm to cm, concrete can be 
considered as a highly complex fluid.  

For coarsely dispersed systems such as mortar or concrete, the boundary conditions, 
physically well-defined rheological methods are based on, can no longer be met. The cell 
geometry and the necessary equipment would be unreasonably large, since the gap width that is 
required for the measurement is depending upon the maximum particle size. In addition, the 
fluid properties vary continuously in cement-based systems due to varying electrostatic charges, 
the ionic composition of pore solution, morphological changes of the particle surfaces, 
variations in particle size and the hydration process. The need for suitable methods for 
measuring rheological characteristics of mortar and concrete is increasing as workability 
properties are playing an increasing role for modern concrete technology [217]. Therefore, 
devices that are based on rotational rheometry, which do not fully operate in a physically clearly 
defined framework but which provide useful parameters are gaining popularity. A number of 
available rheometric tools are presented in a summary given by Koehler and Fowler [218]. 
Approximate models support the significance of the results and can help to translate the 
qualitative results into quantitative values. Typically they are based on the measurement of the 
torque of an agitator of variable geometry. Due to the maximum grain size no clearly defined 
shear field can be determined. Furthermore, the transformation of the measurements of the 
torque at varied rotational speeds into shear stresses and shear rates is not a trivial problem, 
since due to the wide range of constituents’ sizes, concrete cannot simply be considered as 
homogeneous fluid.  

4.3.7 Concrete rheometry with the ConTec Rheometer-4SCC  

Here, rheological concrete investigations were performed by using a CONTEC Rheometer-
4SCC. The system consists of an electric control, a bucket, an impeller, a drive unit, and a 
control unit and data logger as shown in Figure 4.17. The systems has the advantage that it is 
transportable, since for investigations of the rheological properties in varying ambient 
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conditions, the device can be fully placed and operated in a climate chamber. The volume of 
measured concrete is 7 l, in which the concrete is fully immersed. The rheometer measures the 
electric current in mA at varied rotational speeds [56, 219].  

 

Figure 4.17: Rheometer-4SCC [56] and standard test setup for G-Yield and H-Viscosity. 

 
Figure 4.18: Correlation between Rheometer-4SCC and Viscometer 5 [219]. 

Changes of the rheological properties can be displayed qualitatively, but the results cannot 
be converted to fundamental rheological units as it would for instance be possible with a co-
axial cylinder rheometer. When applying a Bingham curve on the results according to Equation 
(3.5) with γ̇ replaced by the rotational speed and τ replaced by the measured current, qualitative 
information about yield stress (G-Yield) and viscosity (H-Viscosity) of flowable concrete can be 
obtained, as shown in Figure 4.18. The results can be converted into fundamental units by 
applying a conversion factor. According to the operation manual [219], tests were conducted, 
where the results of the Rheometer-4SCC were correlated with the results of the Viscometer 5 
for identical materials. Viscometer 5 is a coaxial cylinder system with a concrete volume of 
17 litres. The geometric boundary conditions for the transformation of the results into 
fundamental units are therefore fulfilled to a large extent. The results of the comparison are 
given in Figure 4.18. There is a very good correlation between the results of both devices. The 
correlation coefficients for yield stress and viscosity are 0.93 and 0.90, respectively.  
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The transformation into fundamental values, however, is failure prone, since the results 
measured with the Rheometer-4SCC can be affected by numerous parameters from the mixture 
composition.  

A standard test routine with default rotational speeds and time intervals, as well as a 
software tool for the evaluation based on a Bingham model is part of the system. However, 
rotational speeds and time intervals for each speed step can be adjusted individually and the data 
can be extracted and interpreted individually. The standard seven steps setup with rotational 
speeds between 0.07 and 0.47 rps, with 5 s each step and pre-shearing is given in Figure 4.17. 
For the evaluation as a Bingham fluid, only the last four seconds of each step are taken into 
account. The Bingham curve is generated from the median value of each step as shown in the 
left graph of Figure 4.19. A manual extraction of the recorded data allows further interpretation. 
The centre graph of Figure 4.19 shows the respective flow curve when the mean value is used 
instead of the median value, the right graph shows the curve when all valid values are taken into 
account to calculate the Bingham curve. The figure shows that the basic characteristics of the 
curve and hence, G-Yield and H-Viscosity do not distinguish significantly. However, the 
correlation coefficient is strongly affected by the way the data is interpreted. The correlation 
coefficient, however, is considered to be a relevant value to decide whether the Bingham 
approach can be applied or not. Due to the limited possibilities of the standard software 
evaluation, in this Thesis a modified programme as well as an alternative data interpretation was 
chosen, which is described in more detail in Subsection 6.3.4. 

 

Figure 4.19: Calculation of the G-Yield and H-Viscosity according to the standard method of the 
ConTec Rheometer-4SCC based on Median values (left) in comparison with alternative 

calculations based on the mean value (centre) and all valid values (right). 

4.3.8 Comparison of the ConTec Rheometer-4SCC method with slump flow testing and 

LCPC-box method 

In order to better evaluate the interpretation of the results, the Original Mixture SCC given in 
Table 4.6 was modified with different amounts of STA in order to generate varying yield 
stresses and plastic viscosities. In parallel the slump flow values as well as the V-funnel time of 
each mixture setup was measured, furthermore the LCPC-box test and a measurement with the 
Rheometer-4SCC were conducted. Yield stresses were calculated according to Equation (4.4) 
from the slump flow test and Equation (4.6) from the LCPC-box test. 

Figure 4.20 shows the results of the tests. It can be seen that there is very good agreement 
between the calculation of the yield stress from the rheometer according to the correlation curve 
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presented in Figure 4.18 and the values calculated from the slump flow results. The rheometer 
curve and the slump flow correlation curve run in parallel with only a slight shift. The accord 
with the LCPC-box, however, is less significant.  

The larger disagreement with the yield stresses according to the LCPC-box test can be a 
result of fewer measurements with this method as well as the fact that the slopes of the curve in 
Figure 4.16 at very high and very low yield stresses become close to horizontal and vertical, 
respectively. At high yield stresses, small changes in the flow length have strong effect on the 
interpretation of the yield stress. For example the difference between 46 mm and 48 mm flow 
length generates a calculative yield stress difference of 20 Pa. Hence, the results determined 
according to the formula for the slump flow are considered as more precise for the whole range 
of yield stresses. This formula has furthermore been used by several other authors  
(e.g. [220, 221]) and can thus be considered as largely validated.  

The parallelism of the rheometer curve and the slump flow curve point out that the G-yield 
values well represent slump flow values and changes in G-yield hence can be expected to occur 
qualitatively likewise in the slump flow diameter. The close location of both curves furthermore 
gives evidence that a transformation of the G-Yield value into fundamental units can be made 
with satisfactory precision.  

Applicable calculative methods to determine the viscosity of SCC from standard tests have 
not been developed to date. Methods to determine the viscosity based on the Marsh cone (Table 
1.2) were discussed by Roussel and co-workers [36-38], but they are not applicable for all 
viscosities and limited to paste tests. Frunz et al. [221] used the V-funnel also for the calculation 
of viscosities, however, the applied equation has only validity in case of Newtonian or nearly 
Newtonian fluids. Despite these shortfalls, the V-funnel efflux time is typically considered as a 
reasonable method to gain qualitative information about the viscosity of SCC. Although only a 
low number of V-funnel measurements were conducted, Figure 4.20 gives evidence that there is 
a good coherence between V-funnel efflux times and H-viscosity. 

 

Figure 4.20: Correlation between G-Yield and τ0 according to different methods and H-
Viscosity and V-funnel efflux time. 
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4.3.9 Viscosimetry using the basket cell 

Rheometric investigations on suspensions, pastes, and mortars were conducted with a 
Schleibinger Viskomat NT. The device is a Couette type viscosimeter, which means, the cup 
rotates at controllable speed. The bob is fixed into a load cell that measures the responding 
torque.  

The determination of rheological properties of mortars is a challenging task since cylinder or 
plate cells, which are well defined, are no longer reasonable for grains of millimetre size, since 
the cell geometry needs to be very large and the engine very strong. Another problem resulting 
from the two phase characteristics of a mortar are wall slip effects that bias the interpretation. 
Therefore, similar to the Rheometer-4SCC, typically stirrer geometries are chosen that cannot 
generate a laminar flow over the entire diameter, but which empirically assure a constant flow 
behaviour. Changes of the measured torque can then be evaluated against varied rotational 
speeds. The result qualitatively correlates to the flow curve, but a transformation of the 
rotational speed into a shear rate is not possible due to lack of knowledge of the shear planes. 
The results are therefore often entitled relative values. 

In order to overcome the problem of not being able to determine fundamental rheological 
values with the standard measurement equipment for the Viskomat NT as soon as the maximum 
grain size exceeds powder size, a special mortar measurement cell was developed by Vogel 
[222, 223]. This cell is a double gap cell with a network structured shear body. The shear body 
induces a flow that is largely based on the cohesion between the fluid layer on the wall and the 
fluid, thus minimising wall slip (Figure 4.21).  

 

Figure 4.21: Double gap rotational cell (pictures left and centre by courtesy of Schleibinger). 

The transformation of rotational speeds and measured torques into shear rates and shear 
stresses using a wide-gap rheometer remains a challenge, which is called the “Couette inverse 
problem” [224]. For the solution of the Couette problem in wide-gap rheometers, used for the 
characterisation of the mortar properties, a direct analysis typical for narrow-gap rheometers 
(inner radius/outer radius < 0.99) cannot be used, since the basic hypothesis of uniform strain is 
not valid [225]. Several approaches are known to solve this problems, which are further 
described by Heirman et al. [226]. The transformation of the used cell was conducted by the 
producer based on the so called integration method, which is based on experimental data with a 
well defined fluid [227]. In an attempt to understand the range of results with the used 
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measurement cell, Vasilic et al. [228] compared the integration method with the so called 
representative shear rate methods, formulated by Heirman et al. [226, 229], yielding varying 
results. Figure 4.22 presents the different results obtained by applying both methods. They end 
in strongly differing values for both yield stress and plastic viscosity, which would generate 
strongly varying flow performances. The figure compares the flow length in a flow channel after 
10 s as well as the times required to reach the first 20 cm mark compared to experimental data. 
The figure suggests that the integration method at least with regard to viscosity is closer to the 
experimental data, however, the scatter of the experimental data for further values like the time 
needed to reach a 40 cm mark or the final shape was too large to validate any of both 
simulations. Therefore, the way to solve the Couette inverse problem remains a rather 
philosophical question. The long lasting expertise of the inventor of the cell is considered as a 
good basis to rely on the given data for the transformation [222, 223, 230]. The cell was 
calibrated using the cell geometry (Figure 4.21) according to: 

 

τ = η · γ�  = =
c∙D� ·?·d  ·  .

ef  (4.7) 

 
where: τ = shear stress [Pa]; η = viscosity [Pa·s]; γ�  = shear rate [1/s]; T = torque [mNm]; r = stirrer diameter [mm]; L = depth of immersion of the sensor [mm]; c;  = calibration result by 
the producer = 0.918 [-]. 

 

 

Figure 4.22: Flow lengths after 10 s from simulations with data based on the method of the 
representative shear rate and the integration method as well as times required to reach a flow 

length of 20 cm compared with experimental data after Vasilic et al. [228]. 

At low shear rates, it has to be investigated whether the fluid is fully sheared. Results below 
this critical shear rate γ̇crit, cannot be interpreted. Figure 4.23 gives an example how neglect of 
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the critical shear rate yields wrong interpretation. Without consideration of the critical shear 
rate, the Bingham fluid of the example would have to be interpreted as Herschel-Bulkley fluid. 
The determination of the critical shear rate has to be conducted stepwise according to: 

 

γ� eDkl = 0.177 ∙  #

@Xo (4.8) 

 
where: γ� eDkl = critical shear rates [1/s]; τ'  = yield stress [Pa]; ηpq = plastic viscosity [Pa·s]. 

Besides the capability to determine fundamental rheological values, the large shear area of 
the cell allows to measure precise data already at very slow shear rates. This is typically not 
possible with standard mortar stirrers. Vogel investigated the same flowable grout for 
comparison on the one hand in the double gap cell and on the other hand with a standard stirrer 
for mortar [222]. The torques resulting from measurements in the double gap cell were 
approximately nine times higher than those from the mortar stirrer at significantly lower 
rotational speed. Furthermore, the torque increase characteristics with time distinguish strongly 
between both cells. Vogel interprets the different time dependent characteristics by the laminar 
flow which does not affect the structural build-up, while the stirrer propagates structural 
breakdown.  

 

Figure 4.23: Sample of the areas of incomplete and full shear and critical shear rate modified 
after Vogel [222]. 

4.4 Observations during the setting and hardening 

4.4.1 Vicat penetration test 

In a review about different methods for the determination of the setting since 1912, McKenna 
[231] defines setting as “[...] the very first stiffening and rapid development of cohesion up to 
the stage where needle points under moderate pressures do not penetrate the surface, or where 
small test objects are easily handled without fracture.” The Vicat needle penetration test is a 
commonly used technique for the determination of the setting of cement. Its principle is based 
on the measurement of the penetration depth of a needle at defined mass (Figure 4.24).  
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Figure 4.24: Sketch of the original Vicat device from 1912 taken from McKenna [231] and the 
employed automatic 11-slot Vicat device for temperature controlled steady measurement. 

As long as a cement paste is still fluent, the needle drops to the bottom of the specimen. As 
soon as a structure starts to form, the paste viscosity and yield stress increase, thus hindering the 
needle to fully penetrate the specimen, the first instance at which the needle does no longer drop 
to the bottom is considered as the initiation of the setting. The moment, at which the needle can 
no longer penetrate the specimen deeper than through the surface skin, is considered as the final 
set.  

The Vicat test is described in EN 196-3:2009 for cement paste and in EN 480-2:2006 for 
mortars. Both tests are specified to be conducted at water to cement ratios, which have to be 
determined in advance of the testing based on a standardised consistency. This means, the water 
content to be used for the test may vary from sample to sample, depending on the water demand 
of each batch of cement. The basic test setup does not basically differ for cement and mortar. 
The needle to be used has a diameter of 1.13 ± 0.05 mm, the height of the Vicat ring that holds 
the paste specimen is fixed to 40.0 ± 0.2 mm. The cement ring provides an upper diameter of ≥ 
65 mm and ≤ 85 mm, the lower diameter is 75 ± 10. The mortar ring shall have 70 ± 5 mm and 
80 ± 10 mm for the upper and lower diameter, respectively. The cement needle has a mass of 
300 g; the mortar needle has 1000 g. For the cement test, the specimen has to be stored under 
water, for the mortar test, the specimen has to be stored in specified climatic conditions. The 
time of the initial set (tini) is defined for the cement test as the time at which the needle 
penetrates the specimen less than 37 mm and more than 31 mm. The final set (tfin) is defined as 
the time at which the needle only penetrates 0.5 mm. For the mortar test tfin is defined as the 
point in time, at which the needle penetrates the specimen less than 36 mm, the final set is 
defined as the time at which the specimen reaches a penetration depth of 2.5 mm.  

4.4.2 Automatic Vicat penetration test 

The setting was measured at samples stored under water using an automatic Vicat device, 
following EN 196-3:2005 (Toni Technik) with 11 sample spaces (Figure 4.24). A circulation 
water control system with a cryostatic temperature control regulator was used to keep the 
ambient temperature around the specimens constant. The device can work with the 300 g and a 
1000 g needle. The device allows a manual input of an individual time-zero, e.g. the time at 
which water was added or any other point in time, which is considered relevant, the 
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predefinition of the time at which the needle shall penetrate for the very first time, the intervals 
between penetration steps as well as individually adjustable penetration depth ranges, at which 
the interval can vary from the standard interval. This allows a steady curve of the penetration 
depth development with time with refined intervals during the time of the initial and final set.  

The device exhibits two parameters which do not fully accord to the standards. According to 
the standards referred to before, the specimens have to be turned upside down after the initial 
set. Since the automatic Vicat device requires a fixture of each specimen, this rotation is not 
possible. Furthermore, for the determination of the final set of cement, a special needle is 
required, which exhibits a ring of 5 mm diameter around the penetration needle. This ring allows 
a finer determination of the relevant point in time at which the final set can be expected to occur 
and avoids a deep immersion of the needle. Since the automatic device has a cleaning unit, 
which is triggered after each penetration, such a specific needle cannot be installed. However, 
since this special ring is located behind the top of the penetration needle, the result for the final 
set can be expected to be identical for both needles. 

4.4.3 Isothermal heat flow calorimetry 

In order to obtain information about exothermic reactions during the hydration of mineral 
binders, calorimetric investigations were conducted. These were performed with an 8-channel 
isothermal heat flow calorimeter (TAM Air). A very detailed description of the device was 
published by Wadsö [115].The device maintains the ambient temperature around a specimen 
constant by a Peltier element. The power, which is required to heat or cool the chamber in order 
to maintain the temperature when reactions take place, is then measured constantly and thus 
provides information about the reaction heat Q evolution over the time. Besides the plotting of 
the reaction heat vs. the time, it is common to also plot the heat flow curve Q�  (Figure 4.25) 
which is calculated according to: 

 

Q� = st
sl  (4.9) 

 
where: Q�  = heat flow [J/s]; Q = produced heat [J]; t = time [s]. 

 

Figure 4.25: Sample of a heat curve vs. time and its derivative the heat flow curve. 
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The heat flow curve is typically used in order to provide information about the hydration 
process. The curve exhibits the characteristic items discussed in Section 2.1 (e.g. Figure 2.1, 2.3, 
and 2.4).  

4.4.4 X-Ray Diffractometry 

X-ray diffraction in this work was conducted with a Rigaku Ultima IV with a D/teX-Ultra high-
speed detector, equipped with a Copper anode (λkα1 = 1.5406 Ǻ). The X-ray diffraction method 
allows conducting in-situ phase analyses. When X-rays hit a crystal, they largely pass the 
structure. However, a part of the rays is diffracted by the crystal lattice. At certain angles, 
depending upon the crystal structure, the beam is largely reflected according to Bragg’s law: 
  

nλ = 2d·θ (4.10) 

 
where: n = integer for the diffraction order; λ = wave length of the incident wave [nm]; d = 
spacing between the planes in the atomic lattice [nm]; θ = angle between incident ray and 
scattering plane. 

The diffraction angle is then 2θ, the wave length of X-rays is known, so that for each angle 
at which reflection takes place a spacing between the planes of the atomic lattice d can be 
determined, which provides information about the crystal structure. Since each crystal structure 
differs, the conditions for a reflection of the beam vary and show unique patterns over a range of 
angles.  

 

Figure 4.26: XRD pattern of a sample paste measurement. 

In the X-ray diffraction method, a sensor is placed behind the specimen, measuring the 
intensity of the diffracted X-rays. The result is a specific and unique pattern for each specimen 
at the specific state at which the measurement takes place. Figure 4.26 gives an example of a 
measurement of a paste according to Table 4.12 with PCE LC (Table 4.5) at different steps in 
time. A major problem in the phase analysis is that numerous crystals overlap. Furthermore, 
numerous phases show very similar diffraction patterns. Hence, the occurrence of intensity 
peaks at certain locations cannot automatically provide conclusions on a certain crystal phase. 
The identification is only possible when assessing also the other characteristic peaks.  
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The method only allows identifying crystal phases, the identification of amorphous phases is 
not possible without further considerations. For the cement hydration analysis this means that 
the identification of clinker phases and their dissolution can be observed, Ca(OH)2, AFm, and 
AFt can be measured, but no C-S-H. Since the XRD-patterns of alite and belite are very similar, 
mostly they cannot be distinguished clearly.  

4.4.5 Shrinkage cone 

The early deformations were measured in two parallel shrinkage cones (Schleibinger). The 
device measures the height loss of a specimen with a laser reflector as presented in Figure 4.27. 
A paste or mortar specimen is poured freshly into the cone. The cone has a 60° apex, which 
points down. Assuming isotropic shrinkage, the 60° angle makes sure that a change in the radius 
of the cone takes place in identical magnitude in height.  

According to the investigations, conducted by Eppers [133], the results qualitatively 
compare to autogenous shrinkage measurements according to the well established corrugated 
tube test method (Figure 4.28). The strain may vary in total, which can be ascribed to the 
different test methods but the time sensitivity and the qualitative (comparative) results are 
identical. 

Following the recommendations of Eppers, the surfaces of the specimens were sealed with 
cling film [133, 232], which was placed above the surface, loosely enough to not generate strain 
upon deformation. A reflector plate was placed in the centre of the specimen. Each specimen 
was measured in parallel in two cones from one mixing batch (Figure 4.29).  

 

Figure 4.27: System setup of a single unit shrinkage cone. 
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Figure 4.28: Comparison of shrinkage cones and corrugated tube method for two UHPC mixes 
with and without shrinkage reducing admixture after Eppers [133]. 

 

Figure 4.29: Shrinkage cones during measurement. 
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4.5 Materials selection 

4.5.1 Observations regarding the storage of raw materials for concrete 

Investigations about the influence of the climatic conditions during the storage of the unhydrated 
cement pointed out that cement that is stored over a longer period of time changes its properties. 
Within the scope of a study that took place in parallel to the research presented in this work, the 
effect of the storage condition of cement on normal mortar, self-compacting concrete (SCC), 
polymer cement concrete (PCC) and high performance concrete (HPC) was observed. The self-
compacting mortar’s constituents and composition were identical to the mortar of the 
combination type concrete described in Table 4.9 with the high charge density PCE and the 
starch based stabilising agent ST1.  

Different storage conditions and durations did not significantly affect the strength after 28 
days (Figure 4.30), however, distinct effects could be observed on the rheology and the setting. 
Effects that could be observed were limited to those applications containing adsorptive SPs. 

 

Figure 4.30: Influence of the exposure duration of cement prior to casting on the 28 d 
compressive strength of different cementitious applications. 

Figure 4.31 gives the example of the Haegermann flow table spread test of normal mortar in 
comparison to the slump flow values of the SCC. No significant effects can be observed for the 
flow spread values of normal mortar, while the slump flow values of the SCC increase with 
increasing pre-storage duration of the cement. In parallel longer exposure of the cement 
correlated with higher viscosity (Figure 4.32). Similar effects as in SCC could be observed for 
HPC and PCC [123].  

Due to the fact that rheological effects could be observed only on those systems that 
incorporated SP, it was concluded that pre-hydration of the aluminous phases generates 
supplementary adsorption sites for SPs, which reduce the yield stress. In parallel, the 
morphological changes on the surfaces might countervail the mobility of particles, thus 
increasing the viscosity. Indeed, SEM investigations gave evidence that the cement surfaces 
show pre-hydration products on the surface, which were not specified in detail (Figure 4.33). 
The pre-hydration products on the surfaces furthermore did not have an effect on the 
measurement of the Blaine value or the water demand of the powders. 
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Figure 4.31: Flow values of normal mortar and SCC using CEM I 42.5 R that was exposed to 
different pre-storage conditions prior to casting after Schmidt et al. [123]. 

 

Figure 4.32: Slope of the Bingham curves of SCC for mixes with CEM I 42.5 R that was 
exposed to different pre-storage conditions prior to casting after Schmidt et al. [123]. 
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Figure 4.33: SEM micrographs of cement surfaces after sealed storage and after exposure  
to 23 °C/50% RH for 56 days. 

Regardless of the use of SP, increasing exposure duration correlated generally with retarded 
setting. An exposure of 56 days caused a shift of the final set of a normal mortar by 
approximately 3 hours and of the SCC by more than 4 hours (Figure 4.34). These shifts can be 
observed similarly with PCC and HPC [123]. A pre-hydration of C3A to C-A-H, which is likely 
after the conclusions from the rheological investigations, would reduce the aluminium content in 
the solution, which in combination with a lower solubility of the set retarder due to water 
incorporation would cause retarded setting.  

Finally, the conclusion can be drawn that the storage of cement over a long period of time 
might result in misleading results in case cementitious systems are investigated with regard to 
fresh and early properties. This is particularly valid when SPs play a critical role for the 
performance as in this work. Therefore, in this Thesis special considerations were made in order 
to avoid misinterpretations of cement superplasticiser effects, which will be described in the 
next Subsections. 

 

Figure 4.34: Set retardation caused by using CEM I 42.5 after different exposure duration  
at 23 °C/50% RH. 
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4.5.2 Practical problems 

The materials that were used for the tests are materials that have been regularly used in the 
laboratories of the BAM Federal Institute for Materials Research and Testing. They undergo 
steady quality control and have all shown only little scatter in the basic performances. 
Particularly the chemistry as well as the particle and surface properties of the cement have not 
changed during the past years. Cement is re-charged approximately every 2-3 months. Different 
charges are generally never blended. The investigations in Subsection 4.5.1, however, have 
shown that the surface modifications are not detected by means of standard investigations 
according to EN 196. Nevertheless, they had strong influence on the fresh and early properties, 
particularly in combination with SPs. Since the investigations presented in this work were 
conducted over a period of several years, the risk of inaccurate precision within the results was 
high. It was therefore not considered as reasonable option to reserve one charge for all tests. 

4.5.3 Principle of closed series with identical delivery charges one 

Due to the findings in Subsection 4.5.1, the separation of raw materials of one and the same 
delivery charge to be used for all tests throughout the whole period of time in which the tests 
were conducted was not a reliable option. However, although the used raw materials have not 
been showing strong scatter, it could not be fully excluded that regular changes in the materials’ 
properties can have effects on the observed properties. 

Therefore, all tests were conducted according to the same principle. A closed area of 
observations, e.g. the influence of the SP modification on the rheology of concrete, or the 
influence of the STA content on the setting of paste, was always conducted with only one 
always identical set of raw materials’ delivery charges. At the beginning of an investigation, the 
actually available delivery charges were used and never changed within the same observation 
series. For another investigation with different focal area, however, different delivery charges 
might have been used, which, then again, were not varied until the investigation was finished. 

As a result, identical mixtures that were investigated at different steps in time (e.g. control 
mixtures) might show varying performances. In sensitive systems incorporating high amounts of 
SPs, this effect is hardly avoidable as soon as tests are conducted over a longer period of time. 
Due to the principle to always use an identical set of delivery charges within a closed area of 
investigations, it is nevertheless assured that effects caused by concrete constituents can be 
clearly qualitatively identified. 
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5 A simple test to assess the charge density of PCE 

5.1 Introduction 

In Section 3.4 the importance of the charge density for the effect of PCE superplasticisers was 
introduced. It was pointed out that the charge density is strongly affecting the adsorption 
tendency and thus the way how the polymer modifies the yield stress of a cementitious system. 
Despite the importance to distinguish PCEs based on their charge density, in Section 3.5 it was 
highlighted that for end-users it is difficult to obtain the required information. In order to better 
assess the differences in the polymeric structure a simple test setup will be introduced in this 
chapter, which helps to qualitatively identify the charge density of a PCE. The suggested method 
allows distinguishing two different PCEs regarding their performance for the initial and the long 
term flow properties. The test is based on the assumption that PCE adsorption determines the 
reduction of the yield stress of a flowable system until a maximum adsorption, after which any 
further addition does no longer contribute to further reduction. By measuring the spread flow 
diameter with stepwise increased SP contents, a flow initiation dosage and a maximum flow 
spread can be determined, which helps identifying the influence of the PCE on yield stress. In 
order to avoid mixing up effects from the water, the test needs to be conducted at a water 
content at which any contribution to the yield stress reduction can be linked only to the addition 
of PCE. 

5.2 Basic principle 

It is well known that a minimum threshold of PCEs needs to be adsorbed before effects on 
flowability of cementitious systems can be observed [66, 67, 179]. This is also the reason why 
producers often provide data about a minimum dosage for PCE SPs. It can be expected that as 
soon as all polymers have covered all accessible adsorption sites, a maximum effect of PCE 
occurs, after which further addition of PCE does no longer contribute to flowability. It has to be 
emphasised that this only applies for one moment in time and that ongoing hydration will 
produce further adsorption sites. 

Following these considerations, a cementitious system that does not contain any excess 
water but which is mixed with different amounts of PCE shall exhibit respective slump flow 
values as shown qualitatively in Figure 5.1. At low additions of PCE, no effect on slump flow 
can be observed, because only a small part of the adsorption sites is covered by polymers. At a 
certain threshold dosage, flow is initiated (Point A). Due to the competitive adsorption with 
sulphate ions, higher charge densities can be adsorbed in higher amounts on adsorption sites, 
while low charge density PCEs remain partly ineffectively in solution. Therefore, an occurrence 
of the flow initiation at low dosages is a first indicator for high charge density. At increasing 
dosage of PCEs, the flow increases until a maximum is reached. Here again, due to the 
competitive adsorption, PCEs with higher charges adsorb rather than sulphate ions, while PCEs 
with lower charge remain partly in solution. Therefore, the slopes of the curves for high charge 
density polymers are expected to be steeper than for low charge density polymers (Point B). 
Finally, considering that the effect of PCE on yield stress is mainly induced by those polymers 
that are adsorbed, it can be expected that the higher the charge density is, the higher is the 
maximum flow spread diameter (Point C) and the lower is the dosage at maximum flow 
(Point D). As these considerations are based on systems that do not contain excess water, a 
slight drop of the curve for higher dosages than the maximum dosage can be expected, since it is 
likely that excess PCEs may mutually reduce their mobility in the solution.  
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Figure 5.1: Hypothetical characteristics of slump flow vs. PCE content depending on the charge 
density of the PCE (left). A = Dosage at flow initiation; B = Slope of the Slump flow vs. PCE 

dosage curve; C = Maximum flow diameter; D = PCE dosage at maximum flow diameter. 

Following these considerations, a cementitious system that does not contain any excess 
water but which is mixed with different amounts of PCE will exhibit respective slump flow 
values as shown qualitatively in Figure 5.1. At low additions of PCE, no effect on slump flow 
can be observed, because only a small part of the adsorption sites is covered by polymers. At a 
certain threshold dosage, flow is initiated (Point A). PCEs with higher charge density have a 
stronger tendency to be adsorbed on hydrate phases and they are less affected by the competition 
for adsorption sites with sulphate ions. Therefore, higher charge PCEs can be adsorbed in higher 
amounts while for PCEs with lower charge density higher amounts remain unadsorbed, thus 
ineffective, in the solution. Therefore, the occurrence of the flow initiation at low dosages is a 
first indicator for high charge density. At increasing dosage of PCEs, the flow increases until a 
maximum is reached. Here again, due to the competitive adsorption, PCEs with higher charges 
adsorb rather than sulphate ions, while PCEs with lower charge remain partly in solution. 
Therefore, the slopes of the curves for high charge density polymers are expected to be steeper 
than for low charge density polymers (Point B). Finally, considering that the effect of PCE on 
yield stress is mainly induced by those polymers that are adsorbed, it can be expected that the 
higher the charge density is, the higher is the maximum flow spread diameter (Point C) and the 
lower is the dosage at maximum flow (Point D). As these considerations are based on systems 
that do not contain excess water, a slight drop of the curve for higher dosages than the maximum 
dosage can be expected, since it is likely that excess PCEs may mutually reduce their mobility in 
the solution.  

Ongoing hydration yields the formation of new adsorption sites at which PCE can be 
adsorbed at high dosages. It is therefore very likely that the value of the maximum and the PCE 
dosage at which it is reached will change over the curse of time. However, for PCE LC and PCE 
HC it was found that, regardless of the individual effect of the PCEs, the time effect is 
negligible. Figure 5.2 shows the slump flow values at a PCE dosage of 2% solids of the cement, 
which for both PCEs is far beyond the adsorption maximum dosage. It can be clearly observed 
that each PCE differently affects the maximum flow spread diameter, and both curves show time 
dependent variations of the slump flow. However, the curves never cross and over the course of 
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time the distance between the curves maintains relatively stable. Hence, a qualitative assessment 
of the PCE related curves can be made regardless of the observation time. 

 

Figure 5.2: Time dependent slump flow values at solid PCE addition of 2% by mass on cement. 

5.2.1 Determination of the water demand of a powder mixture - Step 1 

In a first step, a binder mixture needs to be generated with a water content that just covers the 
surfaces and fills the voids between particles, but does not generate any flow. There are several 
methods to find this water content. Hunger provides a comprehensive overview of various 
different test methods to determine the minimum water demand of powder mixes [5, 32].  

The observed methods comprise: 

• Puntke test, where water is added stepwise to a granular mix until the surface of the mix 
starts to smoothen and slightly shimmer [233]. 

• Modified Marquardt test [234], where the power consumption of the mixing device is 
measured, and the maximum power is considered as the water demand. 

• The Vicat consistency test according to EN 196-3, where water is added to a granular 
mixture until a specific needle (10 mm diameter) penetrates a specimen of 40 mm height 
34 mm deep. 

• Spread flow test according to Okamura and Ouchi [3], where the spread flow is determined 
at varied water to powder ratios. A linear correlation line is put between the values, where 
the calculated intersection with the ordinate marks the water demand.  

According to Hunger’s comparison, each method yields different water to powder ratios with 
the spread flow test generating the highest water volumes. The results from the other alternatives 
compare much more (Figure 5.3).  

For the suggested PCE performance test a precise water demand is not required. However, it 
should be made sure that it is of highest importance to avoid influences of the water to work 
with a water content that is low enough to keep the water-particle system stiff without 
admixtures. This consistency is necessary to make sure that upon addition of SP the flow is only 
generated by the added polymers and that the mixture is free from any segregation, which would 
be the case at higher water contents and high SP additions. 
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include the stirring tool for the taring is avoiding loss of paste sticking to the tool. In a next step, 
the water is added until the specified consistency is achieved. Upon weighing the beaker and the 
stirrer again, the added water amount mW can be read on the scale. For cements it is likely that 
the water demand nW will be approximately between 0.39 and 0.46. However, the test functions 
well also for any other type of powder material, as well as for blends of material. It is therefore 
also a simple method to optimise the packing density of two powders. The water demands 
according to the Puntke method for the CEM I and the LSF used in this Thesis as well as for 
other fillers relevant for this chapter are given in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Water demands for the CEM I and LSF used in this Thesis and comparison to the 
water demand of other fillers. 

 CEM I LSF Marble 
LSF 

Ultrafine 
LSF 

Dolomi-
tic LSF 

Quartz 
filler 

Fly Ash GGBS 

Specification (Subsection 4.1.2) d50 =  
3.5 µm 

d50 =  
1.7 µm 

d50 =  
12.8 µm 

d50 =  
60 µm 

d50 =  
20 µm 

n/a 

Spec. gravity [-] 3.12 2.74 2.70 2.71 2.74 2.65 2.26 2.9 

nW [-] 0.44 0.34 0.67 0.35 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.45 

5.2.2 Calculation of mixture composition for each PCE dosage - Step 2 

The determined w/p now is the basis for the mixture composition, which incorporates the PCE 
under investigation in different amounts. In order to make sure that an influence of surplus water 
is fully avoided and to make sure that segregation cannot take place, the water content of the 
bulk SP has to be considered in the mixture composition for every single test with different PCE 
content.  

Taking into account the water coming from the PCE is a complicated calculation, if each 
mixture composition shall result in the same total paste volume. It is much easier to fix the 
powder content, e.g. 500 g cement as shown in the sample in Table 5.2. This is uncritical, since 
each mixture should always contain a higher total volume than required for the spread flow test. 
As can be seen from Table 5.2, the resulting total volumes do not vary significantly so that 
influences of variable shear forces within the mixer due to different mixing volumes are fully 
negligible.  

In the next step, the water contribution from the SP needs to be taken into account. Typically 
the water contents in PCEs vary between 70 and 80% by mass, which needs to be subtracted 
from the total water content added to the mixture. The total water content for each PCE addition 
then calculates according to the equation below. A calculation example is given in Table 5.2. 

 

my = my,��*;l� −  my,��� = *z ∙e
.	 *z − b���,��q; ∙  c ∙ (1 −  s���) (5.2) 

 
where: mW = water demand according to Equation (5.1) [g]; mW, Puntke = water dosage after 
Puntke test [m]; mW, PCE = water content in bulk PCE [m]; c = cement [g]; bPCE, bulk = bulk PCE 
addition [% by mass]; sPCE = Solid content of the PCE [%]. 
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Table 5.2: Example mixture calculation for the evaluation test with cement pastes.  

Component Unit Ratios 
Density 
[kg/m³] 

 Mixtures for test series with 
modified PCE contents 

PCE bPCE, bulk [%]   0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 
Cement c [g]  3120 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 
PCEBulk  [g]   0 15 30 45 60 
PCEDry - [g] (1-sPCE) = 30% 

1070 
0 4.5 9 13.5 18 

WaterPCE mW,PCE [g] sPCE = 70% 0 10.5 21.0 31.5 42.0 
Water 

addition 
mW [g]  1000 378 367 357 346 336 

Total water 
demand 

mW, Punkte  [g] nW = 44% (5.1)  378 378 378 378 378 

Total mix 
volume 

 [ml]   859 862 866 869 873 

PCESolid PCESolid 
[%]   0.00% 0.30% 0.60% 0.90% 1.20% 

[mPCE/V
Cem] 

  0.00% 0.94% 1.87% 2.81% 3.74% 

5.2.3 Mixing - Step 3  

A mixing procedure should be chosen that makes sure that a good dispersion of particles can be 
granted. A time period of 3 to 5 minutes of mixing with all constituents included is suggested. It 
can be discussed whether it is preferable to add the PCE immediately with the water or with 
time delay. Significant amounts of SP need to be added to the cementitious system in order to 
achieve the maximum slump flow, which can account for about 5% of the total water addition. 
Therefore, the addition of water and SP at the same time shows the advantage that no influences 
of different water to powder ratios before the addition of SP occur. However, the direct addition 
of SP fosters the formation of organo-mineral phases, which again negatively affects the test. 

5.2.4 Spread flow values - Step 4 

A Haegermann cone as described in Subsection 4.3.1 has shown to work well to determine the 
spread flow value. The paste is filled into the cone and the surplus amount is stripped off. Then 
the cone is lifted and the paste left flowing until an obvious stop can be observed. The mean 
value calculated from the largest diameter and the orthogonal diameter is taken into account.  

Any other geometry will function as well, and will only yield different values depending 
upon the volume of the paste specimen. It must be emphasised that it is of certain importance to 
strictly conduct the test, no matter of the stiffness of the paste. From experience, some pastes 
already show flow, although the haptic sensation would not suggest it.  

5.2.5 Interpretation of the results – Step 5 

A practical example for the interpretation is given for a cement type CEM I and three differently 
charged SPs. Their details can be found in Subsections 4.1.2 and 4.1.4. 

The mixtures were mixed with 450 g of cement in a Kenwood kitchen mixer. After a period 
of 30 s dry mixing, water and SP were added at the same time. Intensive stirring was conducted 
for 5 minutes after addition of water and SP. Flow spread tests were conducted directly after 
mixing, 10 and 20 minutes after the end of mixing. Prior to each test, the mix was shortly 
agitated in the mixer.  
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Figure 5.4: The influence the PCE charge density on the slump flow of cement paste with 
minimum water content according to Puntke at 20 °C at different times after mixing. 

Figure 5.4 shows the results at different times for the low charge (LC), the medium charge 
(MC), and the high charge (HC) superplasticiser as introduced in Subsection 4.1.4. It can be 
clearly seen that the high charge density polymer starts to induce flow at significantly lower 
dosage and the maximum values are higher than with the other PCEs. This characteristic can be 
found at all time steps. 

The medium charge and the low charge polymer behave rather similar regarding the 
maximum value, indicating that their influence on the rheology may be rather similar. A certain 
time effect can be observed for PCE MC, where the dosage at which the maximum or the 
transition to significantly smaller slope shifts to smaller PCE dosages in parallel to an increase 
of the maximum value. It is thinkable that the polymeric geometry of PCE MC may be more 
complex so that the initial adsorption takes place slower than with PCE LC despite its higher 
anionic charge. After 20 minutes, the increasing branch of the medium charge polymer runs 
slightly left of the increasing branch of the low charge density polymer, as it would be expected 
due to the higher charge density.  

The PCE HC, thus can be considered as SP that induces high flowability for short open 
times, while it can be expected that PCE LC and MC will likely have similar influence on the 
flow properties. Both SPs can be considered as admixtures for performance retention.  

The expected characteristics of the curve could be confirmed by the practical experiments, 
thus confirming the suitability of the test method to identify the performance of a SP without 
sophisticated equipment. The method allows distinguishing differently operating SPs that show 
clear differences in their performances. The selectivity for PCEs that behave very similarly (like 
in the example PCE LC and PCE MC) is limited. 

Figure 5.4 uses the quotient of the mass of added PCE and the volume of cement. For a rapid 
evaluation of the performance of a PCE with cement, it is reasonable to use the mass percentage 
of solid PCE for the abscissa. The qualitative interpretation is identical for a single powder, as 
seen in Figure 5.5.  

It can, however, be more reasonable to relate to the volume of powder. This is the case if the 
test is used with blends of different powders or if powders with different densities are compared 
(see Subsection 5.2.6). Unfortunately, a simple transformation from % by mass into % by 
volume is not possible for the solid parts of the PCE, since PCE polymers are dissolved and not 
dispersed in water. It is thus the only reasonable option without further information about the 
polymer to refer to the mass of PCE and the volume of powder.  
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the resulting curve for one cement for the use of [% by mass] and for 
[mass of PCE/volume of powder]. 

5.2.6 Application of the method with powders and powder blends 

The suggested rapid method to assess the PCE performance is not limited to cement. It can be 
used with any type of powder. This can be of interest for the composition of a mixture where 
different fillers are included. The same test as described in Subsection 5.2.5 was repeated with 
the LSF as specified in Subsection 4.1.2 (Figure 5.6). It can be observed that the flow initiation 
takes place at significantly lower dosages as with cement and that the final maximum is higher 
than with cement.  

 

Figure 5.6: Performance of different PCEs with LSF (left) and comparison of PCE MC 
performance with LSF in water and a saturated Ca(OH)2 solution. 
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This yields the conclusion that PCEs also adsorb onto LSF surfaces in the presence of water, 
which induces the flow. The maximum dosage is much lower than with cement. No significant 
effect can be observed regarding charge density or time. Since LSF is considered to be largely 
inert, there are no new hydration products either which would provide new adsorption sites for 
the SP. Since there are no ions in the system, which would compete with PCEs for adsorption, 
the influence of the charge density of the PCE is negligible. If the same test is repeated with 
saturated Ca(OH)2-solution the results do not differ significantly. Differences are that the flow is 
initiated at lower dosages than with water and there is a time effect causing increasing maximum 
spread flow values with time (Figure 5.6, right).  

 

Figure 5.7: PCE effect on the slump flow value of various powders. 

The suggested method can also be used to evaluate the adsorption of PCEs on varying 
powders. In order to compare the PCE influence, the powder properties other than the density 
are not of importance as long as the powders are kept identical. In order to better evaluate 
powders with different densities, it is recommended to use the quotient of the mass of PCE and 
the volume of powder. Figure 5.7 shows curves for different powders (The cement and the LSF 
specified in Subsection 4.1.2, a marble LSF, an ultra finely ground LSF, a dolomitic LSF, a 
quartz filler (QF), a fly ash (FA), and a ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS)). Their 
water demands as well as their specific gravities can be found in Table 5.1. It can be observed 
that with the exception of the dolomitic LSF all other LSFs, the FA, and the GGBS are liquefied 
by the PCE. For all powders apart from the dolomitic LSF and the QF, the flow initiation as well 
as the maximum dSF occurs at significantly lower dosages of PCE than in case of cement, 
indicating that these powder provide lower surface charges or ζs than cement. The dolomitic 
LSF requires much higher amounts of PCE than cement in order to start flowing. The maximum 
flow spread compares to the value of cement. This is most likely induced by to the magnesium 
carbonate in the dolomitic powder. The solubility of dolomite in water is by factor 20 higher and 
the electronegativity is significantly higher than that of calcium carbonate [235]. Despite the 
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chemical similarity between dolomite and calcium carbonate, it is thus very likely, that the effect 
of PCE with dolomite is poor. Thinkable mechanisms might be magnesium complexation or the 
formation of a low or positive ζ for dolomite in water. The observations shown in Figure 5.7 
give no evidence that PCEs adsorb on these powders in a cementitious pore solution as well, 
since ζ strongly depends upon ion content and pH-value of the solution [187, 188].  

The test can further be used in order to evaluate blends from different powders. Here again, 
it is most important to calculate the ratio of mass of PCE and volume of powder. Figure 5.8 
shows the consumption of LSF and cement as well as different blends with a low charge density 
PCE. These blends represent the powder composition of a powder type mix and a combination 
type mix. Their constituents and powder ratios are identical to the POW and COM mixtures as 
specified in Subsection 4.2.4. The water demands according to the Puntke test for POW and 
COM were determined as 0.37 and 0.42, respectively (Table 5.3). Furthermore, results are 
presented for mixtures identical to POW and COM, where the LSF volume is replaced by the 
same volume of quartz filler (QF), which exhibits a similar grading curve as the LSF.  

 

Figure 5.8: Effect of PCE amount on the flow of LSF, cement, and blends of cement and 
limestone filler (LSF) and cement and quartz filler (QF) in the combination type mixture (COM) 

and powder type mixture (POW) according to Table 4.12. 

It can be observed that the curves of the blends show similar characteristics as those of 
cement and limestone. They are located between the curves of the single component mixtures. 
The flow initiation of POW and COM with limestone takes place at approximately the same 
dosage. Due to the relatively higher content of cement for identical powder volumes, the curve 
of the COM mixture increases more rapidly due to the higher attraction forces of cement. For 
the same reason, the point at which the slope of the curve turns approximately horizontal is 
reached earlier than for the POW mixture. However, due to the higher packing density of POW 
paste (nW = 0.37), the final slump flow value is higher than that of the COM paste (nW = 0.42).  
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Table 5.3: Water demands cement, LSF and the powder blends of the COM and POW pastes as 
well as pastes of COM and POW where LSF is replaced by a similar quartz filler.  

 CEM I LSF COM 
(LSF) 

POW 
(LSF) 

COM 
(QF) 

POW 
(QF) 

Cement  
(volumetric fraction) 

100  70.2 52.0 70.2 52.0 

Filler  
(volumetric fraction) 

- 100 29.8 48.0 29.8 48.0 

nW 0.44 0.34 0.42 0.37 0.42 0.37 

 

The comparison of the blends with limestone and those blends that are mixed with QF 
instead, shows that the final slump flow values with LSF is significantly higher. Figure 5.6 (left) 
shows that in the presence of water no PCE is adsorbed on the QF. This may indicate that also in 
the cementitious pore solution LSF adsorbs higher amounts of PCE than QF does, which causes 
a lower yield stress at the maximum dosage of PCE. This is emphasised by the observation that 
this difference for the POW mixture, which contains relatively higher LSF on the identical 
powder content, than for the COM mixture.  

5.2.7 Influence of water 

It is absolutely inevitable to work at this minimum water demand, since any excess water would 
completely blur the results. This effect can be seen on the example of the COM and POW 
mixtures prepared with different w/p values (Figure 5.9).  

 

Figure 5.9: Rapid PCE performance test for POW and COM paste compositions at Puntke water 
demand and real water content according to (Table 4.12). 
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In case of a test at the minimum water demand according to the Punkte method, a clear 
distinction can be made between the mixtures. Both mixtures show a prominent amount of PCE 
that induces the flow as well as a maximum PCE amount. A distinction of different PCEs hence 
is possible. If the real water contents of the respective mixtures are used, the flow is initiated 
immediately upon addition of PCE, and a clear maximum cannot be observed. Hence, at higher 
water content, no clear distinctions between different PCEs is possible any more. Following the 
procedure described in Subsections 5.2.1 to 5.2.3 is therefore inevitable in order to obtain 
reliable data about the performances of different PCE modifications. 

5.3 Conclusions 

The interactions between cement hydration and SPs based on polycarboxylate ether are 
complicated and a high number of effects can take place. Most people who cast concrete with 
high PCE contents may not be interested in the individual effects that may occur in the pore 
solution or on the surfaces of particles. Fortunately, this is not necessary if the awareness exists 
that the number of adsorbed polymers controls the yield stress reduction of a SPs system. As a 
consequence, the most important factor that determines the adsorption of PCE is the anionic 
charge density of the polymer. High anionic charges generate rapid, high flowability. Low 
anionic charges generate lower flowability but long performance retention. 

The knowledge about these correlations is a strong tool to individually adjust the 
performance of concrete to specific requirements. If applied by the caster instead of the supplier 
of admixtures, quick and effective adjustments can be conducted. In most cases, according to the 
author’s experiences, two PCE types can be enough to adjust a wide range of individual flow 
properties. A major problem for the users is that they cannot easily identify the charge density of 
the SP products they are using.  

Here a method is suggested that allows an indirect qualitative assessment of the adsorption 
properties of different SP products. Slump flow values of powder mixtures at a water content 
that is equal to the water demand of the powder are conducted with varied PCE contents. The 
resulting curve of slump flow versus PCE content is assessed. In comparison of two different 
PCE superplasticisers, a higher charge density can be expected, 

• the lower the dosage is, at which flow is initiated (Point A in Figure 5.1), 
• the lower the slope upon increasing PCE content (Point B in Figure 5.1), 
• the higher the maximum flow is (Point C in Figure 5.1), and  
• the lower the dosage at the maximum flow is (Point D in Figure 5.1). 

The method also allows finding out whether materials adsorb PCEs. Results were provided 
for different powders in the presence of water. Due to the pH influence of the zeta potential, the 
same investigations need to be conducted in a representative pore solution, in order to find out 
whether materials adsorb PCE in a cementitious system. This is a challenging task. However, in 
order to qualitatively assess interactions between powders and PCE in the presence of cement, 
also blends of materials can be measured and compared in order to gain information about the 
adsorption capacities of different powders. 
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6 Fresh concrete performance of SCC at varying 

temperatures 

6.1 Introduction 

The flow properties of SCC are determined by a number of different factors, among which are 
the quality, quantity, and composition of aggregates, the water to solid ratio of the binder as well 
as interactions between mineral binder components and polymeric admixtures. While effects of 
the aggregates are largely invariant for all temperature ranges (a poor grading curve will not turn 
out to work properly when the temperature changes, and incompactible aggregate shapes will 
not be perfect for one specific climatic range), the influence of the water to powder ratio and the 
admixture’s performance can vary with varying temperatures. Different mixture composition 
types have been developed based on different typical water to powder ratios (w/p). 
Superplasticisers (SPs) based on polycarboxylic acid can be considered as standard components 
for SCC all over the world. The importance of the influence of SPs has been addressed to in 
Section 1.6 and Figure 1.12 in particular. This chapter gives a distinguished overview of 
research to date about temperature effects on SCCs as well as a discussion based on 
experimental data about influences of the mixture composition and the particular modification of 
superplasticiser. 

6.2 Temperature dependent behaviour of flowable concrete 

6.2.1 Practical experiences with SCC at different temperatures 

There is only limited literature available that provides data about the concrete performances in 
the context of the casting temperature.  

Khayat et al. [55, 74] investigated SCC used for the repair of retaining wall elements in 
Montreal, cast with two types of SP, based on polynaphtalene sulphonate (PNS) and 
polycarboxylate (PC). The concrete with PNS was cast at ambient temperature of 14 °C, while 
the fresh concrete temperature was 22.8 °C lowering to 21.0 °C after 60 minutes. The respective 
slump flow diameters reduced from 640 to 540 mm. The concrete with PC was cast at ambient 
temperature of 6 °C, while the fresh concrete temperature was 14 °C lowering to 13 °C within 
the first 60 minutes. The respective slump flow diameters increased within the first hour from 
600 mm to 660 mm. These investigations emphasise the hypothesis of Section 1.6 that 
temperature dependent behaviour of flowable concrete cannot be easily predicted and that the 
superplasticiser plays a critical role in that. 

Heunisch et al. [236] examined various SCC castings for inner shells of tunnels in the time 
between November 22, 2005 and March 31, 2006. The mixtures incorporated PCE 
superplasticisers. The ambient temperatures at casting days during this period varied between 
0.5 °C and 11 °C. However, the concrete was specified to have temperatures between 8 °C and 
25 °C at the mixing plant and between 10 °C and 20 °C on the construction site, which was 
achieved by good quality management, including a heatable enclosure of aggregates. Concrete 
temperatures, average slump flow diameters and V-funnel efflux times were recorded on the 
mixing plant as well as on the construction site. Slump flow values varied between 605 and 
740 mm (625 to 725 mm, when maximum and minimum outliers are omitted), and V-funnel 
times varied between 10.8 and 30.0 seconds (11.0 to 27.0, when maximum outliers are omitted). 
The authors did not further correlate performance values and temperature values but their data is 
available in their report and reveals an interesting relation between the fresh performance values 
and the concrete temperature. Figure 6.1 shows slump flow values and V-funnel efflux times 
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versus concrete temperatures from the report above. Distinction is made between values taken at 
the mixing plant and taken at the construction site. 

It can be clearly seen that as a result of the transportation, the range of site temperatures is 
much wider than the range at the mixing plant. Both data sets show a strong and quite linear 
correlation between concrete temperature and slump flow diameter such that increasing concrete 
temperatures coincide with smaller slump flow diameters. Regarding the V-funnel efflux times, 
the scatter is much larger, which might be a result of greater measurement inaccuracies of the 
methods. However, a trend towards longer efflux times with increasing temperatures is 
identifiable. 

 

Figure 6.1: Influence of concrete temperature on slump flow diameters and V-funnel efflux 
times based on data provided by Heunisch et al. [236]. 

6.2.2 Research on temperature influences – Experiences in paste and mortar 

Temperature effects on the fresh concrete properties were studied by several researchers with 
different results. Most of the research is done on paste or mortar. 

Based on research of cement pastes blended with and without silica fume (SF), a water to 
cementitious materials ratio (w/cm) of 0.35, and SP based on PNS, Jolicoeur et al. investigated 
the effects of temperature and PNS addition on the rheological properties, on the retention of 
slump area and viscosity as well as on the adsorption of polymers [84]. Temperatures were 
varied between 0 and 40 °C. Instead of the slump flow diameter, the slump area was used to 
observe the workability. Regardless of the PNS amount, the influence of the temperature on the 
initial mini slump area at a particular PNS dosage was low in case of the cement without silica 
fume, while in case of cement with SF, in the range between 10 and 40 °C, increasing 
temperatures correlated with reduced areas. Furthermore, the slump loss rate was observed over 
50 minutes. Increasing temperatures caused lower slump loss rates, while high rates of slump 
loss at low temperature were much greater for cement without SF. The investigations of the 
fluidity (which is defined as the inverse of the viscosity) exhibited that rising temperatures 
caused a high increase of the initial fluidity in case of cement without SF, while the inverse 
could be observed for cement with SF, even though the slope was much smaller. The authors 
conclude that in case of PNS added in excess to the saturation dose (see Subsection 3.2.3) the 
time dependent rheology is related to the PNS concentration in the solution. However, paste 
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fluidity is affected by temperature in a sometimes non-linear and unpredictable fashion, which 
means other effects might enhance or oppose effects of adsorbed SP. 

Yamada reports about the influence of the temperature on pastes from OPC with water 
cement ratio (w/c) of 0.3 and 1.0% PC superplasticiser by mass of cement compared to non-
superplasticised paste with w/c = 0.5. Temperatures of 5, 20 and 30 °C were selected. While the 
flow area decreased without PC at all temperatures between 0 and 120 minutes, at 5 and 20 °C 
within the same time span, an increase of the flow area could be observed with time, while the 
flow areas remain stable. The authors show that increasing amounts of PC adsorb with time. The 
initial adsorption as well as the increase was the smallest at 5 °C, while 20 and 30 °C behave 
similarly. The authors also show that the specific surface of the cement paste increases with 
time. The higher the temperature, the more rapidly this effect occurs. Furthermore, it is shown 
that the flow areas are controlled by the amount of adsorbed PC per surface area. However, as 
the PC content was kept constant, the increase of the surface would cause a higher loss of 
performance at high temperature, which was not the case. Hence, it was concluded that this is 
not the only effect determining the time dependent behaviour. The sulphate ion content was 
hence observed with time, yielding decreasing contents with and without SP in a similar manner, 
dropping during the first 30 minutes and levelling afterwards. By varying the sulphate ion 
concentration in the solution, they showed that PC adsorption is strongly depending on the 
sulphate ions content in the pore solution. Based on these results, the authors developed a model 
based on the factors BET surface change and the sulphate ion concentration. While at low 
temperatures, the high initial sulphate ion content outweighs the relatively small change of the 
surface, yielding increasing flowability with time, at high temperatures, the effect of the rapidly 
increasing surface area prevails, causing a time dependent loss of flowability. 

Roncero et al. observed the influence of temperature on the flow properties of ordinary 
cement paste with w/c = 0.33 and two different SPs based on PNS and a copolymer of 
oxyethylene-oxypropylene [237], the latter of which is typically used as non-ionic detergent. 
Rheological properties were determined by using the Marsh cone according to ASTM C 939-87 
[238]. The observed temperatures varied between 5 °C and 45 °C. It was shown that increasing 
SP addition reduces the efflux times until a certain saturation point at which the efflux times 
increase again. The authors qualitatively correlate flow time with yield stress, which is not 
precise, as Marsh cone and other efflux tests are generally considered to correlate with plastic 
viscosity rather than with yield stress (see also Subsections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). High viscosities and 
yield stress falsify the interpretation of the results [36, 38] (see also Subsection 4.3.8). However, 
as close to the saturation point, the yield stress can be assumed as low, the results of this 
research represent qualitative information about the plastic viscosity. The saturation point was at 
1.0% solid SP on cement for the PNS and at 0.3% for the copolymer, and it was identical for 
each SP regardless of the paste temperature. However, the temperature affected the Marsh cone 
flow time at the saturation level strongly with shorter flow times with increasing temperatures. 
At initial saturation levels, the retention of the flow time was investigated additionally and did 
not increase strongly for both SPs below 25 °C and increase more pronounced for higher 
temperatures. No information is provided about possible changes of the saturation level with 
time, which would be likely as the ongoing hydration increases the surfaces. The authors 
conclude that the adsorption of SP polymers is basically depending on the particles’ surface area 
and that upon saturation no further flowability can be provided. As a result of the low amount of 
hydrates induced by low temperatures, poor flow properties could be observed, and the addition 
of supplementary SP was not effective anymore to improve the flowability.  

Brameshuber and Uebachs investigated the influence of different PCE modifications on 
mortars from OPC with w/c = 0.55 at 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 °C [72]. The six different polymers 
varied in backbone length and side chain length. After adjustment to comparable slump flow 
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values at 20 °C the mixes were investigated in a rotational rheometer at different temperatures at 
a constant shear rate of 120 rpm over a period of 90 minutes. The test setup is not very specific 
as changes in the measured torque at constant shear rate may represent either change in plastic 
viscosity, in plastic yield stress, or in both. Furthermore, the high shear rate might not be 
representative for self-levelling cementitious systems and constant shearing might steadily shear 
off SPs and ions in the pore solution and on the outer particle areas, thus probably affecting the 
hydration. Nevertheless, significant differences could be observed regarding the initial flow 
resistance and its incline during the first 10 to 30 minutes, as well as its behaviour over the total 
time. The results show that the initial shear resistance at low temperatures is higher than at 
higher temperatures with prominent time delayed liquefaction. Furthermore the polymer 
modifications showed a wide range of temperature dependent effects, which cannot 
systematically be linked towards the polymer structure. In another publication the authors also 
provide data from ramp tests, which provide qualitative data about the development of yield 
stress and viscosity [239]. The test setup is not very sensitive for yield stress changes, as the 
utilised stirrer does not generate high torque values at low shear rates but results for viscosity 
and viscosity changes within time exhibits that depending upon the mortar temperature different 
rheological models had to be applied. At 20 °C and 30 °C a Bingham approach according to 
Equation (3.5) can well describe the rheological properties, at 10 °C the mortar showed distinct 
signs of a Herschel-Bulkley fluid (Equation 3.6) with shear thickening behaviour. The authors 
mainly attribute effects to the length of the polymers’ side chains, which might be the wrong 
approach, considering the results of Schober and Flatt [66, 67], who show that the flow 
performance is mainly determined by the adsorbed polymers, while the adsorption depends upon 
the charge density and the total charge of the backbone. The latter is also confirmed by a study 
of Plank and Hirsch [87].  

Strong effects of the mixture temperature on the rheological properties and their retention are 
also reported by Svavarsson and Wallevik [240] based on well cement slurries with w/c = 0.8 
for slurries without PCE and w/c = 0.66 for slurries with SP at 20, 40, and 60 °C. The two 
employed cements were produced in Iceland and Norway. The Norwegian cement is classified 
as G-class well-cement. No further information about the cements is provided. Increasing 
temperatures came along with higher initial yield stress and more rapid increase with time. The 
presented effects on the viscosity are not very specific, showing also a trend to higher viscosity 
with increasing temperature. As it was not the ambition of the authors to observe and discuss 
temperature effects but rather to compare different mixture composition, no specific conclusions 
on the effect of temperature and SP were made. However, the authors were the first to formulate 
that workability is depending on two parameters, which are time and temperature. 

This correlation is also emphasised by the research of Petit et al. [241-245] based on 
rheological analyses of micro mortars with a maximum grain size of 315 µm, w/c = 0.53 and 
w/c = 0.42, and SP based on PNS and PCE. Measurements were conducted using a coaxial 
cylinder rheometer. The authors observe the change in yield stress over the time for a mixture 
containing PCE. These curves were then normalised by relating them to the end of the induction 
period, which was set as unity. The end of the induction period was defined as the moment when 
the heat flow curve rises after the horizontal curve during the induction period. The authors 
show that yield stress increases with time in a linear way in case of PNS SP. Initial yield stress 
and time dependent behaviour are comparable for all temperatures. The authors conclude that 
temperature basically acts as a catalyst to accelerate or slow down hydration, determining the 
time depending flow performance. Different observations were made, when PCE was used. 
Above a specific threshold temperature, yield stresses increases rather linearly with time, while 
below that temperature, an initial retention or even loss of yield value could be observed until 
approximately 30% of the induction period had passed (Figure 6.2). Three different mixture 
compositions containing PCE varying in w/cm and binder type were observed, showing 
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individual and widely differing threshold temperatures between 15 and 33 °C. The authors 
conclude that therefore the threshold temperature, yielding workability retention is thus mixture 
specific. Influences of mixture temperature occurred significantly more pronounced for PCE 
than for PNS. It was not further discussed by the authors, which influence predominantly affects 
the threshold temperature. It is, however, assumable that the major influence is coming from the 
composition of the binder, as adsorption of SPs is mainly determined by the sulphate ion content 
and the end of the induction period is strongly influenced by the amount of adsorbed polymers 
on the surface [85, 165].  

 

Figure 6.2: Approximation curves for the time dependent development of the yield stress in the 
presence of PCE at different temperatures qualitatively according to Petit et al. [241]. 

Based on OPC pastes with w/c = 0.33, Fernandez-Altable and Casanova [246] observed the 
influence of SP content, admix time, and temperature on the rheological properties directly after 
mixing. The study shows that a delayed addition reduces the apparent viscosity at particular 
shear rate and the shear resistance at a rotational speed of 1.2 s-1 which the authors defined as 
yield value. This effect is related to fewer intercalates into early forming mineral layers, which 
is in line with studies presented by Flatt and Houst [61], and Plank et al. [168]. The difference 
between early and delayed addition was marked at low PCE additions and diminishing with 
increasing additions. Furthermore, comparing the shear stresses yielding from an upward and 
downward shear rate ramp revealed that these effects occur significantly less pronounced for 
downward ramps. Temperature influences were strong on apparent viscosity in the order that 
decreasing temperatures coincided with increasing viscosities. No such correlation between 
temperature and yield stress could be observed. The study only observes a stage directly after 
mixing. According to Plank et al. [85] PCE can take up to 30 minutes until adsorption 
equilibrium is reached, the results of this study might be valid only for the presented setup. 

Nehdi and Al Martini attempted to develop a prediction model for oscillatory yield stress 
with mixing time, ambient temperature, and superplasticiser dosage by mass of cement as input 
parameters [247]. PCE, PMS, and PNS were varied. The w/c was 0.38. Ordinary Portland 
cement was used for the experimental part. The empirically developed equations which varied in 
quality for the different SPs, used As most SPs and particularly PCE cannot be easily classified, 
it is doubtful that the given equations, which are based on experimental model constants, can be 
generally valid. Due to the interaction of SPs also with supplementary powders, furthermore the 
approach to utilise the SP dosage related to the cement content does not allow to use the formula 
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for general purposes. Nevertheless, within the observed temperature range between 22 and  
45 °C and the observed combinations of particular superplasticisers and the particular cement, 
the predicted results matched the measured values with reasonable accuracy. Individual models 
had to be chosen, depending on the SP type. In order to obtain temperature parameters for the 
model, rheological measurements were conducted pointing out that increasing temperatures 
produce higher yield stresses at particular SP content. The temperature influence was strongest 
with PMS, followed by PNS and it was lowest for PCE.  

The studies by Schmidt et al. [248-250] based on paste and mortar calculated from a SCC 
mixture composition containing OPC, LSF and FA (the raw materials were equal to those 
provided for the “Original Mix” in Table 4.7). The mortars with maximum grain size 4 mm had 
a w/p = 0.35, the pastes only exhibited w/p = 0.28. The w/p ratio of the pastes was reduced in 
order to achieve stability of the paste, which was prone to segregation due to the lack of sand, 
which enhanced the stability on the mortar. The influence of temperature and supplementary 
admixtures to PCE such as a shrinkage reducing agent (SRA) and stabilising agent based on 
cellulose ether on the flow properties was observed. As the mixture compositions for paste and 
mortar were based on a stabilising agent type SCC containing STA, the mixtures without STA 
were not safe from segregation at all temperatures. One of the major outputs of the study is 
presented in Figure 6.3. Using varied admixture combinations strongly affected the paste. For 
example STA significantly reduced the Haegermann flow spread diameter dSF, while 
supplementary SRA improved the flow properties again. SRA showed positive effects on the 
flow properties at high temperatures. In contrast, these effects were significantly less prominent 
in case of mortar tests. With mortar the admixture compounds showed no significant influence 
at low temperatures, while at 20 °C and at 30 °C each supplementary admixture component 
contributed to a reduction of the slump flow diameter with higher impact at 30 °C. Comparing 
the mixes including all admixtures, no marked temperature influence can be observed for the 
paste, while the diameters at 5 °C are more than 100 mm larger than they are at 30 °C. The 
authors concluded that although admixtures can strongly affect the flow performance of pastes, 
this does not inevitably need to have significance for concrete or mortar mixes with large 
aggregates. The reason for this might be that effects on paste rheology are overcompensated by 
the rheology of the aggregate granules. It is therefore most important to evaluate observations 
made on paste level against its relevance for the concrete level.  

 

Figure 6.3: Slump flow values dSF of paste and mortar depending upon time and admixture setup 
based on the data of Schmidt et al. [250]. 
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6.2.3 Research on temperature influences – Experiences in concrete 

Höveling and Lohaus present results from J-ring spreading tests of three types of flowable 
concretes, two of which are SCC with high powder contents and one of which is a flowable 
concrete with significantly lower powder content. The water to cementitious materials ratios 
were 0.28, 0.32, and 0.28, respectively [251]. The SCC with the highest powder content 
incorporating cementitious materials of 600 kg/m³ showed wide slump flow values (SF) 
between 750 and 820 mm. At 20 C the diameter reduced from initially more than 800 mm to 
approximately 700 mm, and at 30 °C the SCC showed significant loss of performance so that no 
flowability was provided later than 60 minutes. This correlated with rapidly increasing t500 times 
(Table 1.2) for the SCC at high temperatures. At 5 °C the initial diameter was significantly 
lower than at higher temperatures, however, with time the values approximated the values 
measured at 20 °C. For the SCC with the slightly lower powder content, incorporating 
cementitious materials of 570 kg/m², no different behaviour could be observed at 20 °C and 30 
°C. At both temperatures the initial diameters were approximately 750 mm initially, and they 
dropped with increasing velocity after 60 minutes to values between approximately 550 and 
600 mm. At low temperatures, the initial diameters are only slightly higher than 600 mm but 
with time, the flowability increases, showing wider diameters than at higher temperatures with 
time. In general, higher t500 times were measured at 5 °C, which correlates to the paste 
observation of Fernandez-Altable and Casanova [246].  

 

Figure 6.4: Time dependent development of the lateral pressure at varied temperatures 
qualitatively according to Assaad and Khayat [252]. 

Assaad and Khayat studied the effect of the casting rate and the concrete temperature on the 
formwork pressure for SCC [252] with mixes with w/c = 0.4. The SCCs were observed at 10, 
20, and 30 °C, while the PCE content was identical for 10 °C and 20 °C and slightly higher for 
30 °C. The mixes also contained STA based on modified cellulose, and an air entraining agent 
(AEA) at identical amounts for all observed temperatures. The slump flow values after casting 
were highest at 20 °C with 665 mm but only 10 mm and 20 mm smaller at 10 °C and 30 °C, 
respectively. As these values are close to each other, no significant temperature effects could be 
observed. The same is valid for the L-box results according to EN 12350-10 (Table 1.2), which 
showed comparable passing ability ratios (PL) between 0.81 and 0.85. EN 12350-12 defines PL 
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as the ratio of height at the end of the flow channel and the height at the beginning of the flow 
channel, and values above 0.8 are considered as good indicator for good self-compacting ability. 
A comparative time dependent observation was not presented in the paper. However, the 
development of the ratio of the maximum lateral pressure to the hydrostatic pressure was 
presented over the time for the three observed temperatures as shown in Figure 6.4, indicating 
that increasing temperatures accelerate the decline of the initial formwork pressure, and also 
lead to earlier moments at which the lateral pressure drops significantly. 

Golaszewski and Cygan compared paste and cement generated from two different paste 
compositions containing LSF at 5 °C, 20 °C and 30 °C [253]. One paste was composted with 
w/p = 0.3, the other with 0.4. Regardless of the w/p, both pastes exhibited the lowest flow spread 
values at 20 °C. The paste with higher w/p generated comparable higher spread values, whereas 
the spread diameter of the paste with lower w/p at low temperatures was in the same range 
higher as it was noticed with the other mixture, but at 30 °C the increase was most prominent. In 
another step, the paste was filled up with aggregates up to 16 mm. The volumetric ratio of paste 
to aggregate was varied between 1.15 and 1.85 and slump flow values were measured 20 and 60 
minutes after water addition. Due to the ratio variation, the powder contents varied between 
476 kg/m³ and 720 kg/m³. At all temperatures and for both paste compositions, increasing 
volumes of aggregates caused wider slump flow diameters. As not all paste to aggregate ratios 
showed self compacting properties, there is not a single concrete setup, which can be compared 
for all three observation temperatures. However, at ratios 1.35, 1.40 and 1.45 comparison 
between 10 °C and 20 °C can be made as well as for 20 °C and 30 °C at ratios of 1.65 and 1.75 
in case of the low w/c mixture (see Figure 6.5). According to this, increasing temperatures 
reduce the SF and also the time dependent performance loss increases with increasing 
temperatures.  

For the high w/p SCC, identical mixtures existed at 10 °C and 20 °C for a replacement paste 
to aggregate paste of 1.35 and for 20 °C and 30 °C at ratios of 1.55 and 1.75. The results are 
qualitatively the same as they are for the SCC with w/p = 0.3. The concrete results show 
identical effects as the paste results at low temperatures. However, at high temperature, the 
concrete reacted exactly inverted to the pastes. The authors conclude that temperature increase 
has negative effects on the workability of SCC and that the consideration of paste only might 
lead to inaccurate conclusions. 

  

Figure 6.5: Slump flow values of SCCs with w/p = 0.3 and w/p = 0.4 at varied temperature and 
varied ratios of paste to aggregate based on data provided by Golaszewski and Cygan [253]. 
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Figure 6.6: V-funnel efflux times after 30 minutes for different SCC mixes containing different 
FA contents at different temperatures. 

 

Figure 6.7: Sieve screening test results (test start 5 minutes after mixing) for different SCC 
mixes containing different FA contents at different temperatures. 

Schmidt and Kühne present V-funnel efflux times for three different SCC modifications with 
w/p = 0.35 containing different FA contents replacing cement. V-funnel efflux times 30 minutes 
after mixing can vary strongly [250], see Figure 6.6. The lowest efflux times were measured at 
20 °C. SCC without FA showed long efflux times at 30 °C due to high viscosity of the concrete. 
SCC with 30 kg/m³ cement replaced by FA showed high tV times at low temperature, which 
however was a result of segregated aggregates, blocking the nozzle. In another publication, the 
authors also presented results of the sieve segregation resistance test (Table 1.2) using the same 
mixture variations [51]. These are demonstrated in Figure 6.7, showing that in the presented 
setup, the segregation tendency increases with rising temperature. The results at low temperature 
are confusing on the first sight, as the high V-funnel time of SCC with 30 kg/m³ FA in Figure 
6.6 was related to the segregation tendency. From observation of this particular mixture, it could 
be seen, that the segregation tendency caused blocking and thus poor flow properties rapidly 
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after mixing as seen in Figure 6.8. This figure furthermore shows that for all SCC types at low 
temperatures, the flow properties are dropping rapidly directly after mixing. For SCC without 
FA and SCC with 30 kg/m³ FA the performance as well as the retention are best at 20 °C and 
deteriorate at 30 °C. For SCC with 50 kg/m³ FA the initial flow is slightly wider at 30 °C than at 
20 °C. However, also a slightly stronger loss of slump can be observed this temperature. As the 
latter effect is small, it can be concluded that for all SCC mixtures, the best flow properties were 
measured at 20 °C. 

 

Figure 6.8: Slump flow test results at varied temperature for mixes containing  
different FA contents. 

 

Figure 6.9: Slump flow test results at varied temperature for mixes composted  
with different STA types and contents. 
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Results of powder type SCC mixture compositions are presented in another study of the 
same authors [129], which are shown in Figure 6.9. The presented mixtures exhibit w/p = 0.36 
and vary in type and amount of STA. ST1 and ST2 were the same as described in 0. A strong 
loss of performance initially and with time could be observed at 5 °C. However, at 30 °C both 
mixtures show significantly wider slump flow diameters than at 20 °C and approximated with 
time toward similar slump flow values. The increase of the slump flow correlated for the 
mixture incorporating starch ether STA with an uncritical but noticeable segregation brim during 
the initial slump flow test, which was not observed in the same manner at 20 °C (Figure 6.10). 
Measurements were conducted immediately after mixing. At cold temperatures, the authors state 
that within 15 minutes at cold temperatures a retarded liquefaction took place. 

 

Figure 6.10: Initial slump flow specimens for the SCC with STA1 from Figure 6.9  
at 20 °C and 30 °C. 

Weisheit et al. investigated the effect of temperature on the rheological properties by 
observing slump flow values, V-funnel times, and comparing them to results from a rotational 
concrete rheometer [254]. The rheometer could not generate fundamental units for yield stress 
and plastic viscosity. The comparison was based on a momentum gradient over the rotational 
speed for the plastic viscosity and an extrapolation for the determination of torque at rest, which 
is a qualitative indicator for the yield stress, which is why the authors entitled this value relative 
yield stress. The SCC contained only cement as powder component and the w/c was 0.45. The 
cement used for the investigations was a blast furnace cement (CEM III). Results from slump 
flow are given in Figure 6.11, showing that increasing temperatures caused wider slump flow 
diameters and reduced the yield stress. Comparing V-funnel times to the qualitative results for 
the viscosity indicated that viscosities were lowest at 20 °C. It has to be stated that the used test 
equipment for the rheological properties is not very precise for comparative viscosity 
measurements. In a second step the authors adjusted identical slump flow at all temperatures by 
adding or reducing PCE, finding that highest contents of PCE were required at cold 
temperatures and lowest at high temperatures. With these mixtures adjusted to particular 
performance at all temperatures, rheological tests were repeated, showing a significant gain in 
flow properties within the first 30 minutes at cold temperature and a marked loss at high 
temperatures (Figure 6.12). 
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Figure 6.11: Slump flow at different climatic conditions vs. respective yield stress measurements 
according to Weisheit et al. [254]. 

 

Figure 6.12: Slump flow loss at different climatic conditions after Weisheit et al. [254]. 

Al Martini and Nehdi present comparative results of the influence of temperatures between 
22 °C and 45 °C on the rheological properties of OPC paste and concrete both with w/p = 0.38 
[255]. Measurements were made at 20, 50, 80, and 110 minutes after water addition, during 
which the paste and cement was continuously mixed. The PCE saturation dosage, at which 
further addition of PCE does not further reduce the yield stress, was more or less identical for 
cement paste at all temperatures. Below this dosage, the yield stress increased quickly with time, 
which occurred more pronounced at 35 °C and 45 °C than at 22 °C. For concrete, the saturation 
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dosage increased with increasing temperature. The authors conclude that PCE should be added 
at the saturation dosage at high temperatures, in order to make sure that time and accelerated 
hydration do not negatively affect the rheological properties. 

Ghafoori and Diawara observed the influence of temperature on the performance of the same 
SCC mixture composition modified by three different PCE and STA contents [256]. The slump 
flow value at 21 °C was defined as reference value and the deviations at other temperatures were 
defined as slump flow loss or gain. The observed ambient temperatures varied between -0.5 °C 
and 43 °C. Only the powders and aggregates were tempered prior to testing, while the water 
temperature was approximately 20 °C at all times, the final mixture temperatures particularly at 
low temperatures deviated strongly from the ambient temperatures after mixing. Hence, concrete 
temperatures between approximately 8 °C and 42 °C were created for the slump flow tests. 
Measurements took place immediately after a mixing sequence of 14 minutes. Figure 6.13 
shows the results, which exhibit a level performance of the observed mixtures for ambient 
temperatures between -0.5 °C and 20 °C. Above this temperature, SF reduces with increasing 
temperature, whereupon this trend accelerates with rising temperature. Supported by results 
measured with UV/VIS spectroscopy, the authors conclude that the temperature behaviour was 
determined by the adsorption per specific surface area of the paste and further by the aggregates’ 
moisture contents, which are influenced by the storage at varied temperature and relative 
humidity in advance. Partial evaporation of the mixing water at elevated temperatures also 
contributed to the slump flow loss at higher temperatures. Based on these observations, the 
authors develop a flow chart explaining temperature effects, which is largely similar to the 
interpretation of Yamada et al. [18] (see Subsection 6.2.2), showing qualitatively that the 
adsorption per specific surface determines the flow properties at varying temperature. The 
model is further amended by influences of the water content and the respective contribution of 
the aggregates and is used to predict the additional SP amounts in order to achieve the same 
slump flow levels as the control mixtures at those temperatures, which were higher than the 
control temperature. This very comprehensive study, however, does not consider time effects 
but only shows a particular spot in time, which might not be relevant for real applications, as the 
fresh properties might change rapidly within the first minutes after mixing. 

 

Figure 6.13: Slump flow losses and increases depending on temperature for SCC mixtures with 
three different SF adjustments at 21 °C after to Ghafoori and Diawara [256]. 
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6.2.4 Discussion of research experiences 

From the presented research on self-compacting paste, mortar, and concrete a major conclusion 
that can be drawn is that the observation of the flow properties at a single moment in time is not 
sufficient to describe the temperature dependent effects. This is also emphasized by Göller et al. 
[86], who confirm that the retention ratio is the main parameter, which is affected by 
superplasticiser type, w/c, and ambient temperature. The initial flow might differ strongly from 
the time dependent performance. So, all authors agree about the temperature effects on the 
adsorption of SPs on particles. This is influenced by the initial and the time dependent specific 
surface of the paste, which differs depending upon the particular mixture temperature from slow 
increase at low temperatures toward quick increase at high temperatures.  

However, neither the specific surface of the paste or its growth, nor the adsorption of SP is 
fully capable to explain the behaviour of SPs. As all types of SP do not completely adsorb on 
cement particles to become effective, either sterically or electrostatically. Several authors report 
about intercalation of SPs into lamellar aluminous hydration phases (mainly AFm) yielding so 
called organo-mineral phases (OMP) [61, 168, 193]). The intercalated PCE can no longer 
contribute to flowability. The risk of intercalations can be significantly reduced by delayed 
addition of SPs. As PCE can either adsorb or intercalate reduced measured SP amounts in the 
solution do not automatically contribute to dispersion of a cementitious system. In order to cope 
with this conflict, Flatt and Houst [61] suggest to use the term consumption rather than 
adsorption (see Subsection 3.3.6). This consumption of SP is not automatically linked to 
improved flowability, as the dispersion is only provided by those polymers being adsorbed at the 
outer particle areas. A qualitative differentiation between adsorbed and consumed polymers is 
difficult and repeatable conditions unlikely to be implemented, as intercalation depends upon 
many factors, such as the point of addition, the sulphate content and its solubility as well as the 
type of polymer itself. Early addition and low sulphate contents cause higher amounts of 
intercalates as besides AFt also AFm is formed, which fosters intercalations [61]. The polymer 
structure determines the layer thickness to certain degree, whereas intercalations are more likely 
with decreasing side chain length [193] and unlikely when the side chain length excesses a 
threshold value [168].  

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6.14: Competitive adsorption of PCE and sulphate ions on hydrated cement over the 
course of time: a) upon contact with water, b) after initial adsorption, c) after formation of 

ettringite. 
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As presented by Plank and Hirsch [87], after initial adsorption on C3A and C4AF, PCE 
molecules mainly adsorb on surfaces of AFm and AFt, as they provide a positively charged zeta 
potential (ζ), AFt providing the highest ζ. The interactions are illustrated in Figure 6.14. Upon 
contact of water (a) ions will be adsorbed on the surfaces, yielding different ζ around the shear 
planes of different clinker phases, depending on which sulphate ions and PCE will be attracted 
or repelled (b). By reaction of water, sulphate, and calcium aluminate, ettringite is formed, 
which can attract further PCE due to its high positive ζ. The adsorption on C-S-H, which can 
also take place upon high Ca2+ ion concentrations in the solution is negligible, as the amount of 
adsorbable polymers compared to the high specific surface area of C-S-H is small (approx. 0.2 
mg/m² according to Plank and Hirsch [87]). Hence, a high surface area by itself does not 
automatically promote the adsorption of PCE. However, it is evident that surface growth is to a 
large part caused by the ongoing hydration of ettringite or its re-crystallisation with time during 
the so called induction period, at which C-S-H hydration is reduced to a rate close to zero. It is 
now depending upon the amount of PCE in the system whether AFm and AFt growth 
contributes to or adversely affects the flowability. At high concentrations of PCE, it is likely that 
hydration causes stiffening when insufficient PCE is available. This is due to morphological 
changes of the particle surfaces and hydrates filling up the gaps between particles upon 
hydration in the solution, which according to Winnefeld et al. is fostered by PCE addition [257]. 
At excess PCE dosage, time delayed adsorption of PCE causes improved flowability. These 
effects as already addressed to in Subsection 1.6.2 explain different observations that can be 
made regarding the temperature dependent behaviour of SCC. 

As neither the adsorbed part of the consumed PCE can be precisely determined nor can the 
influence of the surface growth on the rheological properties be easily predicted, the adsorption 
of PCE per surface area cannot precisely predict the influence of the temperature on the flow 
properties of SCC. However, qualitatively the results should correlate well with real 
observations. Intercalations can be assumed not to play a major role for temperature related 
influences. They occur less prominently with PCE than with other SPs due to lower charge 
densities and longer graft chains, and if specific performance properties are adjusted, their 
negative effect can be ignored as long as the mixing regime remains identical. Finding a general 
rule for how temperature affects intercalations, is difficult to discuss, as this might be much 
more dependent on the individual cement chemistry, particularly the C3A content and surface, 
and the set retarder’s solubility. Increasing temperatures might either foster growth of ettringite 
due to quicker precipitation of sulphate ions, which would yield a lower amount of intercalates 
or it could foster the hydration of monosulphate, thus creating more intercalates, as the reactivity 
of the aluminates is improved. Also the surface growth definitively affects the workability. It is 
likely that the C-S-H hydration generally affects the workability negatively. Also ettringite and 
monosulphate show negative effects on the flowability, depending upon the amount of PCE they 
only undergo a certain early period at which they can show indefinite behaviour. 

Due to the specific role of the ettringite growth, it is thus problematic to observe only a 
single step in time to evaluate temperature effects, as done by several authors. As seen e.g. in 
Figures 6.2, 6.9 and 6.12, the flow performance changes significantly with time. A single 
moment in time can thus only be an arbitrary choice, which is not sufficient to explain 
phenomena. This is particularly a problem when rheological properties are investigated 
immediately after mixing. The flow properties directly after mixing can be strongly affected by 
thixotropy and time shifted influences of the steady high shear force in the mixer, which affects 
the formation of AFm, AFt and secondary gypsum. As seen e.g. in Figure 6.8, at cold 
temperatures, the initial performance of the observed SCCs immediately after mixing was good. 
However, already after a couple of minutes, the flow properties reduced critically. Furthermore 
effects of mixing time can be assumed to play a significantly higher role for the measurements 
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immediately after mixing. As seen in Figure 6.15, during the first 20 minutes, the influence of 
the mixer type plays an important role for the performance of SCC. From these results, SCC 
with high powder content seems to be more flowable after mixing at high intensity shearing in 
an intensive mixer (Eirich R09, 150 l mixing capacity) compared to a pan mixer (Teka, 250 l 
filling capacity). Considering later times, the performance is similar for both mixer types.  

 

Figure 6.15: Slump flow performance of different mixture compositions over a period of 
30 minutes depending on the mixer type. 

Hence, a comprehensive observation of temperature effects can only be conducted when 
time aspects are considered adequately. The latter are diffused by the hydration of mainly 
ettringite and, with minor importance, monosulphate. Considering the important role of AFm 
and AFt, most researchers neglected that PCE superplasticisers are significantly more versatile 
in their configurable appearance than elder generations of SP. Backbone and graft chemistry, 
and length can be modified largely independent from each other. A good overview about 
different solution structures of PCE molecules is given by Plank et. al. [85]. Only Brameshuber 
and Uebachs give attention to the influence of the molecular structure [72], however, the 
observations do not lead to a simple regularity. The authors can only conclude that the graft 
chain length might have a certain, not tangible influence on the temperature dependent 
behaviour of SCC. It is assumable that the authors did not have information about the charge 
density of the backbone of the investigated polymers, which would probably supplement the 
research results and yield new findings.  

From an engineering point of view, Schober and Flatt published an important study on the 
influence of the architecture of PCE on the rheological properties of SCC with validity for paste 
and concrete [66, 67]. This study was emphasized by a case study published by Schober and 
Mäder [258]. The first result of practical importance is that there is a linear correlation between 
slump flow diameter and amount of adsorbed polymers (Figure 3.22). The second important 
result is that upon adsorption, the flow performance is not significantly influenced by the 
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molecular structure. The adsorption is mainly determined by the anionic charge of the backbone, 
which means a longer backbone or a higher anionic charge density increase the adsorption of 
polymers.  

Also the time dependent adsorption of PCE is depending on the charge density. As presented 
by Yamada and Hanehara [165] and by Plank et al. [85], SPs adsorb in competition with 
sulphate ions. Although the adsorption of PCE is partly determined by entropic effects [166, 
171] (see equation 3.9), the adsorption is to a large part driven by electrostatic attraction 
between the backbone and the opposite charge of the adsorption site. High charge densities of 
the backbone favour the adsorption of PCE, while PCE with low charge density of the backbone 
might be pushed back by sulphate ions to remain firstly ineffectively in the solution. These 
polymers, however, adsorb with time upon hydration of ettringite. 

The influence of the delayed adsorption of PCE is illustrated in Figure 6.16. The influence of 
the charge density is shown considering the aforementioned mechanisms. High charge density 
causes early and favoured adsorption of PCE with quick consumption by ongoing hydration, low 
charge density causes delayed adsorption but retarded consumption. As the temperature 
accelerates or slows down the hydration and thus the occurrence of new adsorption sites, it is 
becoming evident that the charge density of the polymer can be identified as the driving 
influencing factor for the performance of SCC at varying temperature. The temperature 
influence in the Gibbs-Helmholtz Equation (3.9) supplementary gives rise to the importance of 
the charge density. Increasing temperatures cause a more negative term of the Gibbs energy, 
which favours spontaneous adsorption of PCE. According to the observation of Plank and 
Sachsenhauser with lower charge density of the PCE the entropic part of the equation increases 
and with higher charge the enthalpic part increases [171]. Following this observation, increasing 
temperatures should particularly increase the adsorption of low charge density PCEs. 

 

Figure 6.16: Influence of the charge density on the adsorption tendency and the competition 
with sulphates over the course of time. 
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Another major aspect determining the flow properties is the mixture composition of the 
SCC. In general an SCC with high powder content and lower w/p has a low yield stress and a 
high plastic viscosity, while viscosity modifying agent type SCC typically has a higher yield 
stress but lower plastic viscosity. Powder-rich SCC and powder-poor SCC differ significantly in 
how strongly PCE affects rheology. The flow properties of powder type SCC are resulting from 
an optimised particle packing, while the water has mainly a lubricating role. For this type of 
concrete, the effectiveness of a dispersing agent is of highest importance. In viscosity agent type 
SCCs, particles are typically less densely packed. The higher viscous fluid phase contributes 
much more to the flow properties. As the contribution of PCE to rheological properties might 
vary depending upon the mixture composition type, it is likely that the before mentioned 
influence of the PCE charge density also varies depending on the mixture composition type. 
This would also explain controversial observations that were made in concrete tests [51, 250, 
251, 253, 254]. 

Schmidt and Kühne [129] and Weisheit et al. [254] report about poor flow performance at 
low temperature and wider flow values with increasing temperature, while Golaszewski and 
Cygan [253] report about contrary behaviour. Similar behaviour is also reported by Ghafoori 
and Diawara [256]. However, as the tests took place immediately after mixing, these might be of 
limited significance. Taking a closer look at the mixtures employed by Golaszewski and Cygan, 
although changing depending upon the paste to aggregate ratio, all mixtures that can be 
compared to an identical mixture at different temperatures contain powder contents higher than 
535 kg/m³, most of which contain powder contents between 600 and 700 kg/m³. The mixture 
compositions from Schmidt and Kühne and Weisheit et al. contain powder contents between 
420 kg/m³ and 480 kg/m³. The first results can thus be attributed to SCCs, which represent 
concrete rich of powder, while the latter rather represent viscosity modifying agent types with 
lower powder contents. The results give a hint that in considering temperature dependent effects 
on SCC, the mixture composition type can have a decisive role the way PCE affects the 
rheology. The results of Lohaus and Höveling [251] supports this hypothesis. Both investigated 
mixtures with high and medium powder contents exhibited smaller flow diameters at cold 
temperatures. However, in case of high powder content, the difference to 20 °C was small, while 
with low powder content it was pronounced. Another aspect, which also contributes to the idea 
to closer observe mixture composition influences, is the fact that SCCs with high powder 
contents typically contains high amounts of fillers that contribute to accelerated hydration by 
acting as hydration seeds. At last, it has to be considered, that depending on the ζ that builds up 
in the individual pore solution, PCE does not only adsorb on cement, but also on fillers [151]. It 
is hence likely that strong differences between powder type SCC and viscosity modifying agent 
type SCC should be observed at varying temperature, at least in case the filler contributes to 
dispersion by attracting superplasticisers.  

The influence of the charge density was not yet subject to intensive research in general and 
no publication is known to the author that distinguishes between different charge densities in the 
context with temperature dependent workability. The experimental research in this chapter shall 
illuminate effects resulting from differently modified PCEs, paying special attention to the 
mixture composition type. 
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6.3 Experimental programme 

6.3.1 Matter of investigations 

As seen, two major influences on the temperature related early performance of SCC are the 
charge density of the PCE polymer and the mixture composition. In order to gain new 
information on how these affect the rheology, different mixture compositions were analysed 
with a concrete rheometer over a period of 90 minutes. Each mixture composition was 
furthermore investigated with the stabilising agents (STA) ST1 and ST2 (Subsection 4.1.5) and 
the three PCE variations LC, MC, and HC (Subsection 4.1.4).  

6.3.2 Investigated concrete mixtures 

The studied mixtures were identical to the mixture compositions and admixture adjustments 
provided in Subsection 4.2.2. The concrete mixture compositions can be found in Table 4.9, the 
admixture setups are listed in Table 4.10. All tests were conducted with raw materials from 
identical charges as described in Subsection 4.5.3. Since a time of about 15 months passed 
between the adjustment of the mixtures and the rheological tests, the fresh concrete performance 
of the rheological investigations varied from the adjustment tests. All concretes tested during the 
experiments showed higher yield stresses than the concretes from the adjustment tests 
(Subsection 4.2.1). The reasons for the different behaviour are manifold and an explanation for 
it can only be speculative, e.g. it is imaginable that changes in the cement production caused a 
variation in the solubility of the set retarder, which causes modified adsorption behaviour of the 
PCE. Also other process modifications are possible, e.g. it is known that grinding aids have a 
strong influence on the performance of PCE [61, 68, 259, 260]. Furthermore, Yamada recently 
published studies on the effect of the milling temperature on the specific surface areas, which in 
turn affects the PCE adsorption behaviour [68]. It is also conceivable that the periods over which 
the cements were stored during the adjustment tests and the rheometric tests at varied 
temperature differed significantly. 

It is, however, finally not of importance which of the constituents’ properties caused the 
performance difference, since it can be assumed that the SPs’ properties can be considered as 
stable, since all employed modifications were freshly purchased prior to these tests. If any of the 
above mentioned matters changed the adsorption behaviour of PCE significantly, this change 
applied for every mixture, since the mixture compositions were neither varied in the contents 
nor in the relative ratios of each component. 

6.3.3 Test specifications 

The rheometric investigations were conducted in a large climate chamber at 5, 20 and 30 °C and 
a constant relative humidity (RH) of 50% for all temperatures. The mixer as well as the 
rheometric equipment was placed in the chamber and all tests were conducted directly in the 
chamber at the particular climate conditions.  

In advance, it was ensured that the raw materials including water were adjusted to the 
particular test climate. 30 l of concrete was mixed for the tests in a pan mixer. Since in these 
investigations no individual adjustment of the admixtures was conducted, the mixing procedure 
as shown in Table 4.8 was simplified according to Table 6.1. The stirrer speed was adjusted to 
70 rounds per minute. Rheometric investigations were investigations 0, 30, 60, and 90 minutes 
after the mixing with the CONTEC Rheometer-4SCC (see Subsection 4.3.7). Prior to testing the 
rheological properties at 30 minutes, the concrete was fed back to the mixer and stirred 
intensively. By this, the transportation to the job-site in a truck mixer should be simulated. For 
later testing times, the concrete was only gently stirred in the rheometer with a brick trowel in 
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order to avoid effects of possibly separated aggregates. The mixing was conducted according to 
the mixing regime shown in Table 6.1.  

Furthermore, concrete cubes (15x15x15 cm³ according to EN 12390-1:2001) were cast 
directly after the measurement that took place after 30 minutes. The cubes were covered with 
foil and remained in the climatic chamber until the end of the fresh concrete test. After testing, 
they were stored in the concrete laboratory at approx. 20 °C until de-moulding after 24 h. After 
de-moulding they were stored under water at 20 °C according to EN 12390-2:2001 until testing. 

It has to be noted that due to mixing, the fresh concrete temperatures were not identical to 
the adjusted ambient temperatures, and the temperatures were changing over the course of time. 
The fresh concrete temperatures were not measured regularly but randomly for at least four 
different mixture modifications per temperature at 0, 30, and 90 minutes after mixing. The 
average values and standard deviations for each time and temperature are presented in Table 6.2.  

The Table 6.2 shows that the ambient temperature does not completely correspond to the 
fresh concrete temperature and that time dependent adjustment takes place. At all observed 
ambient conditions, the temperature directly after mixing is higher than the ambient temperature 
directly after mixing. The temperature increase can be linked to the mixing energy and the high 
shear forces introduced through mixing. A significant temperature reduction can be observed 
during the first 30 minutes, while in the further course the temperature drop is only slight. After 
30 minutes, the concrete temperature at 5 °C is approximately 4 °C higher than the 
environmental temperature of 5 °C, at 20 °C approximately 2.5 °C and at 30 °C it is identical. 
For the interpretation of the results, it can be stated that each ambient temperature yields a 
characteristic concrete temperature, which does not significantly change after 30 minutes and 
which clearly distinguishes from the concrete temperatures observed in differing climatic 
conditions. Hence in all figures the ambient temperature is used to distinguish temperature 
effects. 

Table 6.1: Mixing regime throughout the conducted tests. 

Step Duration [s] Action 
1 60 Dry mixing of all powder components 
2 60 Addition of 2/3 of total water 
3 30 Wet mixing + addition of STA 
4 60 Addition of remaining water mixed with PCE 
5 30 Scraping walls of mixing pan 
6 120 Mixing 
7 120 Resting phase 
8 120 Mixing 

Table 6.2: Average concrete temperatures at different times compared to the ambient 
temperatures.  

Ambient 
temperature 

Directly  
after mixing 

30 minutes  
after mixing 

90 minutes  
after mixing 

 Mean value 
Standard 
deviation 

Mean 
value 

Standard 
deviation 

Mean value 
Standard 
deviation 

5 °C 10.2 °C 0.67 9.3 °C 0.36 8.3 °C 0.22 
20 °C 23.9 °C 0.26 22.4 °C 0.16 22.1 °C 0.27 
30 °C 32.8 °C 0.26 30.0 °C 0.29 29.2 °C 0.35 
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6.3.4 Rheometric measurements and interpretation 

A modification of the standard setup of the Rheometer-4SCC (Subsection 4.3.7) was chosen 
that has proven to function properly with SCC. The standard test setup consists of seven steps, 
while the modified programme consists of nine steps, five seconds each. As a result, the total 
measurement duration was 50 seconds, including five seconds pre-shearing at the maximum 
velocity of 0.45 rounds per second. The full rheological testing procedure for each measurement 
is given in Table 6.3. The first step includes 5 seconds of pre-shearing of the SCC before the 
actual measurement starts in order to avoid effects of the starting torque to assure measuring at 
steady state. An example of the setup and the output data (POW-LC-ST1 at 20 °C after 
90 minutes) is presented in Figure 6.17. In order to avoid unreasonably high deviations due to 
the change of the rotational speed, only the last 4 seconds of each step were used for the further 
interpretation based on the assumption that the concrete behaves like a Bingham fluid. The 
transformation of the data into a flow curve and the formula for the correlation line and the 
respective correlation coefficient are also presented in Figure 6.17. As discussed in detail in 
Subsection 4.3.7 the correlation curve and the correlation coefficient were developed based on 
all valid measuring data. This operation differs from the standard interpretation tool provided by 
the producer, which uses the median of each rotational speed step only. Hence, the correlation 
coefficient here is significantly lower than with the standard programme. From practical 
experience, both methods do not distinguish in a prominent way. However, due to the higher 
sensitiveness of the calculation with all values it was expected to have an indicator in case 
certain setups might show behaviour other than Bingham behaviour. 

Table 6.3: Rheological test regime for the rheometric temperature investigations. 

Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Rot. speed [1/s] 0.45 0.40 0.35 0.30 0.25 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.05 

Duration [s] 10 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

 

Figure 6.17: Rheometric setup, output data and Bingham approximation exemplary for the SCC 
POW-LC-ST1 at 20 °C after 90 minutes. 
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Figure 6.18: Influence of time on the flow curves of POW-LC-ST1 at 20 °C. 

The intersection with the ordinate and the slope of the line were calculated and defined as G-
yield value and H-viscosity, respectively. These values were determined for each mixture 
composition, each admixture setup, each temperature and each time step. A sample for POW-
LC-ST1 at 20 °C is given in Figure 6.18. It can be observed that the G-yield remains constant 
over the whole observation period. The viscosity increases with reducing rate over the time.  

6.4 Results and discussion 

6.4.1 Rheometric results compared to slump flow and V-funnel results 

The observations in this study focus on changes with admixture variation and time. It is 
therefore of less relevance to derive absolute rheological values from the measurements, since 
the changes can be displayed dimensionless or with arbitrary values. Subsection 4.3.7 gives 
information how a transformation into physical properties in fundamental units can be 
conducted. This transformation, however, is failure prone, particularly with increasing stiffness 
of the mixes, since the flow test based calculation methods for yield stress loose validity if the 
consistencies are too stiff. Since observations were made over a long period of time significant 
stiffening of the consistencies could be expected. Therefore the interpretation based on the 
electric current of the Rheometer was chosen. The information contents using fundamental units 
or arbitrary units are identical: the steeper the slope of the flow curve, the higher the viscosity; 
the higher the intersection point with the ordinate, the higher the yield stresses.  

However, in order to provide supplementary information, a COM mixture and a POW 
mixture were measured in a separate investigation with the Rheometer-4SCC and in parallel 
slump flow and V-funnel tests were conducted.  

The comparison is presented in Figure 6.19 for the slump flow SF and in Figure 6.20 for the 
V-funnel times tV. Apart from the initial values directly after mixing, a good coherence between 
slump flow and G-yield can be observed for both COM and POW mixture. In general, it can be 
observed that the yield stresses of the COM mixture is higher, which is also represented by the 
smaller slump flow diameters (SF). The coherence between V-funnel times (tV) and H-viscosity 
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is better than for the slump flow comparison. In general, the viscosity of the COM mixture 
increases more rapidly with time than the viscosity of the POW mixture. 

If the values for COM and POW are combined, as presented in Figure 6.21, the relation 
between SF and G-yield (left) as well as tV and H-viscosity (right) become evident. A general 
linear trend can be identified. However, the large scatter emphasises the assumption that the 
transformation into fundamental units might be failure prone and that the qualitative comparison 
based on the electric current is sounder. This however also suggests comparing mixtures only of 
which the basic characteristics are identical (COM with COM, and POW with POW), and that 
values among the two mixture types (COM and POW) can only be compared relatively. 

 

 

Figure 6.19: Slump flow values compared to G-Yield of COM and POW vs. time. 

 

Figure 6.20: tV values compared to H-Viscosity of COM and POW vs. time. 
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6.4.3 Linking rheometric results to visual and haptic observation 

A major problem for SCC is that measurement results solely cannot cover the full performance 
of a system. For example, an SCC with a slump flow of 800 mm and a funnel efflux time of 25 s 
would firstly be interpreted as a highly viscous low yield stress SCC. Such SCC is typically 
considered to be free from (at least dynamic) segregation. However, an SCC with poor 
segregation resistance can generate identical values. In the slump flow test, the paste would flow 
further than the aggregates, yielding a wide diameter. In the V-funnel, the coarse aggregates 
would block the nozzle causing long efflux times. Inversely, a high yield stress SCC can achieve 
wide diameters through operational influences, e.g. lifting the cone too rapidly and too high. 
Therefore, it is important to amend the measurement results with optical and haptic impressions 
from the tests. This helps to better identify thresholds from the measurement results. 

All SCCs that were observed were entirely free from dynamic segregation at 20 °C and 30 
°C. The G-yield values were all higher than 500 mA, which gives evidence that the respective 
yield stress is 50 Pa or higher (see also Figure 4.20). At 5 °C partly segregation could be 
observed, the reason for which is lack of PCE adsorption. This issue will be discussed later in 
this chapter in Subsection 6.4.6. For all mixes and temperatures a good workability was 
observed between 500 mA and 1500 mA G-yield. At G-yield values higher than 1500 mA, the 
SCCs were still well flowable but the slump flow values were smaller than approximately 
500 mm. At G-yield values above 2000 mA, the SCCs were too stiff to work properly 

6.4.4 Rheology of POW at varied temperatures 

A strong influence of the PCE modification on the yield stress can be observed for the powder 
type mixes, as shown in Figure 6.23. At 5 °C, the initial yield stress is maintained throughout the 
whole observation time with all PCEs. Only minor variations of yield stresses can be observed 
between the PCEs directly after mixing. The meaningfulness of these very early results, 
however, should not be over-interpreted, since directly after mixing thixotropy effects might 
diffuse the results as well as the fact that no adsorption equilibrium of the PCEs is yet achieved. 
Over the entire observation period of 90 minutes, no significant changes in the yield stress can 
be observed due to different PCE modifications.  
At higher temperatures, influences of the charge density of the PCE can be identified. The effect 
of PCE LC does not vary significantly with different temperatures. At all temperatures, the 
initial flow performance can be maintained with only small variations over the entire 
observation time.  

This differs for the medium charged PCE. In general, the yield stresses are higher than with 
PCE LC. At 5 °C and 20 °C, the yield stress retention is very good. The initial flow performance 
can be maintained throughout the observed 90 minutes. At 30 °C, however, an increase of the 
yield stress from 1000 mA to approx. 1500 mA can be observed, which is maintained until 
90 minutes. 

The most pronounced effects of the different temperatures can be observed for the high 
charged PCE. While at 5 °C the initial performance can be held throughout the whole 
observation time, at 20 °C the yield stress increases in a linear way from 500 mA initially to 
2000 mA. This indicates that the concrete is difficult to handle at 90 minutes. The mixture with 
the high charge density PCE shows a G-yield of approx. 1000 mA initially but rapidly stiffens, 
so that the G-yield is already higher than 3500 mA after 30 minutes, which means it is not self-
compacting anymore after 30 minutes. Any later measurement failed, since the consistency was 
too stiff for a measurement with the Rheometer-4SCC. 
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Figure 6.26: H-Viscosity vs. time of COM mixes 
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Table 6.4: Summary of SCC performances at varied temperatures. 

Mixture type 
Tempera

ture 
Charge density of the PCE Specific 

observations low medium high 

POW 

5 °C 
Good flowability Good flowability Good flowability 

Mixture is not 
strongly 

affected by the 
charge density Good retention Good retention Good retention 

20 °C 
Good flowability Good flowability Good flowability 

Mixture is not 
strongly 

affected by the 
charge density Good retention Good retention Medium retention 

30 °C 
Good flowability Good flowability 

Only initial 
flowability 

Mixture is 
sensitive to 
PCE charge 

density Good retention Medium retention 
Minimal 
retention 

COM 

5 °C 

No flowability  
at all 

Good flowability Good flowability Mixture is 
sensitive to 
PCE charge 

density Medium retention 
Medium to poor 

retention 
Medium retention 

20 °C 
Good flowability Good flowability Good flowability 

Mixture is not 
strongly 

affected by the 
charge density Good retention Medium retention Medium retention 

30 °C 
Good flowability Good flowability Good flowability Mixture is not 

strongly 
affected by the 
charge density Good retention Medium retention 

Medium to poor 
retention 
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However, at 30 °C the powder type shows poor retention of the flow properties, in case the 
high charge PCE is used. The yield stress values for this particular combination of mixture 
composition and temperature is shown in Figure 6.28. While the flow performance with the low 
charge density PCE is very good throughout the entire time, the retention of the yield stress 
reduces with increasing temperatures. At 30 °C the stiffening takes place so rapidly that already 
at 30 minutes the consistency is too stiff to provide flowability. The reason for the rapid 
stiffening with high charge density polymers can be attributed to the rapid consumption of the 
PCE due to the accelerated hydration, which was discussed in further details in Section 6.2. 

At 5 °C the low charge density polymer shows no flowability at all in case the low charge 
density polymer is used. The G-yield values and the respective H-viscosities are shown in 
Figure 6.27. The only PCE that generates good flow properties and long performance retention 
is the high charge density polymer. The medium charged polymer can generate good initial flow 
but the performance reduces with time. The low charge density polymer cannot generate good 
flow properties at all.  

The reduced flow properties as described do not only negatively affect the workability 
properties, but they have tangible effect on the mechanical strength of the resulting hardened 
concretes. The mixtures, with significantly poorer workability properties were compacted less 
than the other mixes, which finally affects the mechanical properties. The 28d-strength values of 
the POW mixes were significantly lower at 30 °C with the high charge PCE (Figure 6.29). The 
same is valid in similar order of magnitude for the COM mixture at low temperature for the low 
charge density polymer (Figure 6.30). The medium charge density polymer at cold temperatures 
also shows poorer strength properties, emphasising that at cold temperatures a very high charge 
density is required for the PCE to generally yield flowability when the SCC exhibits a high 
water to solid ratio. All results of the compressive strength tests including those with ST2, which 
qualitatively show the same performance, can be found in Annex B. 

 

6.5 Explanation model for the observed effects based on adsorption of PCE 

and water/solid ratio 

6.5.1 Differentiation between the SCC types 

In order to understand why powder type and combination type SCC have different temperatures 
at which they are sensitive to the PCE modification, and why admixtures with specific charge 
densities cannot provide sufficient flow properties, it is important to take a closer look at the 
special features of each mix. 

The characteristic difference between the mixture compositions observed in these tests is the 
water to powder ratio. The POW mixture has the higher powder content. As a result, the 
particles are arranged densely in the fluid and have limited mobility among each other. The 
COM mixture is characterised by the lower powder content and a relatively higher w/p. As a 
result, particles have larger distances and better mobility against each other. Therefore, 
morphological changes caused by hydration reactions have significantly stronger effects on the 
mobility of the particles in powder-rich systems as illustrated in Figure 6.31.  

6.5.2 Mechanisms behind the sensitivity of POW at high temperatures. 

Whereas for the POW mixture no critical effects of the PCE charge density can be observed at  
5 °C and 20 °C, a distinct influence can be observed at 30 °C. In systems with low water to solid 
ratio, the mobility of the particles is restricted strongly by neighbouring particles. Thus the loss 
of mobility of particles is the stronger the higher the temperature is.  
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Figure 6.31: Qualitative arrangement of particles in the POW mixture (left) and the COM 
mixture (right), and particle mobility reduction due to hydration reactions. 

With a low charge density (Figure 6.32) PCE adsorbs only in small amounts, while a distinct 
part of the polymers remains in solution, pushed aside by ions with higher anionic charges, most 
prominently SO4

2- [85, 165]. Furthermore, low charge density polymers typically contain a 
higher number of graft chains, thus a more complicated geometry, which supplementary fosters 
the slow early adsorption capacity. These non adsorbed polymers do not have any effect on the 
flowability. High temperatures accelerate the hydration, quickly generating C-S-H, AFm, and 
AFt (Table 2.2) that increase the specific surface area of the particles. The crystals growth and 
crystal modifications change the morphology of the particles, which annihilates the effect of the 
already adsorbed polymers and furthermore reduces the mobility of the particles. The large 
number of PCEs that did not find adsorption sites and remained ineffectively initially can now 
adsorb with time on the newly formed crystals, mainly AFm and AFt (and ettringite and 
monosulphate in particular), thus maintaining the repulsion of particles, which leads to a 
sufficiently lasting retention of the flow properties. 

A highly charged polymer will adsorb quickly as shown in Figure 6.33. Fewer polymers will 
remain ineffective in the solution. This causes high flowability directly upon addition, which can 
even generate strong segregation initially. The quickly adsorbed PCEs are quickly consumed 
and overgrown due to rapid hydration at high temperature. Morphological changes of the 
surfaces quickly reduce the mobility of the particles. The small number of PCEs that did not yet 
adsorb cannot maintain the repulsion of particles and thus, a yield stress, which is lowly enough 
to provide good flow properties cannot be maintained. 

Finally, the major driving force for the performance loss at high temperature is the dense 
particle packing combined with the accelerated hydration. The only possibility in this case to 
safely provide good flow properties is choosing a low charge PCE. Since at lower temperatures 
the influence on the hydration is smaller, the influence of the charge density of the PCE is less 
pronounced.  
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Again low charge density polymer adsorbs only partly while a significant part of the 
polymers remains ineffective in the pore solution as shown in Figure 6.34. At low temperatures, 
the hydration is slowed down, which means, C-S-H, AFm, and AFt only grow slowly. As a 
result, only few new adsorption sites for the not yet adsorbed PCEs can be generated so that the 
large number of unadsorbed polymers does also not find adsorption sites with time. The steric 
repulsion of the particles is not sufficient to stabilise them in the fluid. Upon flow, particles 
cannot be kept in distance and block each other, which reduces the mobility, thus causing poor 
flow properties, which can be seen in the high yield stress results. In the rheometric results 
furthermore high viscosity can be observed, since the concrete is not safe from segregation. The 
densified concrete in the lower part of the bucket causes high viscosity results.  

The described problem of poor flowability due to lack of repulsion capacity can be 
overcome by the use of a high charge density PCE. As illustrated in Figure 6.35, a high charge 
density PCE will adsorb quickly on the particles and the few early formed hydration phases. It is 
not depending on the formation of new adsorption sites by the hydration process and can thus 
provide good flow properties.  

At higher temperatures, a sufficient amount of hydrates is formed, which is the reason why 
these effects cannot be observed at 20 °C and at 30 °C. 

6.6 Conclusions 

The hypothesis that a general prediction of the temperature dependence of SCC is not possible 
has been confirmed. Temperatures affect mixture compositions with high water to powder ratios 
differently than mixture compositions with low water to powder ratios. Depending upon the 
mixture composition, the charge density of a PCE has a different effect. 

In the presented investigations, the influence of environmental temperatures on the flow 
properties of self-compacting concrete was observed by concrete rheometry. Two different 
mixture compositions that distinguish themselves by their water to powder ratio were varied 
with SPs of different anionic charge densities. The results presented herein confirm that the 
fresh properties of normal concrete, for varying temperatures, differ from those of self-
compacting concrete. A simple transfer of knowledge of normal concrete to self-compacting 
concrete is not possible. One major difference between normal concrete and self-compacting 
concrete is the extensive use of SP in the latter. Differing from normal concrete, SP is an 
essential component for the functioning of SCC. The admixture performance, however, is 
strongly affected by the environmental temperature, since the temperature related hydration rate 
affects the rate of the adsorption as well as the amount of adsorbable polymers. Nevertheless, 
the adsorption behaviour can be influenced by the polymer modification. Particularly the charge 
density of a PCE determines the temperature dependent behaviour of SCC.  

The influence of the charge density in conjunction with the temperature related performance 
of SCC was largely neglected to date. Furthermore, it is often not distinguished among different 
other specific mix parameters. The results of the rheometric investigations at varied admixture 
adjustments and at different temperatures have shown that for a robust temperature performance 
of SCC the charge density and the mixture composition have to be taken into account. The 
major conclusions are: 

• In order to assess temperature influences and qualitatively predict the flow properties of 
SCC, it is important to distinguish between mixture compositions with low and high water to 
powder ratio.  

• At low temperature, a powder rich mixture showed good performance and to be not 
significantly affected by the PCE’s charge density. However, at high temperature, the 
powder-rich concrete is prone to quickly lose flow properties. 
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• The situation is exactly inverted for mixtures, which contain low powder contents. They 
perform significantly more robust and are less affected by the PCE modification than powder 
rich mixtures at high temperatures. On the other hand, they are prone to failure at low 
temperature. 

• Regardless of the water to powder ratio, low charge density polymers appear to be the best 
choice at high temperature, since they are consumed slower than high charge polymers. 

• In contrast, high charge density polymers adsorb quickly, even, if the formation of new 
adsorption sites takes place slowly. Hence, regardless of the mixture composition type, 
highly charged PCEs can be considered as the best choice for low temperatures. 

• For each critical combination of temperature and mixture composition, however, the SP’s 
charge density affects the functionality of the SCC.  

• For the similar PCEs considered herein, PCEs with a charge density that lies between two 
charge densities will also perform in between the thresholds given by the higher and lower 
charge density PCEs in terms of flow and flow retention 

• A powder rich concrete fails at a high temperature, when a high charge density polymer is 
used, while it functions properly when a low charge polymer is used. The reason is the time 
shifted adsorption of the low charge polymer, yielding good flow properties even when the 
particles specific surfaces increase rapidly. 

• A mixture with low powder content fails at low temperatures when a low charge polymer is 
used, while it works properly when a high charge polymer is used. The reason is that low 
temperatures cause a slow hydration process, so that not sufficient new adsorption sites 
appear for the low charge PCEs to adsorb, while high charge PCE adsorbs directly and does 
not need supplementary sites to be generated with time to provide flowability. 

For the applier of SCC, these insights imply two ways of improving the robustness, 
depending on the individual boundary conditions. Often producers do not vary their SPs but they 
are open to cast various concrete mixtures. Other producers may provide several SP 
modifications that can be varied according to the required specifications. Then again, it has to be 
distinguished whether an optimised performance is required at a particular temperature or 
whether a high robustness is required for a wide range of temperatures.  

In case the type of PCE can be varied it is advised to use a low charge PCE for high 
temperatures in order to provide sufficiently long lasting flowability. For low temperatures, a 
high charge density PCE is the best choice, in order to ensure that PCE molecules adsorb 
quickly on particles. 

In case, the PCE is a non-variable mixture component, the best option for concrete at high 
temperatures is a concrete mixture composition with high water to powder ratio. In this case, the 
influence of the PCE modification, which is most likely unknown to the user, is minimised. At 
low temperatures, a powder-rich mixture composition should be chosen so that the SCC is not 
depending on a quick adsorption of PCE. This yields independence of the charge density of the 
PCE. 

The medium charged PCE showed to operate in between the performances that were 
generated by the higher and the lower charged PCE, respectively. Hence, for general 
temperature robustness, a medium performance PCE can be considered as the best choice. 

The different options to operate accentuate that SCC is delicate to handle when the climatic 
boundary conditions vary. The most challenging consequence from the demonstrated results is 
that neither SCC nor PCE can be considered stereotypic. The variety of mixture compositions of 
an SCC and PCE performance properties has to be taken into account. Experiences from a 
powder type SCC may not be used blindfold for a powder poor type and vice versa. The same 
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holds for PCE, maybe even to a greater extend: experiences from a low charge PCE may not be 
valid for high charge PCE and vice versa.  

A high level of knowledge is required in order to assure good performance. Particularly 
understanding the effect of the charge density of a PCE seems to be the key to develop high 
robustness and optimised performance of SCC with regard to the casting on the construction 
site. 
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7 Influence of stabilising agents on the rheology 

7.1 Stabilising agents for concrete 

7.1.1 Necessity of stabilising agent for SCC 

During the last 15 to 20 years the variety of approaches to the mixture composition of self-
compacting concrete (SCC) has changed worldwide. The original SCC, the so-called powder 
type SCC, has been replaced in many cases in favour of less powder rich concrete types. These 
developments were mainly driven by the need to reduce costs for the more expensive powder as 
well to reduce the shrinkage, which is often considered as a problem for SCC. In order to 
maintain stable flowability despite a low powder volume, the water to powder ratio needs to be 
increased. This in turn lowers the viscosity of the paste, causing a problem for stable flowability 
and static segregation risk. Therefore, SCC mixture compositions with low powder volumes are 
typically amended by stabilising admixtures that increase the viscosity of the paste. These 
admixtures are also often called viscosity modifying agents (VMA) or viscosity enhancing 
agents (VEA). Since these admixtures do not affect solely viscosity but may also have strong 
impact on yield stress, in this Thesis they are generally referred to as stabilising agents (STAs).  

7.1.2 Terminology 

For the description of polymer masses, in this Thesis consistently the unified atomic mass unit u 
was chosen. The unit u is equal to the unit Dalton (Da), which is more commonly used in the 
United States. One u is defined as 1/12 of the mass of an atom of carbon isotope 12C, which is 
why the dimensionless unit u is numerically equal to the molar mass M [g/mol]. 

7.1.3 Stabilising agents for concrete 

According to Khayat [25], for mortar and concrete applications, commonly polysaccharides are 
in use as polymeric STAs. The variety of these products is huge. Often cellulose, gums from 
plants or microbes as well as starches are used as basic components. Cellulose and starch are 
very versatile and can be supplemented with various functional groups through etherification.  

Typically, the mode of operation of STAs is explained by their capability to absorb water. 
The absorption capacity increases with increasing molecular mass [u]. However, there is no 
linear relation. Figure 7.1 on the left shows the example of cellulose, taken from Pourchez [261], 
where increasing molecular masses yield higher water retention properties. However, this effect 
appears lesser pronounced with increasing molecular mass. Water retention was determined 
according to ASTM C91, by vacuum suction of water from a mortar sample placed on a 
perforated dish. The water retention R is then calculated in % of the initial mass according to: 

 

R = �z,
	 �z,o�Y�
�z,
  (7.1) 

 
where: R = water retention capacity [% by mass]; mW,0 = initial mass of water [g], mW,lost = mass 
loss of water after suction [g]. 

On the right side of Figure 7.1 results based on melamine sulphonate confirm that the mass 
effect is strong within a certain range of molecular masses and loses importance outside these 
thresholds. It is shown that increasing molecular masses reduce the mortar flow at unchanged 
apparent viscosity. Since flow spread is predominantly determined by the yield stress of a 
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system, this means, that higher molecular masses tend to rather affect the yield stress than the 
plastic viscosity, which can be explained by flocculation. 

It is typically assumed that most polysaccharides may be incompatible with the hydration of 
cement due to degrading in the high alkaline environment in the cement paste or loss of 
effectiveness due to shrinkage in the presence of metal ions [201, 261, 262]. Izumi [262] 
investigated a number of polysaccharides and showed that the majority of STAs exhibit 
decreasing viscous behaviour in solution with increasing ion concentration. Pourchez found 
adverse results with regard to the stability of different cellulose derivatives, which showed a 
high stability in an alkaline environment [263]. In general, the threat of a high ionic solution is 
well known to the producers of commercial STAs, so that the available products on the market 
can be considered as sufficiently stable and functioning. 

 

Figure 7.1: Influence of molecular mass of STAs on water retention after Pourchez [261] and on 
mortar flow after Yammamuro [23]. 

7.1.4 Stabilising agents in the presence of superplasticisers 

As explained in the previous chapters, self-compacting concrete contains high amounts of SPs, 
typically PCE. STAs and PCEs distinguish strongly from each other. PCEs may have molar 
masses between 10,000 and 200,000 g/mol and typically radii of gyration (see Subsection 3.4.1 
and Equation 3.11) between 5 and 150 nm [14, 85, 87, 157, 264], while for different 
polysaccharide STAs molar masses between 300,000 and 5,000,000 g/mol and radii of gyration 
between several tenth and 500 nm are reported [201, 262, 265, 266]. Admixtures such as 
cellulose, welan and diutan gum are known to adsorb on particles [25, 201, 266-269]. Also 
adsorption of starch was reported by Palacios et al. [270], however, in comparison to welan 
gum, the adsorption was low. It is reported that the adsorption of present superplasticisers (SPs) 
prevents the adsorption of diutan gum on particles [201]. Since adsorption is not the sole 
stabilising mechanism of diutan gum, this lack of adsorption in presence of PCE does not inhibit 
a stabilising effect, but it assures no negative influence on the efficiency of PCE. The tendency 
for STA to adsorb competitively with PCE also strongly depends on the order at which PCE and 
STA are added. However, there are results that suggest that adsorption takes place to a certain 
amount in the presence of superplasticisers [203]. A delayed addition of STA was found to 
cause less STA adsorption, since adsorption sites were already blocked by PCE [270]. The 
anionic charges of diutan and welan gum generally make interactions between the polymers or 
competitive adsorption between both types of polymers likely. Due to the strong influence of the 
temperature on the hydration rate as well as the solution chemistry, it is further likely that 
temperature effects may be strong on interactions between both types of admixture. 
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Due to the enormous variety of products of SPs and STAs, it is surely difficult to detect 
generally valid laws regarding possible interactions between these admixtures. However, a 
better understanding is required since producers of flowable and self-compacting concretes often 
use both types, without being aware of the fact that their SP product contains stabilising 
components as well. A high number of SP products are blended products containing several 
polycarboxylic polymers but also additional functional components such as STA, colouring, or 
shrinkage reducing agents. In the latter case, the ratio of SP to STA is fixed. Then, it is 
particularly important to know possible interactions that may be induced or modified by effects 
of the ambient temperatures, since any modification of the dosage in order to adjust the 
performance directly affects the SP and the STA contents. 

Since interactions between STAs and PCEs are possible that may result from the anionic 
characteristics of both polymers, it important to observe possible influences of the charge 
density of the SP, and if this parameter may have influence on interactions. Based on the 
findings of Chapter 6 regarding the influence of the charge density of the PCE, investigations of 
STA in presence of PCE are undertaken with one largely non-adsorptive STA based on potato 
starch and another adsorptive STA based on diutan gum. 

7.2 Starch and diutan gum based stabilising agents 

7.2.1 Starch based stabilising agent 

Starch is a polysaccharide, which typically consists of two types of macromolecules composed 
of differently linked glucose monomers (Figure 7.2). Though, chemically identical to cellulose, 
the starch chains as well as the macromolecular structure differ in a pronounced way. The 
glucose units of cellulose are arranged in alternating order, while they are arranged identically 
for starch. Furthermore, cellulose strands are linear, while starch consists of two types of 
macromolecules, amylose and amylopectin. Figure 7.2 shows the chemical composition of the 
glucose monomer of a starch as well as the six locations for additional bonds.  

Amylose is a polymer with regular 1,4-bonds. As a result, the polymer is linear and the 
solution structure is assumed to build a helix structure. Seldom, singular branches can occur 
with branch points constituting 0.3-0.5% of all linkages [271]. Different values are given for the 
average molecular masses of amylose, ranging between 50,000 u and 1,000,000 u [271, 272]. 
According to Swinkels [265], the average degree of polymerisation (DP) of potato and tapioca 
amylose is 3000, which accords to a molecular mass of 486000 u, with DPs ranging from 1000 
to 6000 [272]. Different amyloses investigated by Burchard [273] provided radii of gyration in 
the range of 19.4 nm and 60.1 nm. The investigated amylose of potato starch exhibited 31.8 nm.  

Amylopectin is a more complex macromolecule with 1,4-bonds and 1,6-bonds. While the 
majority is constituted by 1,4-bonds, 1,6-bonds are reported to occur every 12 to 17 glucose 
units [274] or every 15-30 glucose units [275]. As a result, a tree like structure forms in solution. 
The molecular mass of amylopectin is estimated to be between 10,000,000 u and 100,000,000 u 
[271, 275]. Also significantly higher values are reported by Swinkels [265], who specifies 
values about 400,000,000 u at an average DP of 2,000,000 [265]. The radii of gyration of 
amylopectin are in the range of 50 to 500 nm. 

The structures of amylose and amylopectin in comparison are given in Figure 7.3. The ratio 
between amylose and amylopectin depends upon the type of starch. Typical values found in 
literature are listed in Table 7.1. amylopectin is much more stable than amylose, which tends to 
retrogradation [265]. In context with starch, the term retrogradation is used for the discharge of 
water and crystallisation to granules 
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The starch granules are basically insoluble in cold water and need tempering between 50 °C 
and 70 °C to gelate [274]. For construction materials starches need to be modified to be cold-
water soluble. This is typically conducted by heating starch-water slurries to let it gelanize. 
Then, films of the dried material are milled to cold water soluble powder [271]. Furthermore, for 
construction materials application, starches need to be stabilised by ether or ester bonds in the 
hydroxyl groups (2, 3, and 6 in Figure 7.2). Typical modifications are attachments of groups of 
methylene, ethylene, propylene, and acetate. The stabilisation is typically made for the reason to 
reduce the tendency for retrogradation and to minimise intermolecular interactions [271].  

 

Figure 7.2: Single glucose unit as regularly repeated with 1,4-linkages in cellulose and starch. 
Functional groups (R) can be found in 2, 3, and 6. Typical modifications are 

hydroxymethylation, hydroxyethylation, hydroxypropylation, and acetylation. 

Table 7.1: Contents and ratios of amylose and amylopectin depending on the starch origin after 
[265]. 

 Amylose Amylopectin Starch 

Source 
Con 
tent 

Degree of polymeri 
sation (DP) 

Con 
tent 

Av. number 
of glucose 

units 

Ratio 
Amylose/Amylo

pectin 

Av. degree 
of poly 

merisation 
Potato 21% 1,000-6,000 

(Average 3,000) 
79% 2,000,000 200 14,000 

Cassava 17% 83% 2,000,000 150 18,000 
Maize 28% 200-1,200 

(Average 800) 
72% 2,000,000 1,000 3,000 

Wheat 26% 74% 2,000,000 1,000 3,000 
Waxy 
Maize 

0 - 100% 2,000,000 - 2,000,000 
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Figure 7.3: Chemical structures and macromolecules of celluloses and starches. Starch consists 
of two types of macromolecules: a.) amylose and b.) amylopectin. 

7.2.2 Diutan gum based stabilising agent 

Significantly less information can be obtained for diutan gum. It is a microbial polysaccharide of 
the group of the sphingans. The name of the group refers to the bacteria of the genus 
Sphingomonas [276], which is the origin of these polysaccharides. They are produced by 
aerobic fermentation at a temperature between 20 and 38 °C for about 35 to 60 hours at pH 
around 7 [201, 277, 278]. Other sphingans beside diutan are gellan, welan, rhamsan. The 
backbone structure of all sphingans contains the regular configuration of rhamnose, glucose, 
glucoronic acid, glucose units [276]. 

Their side chains vary in chemistry and geometry. Only welan and diutan are considered to 
be compatible with cement hydration. They differ in their main chain length and side chain 
geometry. Diutan is up to three times longer than welan [279]. While welan has either one 
rhamnose or mannose side chain, diutan has a two sugar rhamnose side chain [201]. The 
rhamnose side chains are attached to each second glucose unit [201, 276]. A carboxylate group 
attached to the glucuronate gives anionic charges to the backbone [201]. These are considered to 
sterically shield the carboxylic acids, thus avoiding cross-linking by calcium ions. According to 
Phyfferoen et al., the average molecular mass of commercial diutan lies between 2.88x106 u and 
5.18x106 u [201]; Coleman states that the molecular mass can be up to several million u [276]. 
The structure of the polymer is shown in Figure 7.4.  
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Table 7.2: Molecular masses and radii of gyration for potato starch and diutan gum based on 
data provided by [201, 265, 271, 273, 275, 276]. 

 Potato starch Diutan gum 
 Amylose Amylopectin - 
Content Approx 20% Approx 80% 100% 

Molecular mass [u] 
50,000 to 
500,000 

10,000,000 to 
100,000,000 

2,900,000 to 5,200,000 

Radius of gyration [nm] Approx. 30 50 to 500 N/A 

 

Figure 7.4: Chemical structure after Phyfferoen et al. [201] and macromolecule of diutan gum. 

7.2.3 Differences between starch ether and diutan gum 

The Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show that starch based and diutan gum based stabilising agents 
generally distinguish in their structure. The average molecular mass of diutan is approximately 
3x106 to 5x106 u, which is in the range of starch with approximately 2x106 to 2.5x106 u. The 
latter values can be calculated by multiplying the molecular mass of the repeated linked glucose 
unit (162.14 u). According to Swinkels, therefore the molecular mass of starch is similar to 
162 u x DP, regardless of the molecular formation [265]. Table 7.2 shows an overview of the 
molecular masses and the radii of gyration. 
Nevertheless, it has to be considered that the high molecular mass results from the amylopectin 
molecules with a DP of 2,000,000. However, there is only one amylopectin on 200 amylose 
molecules, which means that in starch there is a huge range of molecular masses. Amylopectin 
has an approximately 100 times higher molecular mass, while the molecular mass of amylose is 
approximately 10 times smaller.  

The polymeric structures are completely different. Diutan gum has a linear main chain with 
regular side chains. Starch has two types of molecules, of which the amylose is relatively small 
and occurs in high number and the amylopectin is huge but occurs in low number. Diutan 
incorporates anionic charges, while starch can be considered as non-ionic (unless it is no 
carboxymethyl-starch). Though, Palacios et al. have shown that small amounts of starch 
molecules can be found adsorbed [270], the adsorption was relatively low. Hence, it can be 
assumed that the modes of operation of the STAs differ greatly.  

Khayat attributes effects of welan gum to the binding of water, which in turn increases the 
viscosity of the cementitious system [25]. Though these results are related to welan gum, they 
can be considered to qualitatively occur likewise with diutan gum, since these basically show 
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similar behaviour. For welan and cellulose, Khayat distinguishes between three modes of 
operation, which occur depending upon the concentration [280]: 

• Adsorption: Polymers adhere to and immobilise water 
• Association: Molecules form a network, causing gellation, which blocks the water motion 
• Intertwining: At low shear rates, polymer chains intertwine and entangle. This effect is 

basically found at high addition amounts.  

Sonebi observed marked shear thinning behaviour in mixes incorporating SP and welan or 
diutan gum [202, 203]. Shear-thinning was stronger with diutan gum. This effect is attributed to 
the higher molecular mass of diutan gum compared to welan gum. A higher molecular mass 
indicates higher water retention ability, based on the results found by Pourchez for cellulose 
[261]. The study reports about the strong effect of diutan gum on the apparent viscosity at low 
shear rates. It is assumed that the long chains of diutan lead to great degree of entanglement and 
intertwining. At higher shear rates, the polymers will direct into the flow direction, thus 
lowering the viscosity. 

Rajayogan [281] and Terpstra [70] published studies that show the effectiveness of starch 
ether as a STAs. According to Simonides and Terpstra [200], the stabilising mechanism of 
starch ethers differs greatly from diutan gum. As shown in Figure 7.5, the mode of operation is 
basically attributed to the effect of the amylopectin which spreads out in solution into its tree-
like structure, thus keeping particles at distance, thus avoiding segregation. The effect therefore 
mainly affects the static yield stress and does not show a strong influence on the viscosity. This 
observation is confirmed for low solid content systems by the results shown in Subsection 4.1.5, 
particularly Figures 4.4 and 4.5. Based on this, it can be assumed, that differing from cellulose 
or diutan gum, the water absorption capacity and thus the molecular mass may play a minor role 
for the stabilising effect and that the ratio between amylose and amylopectin may be of 
significantly higher importance.  

 

Figure 7.5: Suggested stabilising mechanisms of starch ether according to Simonides and 
Terpstra [200] and according to Palacios et al. [270]. On the left side, particles are stabilised by 

a buffering effect due to the huge amylopectin molecules. On the right side the stabilisation 
takes place due to an osmotic pressure difference between areas which are and which are not 

accessible for polymers. 
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Table 7.3: Relative costs of different rheology modifying agents related to tartaric acid after 
Plank [156]. 

Admixture Product category Source Function 
Relative 
cost (%) 

L(+)-Tartaric acid Natural product Wine Set retarder 100 
Starch (ether) Nat. and deriv. product Corn, potato Viscosifier 20–50 

Cellulose (ether) Derivation product Cotton, wood Water retention 200 
Guar gum (ether) Nat. and deriv. product Guar plant Viscosifier 15–120 

Xanthan gum Biotechnological product Bacterium Viscosifier 200 
Welan gum Biotechnological product Bacterium Viscosifier 600 

Scleroglucan Biotechnological product Fungus Viscosifier 350 
Succinoglycan Biotechnological product Bacterium Viscosifier 500 

Curdlan Biotechnological product Bacterium Viscosifier 350 
Rhamsan Biotechnological product Bacterium Viscosifier 550 
Chitosan Biodegradable product Insect chitin Viscosifier 350 

 

The same observation regarding the yield stress increase of starch was observed by Palacios 
et al. [270]. The authors, however, discuss depletion forces to be responsible for this effect. 
Depletion forces occur, when particles pass closer to one another than the size of the dissolved 
molecules. As a result an osmotic pressure gradient occurs between areas of different polymer 
concentrations. The fluid tends to drain from the lower concentrated area into the higher 
concentrated area, thus attracting the particles. However, according to Israelachvili [282] 
depletion forces become the more effective, the higher the concentration is and the smaller the 
radius of gyration is and the lower the molecular mass is. STA is typically added in a relatively 
low amount and the molecular mass of the amylopectin is extremely high. It is therefore unlikely 
that depletion forces solely can explain the strong effect of starch on the yield stress.  

Concluding from the above experiences with starch and diutan, it can be concluded that both 
admixtures work on different modes of operations. diutan gum mainly affects both, viscosity 
and yield stress through binding high amounts of water. The thus increased viscosity of the 
fluent phase finally affects the rheology of the overall system. In contrast to that, starch mainly 
affects the yield stress and much lesser the viscosity. It does not bind high amounts of water but 
spreads out between particles, thus keeping them on their location at rest. The working of STAs 
can thus be distinguished between: 

• Stabilising through space filling between the particles (starch) 
• Stabilising of the fluent phase (diutan gum) 

Despite the chemical similarity with starches, cellulose ethers typically show behaviour like 
diutan gum, which means, they tend to significantly increase the yield stress of a watery system 
without influence of the particles. The results presented for diutan gum are thus valid for 
cellulose ethers as well. These different modes of operation have influence on the effectiveness.  

Rajayogan et al. compared hydroxypropyl starch to welan gum in SCC mixtures and found 
that starch is required in significantly higher amounts in order to obtain similar effects as welan 
gum. Depending upon the water to powder ratio, related to cement starch needed to be dosed 8 
to 15 times higher. Finally the overall performance regarding stability and early hydration were 
similar with the only difference that the starch increased the viscosity. The latter effect, which is 
in contradiction to Simonides and Terpstra [200] is discussed in more detail in Section 7.2.5. 
The factor between the dosages of welan gum and starch of approximately 10-15 as reported by 
Rajayogan are in line with experiences of the author as well as with the data sheets of the 
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producers. This ratio can also be confirmed by the adjusted mixtures shown in Table 4.10, where 
the ratio between diutan gum and starch at similar rheology is 1:18 and 1:12 for POW and COM 
mixtures, respectively. Plank reports that welan is added between 0.002% and 0.1% by mass 
related to the total formulation, while cellulose (which might be most comparable to starch due 
to its chemical analogy) is added between 0.2 and 0.7% by mass [156]. According to Plank, the 
costs for the admixtures are mainly related to the effort that needs to be spent for the derivation 
process. Biopolymers produced by fermentation are hence the most expensive agents. The costs 
of different rheology modifying agents are shown in Table 7.3. It can be seen that welan is 12 to 
30 times more expensive than starch ether, which levels the higher efficiency of welan.  

7.2.4 Starch ether and diutan gum in the presence of PCE 

Most STAs are used to stabilise flowable systems and to reduce bleeding. They are thus mostly 
combined with plasticisers or SPs, and it is likely that both admixtures may interact.  

Figure 7.6 taken from Khayat [25] shows that small changes of the PNS based SP dosage 
showed large effects on the apparent viscosity. With increasing content of welan gum, the 
robustness against variations in the SP dosage could be significantly increased. In return, higher 
amounts of SP were required to achieve similar reduction of the apparent viscosity. 

 

Figure 7.6: Influence of SP and welan gum amounts on apparent viscosity after Khayat [25]. 

Yammamuro et al. investigated the interactions of SPs with adsorptive and non adsorptive 
STAs [23]. Polyethylene glycol was used as non-adsorptive agent, which was compared with an 
adsorptive cellulose derivative. As can be seen in Figure 7.7, the non-adsorptive STA did not 
affect the adsorption of SP at all, while increasing amounts of STA reduced the adsorption of SP 
significantly, while in parallel the STA adsorbed. The SP used here was not specified by the 
authors. The authors conclude that competitive adsorption takes place between SPs and 
adsorptive STAs. As a result, in case of non-adsorptive STAs, yield stress and viscosity can be 
adjusted largely independently. The latter, however, needs to take into account at the adjustment 
of the SP. Figure 7.8 shows that there is a strong relation between the number of adsorbed 
polymers and the fluidity of mortar. The non-adsorptive STA did not affect the adsorption of 
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excluded. Furthermore it can be assumed that at PCE dosage below the adsorption equilibrium 
anionic polymers will also adsorb. Finally, even during the induction period, the hydration of C-
S-H, AFm and AFt continues, which may lead to time delayed adsorption of diutan, when PCE 
is already consumed. Calcium bonds between PCE and diutan gum cannot be excluded either.  

7.2.5 Discussion of the recent research 

In Subsection 7.2.3 the stabilising mechanisms are distinguished based on the phases they affect. 
In this context stabilising of the particles and stabilising of the fluent phase were distinguished. 

Khayat distinguished between adsorption, association, and intertwining as the major 
mechanisms for the stabilisation of the fluid phase with regard to welan gum and cellulose use. 
Their performance is similar to diutan gum. The polymer dosage is thus the driving force that 
determines, which of these mechanisms occurs to which extent. Considering the huge size radius 
of gyration of STA polymers, it can be furthermore assumed that not only the polymer dosage 
but also the water to powder ratio and the overall packing density of a cementitious system may 
affect which of these effects predominates. Polymers that would preferably interact with the 
surrounding water molecules under free conditions in a fluid are likely to intertwine or entangle 
when they are forced to compress in narrow passages, e.g. at high powder particle density. It is 
furthermore conceivable that not only interactions take place within a molecule or between two 
molecules but that molecules might even intertwine with the surrounding particles. It is thus 
very likely that not only the polymer dosage but also the powder composition and hence the 
mixture composition has a strong effect on how diutan gum affects the flow properties of an 
SCC. 

The latter is valid for starch STA as well. Considering the structure of amylopectin, which 
despite its lower number of molecules accounts for approximately 80% of the mass of starch, the 
proposed stabilising mechanism of the particles by Simonides and Terpstra [200] seems to be 
reasonable (Figure 7.5). In this case, according to the authors, the yield stress would be affected 
much more by starch than the plastic viscosity. This, however, contradicts clearly to the 
observations of Rajayogan et al., who observed a large increase of the plastic viscosity when 
starch STAs were used [281]. It is therefore necessary to take a closer look onto the testing 
conditions that were prevailing. A major difference between the mixtures that were observed in 
these studies were the amounts of starch in the mixture compositions, the water to powder ratios 
as well as the binder to aggregate ratios. Simonides and Terpstra [200] were using SCC with a 
powder content of 400 kg/m³ and a w/p of 0.47. The starch dosage was 0.06% of the powder. 
Rajayogan et al. were using much higher powder contents, between 550 and 650 kg/m³ and with 
a w/p ranging from 0.34 to 0.4 [281]. The starch dosages ranged between 0.11% and 0.23% of 
the powder (due to a variation of the FA dosages, this corresponds to dosages varied between 
0.2% and 0.375% when only related to cement). Hence, the systems observed by Rajayogan et 
al. had significantly higher particle packing and higher starch contents. It can be assumed that 
the effect demonstrated in Figure 7.5 is the major effect of stabilisation in relatively fluid 
systems as observed by Simonides and Terpstra. At higher powder densities and lower water 
volumes and higher starch contents, the space filling effect of starch might be outweighed by 
intertwining and association of polymers and entanglement of finer particles, which would in 
return cause significant increase of the viscosity. 
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7.3 Influences of starch ether and diutan gum on dispersion rheology 

In Subsection 4.1.5 the different performances of the starch based ST1 and the diutan gum based 
ST2 were presented without cement and with 33.3% by volume of cement were discussed,, 
pointing out that starch does not strongly affect the yield stress, while it affects mainly the 
viscosity. The diutan gum based STA affected both rheological properties depending on the 
amount of added admixture. The observed systems, however, were very fluid, which does not 
represent the situation that is typically available for cementitious applications. As discussed 
before, an effect of the water to powder ratio is likely to occur. 

In another test, therefore, the effect of the powder content on the rheological properties of 
powder systems was observed. Investigations were conducted on water-limestone systems and 
water-cement systems with different water to solid ratios. The powders’ particle size 
distributions and oxide compositions can be found in Figure 4.2, and Tables 4.1 and 4.4, 
respectively. Figure 5.8 shows results of slump flow tests of the used cement and limestone 
when supplemented by water at their respective water demand according to the Puntke method 
[233] at increasing PCE solid additions. The flow induction of LSF happens at significantly 
lower dosage and the maximum spread flow diameter occurs at lower dosage and is wider than 
with cement, which indicates that significantly higher amounts of PCE can be adsorbed on 
cement. It also indicated that the dispersing forces of PCE are lower in cementitious systems 
than in LSF-systems. Nevertheless, the basic mechanism of dispersion can be observed for both 
powders, so that depending on the observation type, limestone filler systems can possibly 
replace cementitious systems without the negative effect of the rapid change of rheology due to 
the ongoing cement hydration.  

The STAs were observed in water only, and in water to powder systems at medium and high 
powder content. For all investigations, STA was first dissolved in water. Due to the different 
water demands of LSF and cement, their volumes were varied between 0%, 33.3% and 50%, 
and 0%, 25% and 40%, respectively. Furthermore the combined influence of PCE and STA was 
studied for each powder at the highest observed powder concentration. In these investigations, 
the PCE solid contents were varied for LSF between 0.06% and 0.30%, which approximately 
are the dosages required to induce flow and to achieve maximum spread flow according to 
Figure 5.8. For cement, the same dosages were chosen and supplemented by a dosage of 1.20%. 
Here the first dosage represents a very low PCE dosage, and the latter dosages represent the 
onset and the maximum. In the LSF investigations, the STA content was fixed at 0.5% of the 
water. However, due to the significantly higher efficiency of ST2, for the cement tests more 
diverse dosages were chosen. ST1 was varied between 0.5% and 5%, ST2 was varied between 
0.05% and 0.5%, each percentage related to the water content. In flowable cementitious systems 
0.5% for ST1 and 0.05% for ST2 represent typical dosages for use as stabilising agent, while 
significantly higher dosages would only be used for special applications. The mixture 
proportioning for the LSF tests and the cement tests is given in Tables 7.4 and 7.5, respectively. 

The Couette type viscosimeter Viskomat NT was used with a double gap cell as described in 
Subsection 439. The established ramp profile is given in Figure 7.9 in conjunction with example 
measurement data resulting from the mixtures with a volumetric ratio of water and solids of 1:1 
when the stabilising agents are varied. After a rapid increase, the rotational speed was kept at 
120 rpm until 60 s. After that, the shear rate was steadily reduced until it reached zero at 240 s. 
Only the values at decreasing shear rates were used to calculate yield stress (τ0) and plastic 
viscosity (ηpl) based on the assumption that the fluids largely exhibit Bingham behaviour. 
Therefore, for the interpretation of the flow curves only the values above the critical shear rate γ�  
were considered. The critical shear rate for Bingham behaviour was calculated according to the 
manufacturer’s specifications for this cell after Equation (4.17). 
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A Bingham interpretation does not fully represent the performance of STAs, particularly at 
low shear rates and in the pure water-STA systems without limestone or cement particles. 
However, the strength of the Bingham model is the clear differentiation of the yield stresses, and 
the effect on yield stress is assumed to be one of the major distinctive features between ST1 and 
ST2. Furthermore, the Bingham approach is the most commonly used model in cement and 
concrete technology and the observed systems exhibited Bingham behaviour over a wide range 
of shear rates.  

Table 7.4: Conducted tests with STAs and LSF at varied powder contents. 

Water [% by volume] + ST* 100 66.7 50.0 50.0 50.0 
Limestone filler [% by volume] - 33.3 50.0 50.0 50.0 
PCE LC [% by mass of powder]    0.06 0.30 
* ST1: 0.5% by mass of water 
   ST2: 0.5% by mass of water 

Table 7.5: Conducted tests with STAs and cement at varied powder contents and varied STA 
dosages. 

Water [% by volume] + ST* 100 75.0 60.0 60.0 60.00 60.00 
Cement  [% by volume] - 25.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 

PCE solids [% bwo cement] - - - 0.06 0.30 1.20 
* ST1: 0.5% by mass of water 
   ST1: 5.0% by mass of water 
   ST2: 0.05% by mass of water 
   ST2: 0.5% by mass of water 

 

 

Figure 7.9: Measurement for the observation of the influence of solid limestone particles with 
sample measurement results (left) and sample flow curves and Bingham approximations (right). 

The STA dosages were 0.5% of the limestone filler for ST1 and ST2.  
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Since shear forces strongly affect the cement hydration and the adsorption of polymers, for 
cementitious systems it is of utmost importance to keep the measurement time as short as 
possible. The applied profile is considered to be a reasonable compromise between precision and 
compactness. Due to the initial formation of ettringite and monosulphate, the performance of 
PCE in cementitious systems can change rapidly during the first 3-5 minutes. In order to make 
sure that the cementitious systems were stable, the measurements were conducted not earlier 
than 10 minutes after water addition.  

Figure 7.10 shows yield stresses and plastic viscosities for ST1 and ST2 for different water 
to solid ratios compared to identical reference water-limestone suspensions without any STA. It 
can be clearly observed that ST1 does not strongly affect τ0 compared to a mixture without STA 
when added to water only and to a mixture with only 33.3% solids. At the same time, with ST2 
in water only, a clear yield stress can be observed which increases only slightly at low solid 
content. These observations are in line with Figures 4.4 and 4.5. In mixtures with a high solid 
content ST1 increases τ0 strongly, while the effect of higher powder contents is only small for 
ST2. Despite the strong effect of ST1 on τ0 upon addition of high solid contents ηpl is only 
slightly affected. A pronounced increase of ηpl can be observed at high solid contents with ST2 
although at the same time the increase of τ0 is small. 

Regarding the yield stress, at 0% solids, the starch system does not distinguish itself from 
the control system with water, and starch only increases ηpl slightly. At 50% of solids, τ0 

increases prominently, while the increase of ηpl is relatively low. This clearly indicates that for 
ST1 a threshold for the solid particle amount exists, which triggers the rapid increase of τ0. This 
cannot solely be explained by the higher particle volume, since then ηpl would exhibit at least a 
similarly strong increase. This is clearly not the case in Figure 7.10. Since the polymer 
concentration in water is maintained for all tests, intertwining of polymers does not seem to be 
the driving force for the significant yield stress increase. It seems the effect of depletion forces 
as described by Palacios et al. [270], induced by non-adsorbed starch molecules, cannot be 
neglected in the discussion. However, due to the large molecule size of the amylopectin, 
depletion forces may be mainly only induced by the amylose, which is an order of magnitude 
smaller than amylopectin. In terms of mass amylose only represents 20% of the starch so that a 
dominating depletion force controlled mechanism seems to be unlikely. Another mechanism that 
can explain the observed effect would be a particle-amylopectin-particle lattice effect, which is 
activated by the closer particle distance of LSF when added above a threshold dosage. The cause 
is similar to that of depletion: large particles cannot access a zone in between two particles. 
However, the forces are lesser induced by osmotic pressure than by the pure size of the 
molecule. This means the huge amylopectin molecules act like springs – or rather like 
deformable particles between the finest solids, as shown in Figure 7.5. In this context it may be 
negligible whether the amylopectin can be found adsorbed or non-adsorbed on particles. 
Adsorption of starch on cement is reported in literature [270]. As starch can be attracted on 
surfaces with positive zeta potentials ζ [284] it can be assumed that it can be adsorbed on 
limestone fillers as well. The adsorption of small molecules such as amylopectin would add a 
steric repulsive component. This contradicts to the observation, though such effect cannot be 
excluded. In case amylopectin adsorbs, this would add a bridging component to the mechanism. 
However, considering the tree-like structure of amylopectin as well as its enormous size in the 
order of magnitude of finest solid particles, the number of adsorbed branches would be small 
compared to the non-adsorbed branches, which would make bridges relatively flexible. 
Furthermore, similar behaviour was observed for a high number of differently modified starches 
regardless of the presence of different charges [285], which also indicates that the effect of 
starch on rheology is not only induced by adsorption mechanisms. For the described stabilising 
mechanism, due to the flexibility of the starch filler, upon shear the interparticular mobility 
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remains good so that low viscosity can be maintained despite high yield stresses. Nevertheless, 
the rapid increase of τ0 at high solid content also indicates that starch polymers might entangle at 
dense particle packing. The latter would explain why Rajayogan et al. [281] found - differing 
from the results presented here - high viscosity induced by starch at low w/p. 

 

Figure 7.10: The influence of the solid volume fraction on yield stress and plastic viscosity of 
LSF-water systems without and in the presence of ST1 and ST2). 

The diutan gum based ST2 strongly immobilises water and forms a network. Thus, it 
strongly stiffens the fluid even at no or low solid contents. At higher particle dosages, the 
network maintains stable so that additional solids do not significantly increase the yield stress. 
Nevertheless, the strong increase of viscosity at high solid contents points out that also 
entanglement of the polymers or between polymers and particles takes place, which reduces the 
mobility of particles. 

In the cementitious systems (Figure 7.11), ST1 shows similar behaviour as in the limestone 
system. At low cement volume, no significant effect on τ0 can be observed. For the low dosage 
of ST1, τ0 is even lower than in the reference system without STA. Also ηpl is slightly lower 
than in a system without STA, however, at higher dosage of ST1, ηpl is strongly increased due to 
higher particle volumes.  

While in absence of PCE the effect of ST1 is similar in LSF and cement systems, the 
behaviour of ST2 with different solid types needs further discussion. The influence of the 
particle solid content on ηpl is similar to the LSF system. In case of 0% and 25% cement and 
0.5% ST2, also in terms of τ0 a similar behaviour can be observed as in the LSF system. At 
lower dosage of ST2, no significant effect on τ0 can be observed. However, at both dosages at 
50% particle content, τ0 is increased significantly towards values above the yield stress induced 
by ST1. This is a clear distinction between the LSF system and the cement system. The reason 
for this might be explained by the stronger attraction forces of the cement (and monosulphate 
and ettringite in particular) causing higher adsorption of ST2 polymers and stronger bonds, 
which form bridges between the particles. 
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Figure 7.11: The influence of the solid content on yield stress and plastic viscosity of cement-
water systems without and in the presence of ST1 and ST2). 

It can thus be concluded that the stabilising mechanism of ST1 may be more complex than 
that of ST2, since the enormous size and the special tree-like structure of the amylopectin 
supplement the stabilising mechanism by an additional particle-polymer interaction, which is 
triggered by a threshold particle density. ST2 mainly interacts with the fluid phase of a dispersed 
system, however, with a major effect on ηpl at increasing solid concentrations. In cementitious 
systems at higher solid concentration, the anionic character of the polymer may cause a strong 
tendency to adsorb and increase τ0 by bridging flocculation by adsorption on more than one 
particle.  

In the presence of PCE the behaviour of both STAs differs (Figures 7.12 and 7.13). Small 
amounts of PCE already significantly reduce τ0 of the pastes regardless of the STA type. Already 
at the low dosage of 0.06% of PCE in LSF and cement systems, the yield stresses are 
approximately bisected. It is noteworthy that differing from the LSF system in the cementitious 
system 0.5% of ST1 exhibits the same yield stresses as cementitious systems without any STA. 
With further addition of PCE the yield stress values approximate the values of systems without 
PCE. Above a PCE dosage of 0.3% in the cementitious system, only the system with 5% ST2 
can maintain a significantly higher yield stress than the water system without STA. 

In the LSF system, the addition of PCE causes an increase of ηpl at 0.06% PCE, while a 
significant drop of ηpl can be observed for ST2. The latter effect may be induced by the 
competitive adsorption of PCEs. Further addition of PCE does not significantly modify ηpl 
values for both STAs in LSF.  

In comparison to the LSF systems, the addition of PCE causes a significant drop of ηpl in the 
starch systems. It can be assumed that in the LSF system only little or no adsorption of ST1 
takes place, while in the cementitious system more ST1 can be found adsorbed without PCE. 
Therefore, effects of competitive adsorption occur more pronounced in the cement system. For 
the systems with ST2 the influence of the PCE is similar in LSF and cement systems with the 
difference that the slope for the loss of ηpl is smaller at low dosages than in the LSF system, 
which underlines the observation that cement gives a stronger tendency for the ST2 to adsorb. 
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Figure 7.12: The influence of the PCE dosage on yield stress and plastic viscosity without and in 
the presence of ST1 and ST2 (at a LSF solid volume fraction of 50%). 

 

Figure 7.13: The influence of the PCE dosage on yield stress and plastic viscosity without and in 
the presence of ST1 and ST2 (at a cement solid volume fraction of 40%). 

For all mixes with STA, ηpl remains higher than in the reference system without water. At 
the same time with the exception of ST2 at 0.5% dosage at high PCE dosages the effect of the 
STAs on τ0 is small. Different dosages of ST1 only show little effect on τ0, while the increase of 
ηpl at higher dosages is very pronounced. Higher dosages of ST2 affect both τ0 and ηpl towards 
significantly higher values. 

At dosages of 0.5% for ST1 and 0.05% for ST2, which can be considered as typical values 
for the stabilisation of cementitious systems, the behaviour of both STAs in presence of PCE is 
very similar. However, deviating behaviour could be observed for systems without PCE.  
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The rheometric investigations can only indicate effects, and due to the systems’ complexity, 
it may be impossible to clearly separately observe single parameters that control the effect of 
stabilising agents. The latter is particularly valid for the starch stabilising agents due to the 
extremely differing characteristics of amylose and amylopectin. Based on the present results the 
following main mechanisms are suggested to account for the observed rheological effects.  

 

Figure 7.14: Suggested stabilising mechanism of amylopectin without and with PCE. Without 
presence of PCE (left), the large amylopectin molecules act as buffers between the particles. In 
presence of PCE(right) the attractive forces between particles and amylopectin are reduced with 

a strong effect on the yield stress reduction and only a small effect on the plastic viscosity.  

 

Figure 7.15: Suggested stabilising mechanism of diutan gum without and with PCE. Without 
PCE addition (left), the diutan gum increases the plastic viscosity and the yield stress of the fluid 
phase. Bridging flocculation due to adsorbed polymers supplementary contributes to yield stress 

increase. In the presence of PCE (right) polymers and particles are dispersed. Effects of the 
increased yield stress of the fluid phase are negligible, while the higher plastic viscosity 

maintains. The stabilising mechanism is comparable to the mechanism in Figure 7.14, right.  

For ST1 it can be concluded that the amylopectin is the main driving parameter for the 
stabilisation (although supplementary mechanisms may overlap). The stabilising mechanism is 
considered to be similar to a filler effect with the difference that the filling medium amylopectin 
remains deformable under shear forces (Figure 7.14). This mechanism requires a sufficient 
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volume of particles in order to become active. The PCE causes better dispersion of the solids, 
thus reducing τ0 significantly. Since the amylopectin molecules remain in the solution they 
continue hindering motion between particles, which causes that ηpl is largely unaffected by PCE 
addition in LSF-water systems and that ηpl is affected significantly less than the yield stress by 
PCE addition in cement-water systems (Figure 7.14). 

It can be assumed that the major effect of ST2 on yield stress is caused predominantly by 
water immobilisation, which is the reason why ST2 increases τ0 and ηpl significantly without 
solids or only with low solid particle volumes only. At a higher particle volume a rapid increase 
of τ0 can be observed for cementitious systems, which is assumed to be caused by bridging 
effects due to adsorption (Figure 7.15). Upon addition of SP the adsorption of ST2 seems to be 
reduced as suggested by Phyfferoen et al. [201]. Therefore, the stabilising mechanism in 
presence of PCE is very similar to that of ST1 (Figure 7.15). The yield stress is reduced 
significantly and the viscosity remains higher than in a system without STA. These results 
underline that in coarsely dispersed systems particle interactions significantly contribute to the 
stabilising mechanism of starch, while diutan functions by immobilising the fluent phase 
between the particles and by bridging. Upon addition of high amounts of PCE, however, the 
effects induced by both STAs are similar. 

Compared to diutan gum, starch ether is more complex for the use in cementitious systems, 
since its performance depends on factors such as the particle size distribution and the water to 
solid ratio. However, since its influence seems to be more independent from the adsorption of 
particles, it might less interfere with PCE adsorption. It is therefore obvious that the effects of 
STA on the rheology cannot be comprehensively understood without observing the entire 
system. 

7.4 Influence of stabilising agent on rheology of SCC 

7.4.1 Experimental procedure for paste tests 

In order to examine temperature effects on pastes incorporating STAs, paste tests were 
conducted with LSF as powder component. LSF was chosen in order to avoid effects of 
temperature related influences on the hydration rate (see Subsection 7.3). Limestone-water 
pastes are considered to be largely inert. 

1.0% of STA was mixed with water, and the water-STA system was measured with a basket 
cell as described in Subsection 4.3.9. Furthermore, mixtures containing 33.3% by volume of 
LSF and 66.7% by volume of water were measured likewise. The programme can be seen in 
Figure 7.16. The basket cell is not specifically constructed to measure low viscous liquids. The 
measuring principle of the basket cell is based on the assumption that the interface between 
sensor and fluid is characterised by the cohesion of the fluid [223]. In case of very low viscous 
systems such as water but also the water-STA fluids, the basic boundary conditions for the 
measurement are not fulfilled. Hence, the measurement results for the water-STA systems 
cannot compare to real rheological data of water.  

The graph in Figure 7.16 on the right side shows flow curves from measurements with the 
basket cell of pure water at varied temperature compared to flow curves with viscosity values 
taken from a textbook [286], namely 1.52 mPa·s at 5 °C; 1.00 mPa·s at 20 °C; 0.80 mPa·s at 30 
°C. It can be seen that the intersection with the ordinate does not occur at a value of zero as it 
should for a Newtonian fluid like water. Also the curve slopes representing the viscosity (see 
Subsection 3.1.1) are much steeper than in case the literature values for water are used. 
Nevertheless, the qualitative differences between the literature values and those measured with 
the basket cell are very similar. Since for the limestone-water suspensions the basic conditions 
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for a fluid in fluid shearing can be fulfilled, it can be assumed that these results can be 
considered as fundamental values.  

  

Figure 7.16: Measurement setup for paste measurements with basket cell and comparison of 
results for pure water. 

7.4.2 Experimental procedure for concrete tests 

The rheometric tests focusing on the STA in concrete were conducted exactly similar to  
Section 6.3. 

7.4.3 Influence of temperature on limestone filler paste 

Figure 7.17 shows the results of the limestone paste measurements for systems with water and 
STA as well as for systems with water (67% by volume), LSF (33% by volume), and STAs. All 
systems were investigated without PCE. The dosage of the starch based ST1 was 1% by mass of 
water. The dosage of the diutan gum based ST2 was 0.05% by mass of water. The ratio of 
ST1:ST2 was 1:20 based on the approximately 20 times higher efficiency to increase the 
viscosity of ST2 in the paste (Subsection 4.1.5). Differing from the investigations in Subsection 
4.1.5, for the temperature tests, the dosages were brought to realistic values in terms of concrete 
mixtures. In a comparable manner as already shown in Subsection 4.1.5 and Figure 4.4, ST1 
does not generate a significant yield stress in water, while ST2 does. The addition of solids 
increases the yield stress of the system with ST1 prominently, while the yield stress of the 
limestone pastes with ST2 increases only slightly. This emphasizes the different modes of 
stabilisation as discussed in Section 7.3. There is no clear effect of the temperature that would 
put this mechanism into question.  

Nevertheless, temperature effects can be seen, which can be observed for ST1 and ST2. For 
both, a higher viscosity can be observed at 5 °C in the watery system as well as in the 
suspension, while there is no significant effect observable between 20 °C and 30 °C. The yield 
stress of the LSF suspensions behaves adversely to the viscosity. It is lower at 5 °C while higher 
values can be observed at 20 °C and 30 °C, where yield stress shows similar values with both 
STs. This might be explained that a slightly higher viscosity of the fluid phase may keep 
particles at distance, thus slightly reducing the yield stress. Since these effects occur 
qualitatively similarly for both STs it is likely that these effects can be mainly attributed to the 
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behaviour of water. The viscosity of water at 5 °C is 1.52 mPa·s, at 20 °C it is 1.0 mPa·s, and at 
30 °C it is 0.80 mPa·s. This means that the viscosity change between 20 °C and 30 °C is small, 
while at 5 °C water is significantly higher viscous than at 20 °C. The rheometric tools do not 
allow distinguishing between the values at 20 °C and 30 °C but the higher viscosity of the water 
at 5 °C can be clearly identified. 

In general, the differences in yield stress and viscosity that can be observed due to 
temperatures in inert systems can be considered as minor. It is therefore assumable that there is 
no effect of temperatures in the range between 5 °C and 30 °C that affects the polysaccharides’ 
performance in a critical way. 

 

Figure 7.17: Effect of temperature on ST1 and ST2 with water and with water-LSF suspensions. 
In order to assess the viscosity increasing effect of the stabilising agents: the viscosities of pure 

water at 5 °C, 20 °C, and 30 °C are 1.52 mPa·s, 1.00 mPa·s, and 0.80 mPa·s, respectively. 

7.4.4 Influence of stabilising agents on combination type SCC 

In a full scale concrete system, incorporating cement and coarse aggregates the effect of the 
STAs have different quality than in the pure LSF suspensions. Besides temperature effects on 
the STAs, temperature effects determining the performance of the differently charged PCEs 
need to be taken into account.  

Figure 7.18 shows the effects on the combination type SCC COM (Tables 4.9 and 4.10) that 
can be observed at 5 °C based on the G-yield and H-viscosity values (see Subsection 4.3.7). G-
yield and H-viscosity qualitatively correspond to the yield stress τ0 and the plastic viscosity ηpl.  
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Figure 7.18: G-Yield over the course of time of COM SCC at 5 °C with ST1 and ST2. 

 

Figure 7.19: H-Viscosity over the course of time of COM SCC at 5 °C with ST1 and ST2. 

Therefore, increasing G-yield values correspond to reduced slump flow values and 
increasing H-viscosity values correspond to longer flow times and vice versa. An effect that is 
directly obvious is the reduction of the yield stress due to increasing charge density of the PCE. 
This effect was already discussed in Chapter 6. The smaller the charge density, the smaller the 
amount of adsorbed PCE on aluminate and ferrite phase on the clinker grains. At low 
temperatures, the hydration is drastically slowed down, hence, the major adsorption sites for 
PCE occur in significantly reduced amounts, so that only few PCEs adsorb with time. Therefore 
higher charged PCEs reduce yield stress more effectively. This observation can be made 
regardless of the STA type.  
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Figure 7.20: G-Yield over the course of time of COM SCC at 20 °C with ST1 and ST2. 

 

Figure 7.21: G-Yield over the course of time of COM SCC at 30 °C with ST1 and ST2. 

Each STA shows characteristic behaviour with time. The yield stress with ST1 increases 
steadily with time, while the yield stress with ST2 increases between 0 and 30 minutes and then 
reduces steadily until at 90 minutes values close to the initial values can be measured. After 
90 minutes, the values of the mixes with ST2 are lower than with ST1 in case of PCE LC and 
PCE MC. With PCE HC both values are similar at that time.  

Since the time dependent behaviour of each STA is very similar while there is only a parallel 
shift induced by the charge density of the PCE, it can be concluded that at 5 °C the effects of 
PCE and STA largely overlap. The performance is mainly driven by the PCE’s performance. As 
discussed in Chapter 6.5.3, a low charge density PCE does not adsorb in sufficient amounts to 
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keep particles of a combination type mixture stable. The amount of STA that is required to 
provide good flow performance at 20 °C cannot effectively stabilise the system at 5 °C. 
Segregation can thus be observed at 5 °C with the low charge PCE for both STAs. As a result of 
the segregation, the measured viscosities of these mixtures are high (Figure 7.19). With the 
medium and the low charge density PCE, the SCCs are sufficiently stable as already shown in 
Chapter 6.4.5. In this case, the influence of the STA type on the concretes’ viscosities is low. 
Viscosities increase sharply until 60 minutes and then stabilise. The lowest viscosities can be 
observed with the highest charge density PCE but the behaviour does not differ strongly from 
the behaviour of the SCC with PCE MC. The characteristics of the time dependent behaviour of 
PCE MC and PCE HC are identical. 

 

Figure 7.22: H-Viscosity over the course of time of COM SCC at 20 °C with ST1 and ST2. 

 

Figure 7.23: H-Viscosity over the course of time of COM SCC at 30 °C with ST1 and ST2. 
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The Figures 7.20 and 7.22 show the influence of different STAs on SCC with varied PCEs at 
20 °C and 30 °C, respectively. The observations at both temperatures are very similar. Different 
charge density affect the time dependent yield stress differently, however, the influences 
compare at both temperatures with the only distinction that the yield stress increases slightly 
quicker with time at the higher temperature.  

With the only exception of the mixture with PCE MC at 20 °C, in all cases the yield stress 
increases significantly more pronounced with time when ST2 is used. This can be observed 
although there is no crucial influence in these mixtures of the PCE type or the STA on the 
viscosity, as can be seen in Figures 7.22 and 7.23 for 20 °C and 30 °C, respectively. The SCC 
with PCE MC and ST2 at 20 °C behaves unusual (Figure 7.20, centre), since the yield stress 
maintains stable and therefore lower than with ST1 throughout the whole observation time. This 
observation can be a result of the specific effect taking place between the two different polymers 
at this particular admixture setup. However, considering that the same effect cannot be observed 
at higher temperature and for all other admixture setups the differences between 20 °C and 30 
°C are low, this appears unlikely. Taking a look at the respective viscosity (Figure 7.22, centre), 
which is also significantly lower for the setup with PCE MC and ST2 at 20 °C, while the 
influence of STAs apart from that is always very low, it is becoming more likely that this 
mixture may have been faulty during the test. Apart from the mentioned SCC with PCE MC and 
ST2 at 20 °C, the time dependent characteristics of the plastic viscosity is similar regardless of 
the charge density of the PCE, the STA type, or the temperature (Figures 7.22 and 7.23).  

7.4.5 Influence of stabilising agents on powder type SCC 

Powder type SCC is typically not very sensitive to segregation. Nevertheless, the use of small 
dosages of STA has become practice in order to increase the robustness against external effects. 
For the POW mixtures (Table 4.9) the influence of the STA depending on the temperature and 
the charge density of the PCE was largely negligible for the powder type mixtures. At 5 °C, the 
performance of all SCC mixtures is similar throughout the whole time (Figures 7.24 and 7.25). 
As shown in Chapter 6, the powder rich SCC mixture performs very stable at 5 °C, regardless of 
the charge density of the PCE. STA is only used in very small amounts here (Table 4.10) so that 
its influence can be neglected. 

As could be observed for the combination type SCC, the performance of SCC at 20 °C and 
30 °C is comparable, with the only exception that yield stress increases slightly quicker at the 
warmer temperature (Figures 7.26 and 7.27). The influence of the STA again, is negligible. The 
major driving force for higher or lower yield stress, and better or worse retention of the yield 
stress is the charge density of the PCE. With high charge density, the retention time is 
diminishing, as already discussed in Chapter 6. 

The viscosity results (Figures 7.28 and 7.29) are less systematic. The scatter in the results is 
generally much larger. It has to be considered that the precision regarding the viscosity results 
yielded by measurement from Rheometer-4SCC is lower than for the yield stress (see also 
Subsection 4.3.7 and Figure 4.18). It seems that effects of the PCE modification are of more 
importance in mixtures with a dense particle packing, since the PCE is the major driving force 
for the liquefaction. Therefore, the STAs might show different effects on the viscosity 
depending upon the charge density of the PCE. There is, however, no systematic influence 
depending on temperature, time, or charge density of the PCE identifiable. 
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Figure 7.24: G-Yield over the course of time of POW SCC at 5 °C with ST1 and ST2. 

 

Figure 7.25: H-Viscosity over the course of time of POW SCC at 5 °C with ST1 and ST2. 
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Figure 7.26: G-Yield over the course of time of POW SCC at 20 °C with ST1 and ST2. 

 

Figure 7.27: G-Yield over the course of time of POW SCC at 30 °C with ST1 and ST2. 
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Figure 7.28: H-Viscosity over the course of time of POW SCC at 20 °C with ST1 and ST2. 

  

Figure 7.29: H-Viscosity over the course of time of POW SCC at 30 °C with ST1 and ST2. 

7.4.6 Discussion of the observations 

For the powder type SCCs a systematic temperature effect cannot be identified, but a clear 
distinction can be made between cold (5 °C) and high (20 °C and 30 °C) temperatures. The only 
effect that can be observed between 20 °C and 30 °C is quicker stiffening due to accelerated 
hydration processes. At 5 °C, effects of PCE and STA occur clearly distinctive and 
supplementary (Figure 7.18). The time dependent characteristic behaviour of the yield stress is 
similar with all PCE modifications, while the PCE charge density determines the initial yield 
value. With ST1, a steady increase of the yield stress with time can be observed, which indicates 
that PCE and ST1 do not mutually interfere. This seems to be different in case of mixtures with 
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ST2, which shows a maximum yields stress at 30 minutes and a subsequent prominent reduction 
of the yield stress, regardless of the PCE type. A time dependent reduction of yield stress 
signifies that time-shifted adsorption of PCE takes place. It seems that at cold temperatures the 
hydration is very slow so that the quick increase of yield stress during the first 30 minutes 
cannot be explained by a full consumption of PCE molecules. The latter would also be unlikely, 
since this effect takes place regardless of the PCE type and amount. The fact that increasing 
PCE charge densities cause lower initial yield stresses suggests that adsorption takes place, 
which is driven by electrostatic forces. The initial yield stress using ST2 is always significantly 
lower than with ST1 regardless of the PCE charge density. This indicates that in the presence of 
ST2 a smaller amount of PCE is adsorbed. The mechanism behind the latter observation can be 
a link between the anionic ends of PCE and ST2 through positively charged ions such as Ca2+. 
The occurrence of cohesion between different anionic polymers in high metal salt concentrations 
as in the pore solution of cementitious systems was also shown by Izumi [262]. The additional 
increase of the yield stress during the first 30 minutes may be caused by adsorption of the STA 
at the expense of PCE. The time-shifted reduction of yield stress can then be caused by new 
adsorption sites generated by the ongoing hydration or changes in the solution chemistry with 
time, which loosens existing links between the polymers.  

Apart from a slightly quicker hydration reaction and thus the shorter performance retention, 
the observations at 20 °C and 30 °C for the combination type SCC are similar. Mixtures with 
ST2 show poorer yield stress retention than with ST1 although the viscosity is not affected. This 
also indicates that there is a certain effect of the anionic charges of these polymers. A reasonable 
explanation for such an effect would be the delayed adsorption of the anionic ST2 on particles, 
which reduces the effectiveness of SPs. This would increase the yield stress, while the effect on 
viscosity caused by the large size molecules would remain similar to the effect induced by ST1. 

In general, it can be observed, that both STAs show little effect on the viscosity of 
combination type SCC in case the system is largely stable (which confirms the use of the 
terminology STA used in this Thesis rather than viscosity modifying agent). The major 
determining factor for the yield stress remains the charge density of the SP in case of both STAs 
but the anionic charges of ST2 furthermore seem to interact with PCE molecules, having 
negative effect on the performance retention. This observation applies likewise for the powder 
type SCC. 

Also the temperature shows little effect on the viscosity of the combination type SCC, but 
substantially affects the yield stress. Higher initial values but also better retention can be 
observed at low temperatures, and the opposite effect at higher temperatures with increasing 
magnitude with increasing temperatures. This, however, is driven by charge density effects of 
the PCE as discussed in Chapter 6. 

In case of powder type mixtures no direct effects of the STAs on yield stress or viscosity can 
be observed. These mixtures contain only a negligible content of STA so that any interaction 
between STA and PCE can be considered as negligible compared to the predominating effect of 
the PCE modification. 

The domination of the PCE with regard to the temperature related performance also accounts 
for the fact that the SCC observations do not reflect the results from the rheometric paste tests. 
The paste tests showed low yield stress and higher viscosity at cold temperatures for both STAs. 
This occurred exactly inverted in concrete. It is clear that the yield stress is mainly driven by the 
charge density of the PCE, so that any possible effect of the STA disappears. In concrete 
systems, the whole system determines the viscosity. So, the small amount of STA cannot modify 
the system to an extent that is measurable. This clearly indicates that observations about STAs 
made in rather liquid systems do not inevitably have to be viable in denser systems.  
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7.5 Conclusions 

Investigations were conducted to demonstrate the difference in the stabilising mechanism of the 
two selected STAs, based on potato starch ST1 and diutan gum ST2. It was shown that it is very 
important to distinguish between flowable systems with and without PCE.  

In systems without PCE, each STA shows a characteristic influence on yield stress and 
plastic viscosity. Upon addition of PCE, the influence of the STAs on the yield stress of 
suspensions minimise, while effects on viscosity are partly maintained. While PCE does not 
strongly affect the viscosity in the presence of ST1, a significant drop of viscosity could be 
observed with ST2 in the presence of already small amounts of PCE. The latter effect can be 
explained by ST2 that entangles the particles by adsorbing on their surfaces when no PCE is 
present, while this entanglement is largely avoided in the presence of PCE.  

In rheometric investigations with water and LSF suspensions, minor effects of the two 
observed STAs with temperatures could be observed. While no distinct difference between 20 
°C and 30 °C could be observed for yield stress and viscosity, at 5 °C the yield stresses were 
lower and viscosities higher, regardless of the stabilising agent type.  

The paste observations, however, could not be found in the concrete tests. It is likely that 
other effects, which originate from the integral mixture composition, control the viscosity, while 
effects of the PCE are outperforming any other effect on the yield stress performance.  

All observable effects induced by STAs were related to yield stress effects. No significant 
effects could be observed for the viscosity characteristics with time. This applies for the STA 
type as well as the charge density, and the temperature.  

Due to the negligible additions in the powder type SCCs, effects of the STA were negligible 
at all temperatures. The only observable temperature effects were caused by the charge density 
of the SP. 

No specific influence of the non adsorbing STA could be found with regard to temperature 
effects. The adsorbing ST2 showed influences that vary at 5 °C from those that could be 
observed at 20 °C and 30 °C.  

At 5 °C, SCC with ST2 showed higher initial yield stresses that with ST1. The yield stress 
increased to a maximum at 30 minutes and subsequently dropped again. The observations 
suggested that interactions between the anionic backbones of both polymers take place, which 
determine the time dependent behaviour. 

The behaviour at 20 °C and 30 °C only differed in the time dependent flow characteristics. 
The yield stress happened quicker at higher temperature due to the hydration acceleration. In 
both cases ST2 caused quicker loss of yield stress than ST1. This effect can be explained by the 
adsorption of the STA with time, which quicker reduces the effectiveness of the SP. 

Concluding, the effects resulting from different temperatures on STAs are significantly less 
important than those induced by the charge density of the PCE. The non-adsorbing ST1, based 
on potato starch, can better maintain a low yield stress than the anionic ST2, based on diutan 
gum. It is likely that this effect is mainly attributed to interactions with PCE. 
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8 Influence of PCE on the early hydration 

8.1 Introduction 

The adsorption of superplasticisers (SPs) based on polycarboxylate ether (PCE) on mineral 
phases and on hydration products of cement has a strong influence on the yield stress of 
cementitious systems. This was described in detail in Chapters 3 and 6. The driving force for the 
reduction of the yield stress is the amount of adsorbed SP molecules [66]. The adsorption 
process is influenced by the charge density of the polymers [63, 87]. The main factor 
determining the backbone charge is the molecular structure of the PCE molecules, particularly 
the grafting degree and the graft length. Charged adsorption sites rather attract a higher number 
of lowly charged than highly charged polymers. Hence, when a specific flow value needs to be 
achieved for a cementitious system, a low charge PCE requires a higher amount of solid 
polymers than a high charge PCE. Typically, high charge density polymers provide maximum 
flowability quickly upon addition, but the performance retention is poor, as they are also quickly 
consumed by the continuing hydration process. Low charge density polymers on the other hand, 
typically do not provide ultimate flowability and their effect on yield stress is limited, but they 
can maintain flow performances for a longer period of time, since they adsorb with retardation 
[131, 287].  

The influence of PCE on the early hydration is not limited to the period in which the 
workability properties are of importance. It is known that an increasing amount of PCE prolongs 
the induction period and retards setting [115, 264, 288]. The reason for the prolonged induction 
period due to SP addition remains controversial. Effects that are reported in literature are 
hindrance of C3S dissolution, possible calcium ion complexation, prevented C-S-H precipitation, 
and changed growth of hydrates [64, 289, 290].  

The setting behaviour can vary dependent on the PCE type [131, 264]. It was observed that 
at identical amounts of PCE, cement mixes with low charge density polymers exhibit earlier 
setting than mixes with high charge density polymers [131]. As such, it is becoming clear that 
both amount and type of PCE greatly determine the early hydration characteristics and related 
effects, such as heat evolution and setting. The knowledge about the influence of the PCE 
molecular structure on early deformations, however, is limited. This chapter highlights effects of 
the polymer structure of the PCE on early properties of cementitious systems. Results from 
calorimetry, X-ray diffraction (XRD), Vicat needle penetration test, as well as from observations 
of the autogenous deformations during the first 48 hours are presented and discussed with 
relevance for the concrete scale. 

8.2 The early hydration of ready-mixed SCC 

8.2.1 Specific aspects of SCC 

As described in Section 2.1, there is still controversy concerning the early hydration of cement. 
Major matters of discussion are whether the induction period is purely controlled by dissolution 
and precipitation processes or if a metastable barrier is formed as interim phase (Subsection 
2.1.2) and which processes are responsible for the onset of the accelerated period (transition 
from phase 2 to 3 in Figure 2.1). Fundamental research can only be conducted in pure systems. 
Already two different ordinary Portland cement pastes may yield completely different results, 
depending among others upon the alkali content, the clinker phase composition, the modification 
and solubility of the gypsum, the particles’ fineness, and the water to binder ratio. Hence, 
observations on the early hydration period of pastes can only partly reflect the behaviour of even 
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much more complicated systems. Concrete systems supplement the complexity of cement paste 
systems by influences of the water absorption, the shape and size distribution of the aggregate, 
influences of fillers, and a variety of water to cement ratios. Nevertheless, observations in the 
paste system should at least qualitatively yield representative results. This means if a specific 
parameter accelerates or slows down the hydration in a cement paste this is likely to occur in 
concrete systems at least qualitatively as well, as long as no other critical parameters change. 

Self-compacting concrete is even more complicated than normal concrete, as high volumes 
of constituents that can affect the hydration are used, such as additions and admixtures. 
Furthermore, the total binder content, which mainly determines early hydration processes, is 
typically higher than in ordinary concrete. Hence, effects can be expected to occur at a higher 
magnitude in SCC. If furthermore SCC is considered from a construction site application point 
of view, attention needs to be paid to the influences of the environmental conditions of which 
the temperature can be considered as the most crucial one. 

8.2.2 Influence of calcium carbonate on early hydration effects 

SCC is typically designed with a higher powder volume than ordinary concrete. The powder 
content above the necessary cement content is typically amended by a variety of inert or reactive 
fillers. Several authors have put emphasis on the early hydration of cements blended with 
ground granulated blast furnace slag, (e.g. [125, 291, 292]), fly ash (e.g. [293, 294]), silica fume 
(e.g. [295-297]), or even more complicated systems with combined additions (e.g. [298-300]). 
The mixture compositions observed in this work contain LSF as supplementary powder 
component.  

Both mixtures as formulated in Subsection 4.2.2 contain high amounts of limestone filler 
(LSF), hence a significant amount of calcium carbonate is added to the system, which needs to 
be taken into account. Though often considered as inert filler, limestone is reported to strongly 
modify the hydration of cementitious systems. Ramachandran investigated the effect of 
limestone additions on C3S and C3A plus gypsum and observed accelerated hydration of C3S as 
well as an accelerated formation of ettringite [301]. Stark and Gathemann [302] as well as Pera 
et al.[303] present calorimetry curves that give evidence about the accelerated hydration process. 
According to Lothenbach et al. [119] this caused by the additional surface that is provided for 
the nucleation and growth of hydrates. Ye et al. investigated the microstructure of different 
cementitious system including two types of SCC pastes and observed the heat of hydration by 
calorimetry, the phase evolution by TGA and the structural changes by backscatter scanning 
electron microscopy [304]. They found that the LSF did not participate in the chemical reactions 
of the cement hydration but acted as accelerator during the early hydration. Craeye et al. 
investigated the autogenous shrinkage of cementitious systems with LSF and concluded that 
LSF accelerated the hydration and caused an earlier “time zero”, which they defined as the time 
at which the formation of a solid structure was assumed from ultrasonic transmission testing 
[294]. The phenomenon of building a solid structure at the thus defined “time-zero” is similar to 
what happens at the time of the final setting tfin (see Subsection 4.4.1). 

The faster hydration can also be observed indirectly by accelerated early strength 
development, e.g. as shown by Voglis et al. [305]. According to the research of Vuk et al., the 
effect of limestone also depends on its fineness [306]. While coarse limestone mainly 
accelerated the early strength development, more finely ground LSF had further effect on the 
setting as well as the final strength.  

By thermodynamic calculations Lothenbach et al. [119] show that the addition of LSF in a 
cementitious system yields predominantly monocarbonate (CcAC � H..), instead of monosulphate 
(CcAS �H.�), which in return stabilises ettringite (C>AS �H��	�>), at the expense of monosulphate 
[119]. According to Lothenbach et al. [119] and Damidot et al. [299], upon addition of CaCO3, 
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Figure 8.4: Influence of high temperatures on OPC paste and silica fume blended cement paste 
with and without SP [309]. 

 

Figure 8.5: Influence of the temperature on ultrasonic wave velocity and initial set  
after Zhang et al. [140]. 

Zhang et al. present results, where Vicat tini corresponds well with ultrasonic wave velocity 
measurements, both methods showing that increasing temperatures caused accelerated hydration 
[140]. These results are shown in Figure 8.5. With regard to the temperature behaviour, they 
state that due to the fact that setting is caused by percolation, the temperature affects the time at 
which setting occurs but not the degree of hydration at the moment of setting. 

Sohn and Johnson [310] observed the evolution of the hardness of cement pastes at 
temperatures above room temperature by using a penetration device that measures the force 
required to drive a penetrator into a specimen. The hardness was defined as the quotient of the 
force and the frontal area size of the penetrator. The authors show a significant acceleration of 
the hardness with increasing temperatures.  
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Figure 8.6: Influence of the temperature free water with time without and with PCE 

Ridi et al. link the hydration retardation to the time dependent evolution of the free water in 
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8.2.4 Influence of superplasticisers on the early hydration  

SPs have a strong influence on the whole period of the early hydration. As discussed in  
Chapter 6, they strongly interact with the aluminate phase hydration, influencing the 
workability. Roessler et al. [181] have shown that SPs interact with the calcium sulphates from 
the set retarder and C3A, yielding less ettringite formation. In their study they varied different 
combinations of anhydrite, gypsum, and hemi hydrate (see Table 2.1.). Furthermore, due to the 
SP, ettringite forms rather in a long prismatic shape, which might affect the setting [181]. 
Roessler and Sowoidnich have shown that besides the effect on the workability, SPs can further 
foster the dissolution of C3A, particularly, in case the system contains disproportionally high 
amounts of C3A compared to the available set retarder [182]. This fosters the formation of high 
amounts of AFm phases, which in turn increases the risk of delayed AFt formation, thus 
reducing the durability. Another effect during the early hydration of aluminate phases is that the 
precipitation in the presence of SPs is rather shifted into the solution instead of the surfaces of 
C3A [257, 314]. Furthermore, SPs might intercalate into AFm phases forming so called organo-
mineral phases which differ strongly in their behaviour from the hydrate phases produced by 
cement hydration [61, 168, 170, 185, 186, 193, 315]. However, for PCE superplasticisers, 
intercalations typically do not play a role, though they were observed for highly charged PCE as 
well under specific conditions [170] as their ionic strength is lower and their side-chains are 
longer than for PNS, for which intercalations have been reported to occur.  

Beyond the aluminate hydration a major effect of SPs is the retardation of the alite 
hydration. Particularly a prolongation of the induction period reported by numerous authors, e.g. 
[65, 115, 131, 136]. According to the observations of Pourchet et al. [316], the retardation can 
be approximated linearly depending on the amount of carboxylic charges that interact with the 
C3S surface. However, which mechanism accounts responsible for the retardation is not fully 
clarified yet. 

According to a review of possible interactions between all common types of SPs, Mollah et 
al. conclude that three mechanisms might account for the retarding effect. The first option is a 
barrier that is generated by the SPs that hinders the diffusion of water and calcium ions. The 
second option is calcium complexation, which in return would prevent nucleation and 
precipitation of C-S-H. The third option is a change in the kinetics and morphology of hydrate 
phases induced by the dispersive action of the SPs [58]. 

Rieger et al. studied the precipitation of CaCO3 with and without presence of PCE by X-ray 
microscopy [317]. In the presence of PCE, the added CaCO3 nano-particles remained stable 
upon full coverage with PCE. They dissolved only when the amount of PCE was insufficient for 
a full coverage. Although this study has evidence only for CaCO3 nano particles, it indicates that 
PCE indeed can hinder the dissolution of phases upon surface adsorption. 

Ridi et al. observed the activation energies for the acceleration period without and in the 
presence of different SPs based on PNS and PCE. The authors conclude that in the presence of 
SPs significantly higher activation energies are required for the accelerated period [311]. This 
provides evidence that in the presence of SP the hydration mechanism changes. SEM 
micrographs shown by the authors suggest that it is reasonable to assume that the morphology of 
the hydration products change in the presences of SPs.  

Based on observations of the composition of the liquid phase and investigations of the solid 
phases, Lothenbach et al. conclude that SPs mainly retards the dissolution of alite, which in 
conclusion delays the formation of portlandite and C-S-H. No significant retardation of the 
ettringite formation could be observed. Since the pore solution was not strongly affected by the 
presence of SPs, the authors conclude that the retarding effect cannot be caused by calcium 
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Figure 8.8: Effect of adsorbed amount of SP on the end of the induction period of the C3S 
hydration determined by conductivity measurement after Pourchet et al. [289]. 

Sowoidnich and Roessler could not find evidence for reduced dissolution of C3S in the 
presence of PCE [319]. In their experiments, the calcium and silicate ion concentrations in their 
solutions were rather increased in the presence of the different used PCEs. However, by electric 
conductivity tests, they could show that precipitation of C-S-H as well as of portlandite were 
hindered by the SPs. They conclude that the retarding effect of SPs might be induced by 
hindrance of C-S-H growth due to unadsorbed SPs. 

8.2.5 Influence of water to powder ratio 

Already in 1867, when cement as we know it today was still in its infancy, Michaëlis [320] 
reports about conducted investigations with cement at varied water to cement ratio, in which 
higher w/c values delayed the setting of powders ground from a piece of Portland cement clinker 
(“aus einem Brande ein Stück Cement”). The setting of the less finely ground powder was 
retarded from 7 to 10 minutes and the setting of the more finely ground powder was retarded 3 
to 4 minutes. Furthermore, the temperature increase reduced from 6.2 °C to 5.0 °C and from 
11.5 °C to 9.0 °C, respectively. 

These observations are confirmed by studies with more modern materials. The higher the 
water to cement ratio, the slower the heat development and the later the setting occurs. Hesse et 
al. [307] show heat flow experiments where the maximum heat flow reduces and shifts to a later 
point in time with increasing w/c. Sohn and Johnson show that the rate of hardening increases 
the lower the w/c is [310]. Increasing w/c furthermore increase the chemical shrinkage. In 
observations after 20 h of hydration, Geiker found that the rate of chemical shrinkage increases 
with increasing w/c in cement pastes and that there is a strong linear correlation between the 
chemical shrinkage at infinite time and the w/c [139] (Figure 8.9).  
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Figure 8.9: Relation between w/c and chemical shrinkage evolution (left) and linear realtion 
between chemical shrinkage at infinite time and w/c after Geiker [139]. 

8.3 The early hydration from an engineering point of view 

Many sophisticated studies have been conducted with regard to the early hydration. Despite a 
high number of still not yet completely understood aspects, many details about what happens 
during the first day of hydrating cement’s life can be considered as largely known. It is, 
however, also of importance to link the abundant knowledge about cement chemistry to practical 
applications. 

If the early age of concrete is considered from an engineering point of view, many matters of 
discussion might sound absurd. If a person is involved in the edification of a concrete bridge, 
this person might rather be interested in controlling the effect than in understanding the physico-
chemical cause for it. The constructor is hence mainly interested in concrete that is delivered to 
the construction site in the demanded consistency, whether he can maintain the schedule for 
demoulding, and that the concrete remains without serious cracks. From that point of view, there 
might be other specific points in time that are of major interest than those characterising the 
early hydration. These are for example the period during which the concrete is cast, the early 
strength development and the time during which the concrete is prone to cracks.  

As shown in Chapter 6, in case of SCC the workability period is determined in a critical 
extent by the amount and the charge density of the PCE. The influence on the yield stress 
reduction is predominantly determined by the amount of adsorbed polymers [66, 67, 258]. At a 
specific time polymers with a higher charge will have a stronger tendency to be adsorbed [65], 
which can be explained by the competition with the sulphate ions [85] (see Subsection 3.3.4). 
This means when a high charged polymer is chosen to achieve a specified slump flow, less 
polymers will be in the system than in case of a low charged polymer. This is emphasized by the 
admixture compositions with varied PCE charges at similar flow properties, presented in Table 
4.10, where the PCE with the highest charge density is always added in the lowest amount, and 
decreasing charge densities always yield higher required additions (Figure 8.10). If different 
PCEs are available, they would not be added in identical amounts, but rather individually in the 
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amount that is required in order to achieve a specified flow property (e.g. Figure 8.10). From 
that point of view, the influence of the molecular geometry of PCE at identical addition, as e.g. 
discussed by Winnefeld et al. [65] might be without importance for engineering applications. So 
the polymeric structure of a PCE only plays an indirect role as it determines whether a higher or 
a lower amount of polymers has to be added in order to achieve specified flow properties. It is 
therefore likely that the influence of the amount of total PCE outweighs any influence of the 
polymer geometry.  

 

Figure 8.10: Required additions to achieve similar flow properties after 30 minutes for 
differently charged PCEs. 

Although setting cannot predict what happens during a later stage of hydration, particularly 
not when components are added to the binder supplementary to cement, it is a good indicator for 
the early strength development. If the concrete system remains unchanged, it is unlikely that 
effects that shift the setting time into a certain direction will have adverse effects on the early 
strength. Therefore the setting can be considered as a very relevant point in time. 

If typical early deformation curves are evaluated, it can be observed that deformations occur 
at a high rate during the induction period and change to lower rates around the time of the 
setting. This transition is not directly linked to the time of the setting, as it can be observed e.g. 
in Figure 8.2, where the knee point of the autogenous shrinkage curve is observed later than the 
final setting time, with increasing effect with reduced temperatures. Hence, there is a quite 
undefined period in time, which starts around the initial set and ends at a time, when the 
concrete has achieved sufficient resistance against cracks due to strength evolution. During this 
period, the concrete is prone to cracks.  

These mentioned critical periods are shown in Figure 8.11. It is obvious that these identified 
points are not linked to characteristic points of the hydration evolution curve, marked with 
numbers 1 to 4 after Pratt and Ghose [116] similar to Figure 2.4. According to Nachbaur et al. 
[321], the Vicat setting time is not considered as a specific point in time and does not correspond 
to a significant structural evolution. This is true when looked only from a hydration point of 
view. If the angle of observation is turned, however, the maximum rate of hydration is 
meaningless and not relevant for any construction site purposes. For a more distinguished 
evaluation it is thus necessary to integrate the characteristic points of time for practical 
applications into the hydration curve.  
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This fact is particularly important if SCC is taken into account. SCC always contains SP, 
causing a prolonged induction period and a broadened hydration peak. Thus there are distinct 
time differences between the characteristic points of the hydration as well as those identified as 
relevant from an engineering point of view. 

For normal concrete, the setting is assumed to take place approximately during the first 3-6 
hours (e.g. [30, 79, 81, 82, 88, 126]). This is close to the onset of the acceleration period. 
However, also the accelerated hydration does not take long. Hence, the initial or the final set 
somehow both can be linked to the beginning and the end of the acceleration period. However, 
in case of mixtures containing high amounts of SP, the onset of the accelerated hydration can be 
significantly retarded [123, 124]. The same is valid for the time difference between onset and 
end of the acceleration period. Initial and final set take place somewhere in between. However, 
between all these characteristic points several hours can pass. 

 

Figure 8.11: Characteristic periods of the early hydration from an engineering point of view 
compared to the characteristic points from a cement hydration point of view. Peak 1: Wetting 

and early reactions; Peak 2: Hydration of C3S; Peak 3: Renewed hydration of C3A; Peak 4: 
Hydration of ferrite and/or conversion of AFt to AFm. 

It is now evident that the time of the setting can be considered as a relevant value and has to 
be given special attention, particularly when SCC is discussed. Setting gives information about 
the strength development and furthermore represents the transition from a plastic state into a 
solid state.  

For cementitious systems without SP it is not necessarily important to distinguish between 
initial and final set since the time in between might range from 20 to maximum 60 minutes. As 
mentioned before, in superplasticised systems the time in between can last drastically longer.  

Nachbaur et al. [321] opine that any different test setup (e.g. another needle) would yield 
different results. This can be doubted for the final set, but it is surely true for the initial set. 
Sleiman et al. calculated the yield stress from the Vicat measurement and compared it with 
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results from rheometric investigations by using a vane cell [322]. Their results point out that the 
initial set represents a significant marker in the yield stress curve, after which the rate drastically 
increases (Figure 8.12). However, this is only a rheological phenomenon and does not provide 
any evidence about a structural formation in cement or concrete. For example, if modelling clay 
is taken into account, the needle would drop and stop somewhere in between the top and the 
ground plate but the clay would not behave as a true solid.  

 

Figure 8.12: Yield stresses computed from Vicat test and rheometer using a vane geometry cell 
compared to the corresponding Vicat needle penetration depth according to [322]. 

 

Figure 8.13: Consistency of a cement paste at the very moment of the initial set. 
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Figure 8.13 gives an example of a cement paste exactly at the moment of the tini according to 
Vicat (the specimen itself is from a rheological measurement with a ball system). The 
photograph shows a consistency very similar to modelling clay. The very thin skin on the top of 
the specimen is only a surface phenomenon and can be intruded easily by a dropping needle. 
The point in time when the needle does no longer drop to the bottom of the Vicat device is 
depending upon the plastic viscosity and the yield stress of the system at that time. These can be 
assumed to depend on the particle packing density, the water to solid ratio and the SP content. 
Hence, there is no direct link to the formation of a solid structure. 

In this context it has to be considered that the definition of the initial set may vary strongly. 
According to EN 196-3:1995, the initial set is defined as the point in time at which the needle 
drops to a specimen height of 4 mm ± 1 mm. According to Sant et al. [138], who refer to ASTM 
C 191 the initial set is defined as the point in time at which the needle penetrates less than 
25 mm ± 0.5 mm. Hence, according to the European standard, which serves as reference for this 
work, the consistency differences at initial and final set are more pronounced than according to 
the American standard.  

It is now evident that the initial setting time does not provide significant information about 
the transition from a plastic state. This, however, is not valid for the final set. If a specimen is 
just observed haptically and optically at the time of the final set, the difference between a 
specimen which is not yet set and which is just set can be sensed easily. McKenna defines the 
final set as “firm resistance to any penetration or deformation” [231]. Following this definition 
from 1912 already, it is quite self-explanatory that at the moment the Vicat needle can no longer 
penetrate a specimen deeply, any other needle would behave likewise unless it is not pushed into 
the specimen by strong force. Indeed, a standardised final set, which does only relate to a 
specified needle penetration depth (e.g. 0.5 mm according to EN 196-6:2005 and ASTM C191) 
does not inevitably have to correspond to this transformation from a plastic body to a rigid body. 
E.g. the surface of a specimen may show bleeding and can interact with the surroundings, 
causing that the point in time at which the needle reaches the specified penetration depth can be 
significantly retarded. If, however, the transition of the penetration depth curve towards a 
horizontal line is considered as the final set, the final set can be considered as a very significant 
point in time during the early hydration process. Figure 2.6 gives further evidence, showing that 
at the time of the final set, the chemical shrinkage and the autogenous strain start to diverge. 

Concluding, it can be stated that for a comprehensive overview of the effect of SPs on the 
early properties of self-compacting cementitious systems, it is necessary to take a closer look 
onto the final set and the early deformations, particular at the very time when the system is 
prone to cracks induced by restraints in the construction.  
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8.4 Experimental setup 

8.4.1 General information 

Three types of investigations were conducted on different pastes, mortars and concretes in three 
different series. Each investigation was conducted with cement from different delivery charges. 
However, according to the principles formulated in Subsection 4.5.3, within one closed 
observation series the used materials’ qualities were not varied. 

• The first investigation provides information about the influence of the charge 
density and the amount of PCE on the setting of pure cementitious systems 
(Subsection 8.4.2).  

• The second investigation uses the pastes of the COM and POW mixtures in order 
to observe individual adjustment parameters affecting the early hydration reactions 
and deformations. This major investigation series is described in Subsection 8.4.3. 

• In a third investigation the relevance of the former paste observations for the 
concrete scale was observed. These results will be presented in Subsection 8.4.5. 

8.4.2 Setting of pure cement-superplasticiser pastes 

In the first investigation, the influence of the temperature and the PCE charge density and 
amount on the setting was observed. Therefore, pastes from cement and water were mixed and 
the amount of dosed PCE was varied. Cement and superplasticiser specifications can be found in 
the Subsections 4.1.2 and 4.1.4, respectively. In order to reduce the influence of the water 
content and to avoid any segregation at high SP dosages, the water content was adjusted to the 
water content according to the Puntke test [32, 233], which is also described in Subsection 5.2.1. 
The respective mass related w/c was 0.25. This corresponds to a Puntke-water-demand of 44.1% 
by volume. Bulk PCE (water + solids) was added to the paste in 4% steps referring to the 
volume of cement. Above 20%, the steps were increased to 5% steps. The resulting water 
content of the PCE was taken into account and deducted from the mixing water. Since each PCE 
modification has different solid to water ratios, the solid contents corresponding to the bulk PCE 
dosages vary.  

Table 8.1: Mixing regime for paste investigations. 

Step Duration [s] Mixing velocity Action 
1 60 1 (slow speed) Dry mixing of cement and limestone filler 
2 60 1 (slow speed) Addition of 1/2 of total water 
3 30 1 (slow speed) Addition of PCE 
4 30 1 (slow speed) Addition of 1/2 of total water 
5 60 3 (medium speed) Mixing 
6 30 - Manual scraping off residue 
7 60 3 (medium speed) Mixing 

 

Three differently charged PCEs were used that are described in Subsection 4.1.4. The 
observations were conducted at 5, 20, and 30 °C. All mixture ingredients were stored prior to 
testing in the particular observation climate. The mixing was conducted in a mortar lab at 21 °C 
to 23 °C. The mixing regime as used for the paste tests can be seen in Table 8.1.  

In case a mixture did not contain PCE, the addition was skipped. However, the mixing time 
was maintained. Mixing took place in a kitchen mixer Kenwood Chef Classic Platin KM 416. 
This mixer allows better homogenisation at low mixing volumes than a mixer according to 
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EN 196-1:2005. Directly after mixing, the specimens were poured into the Vicat rings and 
placed in the automatic Vicat device as described in Subsection 4.4.2. The zero-time was set as 
the time of the first water addition. For each specimen only one test was conducted, which was 
considered as sufficiently precise since due to the systematic increase of the PCE, a scattered 
result would become obvious immediately. 

8.4.3 Setting, heat evolution and deformations of the binder paste of COM and POW 

In the second series the influence of different amounts and modifications as well as the 
temperature on the early hydration were observed using the COM and POW pastes (Table 4.12). 
Since all these factors have a strong influence on the consistency, the standardised method for 
the determination of the setting according to Vicat at defined stiffness of a paste or mortar 
system were not reasonable to be applied. This would namely always demand for a re-
adjustment of the w/p ratio so that influencing factors would diffuse. The tests were thus 
conducted at identical mixture compositions and at the consistency that resulted from each 
mixture and admixture adjustment.  

The studied mixtures are the paste mixtures from Table 4.12. In order to distinguish between 
the influence of the polymers at identical polymer content and at polymer amounts required for 
comparable rheology, two series were observed. These can be found in Table 8.2.  

Series 1 concerned mixtures with PCE contents according to Table 4.10. For the stabilisation 
of the paste ST2 was chosen since it was considered to be more stable at cold temperatures than 
ST1. ST2 was added to the mixture at the end of step 2 shown Table 8.1. Segregation had to be 
avoided since this would critically affect the measurement of the deformations and the setting. 
While the POW paste was not modified, the STA content of the COM mixture needed to be 
modified in order to avoid segregation. The STA content given in Table 4.10 was multiplied by 
a factor of 2. By this, the general characteristics of the pastes, such as the ratio of powder to 
water and solid PCE remained unaffected. Since the STA content was kept constant for all paste 
tests, this allowed observing the effect of different PCE types.  

Series 2 dealt with the influence of the differently charged PCE at identical solid contents. In 
this series only the COM pastes were observed. The high charge density polymer was added in 
the smallest solid amount. Therefore, its solid content was fixed and taken as a reference dosage 
for the PCEs LC and MC. By this it was avoided that overdose of PCE takes place, which would 
cause segregation of the paste. The PCE solid contents for Series 1 and 2 are shown in Table 
8.2. 

The tests were conducted at 5, 20, and 30 °C. All mixture ingredients were stored prior to 
testing in the particular observation climate. The mixing, however, was conducted in a mortar 
lab at 21 °C to 23 °C. Specimens were homogenised according to Table 8.1. The mixer used for 
the mixes was a mortar mixer in compliance with EN 196-1:2005. 

The ambient temperatures in the calorimeter were calibrated prior to each specified 
observation temperature. This made it necessary to store the whole device in a climate chamber 
for the measurements at 5 °C in order to avoid condensation. The tests were conducted 
according to Subsection 4.4.3. The sensitivity was adjusted to ± 20 µW. A weight of 
approximately 15 g of paste was used for each investigation. The specimens were filled in 
plastic vessels. Each specimen was measured twice from one batch. Inert reference samples 
filled with quartzitic sand and water to sand ratio of 0.5 were set up in order to reduce effects of 
the so called “cross-talk” which implies that vessels mutually interact. 

The shrinkage cones were placed in a climate chamber adjusted to the temperature under 
investigation. The measurements were conducted according to Subsection 4.4.5.  
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Table 8.2: Qualitative PCE properties and additions for identical flow properties in the COM 
pastes and identical polymer contents in the COM pastes. 

Series Paste mixes PCE HC PCE MC PCE LC 

1 

POW 

Different PCE content, adjusted to similar rheology 

Abbreviation 

HC-0.36% MC-0.55% LC-0.57% 

PCE solids 

0.36% of cement 0.55% of cement 0.57% of cement 

COM 

Different PCE content, adjusted to similar rheology 

Abbreviation 

HC-0.42% MC-0.61% LC-0.66% 

PCE solids 

0.42% of cement 0.61% of cement 0.66% of cement 

2 

Adjusted to similar PCE content, different rheology 

Abbreviation 

HC-0.42% MC-0.42% LC-0.42% 

PCE solids 

0.42% of cement 0.42% of cement 0.42% of cement 

 

The Vicat samples were stored under water at controlled temperature, which was adjusted to 
each observation temperature. The tests were conducted according to Subsection 4.4.2. 

The practical application required two operators. The first operator immediately filled the 
Vicat rings after the end of the mixing. In order to avoid that during the handling part of the 
filling gets lost, the specimens were at first only filled up the ¾ of the height. In a next step, the 
water in the specimen chamber was emptied until the water level was slightly lower than the 
brims of the Vicat rings. This was necessary to avoid that at fluent consistency the paste mixes 
up with the water. When the specimen was filled and at rest, the water level was carefully raised 
again until all specimens were fully covered with water. In parallel, another operator filled the 
shrinkage cones directly after mixing and placed them into the frame with a cover on top of the 
paste. After this the vessels for the calorimetry were filled. After placing the samples into the 
calorimeter, the shrinkage cone was covered with foil, the reflector plate was placed in the 
centre and the laser was adjusted. 

All devices were located in close range so that by this operation, it was assured that all 
specimens were placed in individual climate and left untouched after 5-10 minutes. The quick 
operation was considered necessary since interactions with temperature that deviate from the 
observation temperature should be avoided. Since all test devices allow a backward calculation 
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from the measurement start to the zero-time, the starting of the measurement could then be 
conducted more calmly upon placement of all samples.  

For the tests tini was specified according to EN 196-3 at a penetration depth of 34.0 ± 
3.0 mm. For tfin, a penetration depth of 2.5 mm was defined as in the mortar standard. This was 
necessary since particularly at cold temperatures the full hardening of the paste zone between 
specimen and water surface took a long time. The knee-point of the curve, after which the 
needle penetration depth line levels, occurred before the penetration of 0.5 mm could be reached 
(Figure 8.14). For this test setup, where high w/p mixes and high amounts of SPs were used, the 
knee-point is considered as the relevant value for the setting. Since paste was observed, the 
needle was adjusted as in EN 196-3 with 300 g. 

 

Figure 8.14: Sample of a typical needle penetration curve in comparison to a curve resulting 
from high PCE dosages or low temperatures and respective modifications of the tfin. 

8.4.4 In-situ XRD on pastes of the COM mixture 

The XRD measurements were conducted with a Rigaku Ultima IV device with a D/tex-Ultra 
high speed detector, equipped with a copper anode as described in Subsection 4.4.4.  
For these investigations the COM pastes were observed (Table 4.12) with PCE LC and PCE HC 
since the former observations pointed out that the medium charge polymer behaves very similar 
to the low charge polymer, these two PCEs were considered as representative for a typical low 
and high charge PCE. The dosages were chosen according to Table 8.2 for the same rheological 
properties as well as for an identical solid content for PCE LC and PCE HC.  

Table 8.3: Schedule for XRD measurements of fresh pastes. 

Time after measuring start 0 to 2 h 2 to 12 h 12 to 24 h 24 to 48 h 

Diffraction angles 2θ 5°-25° 5°-45° 5°-45° 5°-45° 

Scanning interval 10 min 1 h 2 h 4 h 

Number of measurements 12 10 6 6 

Sample numbering 1-12 13-22 23-28 29-34 
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All fresh paste samples were poured into round sample holders with a diameter of 20 mm 
and a height of 2 mm. Samples were covered with X-ray transmitting Kapton-foil to prevent 
evaporation and air-tightly connected to the sample holder with putty. All measurements were 
conducted at a scanning speed of 5°/min. Measurements during the first 2 hours were made 
every 10 minutes at diffraction angles 2θ from 5° to 25°. The small range of angles was adjusted 
to have shorter observation intervals and since at these early times no significant changes in the 
alite peaks were expected. After that, the diffraction angles 2θ were switched from 5° to 45° in a 
scanning frequency of one scan per hour for the next ten measurements. At identical diffraction 
angles, the following six measurements were conducted at a frequency of one per two hours 
followed by another six measurements every four hours. This adjustment is given in Table 8.3. 
All consecutive measurements and a table of the individual times of each measurement after 
water addition can be found in Annex D. 

8.4.5 Setting of binder paste, mortar, and concrete 

In a third investigation, the results are evaluated on mortar and concrete scale. Vicat tests were 
conducted for the admixture variations with paste, mortar, and concrete. In order to avoid a 
rupture of the needle upon impact with a coarse grain, instead of the standard needle, a more 
stable needle with a diameter of 2 mm was used. The mass of the penetrating needle was 1000 g.  

First, the aggregates, required for a mortar and paste sample of 400 ml were separately 
homogenised before and put aside into buckets. Then a litre of paste was mixed according to 
Table 8.1. In a last step, the required amount of paste for the 400 ml mortar and concrete 
samples were weighed of the already homogenised paste and the whole mix was stirred for 30 s 
each at low rotational speed. After that the Vicat rings were quickly filled and the test was 
started. 

8.5 Results and Discussion 

8.5.1 Effect of PCE on the setting of cement paste 

In general, a strong effect of the temperature could be observed on the setting with varied PCE 
contents. The slope of the setting curves increased significantly with decreasing temperatures. 
This means, the colder the temperature is, the more pronounced is the retarding effect of the SP. 
Furthermore, the gap between tini and tfin widens with decreasing temperature (Figure 8.15).  

At all temperatures, there was a strong influence of the PCE content on the setting. All 
curves show a systematic behaviour, which occurs more pronounced with regard to tfin. Below a 
threshold dosage depending on PCE type and temperature the setting times increase in a linear 
way with increasing PCE dosages at a slight slope. Above this threshold dosage, the slope 
becomes significantly steeper. This effect occurs very pronounced at 5 °C and less pronounced 
at 30 °C. At dosages between zero and this characteristic point, the influence of the PCE charge 
density is small at all temperatures. As soon as the slope increases the effect of the charge 
density increases. The PCE with the high charge density PCE HC shows earlier tini and tfin at all 
temperatures compared to the low and medium charge density PCEs PCE LC and PCE MC. 
This confirms the observations of Winnefeld et al. that the induction period is extended with 
increased charge density [65]. On the other hand, the dosages of PCE HC to adjust the required 
fresh concrete performance were smaller than those of PCE LC and MC. This compensates the 
negative effect on setting by the molecule structure of the PCE to a certain extend. Furthermore, 
a significant effect of the charge density of the PCEs LC and MC can only be observed at cold 
temperatures. At 20 °C and 30 °C, PCE LC and MC behave similarly and there is no systematic 
effect of the charge density. It has to be noted that the distinction of the charge densities between 
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low, medium and high does not give any evidence about the quantity. Already from the 
adsorption tests of the PCEs (see Subsection 4.1.4) it became obvious that the performance 
difference between PCE LC and MC is significantly smaller than the difference between these 
two PCEs and PCE HC.  

 

Figure 8.15: tfin and tini of cement pastes with varied PCE contents and PCE charge densities at 
temperatures of 5 °C, 20 °C, and 30 °C. 

8.5.2 Effect of PCE type and amount on initial and final set of COM pastes 

As could be seen from the former results on cement paste, the charge density of PCE induces 
two opposing effects. On the one hand, higher charge densities slow down the hydration, on the 
other hand, they need to be added in smaller amounts. The hypothesis of Section 8.3 is that the 
effect of the dosage is likely to outweigh effects of the molecular architecture or the respective 
charge density (Figure 3.23). In order to find out which effect predominates, pastes of the COM 
mixture were investigated with varied PCEs at dosages that are required to achieve similar flow 
properties as well as at identical dosage of solids. These are given in Figure 8.16. At identical 
flow properties (left) mixes with the high charge polymer set significantly earlier than mixes 
with the medium and the low charge density polymers. This behaviour can be observed at all 
temperatures but it occurs significantly more pronounced the lower the temperature is. The low 
charge density polymer only sets slightly earlier than the medium charge polymer. There is no 
clear relation between the polymer content and the time of setting. However, it is important to 
notice that the high charge PCE was only added at a dosage of 0.42%, while the similarly 
behaving low and medium charge PCEs (0.66% and 0.61%, respectively) were added in similar 
and significantly higher amounts than the high charge polymer. As stated before, it seems in 
general PCE LC and PCE MC behave very similarly, not only with regard to the flow properties, 
so that the effect, induced by the charge density is not as pronounced as between them and the 
PCE HC. At this similar addition of polymer solids the effect of the molecular architecture again 
is of increasing importance, so that the PCE LC sets earlier than PCE MC despite the slightly 
higher solid content. This is confirmed by the results of the final setting times at identical solid 
polymer contents (Figure 8.16, right). At identical polymer contents, the times of the tfin are 
much closer to each other, regardless of the observation temperature. A clear correlation 
between charge density and setting time cannot be observed. Since no pronounced effect of PCE 
charge densities at identical solid contents can be observed, and on the other side a very 
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pronounced effect can be observed with regard to the total amount of polymers, the hypothesis 
of Section 8.3, can be confirmed. The amount of total polymers, regardless of their charge 
density, is the decisive factor determining the set retardation. 

Even if an effect of the charge density would exist, e.g. as described by Winnefeld et al. and 
Zingg et al. al. [264, 318, 323], who observed an increasing retardation with increasing charge 
densities at identical polymer concentrations, these effects would be outweighed by effects 
resulting from higher polymer contents. PCE is typically added according to rheological 
specifications. In order to achieve these specifications, a high charge density PCE has to be 
added at lower dosages due to its higher efficiency and a low charge density PCE has to be 
added at higher dosages. As a result it can be stated that from a point of view of the applier of 
cementitious materials, high charge density PCE retards the setting less than low charge density 
PCE, due to the lower required addition rate.  

 

Figure 8.16: tfin at PCE dosage for identical flow (left) and identical polymer content (right). 

8.5.3 Effect of PCE type and amount on heat evolution of COM pastes 

The results of the setting measurements are in good agreement with the results of the heat flow 
analyses. Figure 8.17 shows the effect of the temperature on the curves of the heat flow ��  
(Subsection 4.4.3). The peak maxima reduce with decreasing temperature and occur at later 
times, while the period of hydration significantly broadens. Figure 8.17 only shows the effect of 
the temperature. A more specific observation for 5 °C, 20 °C and 30 °C is presented in Figures 
8.18 to 8.20, respectively. The left figure always shows the curves at identical flow performance 
and the right figure shows the curves at identical solid dosages, regardless of the flow properties. 
Vertical lines of the same grey level as the heat flow curves represent the respective final Vicat 
setting times.  

At all temperatures, the curves qualitatively look alike and they confirm the results from the 
Vicat tests shown in Figure 8.16. PCE modifications and amounts that caused earlier final 
setting are accompanied by earlier accelerated heat evolution. It can also be observed here that 
the curves for mixes with different PCE charge densities show much more similar behaviour 
when the PCEs are added at identical solid contents, while the curves diverge much more when 
the PCEs are added in an amount that yields similar flow properties. In the latter case, always 
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the high charge PCE causes prominently earlier hydration due to its small required addition 
amount. 

 

Figure 8.17: Heat flow of all COM pastes at varied PCE types and amount (Table 8.2)  
at 5, 20, and 30 °C. 

 

Figure 8.18: Heat flow at 5 °C for the COM pastes. Vertical lines indicate tfin. 
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Figure 8.19: Heat flow at 20 °C for the COM pastes. Vertical lines indicate tfin. 

 

Figure 8.20: Heat flow at 30 °C for the COM pastes. Vertical lines indicate tfin. 

8.5.4 Correlating the heat flow and the final set according to Vicat 

It has become evident that the setting and the heat evolution are in good agreement. Final set 
retardation coincides with retarded hydration heat evolution. However, if the times of the 
occurrence of the final Vicat setting are observed and compared to the different curve 
characteristics, it is difficult to allocate a certain time related position to the occurrence of tfin. It 
can only be concluded that tfin occurred somewhere after the first third of the acceleration period 
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closest to the onset of the accelerated hydration and on the other side closest to the maximum 
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Figure 8.21: Occurrence of final set during the accelerated period for MC-42% at 5 °C  
and at 30 °C. Vertical lines indicate tfin. 

In an attempt to analyse the exact time of tfin in the context with the ongoing hydration, the first 
derivative Q�  of the heat flow curve was calculated. Q�  can be calculated according to: 

 

Q� = st�
sl  (8.2) 

 
where: Q�  = heat flow rate [J/s²]; Q�  = Heat flow [J/s]; t = time [s]. 

From a physical point of view its unit J/s² may appear meaningless at first sight. However, as 
it is the second derivative of the energy with respect to time, it can be interpreted as the energy 
acceleration curve. Regardless of its exact physical meaning, its characteristic helps to identify 
distinctive points of the heat flow curve more clearly. These curves in combination with the 
respective final setting times are shown in Figure 8.22 at an exemplary temperature of 20 °C. A 
clear relation between occurrence of tfin and the heat evolution can be identified. tfin according to 
Vicat takes place very close to the maximum of the heat flow rate, which is equal to the 
inflection point of the curve of the heat flow Q� . This observation also holds true when tfin 
deflects distinctively from the half distance between onset and maximum of the heat flow curve.  

The good correlation between tfin and inflection point of the heat flow curve can be observed 
throughout all tested temperatures, as shown in Figure 8.23. The figures for all temperatures are 
provided in Annex C. Such a relation was already described indirectly by Taylor for pastes 
without PCE [82]. He linked this inflexion point to the point in time where the C-S-H shells 
around the particles start coalescing with neighbouring shells and hence defines this point as the 
cohesion point, which “coincides with the maximum rate of heat evolution and corresponds 
approximately to the completion of setting”.  
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Figure 8.22: Heat flow rates Q�  at 20 °C for the COM pastes. The vertical lines indicate tfin. 

 

Figure 8.23: tfin vs. tt� ���� for the COM pastes with different PCEs and dosages (Table 9.1)  
at 5 °C, 20 °C, and 30 °. 
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According to Scrivener and Nonat [89], the maximum of the hydration curve defines the 
transition from solution-controlled to rate-controlled hydration (see Subsection 2.1.4). However, 
in a cementitious system it can be assumed that locally condensed areas can be found at which a 
rate controlled hydration takes place, while in other areas still solution control dominates the 
hydration. Upon coalescing of the C-S-H shells it is likely that in the interfering zones the 
reactive site surfaces reduce. It is hence worth considering that the cohesion point might be the 
trigger to start a slow process where locally rate-controlled hydration starts, so that the period 
from this point until the maximum heat flow can be considered as a phase during which the 
hydration slowly evolves from solution-controlled to rate-controlled hydration. As such, tfin can 
be considered as a significant point during the hydration.  

The occurrence of tfin very close to the inflexion point of the heat flow shows that the 
formation of a solid macrostructure coincides with decelerated hydration. The correlation 
coefficient was 0.9752. Compared to the correlation coefficients that were determined for other 
characteristic points such as the onset of the setting, the maximum of the setting or the centre 
between onset and maximum, this was the best value, as shown in Table 8.4. Since the hydration 
curve from heat flow calorimetry corresponds in large parts to the hydration curve of C3S, the 
good correlation between heat flow curve inflexion point ant tfin gives rise to the assumption that 
indeed the setting is more related to the C3S hydration than to the hydration of C3A, as suggested 
e.g. by Locher [80]. 

With regard to tini there were no such clear systematic similarities to the heat flow curve. 
This supports the hypothesis that tini does not provide important information about the hydration. 
As it typically occurs not too far from tfin, it surely hints to the point in time at which the final set 
occurs, but there is no causal connection to any phenomena of the hydration. This is gaining 
importance with lower temperature and the presence of SP, since these extend the period in 
between tini and tfin.  

8.5.5 Phase evolution of COM pastes 

For a better understanding of setting and heat evolution, in-situ XRD measurements were 
conducted with PCE HC and PCE LC on the pastes of the COM mixture. PCE LC was added at 
a content that yields an identical flow as PCE HC and also at the identical polymer content as 
PCE HC. In addition a reference COM paste mix without any admixtures was measured. Here 
only the points in time are discussed that were considered as most prominent. The XRD patterns 
for all mix variations at all observed steps in time during the first 48 h of hydration are given in 
Annex D. Figure 8.24 compares the patterns at approximately 3 and 24 hours in the range 
between 2Ɵ = 15° and 2Ɵ = 45°. The peak heights and their changes with time allow an 
approximate evaluation of the mineral composition, especially with regard to relative alterations 
in amount during hydration, occurring as clinker minerals decrease and hydrate phases increase. 

The peaks close to 2Ɵ = 18° and 2Ɵ = 32.5° are considered as being representative for 
portlandite formation and alite dissolution, respectively. The alite peak needs further discussion 
since it does not distinguish characteristically from a peak that would occur because of belite. 
According to Scrivener and Nonat, belite is always less soluble than alite and hence, alite will 
dissolve earlier [89]. It is thus assumable that at this early stage the peak changes concern alite. 
Since the boundary conditions of all mixtures were identical the peak heights allows a 
qualitative assessment of the amounts. 

The patterns of all mixtures with PCE show similarities. During the first 24 hours a high 
amount of portlandite is formed. Here it seems that the higher the PCE content, the more 
portlandite is formed. Furthermore, the graphs give evidence that PCE with lower charge fosters 
the formation of portlandite. Furthermore, alite dissolves between 3 and 24 hours. Here, it seems 
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there is no effect of the PCE solid amount, but at a higher dosage, more alite dissolves. Other 
characteristic peaks behave similarly regardless of the type and amount of PCE. 

The mixture without PCE differs significantly in its characteristics. Considering the peaks at 
2Ɵ = 18°, 23°, 32.5°, 34°, and 42°, major differences can be observed compared to the mixtures 
with PCE. Significantly less portlandite is formed. The amount of dissolved alite (2Ɵ = 32.5 °) 
between 3 and 24 h is much smaller, and also at 3 h, the total amount of alite is much higher 
than in case of mixtures with PCE. 

Though differences induced by the amount and type of PCE could be observed regarding 
portlandite formation and alite dissolution, in general it can be seen that with PCE high amounts 
of portlandite are formed between 3 and 24 h and a high amount of alite is dissolved at the same 
time. Both observations cannot be made with the mix without PCE. It thus seems that the 
hydration is generally affected rather by the presence of high amounts PCE than by its amount 
or modification.  

However, according to the former observations, a strong relation between polymer type and 
respective content on both the heat evolution and the setting exists, which should be identifiable 
in the phase development as well. Figure 8.25 shows the XRD patterns approximately at the 
specific times of the final set according to Vicat and the maximum of the heat flow curves.  

As before, the differences of those mixtures containing PCE can be mainly observed at  
2Ɵ = 18° (portlandite) and 2Ɵ = 32.5° (alite). The mixture without PCE shows the highest alite 
peak and the lowest portlandite peak compared to the other mixtures. The mixture LC-0.66% 
with the highest PCE content shows the highest portlandite peak and the lowest alite peak. The 
mixtures LC-0.42% and HC-0.42%, which both contain identical polymer contents, behave very 
similar. In general, it can be observed that all mixtures containing PCE exhibit higher contents 
of portlandite and a quantitatively larger decrease of the peak that can be assigned to alite. In 
comparison with Figure 8.24, it can be observed that between 3 h and the final set alite has 
dissolved, which supports the findings by Sowoidnich and Rößler that the retardation due to 
PCE cannot be attributed to a hindered dissolution of alite [319]. 

Considerable differences between the mixes with and without PCE can be observed here as 
well in those peaks close to 2Ɵ = 34° (framed by a circle), the left of which is significant for 
portlandite, the right of which for alite. No changes can be observed for these peaks for all 
mixes with PCE. The mix without PCE, however, shows a prominent increase of portlandite 
during this period, while the alite content is reduced. No significant changes can be observed for 
any mix including PCE. This again emphasises that the hydration of mixes with and without 
PCE varies significantly such that for cementitious systems without PCE, significant reactions 
can be observed after tfin, while for mixes with PCE, tfin rather marks the point in time at which 
much of the hydration reactions are already conducted. 

Although the dissolution of the alite phase as well as the portlandite formation occurred at 
increasing magnitude with increasing PCE content, the times of these processes were shifted 
towards later points in time, depending on the PCE amount. Figures 8.26 and 8.27 contain time-
resolved qualitative diagrams of the evolution of the portlandite and the alite peak height, 
respectively. The vertical lines represent the respective Vicat final setting times. After a certain 
induction period, for all mixes the portlandite content increases significantly, then reaches a 
maximum plateau after which it slightly drops before it levels of.  
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Figure 8.24: XRD patterns for mixes with varying admixture setups at 3 and 24 h. 

 

Figure 8.25: XRD patterns for mixes at final set and maximum heat flow. 

This observation is highlighted when the evolution of the portlandite and alite peak is made 
dimensionless (related to the maximum) in time. For all mixes with PCE the transition towards a 
horizontal line of both, portlandite and alite, takes place very close to tfin according to Vicat. 
This effect cannot be observed for the mixture without PCE, where tfin occurs rather at the onset 
of the portlandite increase and the beginning of the alite depletion. The explicitness of this 
observation underlines the importance of distinguishing between systems with and without PCE, 
while it seems of secondary importance how much or what kind of PCE is present. 
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Figure 8.26: Evolution of main portlandite peak with time. 

 

Figure 8.27: Evolution of alite and belite peak at 2Ɵ = 32.5 °. 

The results show that systems with and without PCE generally distinguish in their 
characteristics during the hydration, regardless of the type and the amount of PCE, However, 
furthermore, specific effects of systems with PCE can be identified depending on type and 
amount. The alite peak develops with inverse characteristics for all mixes but with similar time 
dependent evolution. After an induction period, the content decreases and levels off. The rapid 
increase of the portlandite peak correlates well with the reduction of the alite peak and the 
maximum of the portlandite peak occurs at the transition of the alite peak towards a horizontal 
plateau. Increasing PCE contents shift the onset and the end of the portlandite evolutions and the 
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alite decline towards later points in time. The curves of the mixes with identical polymer 
content, but that only differ in the PCE modification, behave very similar. This underlines the 
observation from calorimetry and Vicat testing that effects on the hydration due to PCE are 
predominantly caused by the amount of polymers in the system and less by their modification. 

8.5.6 Early deformations of COM pastes after the final set 

In parallel to the observations of hydration and setting, the early deformations were studied on 
the pastes used before in a shrinkage cone as described in Subsection 4.4.5. The test setup 
cannot distinguish between the sources of these deformations, which are basically caused by 
settlement, and chemical and autogenous shrinkage. The total shrinkage for all COM mixes at 5, 
20, and 30 °C after the measurement start is shown in Figure 8.28. Since the results are not fully 
comparable to linear measurement methods and the influence of the varying diameters over the 
cone height cannot be quantified, the deformations are expressed as ∆h/h [µm/mm]. The total 
deformation, however, can only be measured after the start. Between paste filling and first 
measurement several minutes pass unavoidably. The figure shows that particularly during the 
first hours large deformations are measured and that within minutes large deformations can 
occur. This period, during which no information can be gathered, thus manifests that the total 
shrinkage values cannot be compared without referring to a particular time-zero. Nevertheless 
the curves can be compared in their time dependent evolution. Typically the curves show a first 
interim peak after several hours of rapid deformations, for a short period the shrinkage reduces, 
before it rapidly increases again until a certain steady state is reached. At this state, the 
deformations take place at distinctively slower rate and resemble horizontal lines.  

 

Figure 8.28: Paste deformations after the water addition. 

The curve characteristics vary with PCE type, PCE amount, and temperature in the 
peculiarities of the characteristic peaks, but this hardly occurs in a systematic way. In general at 
low temperatures, the transition towards slow rate shrinkage occurs latest, while it occurs 
earliest at high temperature. However, regardless of the temperature, PCE type, or PCE amount, 
this transition happens at similar times. This is an indicator that the early deformations might be 
much more affected by the cement type and the w/p, which were all identically in these 
observations. Although time differences can be observed due to the PCE adjustment, which are 
most prominent at 5 °C, these are of significantly lower magnitude than the time differences that 
were induced by the PCE amount with regard to the setting (Figure 8.16). Figure 8.29 shows an 
example in which the amount of PCE causes a large shift of the final set times, while the 
deformation curves behave similarly. Both deformation curves show increasing shrinkage 
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between 30 h and 40 h, which level off afterwards. The mixture with PCE HC sets at 
approximately 30 h, which causes that these strong deformations already take place at solid 
state. PCE LC sets at approximately 42 h, causing that these strong deformations between 30 h 
and 40 h still take place in a plastic state. The large deformations of the mix with PCE HC can 
be considered as most critical since at this stage concrete is already in a solid state but the 
strength is still negligible. This makes the system prone to cracking at constrained conditions. 

The deformations for all mixes and admixture variations after the final Vicat setting time tfin 
are shown for the PCE amounts yielding similar flow properties in Figure 8.30 and for identical 
PCE amounts in Figure 8.31. The curves show complicated behaviour and a discussion is 
delicate. Therefore, only those observations shall be discussed here which can be considered as 
most obvious. Regardless the PCE type and amount, it seems that the lowest deformations can 
be observed generally at 20 °C, while higher deformation occur at lower as well as at higher 
temperatures. Here, at each temperature, two different mechanisms determine the deformations 
after the setting. At high temperatures, the deformations are fostered due to the quicker 
consumption of water caused by accelerated hydration. At low temperatures, the hydration is 
slowed down significantly. Even after the setting, the structural build up takes a long time and 
the resistance against deformations increases only slowly.  

The deformations after tfin at higher PCE dosage (Figure 8.30) are always smaller than the 
deformations at lower dosage (Figure 8.31). This effect occurs since the amount of PCE did not 
significantly affect the deformation characteristics but they shifted tfin strongly in time. This 
leads to the conclusion that high amounts of PCE generally reduce the risk of early cracks due to 
the shifting of the time of tfin to a later stage. Reversely, lower dosages increase the cracking 
risk, as a significant part of the early deformations take place in an already solid state.  

 

Figure 8.29: Paste deformations during the first 80 h after mixing at 5 °C. Vertical lines mark 
the respective Vicat final setting times tfin. 
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Figure 8.30: Paste deformations after the final set (t0 = tfin) at different temperatures for mixes 
with PCE HC, MC, and LC at dosages to achieve similar flow properties. 

   

Figure 8.31: Paste deformations after the final set (t0 = tfin) at different temperatures for mixes 
with PCE HC, MC, and LC at identical solid amounts. 

8.5.7 Influence of the mix design 

The results presented in the former Subsections 8.5.2 to 8.5.6 were performed on mixes based 
on the SCC of the combination type. Due to the high complexity of the formerly described tests, 
these could not be conducted to the same extent with all POW pastes. Nevertheless, in order to 
assess the influence of the mixture composition type, setting and shrinkage were also measured 
for a POW mixture with the high charge density PCE. The results for the setting are shown in 
Figure 8.32 and compared with the COM mixture containing PCE HC.  
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acceleration by providing hydration nuclei; the second is a formation of monocarbonate rather 
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takes place at normal and elevated temperatures during the first day. As can be seen from XRD 
measurements presented by Lothenbach et al. [119] (Figure 8.1), the hydration products after 
and one day of hydration between a mixture with and without calcium carbonate are very 
similar, and effects from the modified hydration can be observed at a later point in time.  

 

Figure 8.32: Setting of COM and POW paste mixtures with PCE HC at varied temperature. 

 

Figure 8.33: Deformations after final set (t0 = tfin) of COM and POW pastes with PCE HC. 

At 20 °C, the POW mixture shows larger deformations than the COM mixture after tfin. At  
5 °C, the situation is reversed. At 30 °C, the deformations after tfin are similar (Figure 8.33). At 
low temperatures, the POW mixture develops its strength much quicker than the COM mixture, 
due to its lower w/p and the higher amount of LSF in the mixture. Hence, after setting the 
resistance of the POW mixture against deformations increases rapidly, and therefore the crack 
risk is lower. With increasing temperature, the quicker hydration reactions of the POW mixtures 
may foster shrinkage again, while the deformation resistance after tfin might be similar for POW 
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and COM. Hence, POW mixes shows larger deformations than COM mixes. At 30 °C both 
mixtures may be similarly affected by the hydration reaction and the deformation resistance 
development by structural build-up, so that at this temperature the influence of the mixture 
composition can be considered as negligible.  

 

Figure 8.34: Setting of COM concrete, mortar, and paste at 5 °C. 

 

Figure 8.35: Setting of COM concrete, mortar, and paste at 20 °C. 

 

Figure 8.36: Setting of COM concrete, mortar, and paste at 30 °C. 
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8.5.8 Relevance of the paste observations for concrete 

In order to assess whether the findings of this chapter have relevance for the application of 
concrete, modified Vicat tests were conducted with paste, mortar and concrete samples (see 
Subsection 8.4.5). The results for the concrete samples, which are shown in Figures 8.34 to 8.36 
cannot identify the initial set since due to the aggregates the needle cannot drop to the bottom of 
the Vicat ring. Furthermore, the curves scatter strongly, since depending on the arrangement of 
aggregates inside the sample, the needle penetrates more or less deep. Nevertheless, tfin can be 
estimated, as at the point in time when the needle can no longer penetrate the sample, the effect 
of the aggregate becomes negligible. 

The general observation about the setting to be rather affected by the amount of PCE than by 
the PCE modification can be confirmed by these observations. The final set of PCE LC-0.42% 
and PCE HC-0.42% occurs always at similar points in time, while tfin occurs later, when PCE 
LC-0.66% is used. However, the lower the paste content of the overall mix, the less pronounced, 
this effect occurs. While still significant at mortar level, tfin is similar for all admixture 
modifications, when concrete is investigated.  

Furthermore, it can be observed that the setting occurs the earlier the lower the paste content 
is. Also the strong effect of the temperature on the setting becomes less. While the difference 
between 5 and 30 °C caused a set retardation of approximately 15 h for pastes, on mortar scale 
this difference is only 7-8 h, and on concrete scale even only 3-5 h.  

8.6 Conclusions 

Investigations of setting, heat evolution, phase evolution and early deformations were conducted 
on identical paste mixtures, modified with differently charged PCE types. 

There was no systematic influence of the PCE charge density on the occurrence of the final 
set according to Vicat. At identical dosages the final setting occurred in the order PCE LC, PCE 
HC, PCE MC. Compared to the influence of the content of PCE on setting, any influence of the 
molecular structure on setting was negligible. For practical reasons, PCE is added according to 
flow specifications and not according to a defined content. It can thus be concluded that low 
charge density PCEs yield higher retardation of the setting than high charge PCEs, since in 
general the latter typically demands less solids for identical flow properties.  

The influences of the PCE type on the setting were confirmed by the heat flow curves. A 
good correlation between final set and the inflexion point of the heat flow curve was 
demonstrated.  

Time-resolved XRD measurements and discussions of alite dissolution and portlandite 
evolution over the course of time confirmed the former observation that the influence of the total 
PCE content on the phase development outweighs influences from the polymer structure. 
Regardless of the charge density, the observed PCEs showed similar XRD patterns when added 
at identical polymer amounts. However, the amount of formed portlandite seems to increase 
with lower charge density of the PCE and with increasing PCE content. The C3A dissolution 
was not too strongly affected by the PCE modification. 

In general, all mixtures including PCE showed different phase characteristics at specific 
points of the hydration that the control mixture without PCE.  

While the final setting for mixes without PCE occurred close to the onset of an accelerated 
formation of portlandite and the beginning of a stronger dissolution of clinker, the setting of the 
mixes with PCE occurred at the end of the portlandite evolution and end of the accelerated alite 
dissolution. This observation was valid for all mixes with PCE, regardless of charge density or 
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amount. This points out that a modification of the hydration kinetics and the mechanisms for 
setting are mainly affected by the PCE presence itself.  

The strong influence of the PCE amount on setting and hydration was not observed for the 
early deformations. As a result, higher contents of PCE shifted large parts of deformations to a 
still plastic state and generated smaller deformations at elastic state, due to set retardation. It can 
hence be concluded that higher amounts of PCE reduce the risk of early cracks due to their 
retarding effect. 

The observations regarding the setting were valid for powder type and combination type 
mixtures. In general, the powder type mixtures showed significantly earlier setting due to the 
high amount of calcium carbonate, the lower w/cm as well as the lower PCE content that was 
required to adjust the specified flow performance. 

Regarding the shrinkage it was observed that at cold temperatures, the POW mixture seems 
to be less prone to cracks, since the deformations after the final set were smaller. This effect was 
allocated to the accelerated hydration. At 20 °C the situation reversed, since the accelerated 
hydration reaction at warmer temperature fosters shrinkage deformations. At 30 °C no 
significant difference between the mixture compositions could be observed. 

The setting observations were also conducted with mortar and concrete. In general, the 
conclusions that are drawn above are applicable for mortar and concrete as well. Nevertheless, it 
can be seen that the magnitude of the effects reduced the lower the paste content is in the total 
system. Effects that occurred prominently either due to PCE or temperature, occurred 
significantly less pronounced in mortar and even less in concrete. 
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9 Effects of stabilising agents on the early hydration 

9.1 Introduction 

The variety of polysaccharide stabilising agents (STAs) is wide (Subsection 7.1). Their effects 
on the early hydration of cement are not well understood and contradicting information can be 
found in literature. [25, 261, 263, 266, 268-270, 324-326]. SCC often combines stabilising 
admixtures with SP to provide segregation resistance and high viscosity in a low yield stress 
system. This increases the probability of interactions between the admixtures, not only with 
regard to rheology, but also during the early hydration. Only few published studies discuss the 
combination of both admixture types, e.g. [25, 124, 131, 203, 204, 279, 327]. This chapter 
presents effects of different STAs on cementitious binder pastes exposed to varied climatic 
conditions during casting and early hydration. It is demonstrated that due to interactions, the 
typically observed retarding effect of stabilising agents on the setting of cementitious systems 
does not necessarily occur when SPs based on polycarboxylate ether are present. 

9.2 The early hydration in the presence of stabilising agents 

Rheological modifications are generated on purpose, but the adjustment towards specific 
rheological properties by help of admixtures can be accompanied by significant effects with 
regard to the early hydration. As seen in Chapter 5, the charge density of a PCE determines the 
amount needed to achieve the specified flow behaviour, while the total amount of PCE is the 
main influencing factor on the hydration. If stabilising agents (STAs) are used for concrete these 
are typically added in significantly lower amounts. Hence, it can be assumed that their effect is 
smaller than that of SPs. Nevertheless a number of researchers report about effects on the setting 
induced by the addition of STAs [25, 261, 263, 288, 324, 326]. 

Khayat published a very comprehensive state of the art report in 1998 [25]. In this report he 
links the influence on the setting to the type and concentration of STAs, as well as to the type 
and the dosage of SPs. He furthermore states that the cement type and the w/c can have an effect 
on how STAs affect the setting. He opines that the set retardation is caused by the adsorption of 
STAs onto cement grains, which may interfere with the precipitation of ions into solution. 
According to the author, cellulose may cause delay, while acrylic-type stabilising agents do not 
show a retarding effect. The author further reports that the set retardation induced by 
hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose (HPMC) in combination with polymelamine sulphonate 
superplasticiser (PMS) could be observed regardless of the w/c. The same was valid for welan 
gum in the presence of naphthalene based SP (PNS). Both systems only showed minor effect of 
the STAs when no SPs were present simultaneously.  

Peschard et al. observed effects of different polysaccharides, viz. cellulose ether, starch 
ether, native starch, white dextrin, yellow dextrin [324]. Dextrins are hydrolysis based 
degradation products of starch which occur in white colour if based on potato and in yellowish 
colour if based on maize [328]. At the observed mass related dosage of 0.5% of the cement the 
different polysaccharides all retarded the hydration in different order of magnitude. A qualitative 
evaluation of the retarding effects is given in Figure 9.1. 
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Figure 9.1: Qualitative evaluation of the retarding effect of different polysaccharide at equal 
dosage according to the observation of Peschard et al. [324]. 

Peschard et al. [324] observed that ettringite was stabilised by all these polysaccharides, 
which delayed the conversion of ettringite to AFm (Figure 2.4 and Subsection 2.1.4). They 
conclude that polysaccharides affect rather the growth of hydrates than their nucleation, which 
again would yield the hypothesis that the retarding effect is mainly induced by the adsorption of 
the STAs and a less permeable coating. Although they observe retardation of C-S-H formation 
caused by polysaccharides, they conclude that the C3A content in the system is the key 
parameter for the retardation. The lower the C3A content, the higher the retardation. 

Schmidt and Kühne report about retarded hydration and setting caused by the addition of 
STAs (Figure 9.2 and Figure 9.3, respectively). In this study pastes were modified with PCE, 
STA based on cellulose ether, and a shrinkage reducing agent (SRA). The agents’ effects were 
investigated separately and in combination. Retardation occurred most pronounced when blends 
of PCE and cellulose ether STA were used. Shrinkage reducing agents added supplementary 
partly compensated the retarding effect of the STA. [130] 

 

Figure 9.2: Influence of different admixtures on the heat flow evolution at 20 °C [130]. PCE = 
Polycarboxylate ether superplasticiser, STA = Cellulose based stabilising agent, SRA = 

Shrinkage reducing agent. 
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Figure 9.3: Influence of different admixtures on the setting [130]. PCE = Polycarboxylate ether 
superplasticiser, STA = Cellulose based stabilising agent, SRA = Shrinkage reducing agent. 

Leemann and Winnefeld investigated the effect of different STAs on the rheology of mortar 
and concrete, among which ethylene oxide (EO), natural polysaccharide (PS), and modified 
starch (ST) were observed as well as mineral STAs [326]. The natural polysaccharide and the 
starch derivative were added in amounts of 0.4% by mass of cement, the ethylene oxide agent in 
1.0%. Supplementary 1% PCE was added to the mixtures. All organic admixtures showed no 
significant influence on the early hydration. The results indicated that only the one day strength 
was slightly slower in the presence of STA. Figure 9.4 shows the effect of the agents on the heat 
flow, also indicating that there is no considerable effect on the hydration curve. However, it 
seems that the starch derivative slightly accelerated the early accelerated period, while the 
natural polysaccharide slightly slowed the process. Ethylene oxide also caused a slight 
acceleration. 

Pourchez et al. studied the retarding effect of different cellulose modification, varying in the 
number of methoxyl, hydroxypropyl, and hydroxyethyl groups (Figure 7.2) among others by 
measuring the electric conductivity of the pastes [261]. All observed mixture modifications with 
cellulose derivatives affected the hydration to different degrees, but all admixtures showed a 
retarding effect. The authors conclude that a higher number of methoxyl groups or 
hydroxypropyl groups correlates with retarded time of the portlandite precipitation, which yields 
a hydration slow down (Figure 9.5). Based on this, the authors assume that the retardation is 
either caused by adsorption of polymers on cement or that degradation products such as 
carboxylate might retards the setting.  
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Phyfferoen et al. opine that also for diutan gum, calcium complexation can be considered as 
negligible, since the double rhamnose side chains sterically shield the anionic carboxylate 
backbone [201]. Zhang et al. [140] report about retarding effects of maltodextrin, 
hydroxyethylcellulose (HEC), and diutan gum.  

Rajayogan et al. observed the setting of SCC mixtures with different dosages of welan gum 
and hydroxypropyl starch by using a penetrometer test [281]. There was no systematic influence 
of the amount of added STA, and the results point out that there is only a negligible retardation 
induced by the hydroxypropyl starch. The strength developed slower with increasing amount of 
both STAs and also the final strength reduced with increasing amount of admixture. 

 

Figure 9.6: Hydration retardation caused by STA on powder type and combination type SCC 
paste [288]. 

Schmidt presents results of isothermal heat flow experiments with paste from combination 
type and powder type SCC mixtures and different admixture variations [288] (Figure 9.6). A 
starch based STA was used in these tests. For the combination type paste incorporation of high 
amounts of STA yields a strong retardation, with and without SP. For the powder type mixture, 
which only contains low STA contents, retardation could only be observed in the presence of 
SP.  

Despite singular observations on accelerated hydration in some cases [324], in general it is 
reported that STAs induce set retardation. Variations in the behaviour between systems with and 
without supplementary SPs are also reported ([25, 288, 326]). These effects are not 
comprehensively understood yet. As presented in Chapters 6 and 7 stabilising admixtures, the 
charge density and the dosage of SP strongly affect the rheology of a system. In Chapter 8 it was 
shown that the influence of SPs is not limited to rheology but continues during the whole early 
hydration period. This is also likely to occur with STAs as well. Particularly, interactions with 
the SP cannot be excluded.  

According to the presented studies, the STAs have an effect on the setting, but they are not 
well understood to date. Furthermore, the current knowledge is based on investigation at 
constant climate. This chapter focuses on the effect of varied temperatures on potato starch 
based and diutan gum STA in the presence of differently modified SPs on the early hydration of 
cementitious systems.  
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9.3 Experimental setup  

9.3.1 Materials for the observation of POW and COM pastes 

In a first series effects of the temperature on the early hydration of POW and COM pastes under 
variation of the STA type and the PCE modification were observed. These mixtures can be 
found in Table 4.12. The pastes of both, COM and POW were investigated without admixture, 
with STA only, with PCE, and with PCE and STA. The paste compositions can be found in 
Table 4.12. The STAs were varied between the potato starch based ST1 and the diutan gum 
based ST2 (Subsection 4.1.5). PCE LC, MC, and HC were used (Table 4.5) at dosages adjusted 
to the amounts yielding similar flow properties (Table 4.10).  

9.3.2 Materials for the observation of pure cement pastes with and without PCE 

In a second series, the influence of the amount of STA was tested at varied STA and varied 
PCE modification. For these tests, only cement pastes with and without admixtures were 
prepared. The cement used in this second series was an OPC CEM I 32.5 instead of the CEM I 
42.5 (Table 4.1) which was used for all other tests in this Thesis. However, the cement was from 
the same clinker. The reason for the change in the cement was due to the principle not to use 
different cement charges within on series of observations (Subsection 4.5.3). It was not sure that 
the whole observation series could be conducted with the available CEM I 42.5. The author 
wished to avoid blending of different cement delivery charges. Hence, the most reliable solution 
was using the lower fineness cement from the same clinker as the standard cement. Since these 
test results were not directly linked to results with the different cement, the observations can be 
considered as reliable.  

In this second series, where only effects on cement pastes were tested, the mixtures without 
PCE had a w/c of 0.55 and mixes with PCE had a w/c of 0.4. These tests focus on how STAs 
affect systems with and without PCE. Hence, an adjustment to a specific flow property was not 
conducted. The bulk addition of PCE (water + polymers) was adjusted to 2% by mass of cement. 
This dosage, which corresponds to a solid dosage of 0.6% for PCE LC and 0.4% for PCE HC, is 
clearly high enough for the PCE to become effective but clearly below the saturation dosage as 
shown in Figure 5.5. In order to identify effects of the STA dosage, the STAs dosages were 
varied according to Table 9.1. The maximum dosage 0.07% by mass of water is a realistic value 
for ST1 but in terms of flowable concrete very high for ST2 (although ST2 can be added 
according to the producer’s specifications up to 0.15% by mass of water for other applications). 
Due to their different efficiencies, different increments were chosen for the dosages of ST1 and 
ST2 so that the ST1 dosages were closer to the maximum and the dosages for ST2 were 
generally lower, while still the effects of identical dosages could be observed for a number of 
tests. By this it was assured that the majority of dosages was within the range of dosages 
specified by the producers of both STAs (see Subsection 4.1.5) while at the same time 
overlapping dosages for ST1 and ST2 could be observed (see Figure 9.7). 

Table 9.1: Admixture adjustments for SCC and SCC paste tests. 

STA type Dosage [% by mass of water] 
ST1 (potato starch) 0 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.07 
ST2 (diutan gum) 0 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.07 
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Figure 9.7: Dosages of ST1 and ST2 used for the observation of the setting of cement pastes 
with and without PCE. Since the dosage recommendation for ST1 is related to the entire 

mixture, the dosages related to the water content vary depending on w/c. 

9.3.3 Mixing of pastes 

The mixing of the pastes was conducted in a Kenwood Chef Classic Platin KM 416 mixer, as 
described in Subsection 8.4.2. The mixing regime was conducted for all investigations according 
to Table 9.2. 

Table 9.2: Mixing regime for paste investigations. 

Step Duration [s] Mixing velocity Action 
1 60 1 (slow speed) Dry mixing 
2 30 1 (slow speed) Addition of 1/2 of total water 
3 -  Addition of STA at the end of step 2 
4 30 1 (slow speed) Addition of PCE 
5 60 1 (slow speed) Addition of 1/2 of total water 
6 180 3 (medium speed) Mixing 
7 60 - Manual scraping off residue 
8 300 3 (medium speed) Mixing 

9.3.4 Setting investigations  

Setting investigations were conducted in an automatic Vicat device, as described in Subsection 
4.4.2, according to EN 196-3:2005 with a 300 g needle. During the test, the specimens were 
stored under water at 5, 20 and 30 °C. The zero time was taken as the time of the water addition. 
Specimens were filled immediately after mixing. All results can be found in Annex E.. 
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9.4 Experimental results and discussion 

9.4.1 Setting of binder paste from COM pastes 

A major result of Chapter 7 is that the time dependent flow behaviour can be affected by the 
STA, which is likely to be induced by interactions between STAs and PCEs. It is thus likely that 
these interactions also modify the setting. As seen in Chapter 5, the retardation of PCE generally 
correlates well with the amount of PCE in the system. However, it is also important to know in 
which way STAs may interact or overlap with effects of PCE. 

 

Figure 9.8: Needle penetration depths of COM pastes without PCE and 0.12% ST1 (left) and 
0.01% ST2 (right) at different temperatures. 

Figure 9.8 shows the effect of the STAs on the setting at varying temperatures. Without PCE 
it can be observed that both agents have a retarding effect at all temperatures. At 30 °C the 
retardation is negligible for both STAs. At 20 °C ST1 shows a retardation by approximately 1 h 
while the retardation is negligible with ST2. At 5 °C for both STAs a prominent shift in the 
setting of approximately 4 h can be observed. Considering that tfin takes place at about 12 h and 
10 h, this is a retardation by 33% and 40%, respectively, which is a significant effect.  

The effect of PCE LC in combination with the two different STAs can be seen in Figure 9.9. 
At all temperatures ST1 shows a retarding effect, which is negligible at 20 °C and 30 °C but 
noticeable at 5 °C. The parallel shift of the setting curve with ST1 is approximately 3 hours. The 
transition towards a horizontal curve of the control mix at 5 °C takes place at about 50 h, so that 
the retardation is approximately about 6%. No such retardation can be observed in the presence 
of the diutan gum ST1 at 5 °C. ST1 even causes slightly earlier setting (approximately 2%) than 
the mixture without. At 20 °C and 30 °C, as with the potato starch ST2, the retarding effect is 
negligible. 

Influences of the STAs combined with PCE MC can be taken from Figure 9.10. Both STAs 
generate retarded setting at all temperatures. At 20 °C and 30 °C, the effect is negligible; at 5 °C 
the effects are significant. The potato starch agent causes stronger retardation than the diutan 
gum agent. The first causes retardation about 10%, the latter about 4%. 

Figure 9.11 shows the results for the combination with the high charge density PCE. 
Qualitatively, the results compare to those with the low charge density PCE. No significant 
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retardation can be observed at 20 °C and 30 °C regardless of the STA’s modification, while a 
prominent retardation can be observed with ST1 and earlier setting with ST2. The retardation 
induced by ST1 is about 7%, while the setting takes place earlier by about 2%. 

Diutan gum as well as the highly modified starch ether can be considered as stable in 
alkaline surrounding. ST1 does not contain anionic charges. The carboxylic groups within the 
ST2 polymer are sterically shielded by the double chain rhamnose [201]. It is hence not to be 
expected that the possible reasons suggested by Pourchez et al. [261, 263], namely degradation 
sugars or calcium complexation can support any explanation of the observed effects.  

It is obvious from the observations of the COM pastes that both STAs show a stronger 
relative effect on the setting when no PCE is in the system. This occurs most pronounced at 5 °C 
but also at 20 °C and 30 °C the observations are similar, apart from the earlier setting at 30 °C, 
which is induced by the higher temperature. With and without PCE, the retardation at these 
temperatures was small. However, considering that PCE generally causes significant retardation, 
the percentage of the retardation is larger when no PCE is present in the system. E.g. in the mix 
without PCE at 20 °C, ST1 causes a retardation of approximately 0.5 h, which is about 10% 
extension of tfin at about 5.5 h. The same mixture with PCE is retarded with ST1 by 
approximately 1 h, which however, is only 4% retardation referring to tfin at 23 h. For those 
mixtures with PCE, the retardation is increasing with decreasing charge density. This effect was 
discussed already in Chapter 5, and it is mainly caused by the higher required amount of solid 
polymers when a low charge PCE is used in order to obtain similar flow properties. 

In general, the retarding effects that occur only due to STAs at 20 °C and 30 °C are too small 
to allow sound conclusions. Considering the strong retarding effect of PCE, the minor 
modifications caused by STAs at these temperatures can be considered as negligible for 
practical applications. 

At 5 °C, when setting is generally retarded, the effects occur significantly more pronounced. 
While both STAs cause about 40% more retarded setting in all cases without PCE, setting is 
only retarded between 6% and 10% with ST1 and 4% with ST2 and PCE MC. The setting of the 
systems with ST2 and PCE LC, and ST2 and PCE HC even occurs by 2% earlier than the 
comparably system with PCE only. Obviously, the presence of PCE reduces the retarding effect 
of the STAs, which would occur in systems without any PCE. This observation is valid for both 
STAs. However, the ST1 generally caused more retardation than ST2. In the presence of PCE 
LC and PCE HC, ST2 even resulted in a relative set acceleration compared to a mix with only 
PCE but without STA. This observation is in line with the results of Chapter 6 that indicate that 
ST2 interferes with PCE. By the interaction, a certain amount of PCE was withdrawn, thus 
increasing the yield stress. This effect would also become effective during the hydration of C3S 
and would cause a relatively earlier setting. 
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Figure 9.9: Needle penetration depths of COM pastes with PCE LC and 0.12% ST1 (left) and 
0.01% ST2 (right) at different temperatures. 

 

Figure 9.10: Penetration depths of COM pastes with PCE MC and 0.12% ST1 (left) and 0.01% 
ST2 (right) at different temperatures. 

 

Figure 9.11: Penetration depths of COM pastes with PCE HC and 0.12% ST1 (left) and 0.01% 
ST2 (right) at different temperatures. 
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Figure 9.12: Needle penetration depths of POW pastes with PCE LC and 0.018% ST1 (left) and 
0.001% ST2 (right) at 5 °C. 

 

Figure 9.13: Needle penetration depths of POW pastes with PCE MC and 0.018% ST1 (left) and 
0.001% ST2 (right) at 5 °C. 

 

Figure 9.14: Needle penetration depths of POW pastes with PCE HC and 0.018% ST1 (left) and 
0.001% ST2 (right) at 5 °C. 
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9.4.2 Setting of binder paste from POW paste 

The POW pastes contain significantly less STAs (Table 4.10). Therefore the effect of STA was 
expected to be small. Indeed, at 20 °C and 30 °C the setting curves with and without STAs are 
too close for any interpretation. Also at 5 °C the curve characteristics are very similar with and 
without STAs. They are shown in the Figures 9.12 to 9.14. In case of mixtures without PCE, 
retardation can be observed, which is negligible, compared with the strong retardation that can 
be observed for mixtures without PCE at 5 °C for the combination type mixtures (Figure 9.8). 
For those mixtures containing PCE it can be observed that both STAs cause minor acceleration 
with PCE LC, retardation with PCE MC and no effect with PCE HC. This is qualitatively 
similar to the observations from the combination type mixtures, where with PCE MC significant 
retardation could be observed with PCE and minor acceleration or retardation, depending on the 
STA type, could be observed with PCE LC and PCE HC. From the magnitude of the effects that 
occurred influences of STAs might be negligible for powder type mixtures, where STAs are 
added only supplementary and in insignificant amounts. Nevertheless, a major aspect needs to 
be emphasized. The COM and POW mixtures distinguish significantly from each other in case 
no PCE is present. STAs retards setting when added in high amounts as for COM, and do not 
have a significant influence when added in small amount as for POW. In the presence of PCE, 
certain effects that were observed with POW could be observed with COM as well. This gives 
reason to assume that STAs affect the way how PCEs influence the early hydration, which might 
not be or only partly affected by the amount of STAs. 

9.4.3 Setting of cement paste with stabilising agent and PCE 

The investigations discussed in the Subsections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2 focused on the binder pastes of 
the COM and POW mixtures including LSF. For a better understanding of how STAs and 
varying amounts of STAs affect the setting of cement only, in another series only cement pastes 
were investigated. The individual results for tfin times for 5 °C, 20 °C, and 30 °C are presented in 
the Tables 9.3 to 9.5, respectively. A graphic presentation of the final setting times is given in 
Figure 9.15 to 9.17. 

As shown in Figure 8.14 pastes incorporating PCE or consistencies varying from the 
standard consistency according to EN 196-3 do not always allow a distinct determination of tfin. 
As can be seen in Figure 9.9 to 9.11, a clear definition of a final set is difficult. Since the curves 
scatter and the consistency of the investigated pastes strongly differs from the standard stiffness 
and segregation and volume reduction is likely to occur, the standard value at 0.5 mm would not 
reflect reality. This effect occurred most prominently at cold temperatures, when hydration was 
generally strongly retarded. In some cases the height reduction would never identify tfin at 
0.5 mm. Therefore, the values used for the interpretation of the setting of cement pastes were 
specified at a needle penetration depth of 30 mm. This modification was necessary, since for the 
later evaluation in histograms sound values needed to be extracted.  

The final set can thus be expected to take place at the time the curve merges towards a 
horizontal line, but the definition of an inflexion point is delicate. Taking the setting at a 
penetration depth of 10 mm seemed to be a reasonably good choice, since a penetration of 
10 mm is already very close to the inflexion point that marks the transition towards a solid 
structure, but the curve is still steep enough that a unique value can be extracted. Thus the 
influence of any height loss during the early period can be minimised and the values are close to 
the point in time when the still plastic specimen begins to behave like a solid. 

Since the general effect of the charge density, which determines the amount of required 
polymers to achieve specific flow properties has been discussed in the former chapter and can be 
considered as confirmed, in the present cement paste tests only PCE LC and HC were varied. 
PCE MC can be assumed to behave within the thresholds defined by PCE LC and HC. 
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Both PCEs retarded setting at all temperatures. Mixes with PCE HC showed earlier setting 
that mixes with PCE LC, which was mainly caused by the fact that in these investigations the 
bulk PCE addition was fixed but PCE LC and PCE HC contain different solid contents. The 
solid content of PCE HC is at 20%, while it is at 30% for PCE LC. Consequently the mixtures 
with PCE HC set earlier. 

In general the observed effects of STAs were qualitatively and quantitatively similar for both 
STAs. Furthermore, no systematic effect of the amount of STA could be observed for both 
types.  

Table 9.3: Real times of final set for cement pastes without and with different PCE 
modifications at varied stabilising agent types and amounts at 5 °C. 

5 °C 
Time of the final set [h] 

- ST1 (potato starch) ST2 (diutan gum) 
ST Dosage - 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.07 

Control 24.5 37.0 36.0 37.6 32.5 26.7 25.6 23.7 24.7 
PCE LC 42.2 45.6 44.3 46.6 41.4 47.9 45.5 44.9 45.0 
PCE HC 31.9 38.1 39.7 42.7 40.2 34.5 35.3 34.1 47.5 

Table 9.4: Real times of final set for cement pastes without and with different PCE 
modifications at varied stabilising agent types and amounts at 20 °C. 

20 °C 
Time of the final set [h] 

- ST1 (potato starch) ST2 (diutan gum) 
ST Dosage - 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.07 

Control 10.8 11.7 11.5 11.3 10.8 10.8 11.6 11.5 11.7 
PCE LC 31.7 31.8 27.6 27.7 27.2 28.1 26.5 26.2 26.2 
PCE HC 24.3 27.6 28.8 27.8 28.4 27.8 27.8 26.3 27.4 

Table 9.5: Real times of final set for cement pastes without and with different PCE 
modifications at varied stabilising agent types and amounts at 30 °C. 

30 °C 
Time of the final set [h] 

- ST1 (potato starch) ST2 (diutan gum) 
ST Dosage - 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.07 

Control 7.8 8.1 8.3 7.8 7.9 8.2 8.8 9.4 8.6 
PCE LC 21.8 17.5 18.1 17.7 17.8 18.5 18.5 18.5 17.7 
PCE HC 18.2 14.6 14.8 14.4 14.5 13.6 13.2 12.5 12.4 
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Figure 9.15: tfin at 5 °C with and without PCE depending on the dosage of ST1 and ST2. 

 

Figure 9.16: tfin at 20 °C with and without PCE depending on the dosage of ST1 and ST2. 

 

Figure 9.17: tfin at 30 °C with and without PCE depending on the dosage of ST1 and ST2. 
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9.4.4 Discussion of cement paste setting with stabilising agent and PCE 

The observations of the pure cement pastes confirm the observations from the SCC paste 
investigations (Subsections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2) that effects introduced by STAs into systems 
without PCE do not inevitably have to occur likewise in systems containing PCE.  

The best overview about this can be given if the set retardation and acceleration is evaluated 
against a reference without STA. If the setting time at each particular temperature and PCE is set 
as 100%, the relative acceleration due to different STAs and amounts can be observed. The 
histograms (Figure 9.18 to 9.20) show the ratio of the time of the final set with STA vs. the time 
of the final set without STA. Hence, values higher than unity represent a set retardation, values 
lower than unity represent acceleration. Due to relative observation, these effects can be 
separated from effects of PCE and can be clearly attributed solely to the STAs.  

This evaluation can be seen for the mixture without PCE in Figure 9.18. The line at 1 
represents tfin at each temperature for a system without STA. It can be clearly seen that ST1 only 
caused minor retardation at 20 °C and 30 °C but significant retardation at 5 °C. ST2 caused 
minor retardation at all temperatures with a slightly increasing tendency due to increasing 
temperatures. For both STAs no significant influence of the amount of STA can be identified. 

In case of PCE LC (Figure 9.19) the observations are very different to those of mixtures 
without PCE shown in Figure 9.18. At cold temperature, both STAs cause mentionable 
retardation at 5 °C, which is however significantly smaller than in the mix without PCE for ST1 
and of the same magnitude for ST2. What is even more remarkable is the acceleration induced 
by both STAs that can be observed at 20 °C and 30 °C. No distinct differentiation can be made 
neither between the two types of STA nor regarding the amount of admixture.  

The results for PCE HC (Figure 9.20) show different behaviour. Both STAs cause 
retardation at 5 °C and 20 °C. There is no significant effect of the type and amount of stabilising 
admixture. At 30 °C, a significant acceleration can be observed for both STAs, which occurs 
more pronounced for ST2. 

In all cases, no effect of the amount of STA could be observed in case PCE is added. It 
seems, with and without PCE, STA generally affects the hydration regardless of the addition 
amount. This clearly contradicts to the assumption that STAs might affect the hydration through 
either calcium complexation or transformation into degradation sugars, which again confirms 
the observations by Pourchez et al. [263]. 

These observations do not fully reflect the observations from the SCC paste investigations 
where the influence of the PCE was small and the effect of the STA strong. This observation 
occurs reversely in the cement paste tests. A clear distinction between the two different STAs 
cannot be made, however it seems that there is an effect of the type of the PCE.  

It is thus very likely that the differences that can be observed at 20 °C for PCE LC and PCE 
HC, which cause acceleration and retardation, respectively, is induced by the different PCE 
polymer contents that yield from the identical bulk addition of SPs. As shown in Chapter 8 that 
the total amount of PCE polymers strongly affects the setting.  

It has to be emphasised that in general both systems vary strongly. The SCC paste systems 
contain LSF and a more finely ground cement. The w/c as well as the PCE dosages differ from 
those of the cement paste investigations. The observations thus cannot fully be compared.  

Nevertheless, a significant similarity becomes obvious. Regardless of the setup, STAs cause 
accelerated setting or only slightly retarded setting in systems with PCE compared to systems 
with PCE only. In systems without PCE generally retardation by STAs can be observed and the 
retardation occurs more pronounced than in the presence of PCE.  
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Figure 9.18: Setting of cement pastes without PCE and different amounts of ST1 and ST2 in 
percent of the setting of analogue cement pastes without STA. 

 

Figure 9.19: Setting of cement pastes with PCE LC and different amounts of ST1 and ST2 in 
percent of the setting of analogue cement pastes without STA. 

 

Figure 9.20: Setting of cement pastes with PCE HC and different amounts of ST1 and ST2 in 
percent of the setting of analogue cement pastes without STA. 
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The presented results and also the studies of Pourchez et al. [263] give reasons to believe 
that neither calcium complexation nor alkaline instability cause retarding effects. Furthermore, 
they point out that PCE and STAs interact, so that effects that STAs cause in non-
superplasticised systems do not occur in the same manner in PCE containing systems. It is 
known that PCE dosages above the maximum adsorption dosage continue to have a retarding 
effect on the hydration [131, 319]. Hence, if STAs polymers would adsorb and push away PCE 
polymers, this would rather cause supplementary retardation, which is not the case according to 
the results of this chapter. Furthermore, an adsorption to the disadvantage of PCE is a reasonable 
assumption only for the diutan gum based ST2 since it contains anionic charges. The starch 
based ST1 does not contain anionic charges. Therefore, it is unlikely that electrostatic forces are 
the major driving force for the interaction between the STAs and PCEs. If this is taken into 
account and the hydration retardation is assumed to be induced by a retardation of the C-S-H 
formation, the reason for the earlier setting of PCE systems in the presence of STA can be 
explained by a reduction of PCE polymers interfering with the C-S-H reactions. 

In this context, it is worth to recall the hypothesis that the reduced mobility of PCEs caused 
by supplementary STAs may in a first step have an effect on the C3A hydration. PCEs mainly 
adsorb on aluminate and ferrite clinker phase surfaces [176]. However, the major adsorption 
sites for PCE during the very early hydration are ettringite and monosulphate, of which ettringite 
can attract significantly higher amounts of PCE [87]. Assuming that the STAs reduce the 
mobility of PCEs much more than the mobility of interacting ions, since PCE molecules are 
much larger than ions, it is conceivable that indeed systems with STA and PCE generate higher 
amounts of ettringite than systems with only PCE, since preferably sulphate ions instead of 
PCEs adsorb on aluminate phases. The lower mobility of PCEs could either happen through the 
following effects or their combination:  

• increased viscosity of the pore solution,  
• a slowed down unfolding of the PCE molecules to their solution structure, due to 

interactions with STA polymers,  
• or through entanglement of the PCE.  

Due to the lower mobility of PCEs a favoured adsorption of sulphates would take place due 
to lack of or less competitive adsorption between PCE and sulphate ions. The available 
aluminates would preferably interact with the quicker sulphates, fostering a formation of 
ettringite rather than monosulphate. This assumption is in line with findings of Peschard et al. 
[324], who found that STAs stabilise ettringite and gypsum. The increased amount of ettringite 
would attract higher amounts of PCE in the further progress of hydration and these polymers 
would then no longer interact with the C-S-H hydration. As a result, a system with higher 
ettringite content would attract more PCEs and in turn leave less PCE molecules to interfere 
with the later C-S-H hydration, thus contributing to earlier setting. This “Ansatz” is given as 
flow chart in Figure 9.22. In this context, it is not relevant whether PCE retards setting by 
formation of a diffusion barrier, by calcium complexation, modified morphology of hydrates, or 
retardation of the dissolution of alite [64, 289, 290] (Section 8.1). 
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Figure 9.22: Flow chart of the hypothetical mechanism effect on the set retardation caused by 
STA in combination with PCE. 

At 5 °C the dissolution and precipitation processes are generally much slower. The mobility 
reduction of the PCEs by STAs retreats into the background as a withdrawal of PCE from early 
reactions would not automatically increase the reactivity of aluminate and sulphate due to the 
general slowdown of the hydration. Hence, retardation can be observed, regardless of the 
presence of PCE. 

Such consideration would also explain why at 20 °C STAs cause retardation with PCE HC 
but acceleration with PCE LC, while at 30 °C accelerated setting can be observed with both 
PCEs. At 20 °C the hydration velocity is slower than at 30 °C, giving the PCE the chance to 
interact with the aluminate. As high charge density polymers are attracted with higher force and 
exhibit less complicated solution structures, they might still interfere with sulphate-aluminate 
reactions, propagating the formation of AFm at 20 °C when the hydration is slower than at 
30 °C.  

This hypothesis is only an “Ansatz” that needs further investigations. It is based on 
measurements of macroscopic phenomena and considerations about intrinsic effects. The 
measurement results do not give conclusive evidence, but they provide a logical consistent 
approach, which explains the small retarding and partly accelerated effect of STAs in the 
presence of PCE in comparison to the otherwise strong retarding effect of solely PCE.  
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9.5 Conclusions 

Results of investigations about effects of varied ambient temperatures and potato starch and 
diutan gum based stabilising agents ST1 and ST2 in combination with the different SPs PCE 
LC, MC; and HC on the setting were presented. The major conclusions are: 

• PCE and STAs caused both retardation of the setting, of which the effect of PCE was 
significantly stronger. In the presence of combined admixtures, the retarding effects did not 
sum up.  

• For all SCC paste mixtures of the POW and the COM pastes, the relative effect of STA was 
strong when no PCE was in the system and markedly reduced when PCE was in the system 

• In the paste of an SCC mixture, both stabilising agents caused retardation without presence 
of PCE. Decreasing temperatures increased the retardation. 

• For all mixes with and without PCE and regardless of the PCE type, effects of the STA on 
the setting were negligible at 20 °C and 30 °C. At 5 °C distinct effects could be observed. 

• In SCC combination type paste (COM) at 5 °C, ST1 caused retardation with all PCEs. ST2 
caused minor retardation with PCE MC and acceleration with PCE LC and PCE HC. 

• In pure cement paste systems without PCE, both STAs caused retardation at all 
temperatures. Effects were small at 20 °C and 30 °C but significant at 5 °C. 

• In pure cement paste systems with PCE, both STAs caused retardation at 5 °C. At 20 °C 
acceleration could be observed with low charge PCE and retardation with high charge PCE. 
At 30 °C both STAs caused acceleration with low and high charge PCE. 

• The paste investigations could not raise strong influences of the STA type. Both agents 
showed similar behaviour, giving evidence that the interaction between PCE and STA 
cannot be mainly driven by an anionic charge. 

• No influence of the dosage of STA could be found within the range of dosages that was 
investigated, which gives reasons to assume that the retarding effect of STAs cannot be 
induced by calcium complexation or alkaline instability.  

Considering that the influence of stabilising agent on setting is generally not satisfactory 
understood and results are not always consistent, the presented results on setting raise several 
questions that cannot be answered without further research. The results point towards a strong 
general interaction between STAs and PCE, regardless of the PCE and the STA modification 
and dosage. It can thus be concluded that the influence of STA in the presence of PCE is driven 
by an interaction which reduces the generally very strong effect of PCE on early hydration. A 
first hypothesis concerning the acceleration by STAs in cementitious systems with PCE is 
suggested, based on the idea that STAs might reduce the mobility of PCEs at early stage, which 
would augment ettringite formation. This in return would foster time delayed adsorption and 
consumption of PCE. At time of the setting, which is mainly driven by C-S-H hydration, these 
PCEs would be already consumed and no longer interact with C-S-H formation. In this context, 
the influence of the charge density of the PCE is of importance and should be subject of future 
research. The present results cannot conclusively prove this hypothesis. Nevertheless the results 
show that STAs generally reduce the retarding effect of PCE. Assuming that the general 
retarding effect of STAs is neither based on calcium complexation nor on alkaline instability, 
and that adsorption to the disadvantage of PCE is not likely to play a major role, the hypothesis 
gives a plausible explanation of the observed effects, based on the cement hydration. Further 
investigations could focus on understanding how the different polymers interact and how this 
interaction modifies the cement hydration. 
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10 Recommendations for robust mixture compositions, 

conclusions, and outlook 

10.1 Introduction 

Chapters 6 to 9 contain research about effects of the ambient temperature on SCC. Chapter 5 
suggests an easy method to distinguish different PCEs qualitatively. The Chapters 6 and 7 focus 
on the rheology and the performance retention of SCC at varying temperatures depending on 
mixture composition, PCE modification, and stabilising agent (STA). Chapters 8 and 9 conclude 
on how the amount and type of PCE and STA affects the early hydration. The results strongly 
suggest measures how SCC can be optimised for particular temperatures or how it can be 
modified to be robust against large scatter of temperatures. 

10.2 Parameters determining the rheology at different temperatures 

10.2.1 Summary of observed rheological effects 

First and foremost, SPs are added to cementitious systems in order to control the rheology. Also, 
in conjunction with SCC, the rheological properties are the most prominent features that distinct 
SCC and conventional vibrated concrete. In many productions the effects induced by a 
rheological adjustment are not further considered but accepted as side effects of the benefits 
brought by the self-compacting properties. Therefore, in this Thesis an approach is suggested 
how SCC can be optimised for particular temperatures, ignoring any accompanying effects, such 
as retarded setting or large shrinkage deformations.  

Temperature effects on the flow properties of SCC are mainly linked to the influence of the 
temperature on hydration. Due to the dependency of the adsorption of PCE on the hydration 
process, temperature effects are more complex for SCC than for normal concrete. Hence, 
observations cannot be interpreted without deeper consideration of the mixture composition and 
the charge density of the PCE.  

 

Figure 10.1: Summary of the observed effects of mixture composition and PCE modification at 
varied temperature. 
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In general, both mixture composition types, COM and POW showed good self-compacting 
performance over reasonably long lasting durations at most temperatures. Table 6.4 shows a 
qualitative overview of all observations. Figure 10.1 shows the condensed results of Chapter 6. 
The powder type mixture composition points out to function in a robust way at low temperature, 
regardless of the PCE, while the combination type mixture only functions properly with high 
charge PCE. At high temperature, the situation is inverted. The powder type mixture is very 
sensitive against influences of the PCE. The sensitivity against PCE influences is significantly 
lesser for the combination type SCC.  

10.2.2 Critical effects at high temperatures 

At high temperatures, the critical effect is the rapid hydration, which can cause rapid loss of 
workability. The accelerated hydration causes morphological changes of the particles’ surfaces 
which reduce their mobility against each other. Mixture compositions with low w/p therefore 
promote the rapid loss of workability due to their dense particle packing. High charge density 
PCEs also cause a rapid workability loss since they adsorb fast on the particles’ surfaces and 
thus are consumed quickly. In turn, high w/p values and low charge density PCEs can help 
maintaining the workability even at high temperatures when the hydration is accelerated, since 
the more loosely particle packing fosters their mobility and the low charge density contributes to 
delayed adsorption of PCE.  

10.2.3 Critical effects at low temperatures 

At low temperatures, the major reason for a performance loss is the lack of adsorption sites for 
PCEs due to the slowed down hydration process. As a result, PCE cannot adsorb in sufficient 
amounts to stabilise the system. A dense system with low w/p is capable to maintain the flow 
performance, but mixtures with high w/p tend to perform poorly as a result of segregation of the 
finest particles. In this case, only high charge PCEs can provide good flow properties due to the 
stronger adsorption tendency onto the cement particles.  

10.2.4 Decision path for the choice of PCE to obtain optimised workability for cold and 

warm temperatures 

Most concrete producers are not aware of the delicate interactions that take place between 
cement and PCE. However, most of them have made experiences with cement-SP-
incompatibilities at least once. As a result, many producers are extremely conservative with 
regard to the implementation of a PCE that differs from the standard PCE in use. Others again 
would never adjust their mixture composition, but they may consider the PCE modification not 
as invariable part of it.  

The results presented in this work give evidence that the improvement of the performance of 
SCC can be achieved by either a reasonable mixture composition or the choice of an optimised 
PCE. For the latter method, the rapid PCE performance test as suggested in Chapter 5 provides a 
strong tool to better distinguish available PCEs according to their performance in general and to 
conclude how they can be used at varied temperatures. 

A clear distinction between the different SCC classifications as defined in Table 1.1 is 
hardly possible, since many reported SCC mixture compositions exhibit characteristics of more 
than one of the listed classes. In this Thesis it is shown that temperature related interactions 
between PCE and cement hydration can be attributed to the charge density and the w/p. 
Therefore, the decision trees recommended in the following subsections distinguish between low 
and high w/p SCC mixture compositions. A clear distinction cannot be made either, but ranges 
can be provided based on exemplary mixture compositions, which are listed in Table 9.5.  
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It is not possible either to define generally valid temperature thresholds at which the effects 
presented in this Thesis occur. However, the temperatures observed in this Thesis clearly 
exhibited different performances depending upon the individual temperature range. Table 6.2 
shows that the internal concrete temperature was about 10°°C when the ambient temperature 
was set at 5 °C. Hence, it can be assumed that the observed effects and counteractions are valid 
for temperatures below 10 °C. At an ambient temperature of 30 °C the concrete temperature did 
not show strong deviations from the ambient temperature. Therefore, conservatively the decision 
trees recommend actions for temperatures above 30 °C only. In practice, it can be assumed that 
the recommended actions will also become effective at lower temperatures already.  

Table 10.1: Thresholds for low and high w/p.  

 Low w/p SCC High w/p SCC 

 Lower threshold Upper threshold Lower threshold Upper threshold 

w/p by mass 0.21 0.33 0.48 

w/p by volume 0.59 0.93 1.42 

Sample SCC 
binder 

composition 

350 kg/m³ cement 350 kg/m³ cement 

200 kg/m³ filler 

180 kg/m³ water 

350 kg/m³ cement 

350 kg/m³ filler 70 kg/m³ filler 

150 kg/m³ water 200 kg/m³ water 

 

Figure 10.2: Decision tree for the rheological optimisation of SCC for different temperatures 
depending on the boundary conditions of the production. 
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A decision tree for the adjustment of SCC mixtures and different boundary conditions is 
given in Figure 10.2.  

In case the PCE cannot be changed, or no information about the performance is available, it 
is advisable to choose a powder type SCC at low temperatures (e.g. similar to the POW type 
used in this Thesis) and a high w/p SCC at high temperatures (e.g. similar to the COM type in 
this Thesis) since they perform well in the particular temperature ranges regardless of the PCE 
modification. 

In case the mixture composition cannot be modified, it is reasonable to use a low charge 
density PCE at high temperatures to avoid rapid consumption of the molecules, and to use a high 
charge density PCE at low temperatures, in order to assure that sufficient PCE can be adsorbed.  

In case of flexibility in both, mixture composition and PCE, a combined approach might 
yield an optimum performance.  

10.3 Improvement of the robustness of SCC for high and low temperature 

10.3.1 The influence of the rheological adjustment on the whole early hydration process 

Upon addition of any type and amount of SP these admixtures are part of the hydrating system, 
and any further effect comes unavoidably. Considering the large effects that were observed in 
Chapters 8 and 9 on shrinkage and setting, due to the amount of PCEs, it may be reasonable to 
abandon ultimate rheological performance and accept moderate flow properties instead, in order 
to avoid the side effects induced by PCEs, such as retarded setting. Robustness is not inevitably 
linked to the workability. If concreting needs to be optimised for a particular temperature range, 
it is therefore necessary to integrate the results of the Chapters 8 and 9 into a decision tree that 
considers rheological effects as well as possible side effects. 

10.3.2 Decision paths for the optimisation of SCC for high temperatures 

Regarding the optimisation of the rheology, the rules described in Subsection 10.2.4 apply. If the 
mixture composition cannot be varied, it remains reasonable to choose a low charge density 
PCE, and if the PCE is fixed, it remains reasonable to better choose a mixture composition with 
a high w/p. 

A more distinguished discussion can be made for flexibility in both aspects. In Chapter 6 it 
is shown that mixtures with high and low w/p can work well at high temperatures. For mixtures 
with low w/p, however, the choice of a low charge density PCE was required in order to 
maintain reasonably workability retention. Low charge density PCE can keep up the workability 
better than PCE with high charge density, but high charge density polymers can be used if a high 
w/p is chosen. If no further consideration is made regarding setting or shrinkage, the adjustment 
of mixture composition and PCE type can help optimising the rheological properties with regard 
to time. A reasonably long but not excessive performance can be achieved when using a mixture 
with high w/p and high charge density PCE. Extremely long lasting performances can be 
achieved using a low charge density PCE. 

It was shown in Chapter 8 that the set retardation is linked closely to the amount of total 
PCE in the system, which is only negligibly depending on the type of PCE. In order to adjust a 
specified flow property, higher amounts of low charge PCE are required than high charge PCE, 
so that low charge PCE unavoidably causes a higher total PCE content than high charge PCE. If 
rapid setting is required, it is therefore advisable to use high charge PCE, which, however, 
turned out to be critical at high temperatures due to the quick consumption, and should therefore 
only be used at high temperatures in combination with a high w/p. 
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It was further shown that the influence on the transition of the early autogenous 
deformations towards a slow deformation rate occurs significantly less dependent on the used 
PCE than the shift of the setting. Therefore the amount of PCE in a system determines, whether 
a part of the still large early deformations occurs prior to or after the setting. The latter case is 
considered as critical with regard to the risk of cracks. In consequence, a high content of PCE 
generally reduces this risk due to the extreme set retardation. If early cracks have to be avoided 
it is reasonably to use mixtures incorporating low charge density PCE. 

Rapid setting may be favourable for a rapid construction process and a reduced cracking risk 
contributes to the durability of a structure. According to the aforementioned observations, 
effects that foster a rapid setting and oppose to effects that reduce the risk of cracks at high 
temperatures. As a result, if good workability, rapid setting and low crack risk are required in 
combination, the most reasonable way to optimise an SCC for high temperature applications is 
choosing a high w/p mixture in conjunction with a medium charged PCE. The graphical 
summary of these considerations can be found in Figure 10.3. 

 

Figure 10.3: Decision tree for the optimisation of SCC for high temperatures depending on the 
boundary conditions of the production, and considering setting and cracking risk. 
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10.3.3 Decision paths for the optimisation of SCC for low temperatures 

The adjustment of SCC to work properly at low temperatures is more critical than to high 
temperatures. A major difficulty at low temperatures is that poor flowability cannot be improved 
by supplementary addition of SPs, since the slow hydration velocity, induced by the low 
temperatures, causes a lack of adsorption sites. It is therefore advisable to generally use PCE 
with high charge density regardless of the mixture composition to make sure that sufficiently 
high adsorption of PCE takes place. 

The results presented in Chapter 6 show that at use of high charge PCE mixes with both high 
and low w/p can function, while the low w/p mixture maintains the workability significantly 
longer than the high w/p mixture. SCCs with low w/p function well at low temperature with any 
type of PCE. Hence, for reasonably long but not excessive workability, a mixture with high 
charge density PCE is suggested, while for extended workability generally a low or medium 
charge density PCE should be chosen. The latter choice functions only in a sound way, if the 
w/p is low. 

 

Figure 10.4: Decision tree for the optimisation of SCC for low temperatures depending on the 
boundary conditions of the production, and considering setting and cracking risk. 

In order to generate earliest possible setting, mixtures with a low w/p need to be chosen. A 
high charge density PCE supplementary accelerates setting since it is required in lower amounts 
to achieve specified flow properties than low charge density PCE.  

Though, a high charge density PCE is considered to be the safest choice at low temperatures 
to avoid loss of performance, high charge density PCE turns out to bear the risk that large 
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shrinkage deformations occur at an already rigid state after setting. This is particularly critical at 
low temperatures, since the resistance against early deformation builds up only slowly due to the 
retarded hydration. In order to reduce the risk of early cracks, hence, PCE with low or medium 
charge density need to be chosen. However, these function only well at low temperatures if the 
mixture composition is based on a low w/p. 

A compromise between low cracking risk and early setting at good workability can be put 
into effect by using a medium charged PCE, which, however, inevitably requires a low w/p. An 
overview of the decision paths is given in Figure 10.4. 

10.4 Decision paths for improved temperature robustness of SCC against 

regularly varying temperatures 

10.4.1 General information 

The considerations mentioned before focus on the generation of maximum robustness for a 
particular temperature range. In practice, it can be necessary to cast SCC at a large range of 
different temperatures, which are not always predictable and where an individual adjustment just 
in time cannot be made. In order to determine the right approach towards robust mixture 
composition for a wide range of temperatures, first the influencing factors need to be discussed. 

10.4.2 Choice of PCE 

The suggested rapid PCE performance test, based on the observations of mixtures with different 
SP contents and proportioning according to Equations (5.1) and (5.2), allows the determination 
of the performance of one PCE in comparison with another PCE. This gives a reasonable tool to 
adjust the workability time and the flow properties at a relevant time individually. It is shown in 
Chapter 6 that in general good performance can be achieved at all observed temperatures 
regardless of the charge density. This, however, strongly depends on the mixture composition. 
Such an individual adjustment, thus, requires sophisticated knowledge about interactions 
between PCE type and mixture composition. Without further consideration of the mixture 
composition, it is shown that the choice of a medium charge density PCE is basically the right 
decision to achieve robustness over a wide range of temperatures.  

10.4.3 Choice of stabilising agent 

The results presented in Chapter 7 show that the behaviour of SCC at varying temperatures is 
dominated by effects resulting from the PCE, but STAs may add supplementary effects. In the 
presented results, mixtures with adsorbing STAs show a tendency for a rapid workability loss. 
This was assumed to be in context with interactions with PCEs, such as calcium complexes. 
This aspect may be a concern at high temperatures, where loss of flowability is the major critical 
effect. 

An unbalanced combination of PCE and STA can thus cause significant performance loss 
upon temperature change. This is summarised in Figure 10.5, where mixtures at 20 °C and 30 °C 
function properly during the early period in all combinations, while at 5 °C only a single 
combination (PCE HC + ST1) can provide sufficient workability at all.  

None of the results presented in this work shows that STAs improve the robustness of SCC 
against varying temperature. This, however, does not mean either that they generally negatively 
affect the robustness against temperature variation. While ST1 behaves rather neutral, the 
adsorbing ST2 showed that the performance can be negatively affected, or that negative effects 
induced by unfavourable combinations of PCE and mixture composition can be amplified. In 
this context, it is also referred to the observation presented by Schmidt et al. [131] that the 
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stabilising effect of the non-adsorbing ST1 is lost over the course of time. This can cause 
problems of slow segregation, particularly at low temperatures since then setting is extremely 
retarded. In the latter case, workability performance loss might be rather acceptable than static 
segregation. Finally, this leads to the conclusion that STAs can be used for the improvement of 
the robustness of SCC against processing variations, with regard to the robustness at varying 
temperatures. However, only the awareness of their individual effects can avoid undesired 
effects induced by the ambient temperature.  

 

Figure 10.5: Influence of ST1 and ST2 on yield stress of COM SCC at varied temperatures. 

10.4.4 Choice of additions 

In Subsection 5.2.6 it was shown that LSF interacts with PCE. Unlike cement the interaction 
with PCE is hardly affected by the charge density of PCE, which can be attributed to the low 
reactivity of LSF. It is therefore likely that fillers that are less reactive than cement improve the 
robustness against temperature variations, since they adsorb PCEs independently of any 
hydration reaction rate change. This effect can be shown on results from the rapid PCE 
performance test with LSF compared to cement using the water demands provided in Table 5.1 
and the mixture composition concept after Subsection 5.2.2. The test results for different 
temperatures are shown in Figure 10.6. The slump flow curves for LSF are very similar, 
regardless of the PCE charge density or the temperature, while prominent differences can be 
observed for the curves of cement. 

The lower PCE dosages for flow initiation and maximum with LSF, however, suggest that 
LSF attracts significantly less PCE than cement. The fact that blend of LSF and cement show 
flow initiation at higher PCE contents than pure LSF mixtures (Figure 5.8) indicates that PCE is 
preferably adsorbed by cement, so that an improvement due to LSF only applies when cement is 
already largely saturated with PCE. The latter observation is confirmed by the comparative 
curves also shown in Figure 5.8 with blends of quartz fines and cement, that show similar 
behaviour than LSF cement blends until the maximum dosage of PCE is reached, beyond which 
only the mixtures with LSF can supplementary yield wider slump flow values. However, at high 
dosages fillers that interact with PCE can supplementary contribute to the improvement of the 
flow properties. The rapid PCE performance test can help identifying fillers that positively 
contribute to the robustness of SCC mixtures against temperature scatter. 
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Figure 10.6: Influence of temperature on the performance of PCE with cement and LSF at their 
individual water demands nW according to the Puntke test (Subsection 5.2.1). 

10.4.5 Selection of cement 

This Thesis does not address the influence of varied cement types. For the completeness of the 
discussion, however, some consideration about influences of the cement type need to be made. 

As the major influence for the flow performance at varying temperatures interactions 
between PCE, and AFm or AFt were identified. Sulphate resistant cements with low content of 
C3A are thus likely to be more stable at varying temperature since the flow properties are to 
lesser degree determined by the hydration of C3A. This, however, remains hypothetical and 
cannot be supported by the conducted investigations. 

Further indicators for cement types are discussed in Subsection 10.4.4, where the role of 
fillers is addressed. The positive influence of the LSF suggests that blended cements, where 
PCEs interact with less reactive powders, may positively affect the temperature sensitivity of 
SCC. 

10.4.6 Selection of a robust mixture composition 

Mixtures with higher w/p are generally more robust against influences of the PCE charge 
density at high temperatures, while mixtures with lower w/p are more robust against these 
influences at low temperatures (Figure 10.2). The results presented based on the COM and POW 
mixture composition, however, cannot give any evidence for any of these mixture compositions 
to be more robust in general against variations in temperature.  

The rapid PCE performance test applied on the COM and POW mixture with PCE LC at 5, 
20, and 30 °C, shows that neither high nor low temperatures significantly affect the adsorption 
of PCE (Figure 10.7). The figure shows that at maximum adsorption minor effects on the 
maximum yield stress can be induced by the temperature, however, they give little evidence that 
temperature effects may occur differently pronounced depending on the w/p. Hence, temperature 
effects cannot be directly related to a mixture composition, but only to a combination with the 
PCE and the mixture composition.  

Nevertheless, the latter conclusion may be subject to discussion since these results were 
conducted at the minimum water demand as explained in detail in Subsection 5.2.1. The 
conclusions at higher water contents may vary. 
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Figure 10.7: Rapid PCE performance test for POW and COM mixture compositions at  
5, 20, and 30 °C. 

If furthermore influences of the additions and STAs are taken into account, an influence of 
the mixture composition, which is independent of the PCE, can be identified. A powder rich 
mixture allows using higher contents of fillers which, if interacting with PCE, were shown to 
improve the temperature robustness. Furthermore, STAs were identified to be an uncertainty 
factor at varying temperatures. Flowable concretes with low w/p are typically achieved with 
high powder contents. High powder content allows using higher amounts of fillers as well as 
reduced or no STA contents so that concluding, a powder type SCC may be the better choice to 
improve the robustness against varying temperatures.  

10.4.7 Decision path for SCC with improved robustness against temperature scatter  

The aforementioned considerations point out that, based on the adjustment of the mineral 
constituents, numerous options exist to improve the robustness of SCC against varying 
temperatures. Hence, if a mixture composition is fixed and cannot be optimised, the only 
remaining solution is using a medium charged PCE, which may not generate ultimate flow 
properties but in turn stable properties over a wider range of temperatures. If no further 
investigations are made regarding a STA, it may be advisable to better avoid using STA if the 
risk is high that uncontrollable temperature scatterings may occur. If STA is unavoidable, it 
might be better to use a non-adsorbing agent to be on the safe side and to avoid possible 
interactions with PCE. If the mixture composition can be modified, further improvement options 
exist. A summary of them is given in Figure 10.8. 

If early setting is a relevant criterion, it is reasonable to use as little PCE as possible. In order 
to assure good flow properties, hence, a high charge density PCE need to be used. High charge 
density PCEs may be critical at high temperatures, since particle surfaces change rapidly and 
PCE is consumed too quickly. In order to maintain particles’ mobility, the w/p should be high. 
Mixtures with high w/p turned out to be critical at low temperatures, though high charge density 
PCE should be able to avoid segregation of the paste, it is suggested to use high cement content 
within the total powder components. The suggestion to use a mixture with high w/p may be 
accompanied by the necessity to use STA supplementary to PCE. The results presented in 
Chapter 9 point out that due to interactions between STAs and PCEs, adsorbing STAs cause 
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earlier setting than non-adsorbing STAs. Therefore, the use of cellulose or welan or diutan gum 
may be preferable. 

If a low risk of early shrinkage cracks is required, it is necessary to retard the setting as much 
as possible, which can be achieved by using a low charge density PCE. Low charge density 
PCEs were found to be a risk at low temperatures, since mixtures with low powder content may 
not be stabilised sufficiently due to the low adsorption of polymers. Therefore, at low 
temperatures a higher w/p is recommended to improve the stability of the mixture composition. 
Since low charge density PCEs demand for higher amounts of polymers than high charge 
density PCEs for similar flow properties, low charge density PCEs will be available in high 
amounts. In order to make use of the beneficial effect of fillers for the temperature robustness, 
the mixture should contain high amounts of fillers within the total powder content, provided that 
PCEs are adsorbed on filler surfaces. Mixtures with low w/p are normally more stable than 
mixtures with high w/p. If the temperature performance of STA is unknown, it should be 
considered to avoid using STA. If STA is required, a non-adsorbing type may improve the 
retention of the flow properties.  

 

Figure 10.8: Decision tree for the optimisation of SCC for a variety of temperatures. 
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10.5 Conclusions and outlook 

10.5.1 Summary of the intention and the scope of the work 

The application of self-compacting concrete as ready-mix application is negligible world-wide. 
A major concern of the industry is the lack of robustness and the fear of undesired rheological 
effects that cannot be controlled. One of the most critical influences on the performance of SCC 
is the ambient temperature. SCC reacts significantly more sensitive against temperature effects 
than conventional vibrated concrete. The performance changes for vibrated concrete are 
conceivable: High temperatures accelerate the hydration causing accelerated loss of workability, 
low temperatures slow down the hydration, yielding extended setting. Due to the high amounts 
of PCE SPs, which are required to generate flowable consistency for SCC, the performance at 
varied temperatures is depending on two effects, the hydration rate and the related adsorption of 
PCE, the latter strongly depending on the amount and the charge density of the polymer. Upon 
addition of PCE for the flow modification the admixture is a fixed component in the hydrating 
cementitious system. Thus measures to optimise the rheological properties are inevitably 
accompanied by further effects that may be induced by both, type and amount of PCE. 

In this work, investigations on SCC are presented that cover the whole early period of 
hydration until the setting. The observations focus on influences of the mixture composition, the 
charge density of the PCE and type of stabilising agent STA at 5, 20, and 30 °C. The major 
observations focus on rheological effects, influences on the heat flow of hydration, the setting, 
and the early autogenous deformations until the deformation rate slows down.  

The aim of the work is to provide solution strategies to optimise the robustness of self-
compacting concrete in either a particular high or low temperature range or for a broad range of 
varying temperatures. 

10.5.2 Major results from the experimental work 

The major conclusions were summarised in Sections 10.2 to 10.4. These will not be repeated 
here, but the most remarkable results will be summarised in a condensed way.  

A practical problem of concrete producers is the lack of knowledge about their admixtures’ 
performances with ongoing cement hydration. The major influence on both, initial yield stress 
reduction and flowability retention is the charge density of a PCE. A simple distinction between 
different PCEs can be made if the flow properties are observed versus the amount of added 
polymers at cement pastes with very low water content. PCEs with higher charge density start to 
flow at lower dosages and generate wider slump flow values.  

The charge density of a PCE is also the most relevant parameter that influences the fresh 
concrete performance of SCC. However, also the water to powder ratio of the mixture 
composition determines whether a PCE is suitable or not for a particular temperature.  

The temperature affects predominantly the yield stress of SCC. The viscosity is only affected 
to a negligible degree. Poor performance at a particular mixture setup and temperature range can 
always be linked to the yield stress of the SCC. 

At high temperatures the hydration reaction is accelerated, the trigger for poor performance 
of an SCC is the rapid growth of the particles surfaces that may lead to a quick immobilisation 
of particles. This effect can be avoided by either using mixture compositions with high water to 
powder ratio or PCE with low charge density, which has the capability to adsorb on hydration 
phases with delay. Performance loss can be compensated by an increased dosage of SP. 

At low temperatures, the trigger for performance loss is lack of adsorption sites for PCE 
polymers due to slow hydration reaction. As a consequence, particles are not stabilised 
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sufficiently by PCE, thus segregate upon flow. This can be compensated by either using a 
mixture composition with low w/p, which provides good stability, or the use of a high charge 
density PCE, which adsorbs immediately. Performance loss at cold temperature cannot be 
compensated by supplementary addition of PCE. 

Considering the last two conclusions, it can be stated that powder type SCC is very robust 
against any effect induced by PCE at low temperatures, while combination type mixtures with 
high w/p are more robust than powder type SCCs against influences of the PCE at high 
temperatures. Low charge density PCEs are generally better suitable to avoid rapid performance 
loss induced by high temperatures, while high charge density PCEs are safer at low 
temperatures, since they assure a high polymer adsorption rate. 

The stabilising agents starch ether and diutan gum were found to have significantly less 
influence on the flow properties at varying temperatures than PCEs. However, they showed 
effects and partly amplified effects induced by the PCE. 

In general diutan gum tended to cause quicker loss of workability than starch based STA. 
This was assumed to be linked to interactions between the anionic backbones of the polymers. 
As PCEs at varying temperatures, effects induced by STAs mainly occur with regard to the yield 
stress, while the viscosity remains unaffected. 

In order to achieve a certain flow property, or more specifically a certain yield stress 
reduction or slump flow value, lower solid amounts of high charge density PCE are required 
than of low charge density PCE. This fact causes significant effects on the early hydration. 

The setting, as well as the temporal evolution of the heat flow of flowable cementitious 
systems, is predominantly driven by the amount of solid PCE. Although high charge density 
PCEs may cause slightly higher retardation of the hydration than low charge density PCEs, due 
to the aforementioned relation between charge density and yield stress reduction, low charge 
density PCEs will retard hydration significantly more than high charge density PCEs, since they 
need to be added in higher amounts.  

The moment of the final set and the maximum of the first derivative of the heat flow curve 
were found to be closely linked. The occurrence of this particular step in time depends largely 
only on the total amount of solid PCE, while the charge density is negligible.  

XRD measurements revealed that processes at tfin vary greatly for cementitious systems with 
and without PCE, regardless of the PCE modification. While in systems without PCE the final 
set marks the onset of a significant alite dissolution and Ca(OH)2 precipitation, in systems with 
PCE it marks the end of a significant alite dissolution and Ca(OH)2 precipitation. 

The amount of formed Ca(OH)2 at this time was the higher the lower the charge density of 
the PCE was, while no significant influence of the charge density on the alite dissolution amount 
could be found.  

The early autogenous deformations at all temperatures follow a specific pattern that shows 
high deformation rates first, followed by a small plateau after which again a higher rate can be 
observed, which finally changes to a slow deformation rate, which is close to a horizontal line 
(Figure 8.28). The transition towards this slow deformation rate appeared to be strongly affected 
by the temperature, and it occurred at a time close to tfin (Figure 8.28). Neither a strong, nor a 
systematic influence of the charge density or the amount of PCE on the time of the transition 
could be found.  

Since no prominent influence of the charge density or the amount of PCE could be found on 
the transition towards a slow deformation rate, but significant influences were found on tfin, it 
can be concluded that low charge density PCE, which causes strong set retardation, allows to 
shift tfin, which marks the transition towards an elastic structure to a slow deformation rate, thus 
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minimising the risk of early cracks. At the same time, high charge PCEs cause early setting, 
which occurs at a point in time where still high early deformations can be observed, which may 
cause early cracks. 

The latter aspect was found to be less important at normal and high temperatures where the 
ongoing hydration causes that the aforementioned critical steps in time occur largely at the same 
time. Hence a rapid internal resistance against cracks is build up due to the associated strength 
development. At low temperatures, where the hydration is taking place at a lower velocity, the 
strength development takes place slowly and the time shift between tfin and transition towards a 
slow deformation rate can take several hours. 

Influences of the STA on early hydration effects were found to be small. In general, it was 
found that diutan gum and starch induced a set retardation without and with PCE. This was 
negligible at moderate and high temperatures, while more pronounced at low temperatures. 
Generally, starch led to stronger retardation than diutan gum. 

It was found that at moderate and high temperatures, the retarding effect of both STAs could 
be turned into an accelerating effect, depending on the charge density of the PCE. Acceleration 
was observed at 20 °C and 30 °C for the combination of STA with low charge density PCE and 
at 30 °C for the combination of STA with high charge density PCE.  

The latter observation was assumed to be linked to a reduced mobility of PCEs due to the 
presence of STAs. The reduced mobility of PCEs fosters the adsorption of sulphate ions, the 
latter less pronounced in case of high charge density PCE. The higher adsorption of sulphate 
ions again fosters the formation of ettringite, which in a next step attracts higher amounts of 
PCE than monosulphate, which would occur in higher amounts, if PCE would adsorb 
competitively with sulphate ions. 

10.5.3 Future research 

The use of varying characteristic mixture compositions, varying characteristic PCEs, and two 
differently operating STAs, is an attempt to bring the findings of this work into a general 
context, which is freed from any regional boundary condition. The findings are assumed to be 
applicable for flowable and self-levelling concrete and a wide variety of mixture compositions. 
Nevertheless, as with any research, the findings cannot be all-embracing. 

First of all, only two mixture compositions were observed. They were distinguished mainly 
in their w/p ratio. The w/p of the POW mixture was 0.31 and the w/p of the COM mixture was 
0.36. In order to better evaluate the influence of the w/p or to find threshold values for certain 
effects, a more systematic comparison between higher numbers of mixture composition 
variations can definitively contribute to a better understanding of temperature effects. 

The investigations in this work were conducted with an ordinary Portland cement. The 
observations and conclusions can be considered to basically maintain their relevance also in 
blended cement systems, since the mechanisms behind the varying performances are depending 
on adsorption of superplasticisers and the solid volume fraction of particles in a dispersion. 
Cement extenders will incorporate different surface properties such as charges and surfaces. 
This can have a strong influence on the adsorption of polymers and the water demand of a 
system, but the basic physical principles that determine the adsorption of polymers and the 
dispersion of particles maintain their validity. Nevertheless, future research should validate this 
point of view and cement extenders and fillers need to be identified which affect the temperature 
related performance of SCC positively.  

Three types of commercial PCEs were varied. Their performance data was based on 
qualitative information provided by the producer. This limits the prediction options. Systematic 
variations of the graft chains and deeper information on the polymer geometry would 
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significantly help identifying optimised admixtures and better understanding and probably even 
modelling interactions induced by temperatures. 

ST1 based on potato starch and ST2 based on diutan gum were chosen thoughtfully, as they 
were considered to represent different groups of STA. Though it may be the most commonly 
used stabilising agent for cementitious systems, cellulose was not investigated in this Thesis. 
Based on experiences of the author, the behaviour of cellulose compares to the behaviour of 
diutan gum, but generalising the diutan gum results to cellulose remains hypothetical. 
Furthermore, cellulose and starch STAs are very versatile, and both offer a high number of 
supplementary ways to steer the polymer performance, such as adding functional groups or 
modifying the polymer size. Therefore future investigations will also include differently 
modified cellulose derivates.  

Some hypotheses about interactions between the anionic groups of diutan gum and PCE 
were made. These hypotheses were suggested by considerations about the early hydration of 
cement in the presence of polymers in conjunction with observations of the rheology and the 
setting. More sophisticated investigation methods are required to verify the hypotheses. 

Effects of the charge density of the PCEs on the early hydration and particularly the 
precipitation of calcium hydroxide and the dissolution of alite were presented. These 
observations suggest a number of further investigations to better understand the effect of PCE, 
which is still in discussion. To better evaluate the influences on the hydration phases, ESEM 
investigations, and to find possible hydration modifications at the very early stage synchrotron 
XRD, are considered to support further progress. 

Finally, conclusions were drawn on the cracking risk depending upon the occurrence of the 
final set and the transition towards slow deformation rates. It was assumed that large restrained 
deformations cause a significant crack risk for systems that have just turned from a plastic state 
into a solid structure and the strength is still very low. In order to verify this hypothesis, 
investigations on larger scale are required.  

10.5.4 Classification into scientific context, exploitation, and outlook 

In the introduction chapter it was discussed that world-wide a large gap exists between the fields 
of research that focus on admixtures and on concrete technology. The rapid development in 
concrete technology requires that the two shores are connected. It is unavoidable that concrete 
technologists consider the optimisation of the admixtures as equally important as the 
optimisation of the grading, the particle shape, the binder system, or the volumetric mineral 
mixture composition. In turn, it is unavoidable for chemists to understand that the casting of 
concrete is depending on an ungraspable number of uncertainty factors, which can never be 
simulated by models or laboratory trials, in best case with separated phases in controlled 
environment. 

This work attempts to combine both fields. One focus is placed on the mode of operation 
and the important parameters in context with concrete applications. At the same time more 
sophisticated considerations are made on the cement admixture interaction scale, without 
neglecting the discussion of the relevance for the concrete level. Thus, the work aims to 
contribute to better understand influences of admixtures and mixture composition on fresh 
concrete and paste, early hydration mechanisms depending on admixture variations, as well as 
of polymeric characteristics on concreting matters. It thus can be located in the centre of the 
circles illustrated in Figure 1.11, of which the intersection forms the knowledge that is required 
to understand all areas of SCC. The suggested rapid PCE performance test method (Chapter 5) 
and the concluding decision trees in Chapter 10 are simplified tools developed out of the 
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research results, in order to simplify the optimisation of the temperature robustness of SCC for 
practical engineers.  

The results of this work are already directly incorporated into a European-African 
cooperation project, in which among other matters, considerations about optimised concrete 
mixtures for sub-equatorial countries are made and the extreme temperatures are a serious threat 
to the workability of fresh concrete. The result are mixture proportioning methods for self-
compacting concrete based on locally available components such as cassava starch and bagasse 
ashes [330-334]. 

Similar concepts can be easily developed for any other region in the world based on the 
decision trees, suggested in Chapter10. It is thus assumed that this work builds a small step 
towards a wider world-wide use of SCC as ready-mixed concrete. 

Ongoing research at the BAM Federal Institute for Materials Research and Testing focuses 
on the influences of individual starch modifications on the rheology of cementitious pastes and 
concrete systems [285]. Another focus is put on the influence of the mixture composition of 
SCC on numerous hardened concrete properties. Both topics directly follow up the context of 
this work. 

10.5.5 Concluding remarks 

Based on the research experiences of the author with SCC from different European countries 
before this work was started, a major aim of this work was focusing on flowable concrete with 
validity for a wide range of rheological properties. The outcome of this work shows that a 
stereotypic analysis of SCC, only based on the assumption that it flows, is hardly possible. More 
emphasis needs to be put onto the distinction between SCC mixture compositions.  

The same is valid for superplasticisers based on polycarboxylate ether. Solely the fact that 
the basic structure is that of polycarboxylate ether does not give sufficient distinction. More 
focused research on the on the characteristic specifications of PCEs and reviewing existing 
studies giving special considerations to the PCE properties can be expected to be a reasonable 
approach to further understand the interactions between PCEs and the early hydration of 
cementitious systems. 
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Abbreviations and symbols 

AFm Alumina, ferric oxide mono-sulphate phase 
AFt Alumina, ferric oxide tri-sulphate phase 
bPCE Bulk PCE addition [% by mass] 
c Mass of cement [g] 
C2S Dicalcium silicate (Belite) 
C3A Tricalcium aluminate (Aluminate) 
C3S Tricalcium silicate (Alite) 
C4AF Tetracalcium alumina ferrite (Ferrite) 
Ca(OH)2 Calcium hydroxide 
Ca2+ Calcium ions 
CaCO3 Calcium carbonate 
C-A-H Calcium aluminate hydrate 
CaO Calcium oxide 
COM Combination type SCC 
C-S-H Calcium silicate hydrates 
d Spacing between the planes in the atomic lattice [nm] 
d Particle diameter [mm] 
dmax Maximum particle diameter [mm] 
dmin Minimum particle diameter [mm] 
dSF Spread flow diameter of paste and mortar from the flow test [mm] 
D Diffusion coefficient [m²/s] 
d0: Lower opening diameter of the container used for the flow test [mm] 
d1: Largest slump flow or spread flow diameter [mm] 
d2: Diameter perpendicular to d1 [mm] 
DC  Decorated chain 
DP Average degree of polymerisation 
ds Shear plane distance [mm] 
EO Ethylene oxide 
ESEM Environmental scanning electron microscope  
FA Fly ash 
FBS  Flexible backbone star 
FBW  Flexible backbone worm 
g Apparent gravity [m/s²] 
GGBS Ground granulated blast furnace slag 
G-Yield Relative value for the yield stress [A] 
HEC Hydroxyethyl cellulose 
HPC High performance concrete 
HPMC Hydroxypropymethyl cellulose 
HRWRA High range water reducing agent, used as synonym for SP in literature review 

sections and figures of other authors, where authors used HRWRA rather than SP 
H-Viscosity Relative value for the viscosity [Pa·s] 
L Flow length, LCPC-Box [m] 
LS Lignosulphonate 
LSF Limestone filler 
mc Initial mass of concrete placed onto the sieve [g] 
MS Microsilica 
ML Melamine based superplasticisers 
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mP  Mass of powder [g] 
mp Mass of the sieve receiver [g] 
mps Mass of sieve receiver plus passed material [g] 
mW Mass of water [g] 
N  Number of monomers in the backbone of a PCE 
n Flow behaviour index [-] 
n Integer for the diffraction order 
N Nano silica 
Na2SO4 Sodium sulphate 
NaCl Sodium chloride 
nEO Number of ethylene oxide units 
nW Water demand according to the Puntke test [-] 
OH- Hydroxide ions 
OMP Organo mineral phase 
P  Number of monomers in the side chain of a PCE 
P(d)  Cumulative finer fraction of particles and aggregates [%] 
PC Polycarboxylic superplasticisers 
PCC Polymer modified concrete 
PCE HC High charge density polycarboxylate ether 
PCE LC Low charge density polycarboxylate ether 
PCE MC Medium charge density polycarboxylate ether 
PCE Polycarboxylate ether 
PEO Polyethylene oxide 
PMS Polymelamine sulphonate 
PNS Polynaphtalene sulphonate 
POW Powder type SCC 
PS Polysaccharide 
QF Quartz filler 
R Half slump flow diameter [m] 
RF Relative humidity 
SBS  Stretched backbone star 
SBW  Stretched backbone worm 
SCC Self-compacting concrete 
SCM Self-compacting mortar 
SCM Supplementary cementitious materials 
SEM Scanning electron microscope 
SF Slump flow value or spread flow value of concrete [mm] 
SO4

2- Sulphate ions 

SP Superplasticiser 
sPCE Solid content of the PCE [%] 
SR Sieve segregation resistance [-] 
SRA Shrinkage reducing agent 
SSA Specific surface area [m²/g] 
ST Modified starch 
ST1 Stabilising agent 1 based on modified potato starch 
ST2 Stabilising agent 2 based on microbial polysaccharide 
STA Stabilising agent 
T Absolute temperature [K] 
T Ambient temperature [K] 
t Time [s] 
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t0 Time-zero: transition of a setting system from plastic state into solid state [h] 
t500 Time for a concrete required to flow to a diameter of 500 mm during the slump 

flow test [s] 
tfin Initial setting time [h] 
tini Final setting time [h] 
tV V-funnel efflux time [s] 
u Unified atomic mass unit, equal to the unit dalton Da [-] 
V Cone volume [m³] 
VEA Viscosity enhancing agent. Used as synonym for STA in literature review 

sections and figures of other authors, where authors used VMA rather than STA 
VMA Viscosity modifying agent. Used as synonym for STA in literature review 

sections and figures of other authors, where authors used VMA rather than STA 
w/c Water-cement ratio. Ratio of water to cement. If not explicitly stated, it is given 

in mass units.  
w/cm Water-cementitious materials ratio. The ratio of water to cementitious materials. 

If not explicitly stated, it is given in mass units.  
w/p Water-powder ratio. The ratio of the mass of water to the mass of cement and 

additions, typically the entire fraction of fines < 125 µm. If not explicitly stated, 
it is given in mass units.  

XRD X-Ray Diffraction 
XRF X-Ray Fluorescence Method 
∆Gr Gibbs free energy [J] 
∆Hr Reaction enthalpy [J] 
∆Sr Reaction entropy [J/K] 
γ̇ Shear rate [1/s] 
θ Angle between incident ray and scattering plane 
λ Wave length of the incident wave [nm] 
ρ Fresh concrete mass density [kg/m³] 
βP Water demand according to the method of Okamura 
η or ηpl Plastic viscosity [Pa·s] 
ηrel Relative viscosity in a non fundamental unit [(Variable)·s] 
1/η Fluidity [(Pa·s)-1] 
ϕkz Paste to aggregate ratio 
κ Flow consistency index [[Pa·sn] 
ρW Density of powder [g/mm³] 
ρW Density of water [g/mm³] 
τ Shear stress [Pa] 
τ0 Yield stress [Pa] 
ζ Zeta potential [mV] 
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Annex A – Rheometric results of SCC 

Table A.1: Summary of G-Yield and H-Viscosity values of COM type SCC for all admixture 
combinations and time steps at 5 °C. 

Mixture 
composition 

PCE type STA 
Time after 

mixing 
G-Yield H-Viscosity 

COM LC ST1 0 2011.2 8423.1 

COM LC ST1 30 2295.8 12787.2 

COM LC ST1 60 2759.9 17109.2 

COM LC ST1 90 3765.8 12372.4 

COM LC ST2 0 2831.7 8798.6 

COM LC ST2 30 3487.4 21180.9 

COM LC ST2 60 3309.3 23092.3 

COM LC ST2 90 2961.6 22498.8 

COM MC ST1 0 1582.8 6647.2 

COM MC ST1 30 1522.6 10407.2 

COM MC ST1 60 1978.9 12814.5 

COM MC ST1 90 2847.2 11577.5 

COM MC ST2 0 2039.7 6715.6 

COM MC ST2 30 3044.7 11248.5 

COM MC ST2 60 2655.8 12410.5 

COM MC ST2 90 1877.2 14840.3 

COM HC ST1 0 899.0 5463.7 

COM HC ST1 30 1076.8 7960.8 

COM HC ST1 60 1410.5 10735.6 

COM HC ST1 90 1905.9 11333.7 

COM HC ST2 0 2117.7 5688.7 

COM HC ST2 30 2660.1 9801.8 

COM HC ST2 60 2535.5 11261.6 

COM HC ST2 90 2261.0 11585.2 
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Table A.2: Summary of G-Yield and H-Viscosity values of POW type SCC for all admixture 
combinations and time steps at 5 °C. 

Mixture 
composition 

PCE type STA 
Time after 

mixing 
G-Yield H-Viscosity 

POW LC ST1 0 863 6709.6 

POW LC ST1 30 663 9724.9 

POW LC ST1 60 570 11743.5 

POW LC ST1 90 536 12946.4 

POW LC ST2 0 1113 7519.7 

POW LC ST2 30 834 10755.4 

POW LC ST2 60 979 10193.7 

POW LC ST2 90 702 12200.9 

POW MC ST1 0 1063 7277.9 

POW MC ST1 30 991 9465.6 

POW MC ST1 60 1021 10160.6 

POW MC ST1 90 970 10976.0 

POW MC ST2 0 1037 7861.9 

POW MC ST2 30 776 9797.3 

POW MC ST2 60 815 11002.9 

POW MC ST2 90 869 11063.8 

POW HC ST1 0 709 7958.6 

POW HC ST1 30 537 11260.6 

POW HC ST1 60 527 13411.7 

POW HC ST1 90 771 13515.2 

POW HC ST2 0 686 8396.5 

POW HC ST2 30 711 10466.2 

POW HC ST2 60 743 12178.1 

POW HC ST2 90 834 12337.7 
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Table A.3: Summary of G-Yield and H-Viscosity values of COM type SCC for all admixture 
combinations and time steps at 20 °C. 

Mixture 
composition 

PCE type STA 
Time after 

mixing 
G-Yield H-Viscosity 

COM LC ST1 0 884.9 7115.7 

COM LC ST1 30 1156.8 8493.0 

COM LC ST1 60 1194.1 10905.9 

COM LC ST1 90 989.6 15004.8 

COM LC ST2 0 813.4 7156.7 

COM LC ST2 30 1543.6 11356.9 

COM LC ST2 60 2585.2 10646.3 

COM LC ST2 90 - - 

COM MC ST1 0 1041.9 7230.0 

COM MC ST1 30 1301.7 10132.4 

COM MC ST1 60 1609.9 11449.6 

COM MC ST1 90 1570.4 12643.7 

COM MC ST2 0 856.6 4046.1 

COM MC ST2 30 936.1 6224.8 

COM MC ST2 60 1073.6 7104.2 

COM MC ST2 90 1083.1 7438.3 

COM HC ST1 0 502.3 4995.3 

COM HC ST1 30 898.2 7184.0 

COM HC ST1 60 1319.7 8745.7 

COM HC ST1 90 1698.9 9434.4 

COM HC ST2 0 739.0 6534.6 

COM HC ST2 30 1784.2 9014.2 

COM HC ST2 60 3322.6 9223.0 

COM HC ST2 90 - - 
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Table A.4: Summary of G-Yield and H-Viscosity values of POW type SCC for all admixture 
combinations and time steps at 20 °C. 

Mixture 
composition 

PCE type STA 
Time after 

mixing 
G-Yield H-Viscosity 

POW LC ST1 0 506.4 4106.0 

POW LC ST1 30 589.1 6038.1 

POW LC ST1 60 481.1 7864.1 

POW LC ST1 90 417.1 8650.2 

POW LC ST2 0 871.9 7162.6 

POW LC ST2 30 857.3 12632.4 

POW LC ST2 60 743.4 13905.2 

POW LC ST2 90 410.3 16669.4 

POW MC ST1 0 845.2 7656.5 

POW MC ST1 30 946.5 10083.4 

POW MC ST1 60 853.6 13189.8 

POW MC ST1 90 928.4 14471.6 

POW MC ST2 0 695.8 5969.5 

POW MC ST2 30 702.6 9654.5 

POW MC ST2 60 928.0 10210.6 

POW MC ST2 90 790.0 11622.1 

POW HC ST1 0 523.9 4904.9 

POW HC ST1 30 1046.8 7145.6 

POW HC ST1 60 1261.8 10422.3 

POW HC ST1 90 2191.2 11131.9 

POW HC ST2 0 750.0 9673.0 

POW HC ST2 30 1855.1 14046.1 

POW HC ST2 60 3478.9 18043.1 

POW HC ST2 90 - - 
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Table A.5: Summary of G-Yield and H-Viscosity values of POW type SCC for all admixture 
combinations and time steps at 30 °C. 

Mixture 
composition 

PCE type STA 
Time after 

mixing 
G-Yield H-Viscosity 

COM LC ST1 0 1469.1 7100.9 

COM LC ST1 30 1525.9 10580.9 

COM LC ST1 60 1370.3 12494.5 

COM LC ST1 90 1060.2 14133.6 

COM LC ST2 0 1106.7 6723.7 

COM LC ST2 30 1589.2 10046.9 

COM LC ST2 60 2068.6 11206.9 

COM LC ST2 90 2561.1 12373.5 

COM MC ST1 0 1163.2 6812.1 

COM MC ST1 30 1646.8 8783.9 

COM MC ST1 60 1781.3 10325.3 

COM MC ST1 90 1949.9 10181.5 

COM MC ST2 0 1117.9 5827.5 

COM MC ST2 30 1380.3 9155.1 

COM MC ST2 60 2079.8 10760.2 

COM MC ST2 90 2485.5 11513.0 

COM HC ST1 0 570.5 7136.6 

COM HC ST1 30 1298.7 9596.3 

COM HC ST1 60 2299.9 11612.1 

COM HC ST1 90 2643.6 12886.2 

COM HC ST2 0 702.7 5448.3 

COM HC ST2 30 1988.2 7581.5 

COM HC ST2 60 2850.3 9891.6 

COM HC ST2 90 4054.1 10453.3 
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Table A.6: Summary of G-Yield and H-Viscosity values of POW type SCC for all admixture 
combinations and time steps at 30 °C. 

Mixture 
composition 

PCE type STA 
Time after 

mixing 
G-Yield H-Viscosity 

POW LC ST1 0 776.4 6935.6 

POW LC ST1 30 840.7 11375.8 

POW LC ST1 60 459.6 13561.2 

POW LC ST1 90 483.2 14383.8 

POW LC ST2 0 789.6 5366.4 

POW LC ST2 30 840.4 7505.1 

POW LC ST2 60 798.0 8805.5 

POW LC ST2 90 520.2 10304.1 

POW MC ST1 0 858.3 5275.5 

POW MC ST1 30 1362.0 7281.7 

POW MC ST1 60 1349.9 8904.4 

POW MC ST1 90 1440.9 10348.7 

POW MC ST2 0 835.8 4230.8 

POW MC ST2 30 1092.2 7026.7 

POW MC ST2 60 1527.8 7686.8 

POW MC ST2 90 1517.9 8039.6 

POW HC ST1 0 1073.1 6273.7 

POW HC ST1 30 3745.1 10378.0 

POW HC ST1 60 - - 

POW HC ST1 90 - - 

POW HC ST2 0 1481.3 6490.1 

POW HC ST2 30 3995.9 10246.1 

POW HC ST2 60 - - 

POW HC ST2 90 - - 
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Annex B – Compressive strength of SCC 

Table B.1: Summary of 28-d compressive strength values of all COM mixes after casting at 
different temperature conditions. 

 
COM LC COM MC COM HC 

 
ST1 ST2 ST1 ST2 ST1 ST2 

5 °C 

55.4 55.5 58.4 59 62.8 61.2 

53.1 56.0 59.2 58.3 62.7 57.7 

56.4 51.7 58.2 57.6 63.8 57.7 

20 °C 

62.5 62.4 62.0 65.9 64.6 60.3 

61.3 60.2 58.4 64.7 60.9 59.8 

60.7 59.3 58.2 64.8 59.3 62.4 

30 °C 

65.3 62.6 63.4 62.9 58.4 61.2 

61.7 63.1 61.4 65.1 61.9 56.5 

59.1 60.5 61.8 64.8 63.2 58.4 

 

 

Table B.2: Summary of 28-d compressive strength values of all POW mixes after casting at 
different temperature conditions. 

 
POW LC POW MC POW HC 

 
ST1 ST2 ST1 ST2 ST1 ST2 

5 °C 

59.9 55.4 61.8 59.9 62.6 64.3 

60.3 56.2 60.9 60.5 61 63.3 

60.6 57.6 61.2 58.8 63.5 64 

20 °C 

60.6 56.7 59.6 58.9 60.3 56.9 

59.8 58.1 60.8 59.5 59.8 54.5 

60.9 58 61.2 60.4 62.4 56.5 

30 °C 

61.8 59.4 61.6 61.6 53.2 57.4 

61.8 59.7 59.5 61.8 58.4 57.2 

61.5 59.3 59.3 62.8 52.1 57.3 
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Annex C – Heat flow rates and Vicat setting times 

 

Figure C.1: Maxima of the derivatives of the heat flow curves vs. respective final setting times 
according to Vicat for PCE dosage for identical rheology at 5 °C. 

 

 

Figure C.2: Maxima of the derivatives of the heat flow curves vs. respective final setting times 
according to Vicat for PCE dosage for identical solid content at 5 °C. 
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Figure C.3: Maxima of the derivatives of the heat flow curves vs. respective final setting times 
according to Vicat for PCE dosage for identical rheology at 20 °C. 

 

 

Figure C.4: Maxima of the derivatives of the heat flow curves vs. respective final setting times 
according to Vicat for PCE dosage for identical solid content at 20 °C. 
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Figure C.5: Maxima of the derivatives of the heat flow curves vs. respective final setting times 
according to Vicat for PCE dosage for identical rheology at 20 °C. 

 

 

Figure C.6: Maxima of the derivatives of the heat flow curves vs. respective final setting times 
according to Vicat for PCE dosage for identical solid content at 30 °C. 
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Annex D – XRD measurement intervals and patterns 

Table D.1: Schedule of times after water addition for XRD measurement. 

 
no PCE PCE HC-0.42% PCE LC-0.66% PCE LC-0.42% 

Diffraction  
angles 2θ 

Abbrev. MPCn MPCn MPCn OPCn 
n Time of measurement after water addition 
1 0:10 0:17 0:15 0:09 

5° to 25° 

2 0:21 0:27 0:25 0:20 
3 0:32 0:38 0:35 0:30 
4 0:42 0:48 0:46 0:41 
5 0:52 0:58 0:56 0:51 
6 1:03 1:09 1:06 1:01 
7 1:13 1:19 1:17 1:12 
8 1:23 1:29 1:27 1:22 
9 1:34 1:40 1:37 1:32 

10 1:44 1:50 1:48 1:43 
11 1:54 2:00 1:58 1:53 
12 2:05 2:11 2:08 2:03 
13 3:01 3:11 3:08 2:59 

5° to 45° 

14 4:05 4:15 4:12 4:03 
15 5:09 5:19 5:16 5:07 
16 6:13 6:23 6:20 6:11 
17 7:44 7:27 7:25 7:16 
18 8:21 8:31 8:29 8:20 
19 9:25 9:35 9:33 9:24 
20 10:29 10:39 10:37 10:28 
21 11:33 11:43 11:41 11:32 
22 12:37 12:47 12:45 12:36 
23 14:41 14:51 14:49 14:40 
24 16:45 16:55 16:53 16:44 
25 18:49 18:59 18:57 18:48 
26 20:53 21:04 21:01 20:52 
27 22:58 23:08 23:06 22:57 
28 25:02 25:12 24:10 0:01 
29 27:06 27:36 27:14 3:05 
30 31:10 31:21 31:18 7:09 
31 35:15 35:25 35:23 11:14 
32 39:19 39:29 39:27 15:18 
33 43:23 43:34 43:32 19:23 
34 47:28 47:38 47:36 23:27 
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Figure D.1: XRD patterns for paste without SP. 
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Figure D.2: XRD patterns for paste with 0.42% PCE HC.  
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Figure D.3: XRD patterns for paste with 0.66% PCE LC. 
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Figure D.4: XRD patterns for paste with 0.42% PCE LC. 
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Annex E – Vicat setting times of COM and POW pastes 

Table E.1: Initial and final setting times of COM and POW paste tests with low charge density 
PCE and ST1. 

Temperature Mixture modification 
tini as average 
out of three 

measurements 

tfin as average 
out of three 

measurements 

5 °C 

COM - PCE LC 36.69 63.61 

COM - PCE LC - ST1 39.88 67.69 

COM - ST1 11.78 17.11 

COM 8.71 11.60 

20 °C 

COM - PCE LC 17.05 23.18 

COM - PCE LC - ST1 17.06 25.85 

COM - ST1 4.76 6.77 

COM 4.20 5.38 

30 °C 

COM - PCE LC 12.52 14.30 

COM - PCE LC - ST1 12.53 14.78 

COM - ST1 2.77 4.28 

COM 2.76 3.99 

5 °C 

POW - PCE LC 25.07 51.43 

POW - PCE LC - ST1 24.27 42.96 

POW - ST1 6.78 10.17 

POW 6.27 8.29 

20 °C 

POW - PCE LC 11.02 15.61 

POW - PCE LC - ST1 11.02 15.69 

POW - ST1 3.23 4.32 

POW 3.22 4.02 

30 °C 

POW - PCE LC 7.52 9.81 

POW - PCE LC - ST1 7.05 8.80 

POW - ST1 1.75 2.69 

POW 1.73 2.52 
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Table E.2: Initial and final setting times of COM and POW paste tests with low charge density 
PCE and ST2. 

Temperature Mixture modification 
tini as average 
out of three 

measurements 

tfin as average 
out of three 

measurements 

5 °C 

COM - PCE LC 36.53 71.87 

COM - PCE LC - ST2 33.69 56.37 

COM - ST2 10.59 16.03 

COM 7.63 10.01 

20 °C 

COM - PCE LC 16.03 22.73 

COM - PCE LC - ST2 16.03 21.66 

COM - ST2 3.62 5.53 

COM 3.58 5.21 

30 °C 

COM - PCE LC 11.01 12.91 

COM - PCE LC - ST2 11.52 13.8 

COM - ST2 2.07 3.08 

COM 2.04 3.15 

5 °C 

POW - PCE LC 23.52 43.62 

POW - PCE LC - ST2 22.44 50.48 

POW - ST2 6.59 9.24 

POW 5.58 8.99 

20 °C 

POW - PCE LC 10.02 14.42 

POW - PCE LC - ST2 10.03 15.37 

POW - ST2 3.25 6.41 

POW 2.56 3.67 

30 °C 

POW - PCE LC 6.51 7.68 

POW - PCE LC - ST2 6.51 8.18 

POW - ST2 1.59 2.60 

POW 1.05 1.46 
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Table E.3: Initial and final setting times of COM and POW paste tests with medium charge 
density PCE and ST1. 

Temperature Mixture modification 
tini as average out 

of three 
measurements 

tfin as average out 
of three 

measurements 

5 °C 

COM - PCE MC 31.57 45.74 

COM - PCE MC - ST1 36.05 55.34 

COM - ST1 11.35 17.76 

COM 9.19 15.27 

20 °C 

COM - PCE MC 18.04 23.60 

COM - PCE MC - ST1 18.55 25.39 

COM - ST1 4.56 5.82 

COM 3.73 4.71 

30 °C 

COM - PCE MC 13.02 15.55 

COM - PCE MC - ST1 13.52 16.37 

COM - ST1 2.70 3.72 

COM 2.18 3.10 

5 °C 

POW - PCE MC 20.56 41.83 

POW - PCE MC - ST1 23.53 41.93 

POW - ST1 7.73 12.41 

POW 7.69 12.05 

20 °C 

POW - PCE MC 11.40 15.13 

POW - PCE MC - ST1 12.03 15.67 

POW - ST1 2.75 4.01 

POW 3.19 4.62 

30 °C 

POW - PCE MC 8.51 10.18 

POW - PCE MC - ST1 8.52 10.19 

POW - ST1 1.75 2.58 

POW 1.75 2.67 
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Table E.4: Initial and final setting times of COM and POW paste tests with medium charge 
density PCE and ST2. 

Temperature Mixture modification 
tini as average out 

of three 
measurements 

tfin as average out 
of three 

measurements 

5 °C 

COM - PCE MC 37.32 70.13 

COM - PCE MC - ST2 39.19 71.10 

COM - ST2 9.72 14.02 

COM 9.70 14.39 

20 °C 

COM - PCE MC 11.55 15.69 

COM - PCE MC - ST2 11.53 16.44 

COM - ST2 2.74 4.13 

COM 2.72 4.07 

30 °C 

COM - PCE MC 15.02 17.15 

COM - PCE MC - ST2 15.02 17.10 

COM - ST2 2.24 3.24 

COM 2.21 3.13 

5 °C 

POW - PCE MC 25.05 47.17 

POW - PCE MC - ST2 26.92 48.69 

POW - ST2 7.27 11.34 

POW 8.71 13.14 

20 °C 

POW - PCE MC 11.55 15.69 

POW - PCE MC - ST2 11.53 16.44 

POW - ST2 2.74 4.13 

POW 2.72 4.07 

30 °C 

POW - PCE MC 8.51 10.40 

POW - PCE MC - ST2 8.52 10.44 

POW - ST2 1.76 2.60 

POW 1.70 2.62 
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Table E.5: Initial and final setting times of COM and POW paste tests with high charge density 
PCE and ST1. 

Temperature Mixture modification 
tini as average 
out of three 

measurements 

tfin as average 
out of three 

measurements 

5 °C 

COM - PCE HC 30.75 60.92 

COM - PCE HC - ST1 33.11 61.15 

COM - ST1 10.67 15.22 

COM 8.09 12.22 

20 °C 

COM - PCE HC 13.52 21.85 

COM - PCE HC - ST1 14.02 21.13 

COM - ST1 4.60 7.61 

COM 4.06 5.57 

30 °C 

COM - PCE HC 9.52 10.70 

COM - PCE HC - ST1 10.04 11.32 

COM - ST1 3.08 4.58 

COM 2.54 4.13 

5 °C 

POW - PCE HC 19.02 24.98 

POW - PCE HC - ST1 19.02 26.69 

POW - ST1 6.60 9.69 

POW 6.04 7.83 

20 °C 

POW - PCE HC 8.02 11.28 

POW - PCE HC - ST1 8.01 11.77 

POW - ST1 3.11 4.31 

POW 2.55 4.23 

30 °C 

POW - PCE HC 5.42 6.79 

POW - PCE HC - ST1 5.01 6.76 

POW - ST1 1.58 2.58 

POW 1.57 3.25 
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Table E.6: Initial and final setting times of COM and POW paste tests with high charge density 
PCE and ST2. 

Temperature Mixture modification 
tini as average out 

of three 
measurements 

tfin as average out 
of three 

measurements 

5 °C 

COM - PCE HC 30.37 50.52 

COM - PCE HC - ST2 28.78 48.84 

COM - ST2 8.10 12.50 

COM 7.10 11.38 

20 °C 

COM - PCE HC 13.53 19.35 

COM - PCE HC - ST2 13.56 18.34 

COM - ST2 3.61 5.46 

COM 3.55 5.74 

30 °C 

COM - PCE HC 8.52 11.25 

COM - PCE HC - ST2 8.52 10.11 

COM - ST2 2.59 3.71 

COM 2.57 3.49 

5 °C 

POW - PCE HC 20.52 29.28 

POW - PCE HC - ST2 19.60 27.95 

POW - ST2 7.59 10.13 

POW 7.04 8.88 

20 °C 

POW - PCE HC 8.01 11.57 

POW - PCE HC - ST2 7.53 11.47 

POW - ST2 2.55 3.85 

POW 2.57 4.23 

30 °C 

POW - PCE HC 5.01 6.39 

POW - PCE HC - ST2 5.02 6.18 

POW - ST2 1.58 2.42 

POW 1.57 2.57 
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Summary 

Self-compacting concrete is not well established today in the field of ready-mixed concrete. One 
of the reasons is the lack of robustness against changes in the ambient temperatures. The major 
distinction items of self-compacting concrete from conventional concrete are the powder 
composition and the extensive use of admixtures and polycarboxylate ether superplasticisers in 
particular. This Thesis aims to better understand effects of these items, by investigating the 
influence of the mixture composition as well as the charge density of the superplasticiser on the 
rheology and the early hydration period of self-compacting concrete. Furthermore, influences of 
stabilising admixtures are discussed. 

It is shown that depending upon the environmental temperature different mixture 
compositions can behave less robust than others and that the choice of the superplasticiser has a 
prominent influence on the temperature related workability and its retention. Stabilising agents 
have significantly less influence on temperature induced rheology changes, but they can also 
amplify or counteract particular temperature induced effects. 

The influences of the mixture composition, superplasticisers, and stabilising agents on the 
early hydration period until the final setting are also studied and discussed in this Thesis. It is 
shown that the charge density of a superplasticiser has a strong influence on the retardation of 
the hydration reactions. This can be mainly linked to the amount of total polymers required to 
reduce the yield stress effectively. Furthermore, the influence of stabilising agents is observed 
and interactions between superplasticisers and stabilising agents are discussed. 

The Thesis finally gathers the findings of the experimental research in decision paths which 
give recommendations for SCC mixture compositions tailored for individual temperature cases 
or for highest robustness for a wide range of temperatures. 
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Self-compacting concrete is not well established today in the field of ready-mixed con-
crete. One of the reasons is the lack of robustness against changes in the ambient tem-
peratures. The major distinction items of self-compacting concrete from conventional 
concrete are the powder composition and the extensive use of admixtures and polycar-
boxylate ether superplasticisers in particular. This Thesis aims to better understand 
effects of these items, by investigating the influence of the mixture composition and 
the charge density of the superplasticiser on the rheology and the early hydration of 
self-compacting concrete. Furthermore, influences of stabilising admixtures and inter-
actions with superplasticiser are discussed. The focus is put on temperature effects on 
the rheology and the early hydration of self-compacting concrete. 
It is shown that depending upon the environmental temperature different mixture com-
positions can behave less robust than others and that the choice of the superplasticis-
er has a prominent influence on the temperature related workability and its retention. 
Stabilising agents have significantly less influence on temperature induced rheology 
changes, but they can amplify or counteract particular temperature induced effects. 
The influences of the mixture composition, superplasticisers, and stabilising agents on 
the early hydration period until the final setting are also studied and discussed in this 
Thesis. It is shown that the charge density of a superplasticiser has a strong influence 
on the retardation of the hydration reactions. This can be mainly linked to the amount 
of total polymers required to reduce the yield stress effectively. Furthermore, the influ-
ence of stabilising agents is observed and interactions between superplasticisers and 
stabilising agents are discussed.
The findings of the experimental research are discussed and the conclusions are 
brought together in decision paths which give recommendations for the mixture com-
positions of self-compacting concrete tailored for individual temperature cases or 
for highest robustness for a wide range of temperatures.


